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Preface

The Space Programs Summary is a multivolume, bimonthly publication that
presents a review of technical information resulting from current engineering

, and scientific work perfoJmed, or managed, by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The Space Programs Sum-
mary is currently composed of four volumes:

Vol. I. Flight Projects' (Unclassified)

Vol. II. The Deep Space Network (Unclassified)

Vol. III. Supposting Research and Advanced 'celopment (Unclassified)

Vol. IV. Flight Pro/ects and Supporting l:lesearch and Adt;anced
Development (Confidential)
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I. Systems Analysis Research
SYSTEMSDIVISION

A. A Solar Electric Propulsion Spacecraft Asteroid capability of the solar panels proposed for this spacecraft

Probe, c. G. Sauer is 6 kW at 1 AU; however, an assumed 18_ degradation
due to solar flares and envfionmental uncertainties results

1. Introduction in a net power capability of 4.92 kW. Of this amount,
320 W is reserved for spacecraft auxilliary purposes,

I11the past several years a number of studies have been leaving a net thrustor input power at 1 AU of 4.6 kW. In
made in determining the applicability of solar-electric- the data to be presented, a total spacecraft mass of 480 kg
propulsion (SEP) spacecraft to the unmanned scientific was used, not including the low-thrust propellant mass.
investigation of the solar system.

The mission profile consists of a spacecraft injection at
This article presents several trajectory and spacecraft a vis viva energy of C3 equal to 10 to 16 km2/sL The space-

parameters f . a solar-electric-propulsion spacecraft that craft is injected so that the hyperbolic velocity is aligned
,could be used as a deep-space asteroid probe. The pur- in the direction of the motion of the earth and in the /*

poses of this mission would be to make: (1) an engineering ecliptic plane. Shortly after injection, the spacecraft would /"
test flight of a spacecraft using electric-propulsion thrus- be aligned so that the SEP engines will be thrusting in a /
tors and lightweight rollout solar panels as a power source, direction normal to the sun line and in the ecliptic plane.
ar,d (2) a scientific investigation of the region of the solar Since a specific target has not been identified, the selection
system encompassing 2 to 3 AU, including the asteroid of a launch date at this time is somewhat arbitrary; con-
belt. A minimum thrustor operating time of 400 days at sequently, tile trajectories shown in this analysis were
an initial powcx level of approximately 4.6 kW at 1 AU is initiated with an initial heliocentric longitude of zero
desired, corresponding to a launch date late in September.

2. SpacecraftDescription The required propellant mass, exclusive of residuals, is
The launch vehicle proposed for this mission is an shown in Fig. 1 as a function of departure Ca for propul-

Atlas SLV3C/Centaur with an injected weight capability sion times of 400, 500, and 600 days. Since the propellant
at escape of 2500 lb. The SEP spacecraft would have a mass flow rate is directly proportional to thrustor input
mass of 750 lb, not including the solar panels, thrustors, power, the mass flow rate will decrease with increasing
and power-conditioning subsystems. The "installed" power probe distance from the sun because of the drop in power

/ JPL SPACE PROGRAMS SUMMARY 37-54, VOt. III 1
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shows the path of the _ehicle for a departure C., of
C3, km2/s 2 10 km"/'s _. The probe spends 250 days to 950 days beyond

Fig. 1. SEPspacecraft asteroid probe, propellant g AU with aphelion occurring at 600 days. In Fig. 4 the
mass versusC_ path of the spacecraft for a departure C:_of 16 km2/s '-'

remains beyond E AU for 210 days to 1110 days or for a
total of 900 days as compared with the 700 days for the

from the solar panels. The additional propellant required trajectory shown in Fig. 3.
for thrusting an additional 100 to 200 days is relatively

small, since the available power to the thrustors and also The power available to the thrustors is shown in Fig. 5
the propellant flow rate has dropped to about one sixth as a function of time along the trajectory. Because of
of the initial value after 400 to 500 days. An additional thrustor design considerations, it would seem inadvisable
100 days of propulsion requires, at most, 5 kg additional to operate the low-thrust engines at a power level less than
propellant (Fig. 1). around ½ kW. For a trajectory with a departure C._ of

]6 km2/s 2 tbis point occurs at about 400 days, and in order

3. TrajectoryCharacteristics to provide additional operating time, the motors could

be restarted at about 900 days. The second trajectory, _/,-."?The aphelion and perihelion of the heliocentric traiec- corresponding to a C:_of 10 km2/s 2, has a minimum pov'er
tory after tiirust cutoff is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of of ½ kW at aphelion.
departure Cz. The effect of increasing the propulsion time
does not materially affect the aphelion distance since
thrust cutoff occurs near this point, and additional thrust- 4. Communicr_tion Parameters

ing has the effect of raising the perihelion but does not Figure 6 presents the communication distance as a
affect the aphelion distance. The aphelion distance does function of time fcl' the same "rajectories used previously.
increase with increasing Ca, however, and an aphelion A communication distance of 530 to 560 million km is

range of 2_4 to 31,_AU can be covered with a departure required to observe the thrust cutoff point at 400 days.
C3 in the range of 10 to 16 km_/s 2.The perihelion distance Delaying thrust cutoff until 600 days will reduce the
decreases slightly with increasing C.a and increases with communication distance by about a factor of 2. An inter-
an increase in propulsion time. esting feature of the traiectory shown in Fig. 3 for a C3

of 10 km_/s 2 is that it is close to being synchronous with
The path of the spacecraft in the ecliptic plane is shown the period of the earth-quite close to 3 yr. Opposition

in Figs. 3 and 4 for a propulsion time of 400 days and for with the earth occurs close to aphelion and perihelion of
departure vis viva energies of 10 and 16 km_/s z. Figure 3 the spacecraft trajectory.
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The antenna direction, given by the earth-probe-sun B. Progress Toward a Numerically Integrated

angle, is shown in Fig. 7 as a function of time. E;",luding Lunar Ephemeris, D. B. Holdridge and J. D. Mulholland
the initial 69 to 70 days, a maximum antenna direction
from the sun line of not more than 35 deg is required for
the duration of the mission. Initially this angle is around For the past year it has been evident that the high

90 deg as the probe recedes from the earth in the direction accuracy required of the lunar ephemeris, if it is to
of the motion of the earth. At the point where the earth- achieve maximum utility in the analysis of spacecraft data,
probe-sun angle has decreased to 35 deg, the eommuni- can be obtained at the present time only by numerical
cation distance is around 15 million km. integration of the equations of motion (Ref. 1). The imple-

E
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mentation of such an ephemeris has been pursued in two interval over which to extend the differential correction
conceptually distinct, but complementary, phases, procedure. The interval actually adopted was from JED /

243 3280.5 to 244 0800.5, slightly more than 20 yr, begin-

1. Numerical Fit to Theory ning at the epoch of the JPL ephemeris tape system.

The work that was reported in Ref, I and in SPS 37-49, There are several arguments in favor of producing
Vol. III, pp. 13-15, consisted of a single-body integration acceptable fits to the theoretical ephemeris as a prior
of the lunar orbit over a 2-yr interval, differentially cor- step to dealing with the observations. The most cogent
rected to fit the theory-based ephemcris designated LE 4 one in the early stages of the work was the ease and
(Ref. 2) by means of a modified version of the planetary rapidity with which the PLOD program could be modi-
orbit determination program (PLOD; Ref. 3). After it was fled to perform this task. At present, it is far more impor-
established that serious defects existed in the theoretical tant that this process can be regarded as a controlled
ephemeris, an effort was mounted for the extension of experiment that will permit the development of tech-
this work to a meaningful time span. To properly treat niques for solving the real problems of fitting the lunar
the long-term characteristics of the motion, the nodal motion without introducing the uneedainties and biases
period (18.6 yr) may be regarded as a practical minimum that always accompany observational data. Despite its ._
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flaws, the Lunar Theory does conform rather well to the fulness with which it reflects the nominal model on which
real motion of the moon, particularly in those features it was constructed. In the case of the Lunar Theory and
that are a hindrance to the production of an accurate our i:'tegrations, the tides, the figure of the moon, and
ephemeris by numerical integration. These features pri- perhaps some yet unknown cause have led to such adjust-
marily affect two aspects: (1) the differential correction ments. In each case, analysis of the observational data
and, (2) the modeling of effects that arise from other than showed one or more of the orbital parameters to be inad'e-
point-mass gravitational considerations, quately represented by the theory, and in each case the

theoretical expressions were replaced by the observe-

The moon is a highly perturbed object, and the stan 'ard tional values. The numerical integrations are based on
differential correction procedures used in PLOD, as in gravitational models not greatly different from that on
other planetary ephemeris development programs, are which the theory is founded, so one would not expect
based on formulas that assume Keplerian motion. This is these empirical aspects of the theory to be properly
acceptable in the planetary case, because the planets are modeled in the integration. It is necessary either to learn
remarkably well behaved. In the attempts to extend the how to model them or how to handle such empirical fixes
correction span beyond 2 yr, tile suspicion was amply con- in conjunction with a numerical integration.
firmed that the unperturbed partial derivatives are not
adequate in the lunar case. Successive corrections for a Such a component in the lunar motion is attributed to
series of 5-yr integrations failed to converge to a final set the frictional losses in the tidal deformations o; earth.
of initial conditions. Theso losses reduce the rotational angular momentum of

earth, with subsequent gain in the orbital angular momen-
The possible ways in which or_e cc uld produce per- tum of moon. This gain is reflected in a secular increase

turbed partial derivatives were discussed in an earlier in the mean distance and decrease in the sidereal mean
article (SPS 37-51, Vol. III, pp. 13-15), and a detailed d's- motioh. This is represented as a secular acceleration of
eussion was given of the implementation of one of the the mean longitude
elternatives, that of anal;tie series expressions. Subse-
quent to the writing of that article, discussions 1 ievealed AL = --11':22 T 2
that the expressions for aa_/aa referred only to the scale
factor effect and did not include the dynamical effect where T is measured in Julian centuries. There is less than
(Ref. 4, p. 235) involving the angular motion. It would complete agreement on the detailed mechanism of this
become necessary to introduce this effect into the compu- angular momentum transfer, but it is widely assumed

tation of [0Ko/_], and much of the estimated saving in (e.g., Ref. 6) that it involves the gravitational couple gen-
computer running time would have disappeared, in addi- crated by the tidal bulge. Whatever the mechanism, it is
tion to the programming effort that this approach would not modeled in the differential equations of motion, and
have entailed. As a consequence, the relatively simple a means must be found of treating the real phenomenon.
method of finite difference quotients was eventually used

for the partial derivative computations. Both the perigee and the node have motions that arise /*
from unmodeled causes. The current ephemeris programs //

The availability of reasonably accurate partial deriva- treat the moon as a point of mass, whereas the Brown,//
tives resolved the differential correction problem, and theory embodies a triaxial moon not greatly different from
within a relatively short time a converged series of inte- the one currently recommended. The solar system data-
grated fits over the 20-yr span was obtained, the source processing system is to be modified to include this feature,
theory being LE 6 (Ref. 5). Although the correction series but in the interim, it is necessary to find an empirical way
did converge to a final solution, the residuals of that solu- of treating the motions. Such an empirical treatment is
tion were not really satisfactory, and the reason for this necessary from another aspect, too. Eekert (Ref. 7) has
situation is believed to lie in the modeling problem, shown that the present observational values of d_/dT

and df_/dT cannot be satisfied with the present model
The major flaw in using a theory as the comparison without assuming an unbelievable h, nar density distribu-

base for a numerical integration is the possibility- that tion. That is, the perigee and node have motions that
empirical adjustments to the theory may destroy the faith- cannot be modeled in the light of present knowledge.

These last two effects combined amount to

*WithT. C. Van Flandem, U.S. NavalObservatory,who developed
the analyticpartialderivatives. A_ = --3"1 T, A_q = --27"9 T
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There seems to he no simple resolution of this within the 5. Mulholhmd, J. I)., ]PL Lure, Ephemeris Numbes 6 Technical
structur9 of PLOD. Memmandmn 33-408. Jet Propulqon LahoratmT, Pasadena,

Calif., Octohm' 15, 1968.

As a means of discovering if these various effects are 6 Gcrstenkom, H, "The Model of the So-Called 'Weak' Ticlal

the cause of tlm remaining large-scale residuals in the Frietim_ and the Limit_ of lt_ Applicability" in Mantles of theEarth and Terrestrial Phmets. Edited by S.K. corn, Inter-
PLOD integrations of the lunar motion, a theoretical science Pul4ishers, Inc., London, 1967.
ephemeris (LE 12) has been constructed hy removing the
gravitationally unmodeled effects fl'om LE 6. Numerical 7. Eckert, W. J., "On the Matiml_ of Perir_ee and Node and theDistribution of Mass in the Moon," Astron. J., Vol. 70, pp
integrations fit to this ephemeris are now under way. 787-792, 1965.

2. Use of Lunar Observations C. Effectof Precessionand Nutation Errors
In the long run the fitting of theories must be aban- on Radar Observations, J. H. Lieske

doned, and cme must return to the source of all empirical

knowledge-the observations. Tile modifications neces- The partial deriwttives relating errors in the constant

sary to convert the solar system data-processing system of general precession in longitude and tile constant of
(SPS 37-51, Vol. III, pp. 4_.1.o) to lunar application are nutation to changes in range and range rate are devel-

now heing programmed. Many gains :1re expected fi'om oped ill this article, It will be shown that an error on the

_l'ns. 7he figme of the moon can be modeled; pel'haps the order of 1 arc see/century in the general precession in

tidal eff,,_ct can be modeled. It may even be that the unex- longitude will introduce drifts on the order of 30 m/een-

plained defect of the theory noted above is not due to tury in range and 2 ram/s/century in range rate. The

the figure of the moon at all, but to the currently accepted effect proLably will be absorbed by station longitude and

ohservational values. A recent analysis of the occultation wmdd amount to a drift on the order of 1/3 m/yr. En'ors

observations'-' seems to suggest that this is a possibility, in the constant of nutation, on the other hand, introduce

If so, this discrepancy should disappear with the use of effects on the order of 600 rum and 0.04 mm/s on the
ohservational data. range and range rate, respectively, for an error in the

coefficient of nutation of 0.01 are see. The partial deriva-

tives will be developed in an equatorial 1950.0 frame, and
LMartin, C. F., "ET-UT Time Corrections for the Period 1627-
1860," in Observation, Analysis and Space Research Applications simplified expressions adequate for most purposes will be
o[ the Lunar Motion. Edited by J. 1). Mulholland (in preparation), given.

In the present investigation it is assumed that the vee-
References tor p from the observer to the object being tracked is

1. Mnlholland, J. D., and Devine, C. J., "Gravitational Inconsist- given by the expression
eney in the Lunar Theory: Numerical Determination," Science,

7, 2'
Vol. 160, pp. 874-875, May 24, 1968. p = r -- R_ -- AeAxRs (1) /2. Mulholland, J. D., and Block, N., ]PL Lunar Ephemeris Num-
ber 4 Technical Memorandmn 33-346. Jet Propulsion Labora- where r and Re are the heliocentric vectors to the object

tory, Pasadena, Calif., August 1, 1967. and to the center of the earth referred to the equator and
7' 7"

3. Devine, C. J., PLOD II: Planetary Orbit Determination Program equinox of 1950.0, respectively, and A_,A.vRs is the vec-
for the 1BM 7094 Computer Technical Memorandum 33-188. tot from the geocenter to the observer in a 1950.0 frame.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., April 15, 1965. The ',ranspose of a matrix A is denoted by AT'. The pre-

4. Brouwer, D., and Glemence, G. M., Methods of Celestial Me- cession matrix At, and nutation matrix Ax are given by
chanics. Academic Press, New York, 1961. the usual expressions (Ref. 1)

cos _0cos 0 cos z - sin ¢0 sin z - sin ¢0 cos 0 cos z - cos _o sin z - sin 0 cos z ]

A_, =/cOs¢oeOS Osinz + sin _ocosz --sin _oCOSOsinz + cos ¢ocos z --sinOsinz / (2)

Lcos ¢,,sin 0 -sin¢osin0 cos0 J i
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ic()s A¢ -- cos gsin a¢ -- sin ,x¢ sin g 1
Ax = sin A¢ cos e cos A¢ cos gcose q- sin g'.in _. cos A¢ sill _'COSe -- COS_-sin e I (3)

sin A¢ sin e cos _X¢cosgsin e - sin _'cos e cos a¢ sinTsin e -t- cos gcos e ]

where g,,,z, and 0 are the precession parameters employed If A, and Av depend upon tile p.qrametcr q, then
in reducing positions referred to the mean equatJr and

equinox of 1950.0 to the mean equator and equinox of ap _ /OA]I ,. _Ar'_ R._
date, where A¢ is tile nutation in longitude, and e and g ?q t?-_/A_' -F A_; pq /
refer te the true and mean obliquity of the ecliptic of

date, respectively. The geocentric position of tile observer _/' r r r
referred to the true equator and equinox of date is as- t'-_ = (r - R_ - AvA_R._)sumed to be in the form

X (-- eA_: A,'r_ _}?A_\cos&; -sine. 0 _ eq A_' ,,t /R'_

( ea_: ?A_'.\
R._ = sin e. cos Or, O S (4) .... (r -- R+)r \ [,q A+ + AI', -_--q] R._

0 0 1
?AZ:_ " eA r

+ n_AxAv-_--'-" A_.R.++ n_jAx-_'-_-"_n.+.' cq " • " eq
where G_is the true Greenwich sidereal time, and

The skew-symmetric property may be used to show that
"i{,,cos q,' cos X_: the last two terms in the above equation are zero because

S = Rocos q/sin h_: (5)

Rosin (b' Ap ?----_

with R, representing the geocentric distance of the ob- is skew-symmetric, as is
server; ¢', his geocentric latitude, and XE, the observer's

/ eA_;\

longitude measured east from Greenwich. As tA,`-_-q ) ASs

An important and useful property of these orthogonal
rotation matrices is that if A is a rotation matrix, or the Hence, the quadratic form
matrix product of several orthogonal matrices, and if q ,]

(A.,.Ap a;" A.v) /
_, _Av _,is a parameter upon which one or several of the matrices Rv -- R,_

depend, then the matrix

aAr A r is zero. The same comments apply for
C= aq .

r ___+,'+4
is skew-symmetric, or the sum of several skew-symmetric RaA.v +q-

R._

matrices, and b'_qce the quadratic form

Since there are several forms one may wish to employ
B = xr Cx (6) for the computed range or doppler, the skew-symmetric

property will be extremely useful in computing the vari-
is zero for any vector x. This property is useful in obtain- pus forms. In the remainder of this paper only the vector
ing the partial derivative of the scalar slant range ao/Oq partial derivatives Op/aq and a#/aq will he computed,
from the vectors fl and Op/aq. As an example, consider so that a person may combine them in whatever type of
the contribution of ap/aq to the desired quantity Oo/Oq. range or doppler equation he desires.
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It is clear that the heliocentric positions r of tile planet The partial der;vatives required for general precession
and Re. of the earth referred to the 1950.0 equator and in longitude are
equinox will not depend upon tlm values of precession

and nt.',ation (although their estimated values certainly __pp _A_'.A_'.R._ (11)
are ai"zeted to some extent). We thus need only be con- ?p - ?p
eerned with the effect of precession and nutation on Av,

A, and P_._of the observer. The observer's geoccptric _f3 r,_A__'arlh. / ?_'_' _A'r ' \
position R._ is affected by precession and nutation only -- _p
through the sidereal time, as indicated by Eq. (4). The ;P PP ""_'"_- _"_P Ar_+ _*-vAr Rs (12))
true Greenwich sidereal time 0, is of the form

' while those for nutation are

0_ = 0",;+ a_ cos e + _ (7)

........ • , _, r _:= (13);'N A_: ?:N "" -- AvAv ?N
where 0,_ is the mean Greenwich sidereal time and 8

includes the effects of polar motion, annual periodic vari-

ations, etc. While it is true that the origin of the definition _1_ _A_ . •r •r _Z
of mean Greenwich sidereal time 0"-r_inwflved introducing ;..--_= A_:-_ R._- AvA v _N
a specific value of the general precession in right ascen-

sion, the expression for 0",_is now to be taken as a deft- __ (_: _?A_' r_&_'_\nition of the universal time; hence _ will not be affected \ _N -t- At, _N)R.,

by any error in precession, since it is defined as the

"1' r r' r (14)Greenwich hour angle of the mean eq finox of date. We _.- AvA_ + A/,Avthen see that the tru_ _idareal time is affected hy nutation
but not precession.

The matrices Av, A._-,and R., are already defined in

The partial derivatives of .G, _, and 0 appearing in Eqs. (2), (3), (4) and (5), and their partial derivatives
Eq. (2) with respect to the general precession in longitude may be readily computed. Simplified forms, adequate for
p are taken from Lieske (Ref. 2): most purposes, will be given later. Tim complete forms

will he given in order that one may employ the more
exact relations if he so desires.

_,, _z T

_p -- _p = 0.45891T = _ cos e,, ' 1
(8) rae matrix 3Av/_p is determined from

_i---_ = 0.39780T = T sin E,, &%'Z.p- _Av_.L,?.L,?pF _AV?z?p':z! 0Av_0_0 (15)_p ],
where T is measured in tropical centuries from 1950.0, where (
and _ois the mean obliquity of the ecliptic at 1950.0. The /

nutation in obliquity is assumed to be of the form _,, ?z _0

_p' ?p' ?p
a_ = _ -- _"= N cos _, (9)

are given by Eq. (8).

while the nutation in longitude is taken as
The partial derivative of the nutation matrix A,v with

a¢ = --i, N sin _ (10) respect to the constant of nutation N is given by

_A:. _Ax _Ax

where N = 9'.'210, y = 1.8712 (so that -,/N = -17"234) _ = - 1'sin _q¢_- + cos f*¢_ (16)
and where fl _ is the node of the orbit of the moon on the

mean ecliptic of date. where y = 1.8712.
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I3efol'e computing tile partial derivatives of p and 15 and for A15
with resp,,ct to p and N we still need ?R.,./_N, The re-

?A_: - .
quired relation is found by combining Eqs, (4), (7), and A_i_ 11._AN --- 4 X 10-: mm/s(10). The result is

;N 7sin O_ cosE ?_ (17) A_IA_-_- _N .--.4 × 10 Zmm/s

, ?'A_._ N
From Eqs. (11) to (14) combined with Eqs, (8) and (15) A_-_N ll._A _ 5 × 10-"'mm/s

to (17) one can then obtain n "¢.p/_p, ?_/_p, Op/_N, and

_)/ON, However, an examination of the maximum effect _/it_'
of each of the terms in Eqs. (11) through (14) npon p A_:-7_R._AN .-- 1 × 10 _'mm/s
and/_ shows that several of the matrices may be neglected,
and others may be simplified, In estimating the effects of

. _R_
the terms upon Ap and A15,it is assumed that the error A_,A_'._AN.---5 × 10-'_mnl/sin general precession in longitude is approximately 1 arc . .
see per century (Refs, 3, 4) while that in tlle nutation

coefficient is 0.01 arc see (Ref, 5). • _R_
T 7'

A_,A.__ -_N --- 1 × 10-" mm/s

The effects of Ap = 1 arc sec per century on p and I_

are approximately: In light of the preceding estimates, we may neglect the
terms in parentheses in Eqs. (11) through (14) and may

For Ap use only the largesf terms in the remaining matrices. With
these simplifications the partial derivatives for precession
reduce to

_a_

_p AT R._Ap ,-, 30 m/century
OP

and for zxl_ ?l---_- = Ce K_
(is)

OAJ',Ar h._Ap .-..,2 mm/s/centuly _p_p .v

_,_T where

-AT Rs Ap ,_ 5 × 10 -r mm/s/century /_p ,v 0 - T cos E,, - T sin E,,

fCe= Tcos_,, 0 0

_3p N R._Ap ,.-. 1 X 1O-r mm/s/century T sin ¢. 0 0

and where T is the time in centuries from 1950.0, and ¢0

while the effects of AN = 0':01 upon p and I_ are approxi- is the obliquity of the ecliptic at 1950,0.
mately:

The simplified expressions for the partial derivatives
For zxp with respect to the constant of nutation are

rr _Ar _P
Ae _N Rs AN _ 600 mm _" = C_ S
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_V]ICrC

0 0 7sin_sin_"

Cx -- 0 0 -cos _

- 7Sill_sin _:cosOt; -1-sin Ot_eos _,.. ), .Sill _ Sin _.-sin t/t, -_ cos Or; cos _,. 0

and where 0,; may be taken as '2r, rad 86,-100 s with sulficicnt accuracy.

For lnost applications, Eqs. (18) and (l.q) will be ad(,qm_.t(' for represuntation of th(. ,'tfi,ets of errors in prec('ssion and
nutation upon p and f3. If higher precision is desired, one may use the actual matrices such as 'A_ ;'ll and ;'A_ ?N.

With the above approximations, it is s('(,n that the expr(,ssion for i'p ;p is of the form

?'1' [ 0 -- T cos e,, -T sill ¢, 1

t' _ -- p_ ] 7"cos ¢, 0 0 J R., (20)L 7' sin E,, 0 0

while tile partial derivative of the slant rang(, witll respect to tile observer's longitude is of tile form

0 41 0 1

?t____L_'- pT -- 1 0 0 R._ (21)

0 0 0

anti the partial derivative witl) respect to the observer's latitude is of the form

i 0 0  o,,0+,,1
p _; : p" 0 0 sin (0,, + X,-) a._ (22)

-- cos (0o + ,X,:) --sin too + A_:) 0

Comparing Eq. (20) with Eqs. (21) and (22) it appears 2. Lieske, j., Expresslo)ts/Mrtile PrecessionQuantities and Their
that the observing station's longitude and latitude will Partial Derivatives, Technical Report No. 32-1044. Jet Propul-
both be affected by errors in precession. If a drift on the slon Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., 1967.

order of 1/3 m/yr is signifieant, then the effect of pre- 3. Frieke, W., "Precessionand Galactic Rotation from McConuiek
cession shonld be considered in _stimating station coordi- and Cape Proper Motions in the Systems FK3, N39, FK4,"
nates. Astron. 1, Vnl. 7'2, pp, 642-649, 1907.

References 4. Fricke, W., "Precession and Galactic Rotation Derived From
Fundamental Proper Motions of Distant Stars," Astron. 1.,

1. Explanator{i Supplement to the Astronomical Ephemeris and Vol. 7.2,pp. 1368-1379, 1907.
' the American Ephemerl, and Nautical Abnanac, Her Majesty's

Nautical Almanae Office, Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 5. Clemence, G., "The System of AstronomicalConstants," Ann.
London, 1901. Rev. Astron. Astrophtls., Vol. 3, pp. 93-111, 1905.
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D. Behavior of a Clock Moving Radially in a Let us now tnrn to the Sehwa"zchiid line element
Centrally Symmetric Gravitational Field,

H. Lassand P. Gottlieb ds_ = a" 1 - _ '/tit'.: --- I c='r / d;':_
In a similarly titled paper by 1L F. Polishehuk

(Rcf. i) the proper time for a te::t particle moving in a --r _(d/)'-'+ sin _0 d,h'-') (5)
Schwarzchikl field under the action of external fields is

determined. It is shown that, under certain circumstances,
the proper time for the moving object when it retnlTIS to For pm'e radial motion, do d,l, -- O, and
its point of departure will exceed the proper time fo',' the

( ) (:,object remaining at rest at the point of departure. Ilow- 2GM zf;_M_ever, as we will subsequently show, there is a funda- ds'-'-: c_' I .... dt _ 1 dr=' (6)("-' r ('_r ]

mental error in Polishehuk's paper. We will ch'termino,
with the proper analysis, that the readings of a moving
clock may be less than or may exceed the readh_gs of a From Eq. (4) it follows that
stationary clock remaining at the point of departure.

I - Ft 1 F_ = 0
We begin with an analysis of the geodesics (motion of _ / ds c:r /

a test particle) associated with the Riemannian metric (7)
givenby with F': F,F _-'Ft,

ds" = g._ d.v' dxO (1)
Eq. (3), with

The geodesics are given by dx' dt

i 4,-_-is ----cff_s ,
_u i d" x i dx i dx _
8,---f-= ds---v + rk -- o (2)ds ds becomes

with td = dx_/ds, ,'md 8td/Ss the intrinsic derivative. 2GM dr

d"t c_r'' dr tit cl--_F_

If external forces are applied, the equations of m6_ion CoTs" q 2GM ,Is c_s" = F, = ( 2GMy dtare given by 1 -- -- 1c:r -_-'r/ cTE

Su_ (8)
:=F' (3)

" /Now suppose that the test particle is located at r -- r.
with F _ a 4-vc:,tor, the external force, with dr/ds = 0. We apply an external radial force

Defining ui = g_fld yields F,. : - F,, q GM
C" C'f "z

dx _ dx_

utu_ = g_J ds ds _= I which is sufficient to overcome gravity, so that the particle
hegins to accelerate outward (F,, > 0, Fo a constant).

along any path, by virtue of Eq. (1). From Eq. (3) we have
With this value of F,, Eq. (8) yields a first integral

8u_ 1

U, Ts =-_ (u:u')=u,F'=0 (4) (F_..r GM+A )

(dt) _" 2 c'-'r

so that the eemponents F_,i = 1,2,3,4, are not indepen- c_ _ = ( 2GM'y' (9)dent, as assumed by Polishdmk. 1 _ /
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To find the radial motion one eliminates dt between At I'._.we apply a radial thrust given by

Eqs. (6) and (9) to obtain
F, GM

with until the partiele comes to rest at 1".,> r=. As in the previ-

dr ous analysis it is quite simple to show that the proper
-- = 0 for i' = r,,. time for the particle to travel from r_ to r:, is
ds

[-2(,.::- (16)Tile proper time for tlle particle to move from r,, to r.,.._-L F_
r_ > r. is

with

/'d_" 1 j'_ dr [2(r_ - r.)l'_ GMr,,, - . (2F.)"-' ,,, (r - r,,)'_ = g,, F_ - r., (r:, - r,,)

(11)

which is equivalent to the Newtonian time. The return journey of the test particle is accomplished
in the same fashion as its outward journey. The reading

of the moving clock for the entire journey is given byLet us now choose r_ such that if the thrust F_ were

removed, the particle would have escape velocity at this

F{ 1 <.)
point. We note that for a free particle _t r = 2 I\GM] (r_ - ro) + _ \ GM ] "-"

2Gat dtc 1 _ Jdss = k = constant (12) r2)+ ( 2,'., '_ 1 (17)

is a first integral. From Eq. (6) we obtain
In order to compute the proper time for the journey as

k_ 1 ( d__r'__ viewed by the stationary observer, we must compute the
1 - 2GM 2GM \ds] (13) coordinate tinm T for tim journey. The proper time will be

1 - -- 1 - -- given byc2r c2r

With dr/ds =O at r = co we obtain k = l, so that T'=(1 2GM )V_Tczro (18)

c2r To compute thc coordinate time for the journey from
ro to rt we eliminate d_ between Eqs. (6) and (10). This

At r = rl, Eq. (10) yields yields

Fo-- GM (14) (1 + l[2Fo0 -- ro) 2frM 1) '/'
r_(r_ - ro) dt = " dr (19)

[ (which yields the value of Fo for a given r_ in order that 2Fo (r - to) 1 ch .IJ
the test particle reach r_ with escape velocity.

The proper time for the particle to coast from r_ to Neglecting term_ of the order 1/c4 and higher yields
r2 > r_ is

dt - (r - ro)-',_+ 7;

f _ 1_ ,[', 2 (r_/_ _ r_/_)_'_- - (2GM)'/_J_, (r)V2dr- 3(2GM) _

(15) X[F°(r-r°)'/_+GMg-r°)"/_]}drr , (20)
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An integration from i',, to rl yields the coordinate time It is then a simple matter to show within the order of
1/c'-' terms timt

= (2r, "_'" 1
T,,, WM / (r,--ro) +-- • / r. - 3r, \

[ 1 [2GM'_'.'e (r, -- 1'o)x L-3\-7(-,/
+ (2GM)',_(r:,- r_)\3,',,(r_)':']

( )"_- 2G_rl(r 1 -- rll ) 'etan_,(rl- r,y"-'] (21)r,, \ r,, / j + (2GM)"-'[(r_)"-'- (r,)V-']

We note for c = oo, that T,,, = r,,,, as expected, [ 1 "1, ] (27)X 2 - "_11 ( ' q- r2 -t- (fir.3) _

During the coast period from r_ to r_ we have

q-LV2GMr'(r'--r")]"tan-_(r:-r'_'Y'_r. \ "o /

VCMr._.(r,,- r,.)-["_ (1':,)','-'+ (r:,- re):'-q
+ L 2,':, j In (,.);,.- (,. _jEliminating ds" from Eq. (6) yields

1 (r)'_dr J ( 2GM_ The last expression in Eq. (27) shows that for r, > > r..
dt = (2GM)_,_1 2GM _ (2GM)',_ (r);_ \1 + c_r / dr one has T' > r, and the reading of the moving clock will

- cel_ be less than the reading of the stationary clock.

(22)
On the other hand, if i":,_ r._,and r_ _ r,,, the middle

term of Eq. (27) shows that T' < r for r.,> > I'_> to. Thus,
A simple integration yields the coordinate time for this if the coasting period is of long duration compared to the

part of the journey, given by acceleration periods, the reading of the moving clock will

112__2__':_ be greater than the reading of the stationary clock. In
T_o = 3 \GM] (r::_/'-'- rf _) order that one can coast for a considerable distance one

must reach r_ at escape velocity. The long coasting pcriod
2 as well as the red shift for the stationary observer yields

+ _ (2GM) _,_((r2)V2- (r_)_,_) (23) T' < r, a result opposite to that of the special relativity
effect wherein T' > r.

Neglecting 1/c4 terms, etc., the coordinate time during

the deceleration period from I"._to r:,, can be shown to be Reference ?
[ 2r_V:.. 1 [2GM\'/. Lroli_hoh_kn.F.,"Beh.v_orof. Clo¢kMoving_.. C_nt_."y /

= //-- (ra -- r2) SymmetricGravitational Field," Soy. Astron.-A], Vol. II, No. 5, /T=a _,_-M-) (ra -- r_) + _ \ re / Mar.-Apr. 1968.

1 [GMr._ (r_ - re)T,_ In (r3)_'_+ (ra - r2)1'_+ -JL 2r3 _, (r#:,- (r_ r_)':,
(24) E. A Simulated Least Squares Solution for

Parameters of the Mariner Mars 1969

The total coordinate time for the trip is Encounter Orbit, J. D. Anderson

The purpose of this article is to establish the need for
T = 2 (To, :- T12 -[- T28) (25) rang,: data from the viewpoint of the Mariner Mars 1969

celestial mechanics experiment. This has been done before
and the proper time for the trip as noted by the stationary (SPS 37-44, Vol. IV, pp. 4--8 and SPS 37-47, Vol. III,observer is

pp. 1-7) for data in both the cruise and encounter phases

[ 2GMy/t,,T[X - GM\ of the mission. The basic conclusion of these earlier
T' = T _1 - c_ro ] _ _ c-_roJ (26) studies is that range data aid in the improvement of the
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mass and geocentric position of Mars, particularly when determine, the geocentric distance to Mars at planetary
the cooling gas venting from the infrared spectrometer is encounter. Studies by Curkendall and McReynolds (Ref. 1)
taken into account, are consistent with this conclusion. By looking at Fig. 8 in

their paper, it can be conchlded that at the Mariner
Recently a shorter interval of data during the encounter Mars 1969 encounter the geometry is not favorable for

phase of the mission has been simulated (from E- 3.5 determining range to the spacecraft from doppler data
days to E + 3.5 days), and the effect of adding or deleting ahme. A major objective of the celestial mechanics experi-
Mars DSS range data from a least squares encounter solu- mcnt is to obtain a good range measnr'ment at encotmter
tion has been studied. Doppler data have been simu- and then to compare it with anticipated radar bounce
lated at a 15-rain sample interval with an accuracy of measurements from Mars to determine the physical size
__+_0.395mm :s and have been assumed available on a con- of the planet.
tinuons basis except for a period of about 32V_,min during
earth occultation. Results of this recent study are given in Reference

Table 1. 1. Cmkendall, D. W., and McReynold,,,, S. R., A Simplified Ap-

proach tor Determining the Infolmation Content and Critical

Table 1. Comparison of standard errors for simulated E ror Sourcesof Earth-Based Radio Trackinl_Data, AASPaper
Mariner Mars 1969 encounter solutionswith and 68-112,Sept.3-5, 1968.

without range data

Parameter A priorl Range and Doppler F. Computational Accuracy of Square-Rooterror doppler only

x,k_, 10" 3.49 4:.1 Filtering, P. Dyer and S. R.McReynolds
Y, krn 10'_ 8.31 17,00

Z, km 10'_ 19.32 24,29 1. Introduction

DX, mm/s 10'_ 11.1 13,5 Two approaches to square root filtering have emerged
DY, mm/s 10_ 26.2 33,5

DZ, mm/s 10" 26.2 33.5 recently. One, an approach formulated by Potter (Ref. 1),

r_,m 10_ 27.6 8014 is based on the computation of the square root of the
ree, mm/s 10j 68.2 92,6 covariance matrix. The other approach, suggested by
md,ppm 1960 27.1 37.3 Businger and Golub (BEE. 2), relies o1-1the computation
R_,,m 1.0 0.46 0.49 of the square root of the in:ormation matrix, and involves
x,,,de0 30 x 10" 5.6x 10" 8.4 x io ° the application of Householder transformations (Ref. 3).
Ru,, rn 1.0 0.67 0,68

X,:,de9 30 × 10r' 6.3 X m" 9.1_X 10" Both algorithms were described for systems with uncor-
related measnrements and without process noise, although

The parameters of the solution are given in column 1 Bellantoni and Dodge (Ref. 4) and Andrew (Ref. 5) have
in terms of the geocentric position and velocity (X, Y, Z, extended Potter's algorithm to incorporate correlated mea-
DX, DY, DZ) of tlm spacecraft at E - 3V, days, the geo- surements. Recently the authors extended both algorithms ]
centrie range r gs and range rate i'$j of the center of to include the effects of process noise. /mass of Mars, the mass of Mars m (error units are in
parts per million), and the geocentric _adii and longitudes The classical approach to sequential filtering for systems
of Johannesburg and Echo DSSs which were used in the with process noise is due to Kalman (Ref. 6). Unfortu-
simulation of the doppler data. The assumed a priori nately, the computation of the Kalman filter is vulnerable
errors on these parameters are given in colnmn 2, and the to numerical errors, which often results in a computed
standard errors from a doppler-only solution are given in eovariance matrix which is nonpositive. The main advan-
column 4. In column 3 the effect on the standard errors rage of the square root algorithms is that a greater pre-
from the addition of Mars DSS range data is given. As cision is retained. Thus the range of effective observability

with the doppler data, range data were sampled once is extended; that is, more poorly observed variables may
every 15 min and were assumed to have a standard error be estimated. This property will be illustrated in an ex-
of 100 m in one-way range, ample, the estimation of the position of a space probe

from doppler measurements. It is also possible to reformu-
Results obtained from Table 1 are qualitatively similar late tb. basic Kalman filter algorithm to reduce numeri-

to the earlier studies. Perhaps the most important con- eal errors (Ref. 7); however, the square-root filters are
elusion is that range data are absolutely necessary to superior.
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2. The Problem "

Consider a system described by the transition equations ] (k) = _{'v (i)'_:'-'+ '(w (i):'-') ! l!x(1) - _ (1)II'-'A ' (1)

x(k+ 1)--F(x)x(k)+ C(k)w(k) k i,P,,• •., N (3)

(1) sul)ject to tlle constraints of Eqs. (1) and (2). In Eq. (3)
\vllel',2

x (k) = [x, (k), x_.(k), • • • , x,, (k)] _(1) = a priori mean of x (1)

._ (1) a priori eovarianee of x (1).

is the state of tile system, apd

w (k) = [_o, (k), w. (k), • • • , w,, (k)] 3. Square-Root Filters

Let J,,_,,(k] deriote the miniimun relllrn function" for
is the process noise at the kth epoch. The matrices F and this problenl expressed in tUl'll/SOf X (k). Then
G are n X n. The measurements at the kth epoch are
denoted by J,,,,_(k) = ';:x(k) - _ (k)'-' a-' (k) -'- r-' (k) (4)

z (k) = [zl (k), z. (k), • • • , z, (k)] Here

where _ (k) :: the conditional mean of x (k "l

z(k)=H(k)x(k)+Q(k)v(k) k=l,2, -" - ,N and

(2) 3- (k) - the conditional covariance

The measurement noise is denoted by r'-'(k) = sum of tile squares of the residuals

v(k) = to, (k), c,.,(k),''., v,(k)] The solution to the filtering probl-m is provided once
J,,,,,(k) is computed.

The matrix H is r X n and O is r v r. It is assumed that all

the measurements are noisy, i.e., the matrix Q has full rank. The Kalman filter computes J,,,,t(k) by computing A (k)
and _(k). However, the square root flter based on the
Householder transformation computes ill (k) and d (k)

The components of w and v are assumed to be statis- where
tieally independent and gaussian, with zero meav.s and
unit variances. This assumption is notrestrictive, because R (k) = A-',_(k) (5)
any set of correlated gaussian random variables may be d (k) = A-''->(k) _ (k)

linearly transformed to a new set of independent gaussian //
random variables. One teelmique which effects this trans- In terms of R (k) and d (k), the return ]ol,t (k) is given by t
formation is as follows. Let w (k) denote correlated process //

noise with eovariance C (k). Now employing the Cholesky 1o,.(k)= lid(k)x(k)- a(k)ll'+ ,'_(k) (6)
/

square root algorithm (Ref. 8) a matrix D(k) is found

such that Clearly _ (k) and A (k) are given by

C (k) = D (k) D (k) r
(k)= R-,(k)d(k)

(7)
Equation (1) may now be written .t (k) = R-' (k) R-' (kff

x (k + 1) = F (k) x (k) + G (k) D (k) w (k) The Potter square root filter computes _(k) and S (k),

where tim components of w (k) are independent random where

parameters with zero mean and unit covariance. S (k) = A (k)'_

The problem of estimating x (k) is equivalent to mini- 3SeeRef. 9 for the formulation of sequential estimation in terms of
mizing ] (k), where, dynanfieprogramming.
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i.e., .__(k) = S (k) S (k)"r.Thus approach. With the new algorithm, a correct solution is
obtained until e =- 10 ". One of the features of the pro-

S (k) = (R 7'(k))-' gram is that a solution of minimum euclidean length is
generated when the system has less than full rank. This

a, Application of the algorithm. While it is very easy property is illustrated by the last rows of the table.
to illustrate the numerical advantages of the procedure

with a simple example, it is not so straightforward with Example 2
a practical example. This is because in such a case, the
true sohttion is generally unknown. We will, therefore, The second example is concerned with the orbit deter-
first consider a simple example which may be solved with ruination of a space probe using range-rate measurements.

It is characterized by a great disparity in the observability
, a least-squares approach, of different components of the state and hence is an ideal

Example I' problem with wlfich to illustrate the properties of the vari-
ous estimation algorithms.

Consider a system of two unknowns X (1) and X (2) and

three measurements Z (1), Z (2), and Z (3). The relevaot The coordinate system used is shown in Fig. 8 where
measurement matrix H, is chosen to be Xp, Y,,, Z,, X., Y_,, and Z_, represent the position and

1 1 z

U = 1 1 (8)

1 1 -_ e (PROBE PATH

and the noise matrix Q equals the unit matrix. By varying _ >..
the parameter e the conditioning of the matrix HTH may -" ,or
be controlled, Now if the measurements are chosen to be / (x,v, z)_-_z__[ __.._.__._<--" "

X (1)= 1 xp(o),Yp( , )

X (2) = 0 (9) y

The solutions obtained via a double-precision least
squares program are compared with that given by the
Householder square root algorithm in Table 2, _ which x _ q _i.¢ot_o__0 x__ ,oq.... ,_o_%
vividly demonstrates the inaccuracies of the least squares Ys : -rs costo, Ys = wrs sincot

Zs= "_ssl._tsl. so Zs=_r ¢o5_otsl._0 /
_Thisexamplewas shown to the authors hy R. Hanson, WHERE B0 = 0.34,ANDrs = 5212 S
5The Potter algorithm could not be used here as there was no
a priori information. Fig. 8. Coordinate system

Table 2. Relative accuracy, Example 1

Value Leastsqua_s Orthogonal Transformation

• X 11) X {2| X 11} X 121

104 1.000000000000000 --0.0000000000000568 0.9999999999999995 0.0000000000000004
104 1.000000000010914 --0.0000000000109139 1.000000000000000 0.0000000000000000
10"" 1.000000000465661 --0.0000000009313226 1.000000000000000 0.0000000000000000
10 _ 1.000007629394531 --0.0000038146972656 0.9999999999999997 0.0000000000000002
104 1.062500000000000 --0.0625000000000000 0.9999999999999996 0.0000000000000003
10"u 1.000000000000000 --I.000000000000000 0.9999999999999996 0.0000000000000004

104_ 1.0 --1.0 0.9999999999999997 0.0000000000000002
I04s 1.0 --0.5 0.4999999999999995 0.4999999999999995
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veloeity of the probe, and X,, Y,, Z,, f_,, Y,,, and Z8 denote It was also assumed that the probe was tracked for two
the position and velocity of the tracking station. The 12-h passes with a lg-h 1)reak ill che middle while the
doppler, or range-rate measurement, p is a measure of tracking station was hidden from tile probe. Measure-
the velocity along the line from the tracking station to tile ments were taken once a minute. The numerical condi-
space probe, i.e., tioning of the system was adjusted by the choice of the

c_priori covariance; increasing the covarimme worsened
X the conditioning. The measurement noise was assumed to

t; =]--_' V have a variance of 10q_ (kin/s) _.

where X and V are the vectors. First several cases were chosen to compare the accu-1

racy of the various filters without process noise. Kalman,

X 1,-X._ /[1,- 2._ Angstron-Koepckc-Tung, Potter, and IIouseholder filters

X = Y,,- Y., g = i,_ 2£,._ were tried with various a priori matrices. Tile a priori
matrices were unit matrices multiplied by 10_, 10'', and

Z_,- Z8 Zt, -- Z., 10TM. One final run was made, with no a priori information,
with the orthogonal filter. The diagonal elements of the

Thus the required partial derivatives relating to the final covariance matrices are shown in Table 3.
state of the probe and the data are given by

As can be seen, tim two square root filters give essen-

_[_ _ X(i) i = 1,2,3 tially the same results. The normal Kalman filter is
aV(i) r not nearly as accurate as tim Angstrom-Koepcke-Tung

filter in the first case, although both fail as a priori infor-
at_ V (i) u X (i) mation decreases.

..... i = 1,2,3X (i) r r'-'

Next proeess noise was added to the system. The
where the radius a priori eovarianee was taken as 10'-°times the unit matrix,

and the eovarianee of the process noise was taken as
r = [X (1)=+ X (2)" + X (3)21'/,

and the veloeity along the radius 10-8 × I (km/see=) -_

and
u = [X(1)V(1) -J- X(2) V(2) -t- X (3) V (a) ]/r

10-_°× I (kin/see2) =

Simple straight-line motion relative to the earth's center /

was assumed for the probe, i.e., Diagonal elements of the final covariance matrices arS
shown in Table 4 for the square root filters. The filters

)Cz,= 0 give essentially equivalent results. The same eases were
tried with the other filters and, although positive diagonals

Yp = 0 were obtained in the first case, the numbers were not accu-

Zp --- 0 rate to even one significant figure.

where the initial state was assumed to be Clearly, if the system is badly conditioned, the square
root filters give superior results. No marked difference

X_,(1) = 108km was found between the two square root filters. The orthog-
onal filter was somewhat more complex to program but

Xp(2) = Xp(3)= 0 could handle problems with no a priori information.

V_ (1) = Vp (3) = 0 Furthermore, rank-deficient solutions could easily be ob-
tained. There was little difference in computer time

Vp (2) = 10 km/s between the various filters.
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Table 3, Comparison of sequential filters

Apriorl Filter P(1 1) × 10" P(2,2) _< 10 t P13,3) × 10s P(4,4) × 10 _ P(5,5) × 10 ; P16,6) × 10 'jcovariances

" 0.4048820 0.4166330 0.2008347 0.7749189 0.9823329 0.3004011
10" _' 0.4033534 0.4156932 0.1907584 0.7751610 0.9786459 0.2941951

0.4033529 0.4156927 O.1907590 0.7751611 0.9786449 0.2941994

" 0.4033529 0.4156928 0.1907590 0.7751611 0.9786449 0.2941994

Negative diagonals
" Negative diagonals10':

0.6760298 0.6705581 0.1967947 1.052819 1.640169 0.2942901
.i 0.6760305 0.6705590 0.1967947 1.052820 1.640170 0.2942902

' Negative diagonals
b

10_. Negative diagonals
0.6760214 0.6705354 0.1967956 1.052758 1.640149 0.2942843

" 0.6760762 0.6706017 0.1967957 1.052867 1.640281 0.2942902

:c '_ 0.6760762 0.6706017 0.1967957 1.052867 1.640281 0.2942902

nKalman.

I'Angslrom-Koepcke-.Tung.
cPoller.

'lHouseholder.

Table 4. Estimation with process noise

Noise, /

(kin/s:)= Filter P(1, I) X 101" P(2,21 X IO_ P(3, 31 X 10_ P14,4) X 10-_ P15_5) X 10-_ P (6,6) X 10 -4 J
Potter 0.4281827 0.4341234 0.2948340 0.7594377 0.1066931 0.725799310-_
Householder 0.4281825 0.4341231 0.2948340 0.7594372 O.1066931 0.7257993

X 10" X I04 X I04 X 10"_° ;K !0 -_ X 10-G

10._o Poller 0.6811936 0.6758202 0.2016849 0.1061979 0.1652994 0.3035435
Householder 0.6811929 0.6758192 0.2016848 0.1061977 0.1652992 0.3035434
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II. Systems Analysis
SYSTEMSDIVISION

A. ASTRAL: Optimized Low-Thrust Trajectories this point of view, researchers who followed the second

Using Approximate Closed-Form Solutions approach (optimization) may he considered to be those
who co:._cerned themselves more intimately with the real

to the Equations of Motion, W. Stavro and
prohlem of mission design. However, it must be realized

D. J. Alderson that analysis using the first approach has two great ad-
1. Introduction vantages. In the first place, an analytic investigation into

hwestigators performing analysis of low-thrust tra- the basic equations "ffmotion gives great insight into tim
jectories have generally used two approaches to the general behavior of such trajectories, as for example,

the determination of tile behavior of the osculating
problem. These approaches are not alternatives to one orbital elements. Secondly, the coraputing time needed

another, but are independent and justifiable pursuits, to obtain numerical results fi'om the approximate closed- }The first approach, which is also historically the first, was
to attempt to solve the equations of motion of the space- form solutions is appreciably less than the time needed /
craft analytically and thus determine its path. This in- to perform numerical integrations of the equations of

motion, thus a computer program which gives approxi-volved the solution of nonlinear differential equations
using generally some kind of perturbation scheme. The mate results but is simple and fast would be an extremely
second approach was to solve the boundary-value opti- useful tool for the design of low-thrust trajectories if the
mization problem (where the boundary values are the approximate results are accurate enough.
initial and final position and velocity of the spacecraft

for a specified mission) and determine the optimal thrust A survey of the literature on low-thrust investigations
programs to maximize certain mission parameters. This shows that as these approaches were further developed
generally involved the use of the calculus of var._ations and expanded they became "dmost completely independ-
and quite extensive numerical techniques, ent fields of study. For example, intensive work in low-

thrust mission optimization made no use of closed-form

Basically, the engineering purpose of studying low- approximate solutions of the equations of motion, and simi-
thrust trajectories is to develop a tool to be used in the lady investigators who developed approximate solutions
design and planning of space exploration missions. From made no attempt to use these in mission analysis studies.
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ASTRAI, is the first attempt to combine lmth these ecmstant-thrust acceleration it decreases. This exllil)its

fields of endeavor in order to obtain a useful tool to be the fact that the general behavior of the trajectory (such
ntiliTed in low-thrust mission studies. More specifically, as the variation of tile elements) seemed to depend on
ASTRAL will use an approximate, closed-form solution' the twhavior of the thrust acceh,ration. Recent studies
to the differential equations of motion, togethe," with an on a sohu'-eleetrie power phmt show a variation of thrust
optiinization selwme, to obtain a program that optimizes aceeh'ration prolmrti,.mal to the invelse of the distance
various mission parameters to maximize a low-thrust to tit(' sun raised to a power of approximately 1.4. Pos-
payload, sibh' improvements to Wesseling's solution to incorporate

this effect are discussed in Subsection 6 of this article.

The purpose of this article is to bread]y present a
description of ASTRAL and to explain the overall struc- ASTRAI, was initiated here with the purpose of being
ture of the program and its content. An attempt was a h,vel-I computer program to be used for solar-electric
made to stay away fi'om program speeifies, such as input mission studies. A le,'el-1 program is one which is used
and output format and aetual from of the program. These in generating the bulk rff the ideal performance informa-
will be published after the progranl is checked out and tion, and as such must be capable of optimization of
is in a working condition, trajectory and spacecraft parameters. The. approach used

is the coupling of Wesseling's solutions with an opthniza-

2. Trajedory Analysis tion seheme,

Numerous attempts have been made to solve the dif- 3. PATHSubroutine
fercntial equations of motion of a spacecraft under the
influence of low thrust. These studies ranged in tom- The suln'outine in the ASTRAL program which cal-
plexity from very simple approximations to very sophisti- eulates the trajectory (i.e., where Wesseling's solutions
eated perturhation schemes. The most recent method are programmed)is called PATH.
used to solve these nonlinear equations, whieh also yaw,

the best results, is the two-variable asymptotic expansion \Vcsseling's analysis makes two important assmnp-
method. This method was especially suitable beeause of tions. First, since the method uses a pertufl)ation scheme
the appearance of two time scales (slow time associated on e, it is valid only for small wdues of that parameter,
with the changing orbital elements, and fast time as.,o- i.e., low thrust. Of course, the smaller the value of e the
elated with the motion of the spacecraft) as well as the closer his solution approximates a numerical integration,
small parameter e, which is the ratio of thrust aceelera- if everything else is held constant. Secondly, in order to
tion to gravitational acceleration. Shi and Eekstein obtain higher-order terms, the assumption of small ec-
(Ref. 1) used this method to solve the equations of too- eentrieity (same order of magnitude as e) had to be
tion of a spacecraft under the influence of eonstan,- made. Other conditions are that thrust acceleration

thrust acceleration, i.e., approximately a nuelem_eleetrie varied as 1/r'-' (where r is the distance to the sun) and
propulsion system. All other investigators before them that its direction is arbitrary but fixed. In checking /
had also limited their analysis to constant thrust or PATH out, an attempt was made to determine how /,i
constant-thrust acceleration. However, the mission studies sensit!ve the solutions are to various values of eccentricity /

presently under serious consideration for outer planet and e.
exploration in the 1970s have solar-electric propulsion

systems. For this system, the magnitude of the thrust Wesseling had v '" two programs on the 1620

is a function of the distance to the sun since the solar computer: (1) AS ,, , which contained his approxi-
power decreases as the distance to the sun increases, mate solutions, and NUTRAL, which was a numerical

integration of the e_l...... ns of motion to which he eom-
Wesseling (Ref. g) considers the case where the thrust pared some of his results. The same process was repeated

acceleration varies as the inverse of the square of the for the 7094 computer; both Wesseling's results and a
distance to the sun in a heliocentric trajectory. He uses numerical integration were programraed. The first step
the two-variable asymptotic expansion procedure and in checking PATH out was to compare it to the 1620
obtains the first three terms of the asymptotic series. One computer version. Once this was done, the main effort
of the very interesting results he obtained for such a became to determine how well the asymptotic solution
thrust behavior is that the eccentricity of the osculating approximated the pumerical integration of the equations
conic increases, whereas it had been found that for for different values of eccentricity and e.
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Figures la, lb, and lc show two-dimensional trajee- '/ 1/(2)'_']. Two plots are shown oll each of the graphs:
tories for an e of 0,1: Fig. la for an initially circular orbit, on(, showing Wesscling's sohltion, tile other show'ng the

Figs. lb and le for initial eccentricities e,, of 0.1 and 0.5. lmmerical integration. Figures ]a and lb give excellent
These and other test eases shown here were run for a al_proximations to the nmnerical integration, whereas

thrust pointil_g at an angle of attack of 45 deg [the angle Fig, le gives intolerable errors. Figure ld is the same as

330 ° 0° 30° 330 ° 0° 30°

r ',,

! \
300 ° . _ 60° 300 ° / 60 °

270 o .... 90 ° 270 ° --_- 90 °

\ "
_. _..

2400 120 ° 240c 120°

O _,') NUMERICAL INTEGRATIOI L /
WESSELING'S SOLUTION

V\
210 ° 180° 150° 210 ° 180 ° 150 °

300° 330° 0° 30° 60° 300° 330° 0° 30° 60°

o o o0ok 0o:iio iiio0o 0o
21o° 18o° 15o° 21o° 18o° i_ o

Fig. I. Two-dimensional trajectories:(a) eo=O, e=O.1; (b) eo= 0.1, e=0.1;
(¢)eo=O.5, e=O.l_ (d) eo=O.5, e=O.01
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Fig. le, (,xeept for ;meol 0.01, ancl yields a very good v60or-i-i .......q ..... T

approxinmtion. By studying Figs. la and l cl, the follow- ] ] / O/

i,,g eonch,sions ,,,ay l,(' reached: L 1 4 7
(l) Exeellc'nt appr, ximations are ohtained when the 14o0 ......... , ......... -[- .... O- --

O O O NUMFRI2ALINItGRATION | "/

initial ('ee('nh'icity and e are of the orcl(,r of 0.1 or _ WESSELING'SSOLUTION 9/

smaller, ,200........ J........ _- ........ -_-_- .... J

/ o/q(2) For cases of high eccentricity (about 0.5), the e
must 1)e decreased to al)out 0.0l to obtain good
results. This s('('ms to contradict \V('sst.ling's as- moo ...... L .......... ---_,/- __t

sumption that initial eccentricity has to be of the O/
same order of magnitud(, as e,

_oo ..... A V-_-----

l"igur(' '2,)shows time plots for E- 0.1 and initi;tl -.c- 0/I
centrieities of 0 and 0.1. From tlwsc plots, we note that
excellent approximations at(, ol)tained for about th(' first ooo..................

half revolution, after which the error increases tremend- (3
ously, especially for the 0.t initial eccentricity ease. ex.n

400 ........ -{3L -- --
attempt will he mad(' to investigate thes(' results in order
to improve tlm lattm' approximations.

200 --7...,'._ _ --
Many other runs were made and checked, and, in .._

general, it is concluded that PATti now gives very good _. I ,-,.(Y'r""
approximations to the trajectory of a low-thrust spae('- -8 L.oS,)'_- I [0

craft whose thrust varies as 1/r _, when the initial eeeen- _ woo
trieity and e are small; and for higher eccentricities, = (hi J

results are still good if e is small enough. O /
1400

/4. Optimization Method O I

O

In general, a function-maximizing or optimization ii ,,__/

method involves the use of a set of one or more points 12oo
in a parameter space. These points may be restricted to

lie within a certain portion of the parameter space, or moo
such constraint_ may he absent. In either case, the posi-
tions and function values, and possibly also function

derivative values, of the point or points in the set arc 00o "/ /_"used to produce a new point set for further investigation. O /
The resulting sequence of point sets hopefully converges O /
upon the desired optinml location in the parameter space, 600
thus maximizing the given function, subject to the spcci.
fled constraints if there are any.

In the ease under consideration, the partial derivatives c/
of the spacecraft payload with respect to the trajectory
parameters cannot be generated in a more efficient man- 200

her than l)y numerical differences, so methods directly
using function derivative values are unlikely to be useful.
Further, the problem is extensively involved with con- o

I00 200 300 400 500

straints of all kinds, including some that produce ANGULARPOSITIONINECLIPTICPLANE_#deg
considerable ditfieulties for methods that make even

indirect use of function derivatives. As opposed to these Fig. 2. Time plots: (al e,, = O, e = 0.1
gradient methods, there are the direct search methods. (hi eo = 0.1, e= 0.1
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Tilt, most effective of these is Box's "conq_h'x" method Explicit inequality constraints arise, for exmnple, frtma

(llef. :3), and this has been adopted its the basic optimiza- the hlet that a neg.ativ, value for the h,ngih of al,y of
tion method in the ASTIIAI, program, the ares into which the trajectory is divided would he

physically m_,iudngh,ss, They are met by checking each

Maximizing a fimction of a single variable is q.ali- point eonsidm'ed be'tore evaluating the fimctimt, and
tatively as well its quantitatively easier than performing r@'cting the point unh'ss all such constraints are met.
the same task with two or more ;'ariabh's. As a resalt, These constraints turn out to provide upper and ,ower

many multidimensiow..d optimizing methods _,et by select- bounds for all of the variabh,s that constitute llw l,aram-
ing an appropriate one-dimensional subspace of the eter spare.
parameter space and applying a suboptlmization process
to it. Thus, gradient methods often investigate the lane There is exactly oh,' explicit equality cm_straint, cx-
through t]': point under consideration along which the pressing the tact that the h,ngtias of the trajectory ares
function is changing most nq_idly at the point--the line must add up to the Slweii_ied full h,ngth of tlw trajectory.
defined by the gradient vector of the function at the It is eEminated by removing the length of the last tra-
point. The complex method also uses this dimensional je_'tory arc from the paranu'ter space and automatically
reduction technique, though without reference to deriva- giving it the value required to satisfy the equality con-
rives, If the parameter space to he dealt with has n straint, As a result, the condition that theh,ngth of thc
dimensions, n i 1 or more points in the space art' placed last trajectory arc be nola-negativc beeomt,s more compli-
in a set. Tl,ese points form the vertices of a polytope or cated lint remains a,, explicit inequality constraint,
complex, the n-dimensional equivah'nt of a polygon or
polyhed:'.,n. Implicit inequality constraints arise hecause the path-

generating process can fail in any of the :Ires of the

The one-dimensional subspaee chosen for further in- trajectory. For e'.ample, the trajectory can proceed along

specti ,n is that connecting one of the points in the set a hyperholic asymptote ,and thus never reach the ec'.ipt_e
with the ecntmid of the other points, This line is ana'.yzed longitude specified for the end of an are. These con-
either hy a simple bounded exponential search as sug- straints are satisfied hy checking at carla point co.sidered
gested by Box or hy a method involving successive quad- during evaluation of the fimction, and rejecting :',e point
ratio approximations. If a point is found with a higher (by assigning a very large negative vah,e to the func-
filnction value than the original defining point, it replaces tion) unless all such constraints are met.
the original point in the complex set. The first choice
of defining point is the one with the lowest function The implicit equality constraints are the most trouble-
value, hut if it is not replaced by a point with higher some. They are produced by the requirement that position
function value than at least one point in the complex and time at the end of the trajectory possess specified

set, then all the other points are tried in order of increas- values. They are dealt with by modifying the function
to be maximized, suhtracting "penalty" functions of theing function value. If none of the points can produce an

increase in function value, the sequence terminates, errors in final position and time from the payload. By f"

ideally with all of the poLats coinciding at the optimum, proper choice of parameters in the penalty functions, the
/

optimizing process can he presented with a problem that ]
amounts to first finding a solution to the constraint

The initial complex set is formed from any guesses or
estimates oi tile ot;timum that may be available, filled equations and then maximizing the payload subject tothe constraints,
in by rando.r.,l,v chosen points.

°,_,nat,unts come in two forms: equality and inequality, 5. The Payload Formulas
and in a wide range of degrees of complexity that can The payload of the spacecraft is given by the follow.
be lumped into two levels: explicit and implicit, the dis- ing formulas:
tinction as far as the present ease is concerned being

that it is much easier to determine whether a given point Mp, = 2_Ii[A._exp (--dV..,/Ca) - Ba], A., - Ba = 1
satisfies an explicit constraint than it is to evaluate the
function to be maximized, while the same is not true of Mr = M. - M_,p- Mp

an implicit constraint, The low4hrust trajectory optimiza- [ [_l[_t_g,_..a,,reos_, )]tion problem involves all four combinations of constraint Mp = Me 1 - exp \ I,pg, J% r"_ _ .- d,I,types.
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ct square thrust acceleration and constant mass of the space-
Ml,t, = _ e,,g,.I._l,g._ craft.

M0 = A1 exp (- dV,/Cl) - B1, AI - B1 = M, The next .;tep in the checkout schedule will be to take
a Sauer optimum trajectory and attempt to duplicate it.

Refer to Table 1 for definition of symbols. Once this is done, nmnerous ASTRAL runs will be gen-
erated in the vicinity to hand-plek an optimum; then a
check will be made to see if ASTRAL will get the same6. PresentStc,_usand FuturePlans
optimum using the optimizer. This procedure will be

The complete ASTRAL program is presently in a followed to cheek out the optimizing scheme. Once pastr

checkout phase. As mel.'tioned in Subsection 8, the PATH the checkout phase, ASTRAL will be ready to be used
subroutine has already Leen checked out and its limita- as a level-1 program.
tions identified. The next _tep is to check out the coin-
plete program with the exclusion of the optimizer. This A major extension to ASTRAL will be done later to
is presently being done by simulating an ASTRAL tra- implement it with William Staw'o's solutions for arbitrary
jectory on Carl Sauer's integrating low-thrust program _ thrust-power laws. This is a study wldch investigates the
and making an initial check on the basic parameters. It general case where the thrust accelela_on can vary as
wiU also determine the effect of assuming an inverse- the inverse of the distance to the sun r_.ised to some

arbitrary power a. Thus, the value a = 0 will signify
_Thisprogram was used in recent Jupiter missionstudies at JPL. constant-thrust acceleration (an approximation to the

Table 1. Nomenclature

A_, B_, C_ constants describing initial high-thrust M_ propellant mass

maneuvers Mpl payload mass

A._,B2, C._ constants describing final high-thrust Mp_, powerplant mass
maneuvers

a 1 AU (149,597,892 km) Mo spacecraft mass just after initial high-thrust maneuver, e.g., chemical boost

dV_ velocity change in initial high-thrust from earth orbit

maneuvers r distance of spacecraft from sun

dV2 velocity change in final high-thrust r cos ,I_/V. (dq,/dt) -_, reciprocal of time derivative
maneuvers of q,

gc acceleration of solar gravity at 1 AU V, ecliptic longitude component of space- ,

(0.598 cm s-2) craft velocity /

g_ standard acceleration of earth gravity a powerplant specific mass at 1 AU

(980.665 cm s-_) e ratio of spacecraft thrust acceleration to

I,_ specific impulse of low-thrust propulsion acceleration of local solar gravity

system eg_a2/r2 thrust acceleration of spacecraft

I,_g8 effective exhaust velocity of low-thrust eo ratio of spacecraft thrust acceleration to
propulsion system acceleration of local solar gravity at i AU

MI spacecraft mass just before final high- A low-thrust propulsion system efficiency

thrust maneuver (if any), e.g., insertion cI, ecliptic longitude of spacecraft
into orbit about target planet

1'I final value of ¢,
M_ spacecraft mass at parabolic orbital sta-

tus relative to launch planet during in- ¢'o initial value of
itial high-thrust maneuver ,I, ecliptic latitude of spacecraft
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nuclear-electric ease), _ = 2 will parallel \Vesseling's higher than about 21 km-'/s'-', and was the rationale for

analysis, and _ = 1.4 will reflect recently proposed solar- using this constraint. Larger boost vehicles then con-

electric propulsion systems to be use_t for missions to templated could easily deliver large payloads on direct

Jupiter. Mercury missions, which rtquire launch energies of
about 50 km'-'/s'-' (Ref. 1).
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2. Wesseling, P., "A Two-Vari,,ble Asymptotic Solution for Three-. wqdcles into the mission planning picture, require the
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pp. 481-440, 1967. who has determined some preliminary trajectory char-

8. Box, M. J., "A New Method of Constrained Optimization and a aeteristics.'-'
Comparison with Other Methods," Comput. Y., Vol. 8, pp. 4g-52,
1965.

High-energy Earth-Venus-Mercury tn_jeetories have

been generated using JPL's multiple-planet eonie pro-
gram SPAltC. :_'' Figures 8-8 show some of the more

g. An Earth-Venus-Mercury Mission important trajectory parameters. Figure 8 shows the re-
Opportunity in 1978, F. M. Sturms, Jr. giou of possible trajectories on a Venus arrival date

In a previous artiele (SPS 37-39, Vol. IV, pp. 1-5), it versus Earth launch date grid. Figures 4-8 show the
was reported that no favorable Earth-Venus-Mercury

opportunity existed in 1978, and in particular that no "Preliminary Results of an Attractive Earth-Venus-Mercmy Mission
in 1978, t)elleomm, Inc., Washington, D.C., Oct. 9, 1968 (internal

energy match at Venus for the Earth-Venus and Venus- memorandnm ).

Mercury trajectory legs was possible for launch energies _j'oseph, A. E., and Richard, R. J., Space Research Conic Program,
C:_ of less than 21 km_/s _. At the time these results were Iuly 1966 (JPL internal document).
reported, the Atlas-Centaur vehiele was unable to inject _Derderian, M., Space Research Conic Program, Phase 11I,Apr. 1968
signifieant payloads (greater than 1000 lb) to energies (JPL internal document).
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Fig. 3. Regien of possible trajectories on a Venus arrival date vs Earth launch date grid
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Fig. 8. Angle between arrival asymptote and Mercury-Sun vector vs Earth launch date

following quantities plotted versus Earth launch date, Predicted launch-vehicle performance values change

using a constant Venus arrival date as a parameter: frequently, thus affecting the attractiveness of given
missions. The values given above indicate that serious

(1) Launch energy C:, consideration should now be given to the 1978 Earth-
Venus-Mercury mission opportunity in comparison to

(2) Altitude of closest approach h at Venus (Venus more favorable but earlier Venus-Mercury opportunities,

radius taken as 6080 km). and in comparison to direct Mercury missions.

(8) Mercury arrival date. References
1. Clarke, V. C. Jr., et al., Design Parameters lot Ballistic Inter-

planetartj Trajectories, Part IL One-Way Trans[ers to Mercury
(4) Hyperbolic approach velocity at Mercury. and .ru_iter, Technical Report 82-77. Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

Pasadena, Calif., Jan. 15, 1966.

(5) Angle between arrival asymptote and Mercury- 2. Mission Planners Guide to the Burner II, Report D2 82601-5,
Sun vector (determines lighting for Mercury pho- The Boeing Co., Seattle, Wash., Apr. 1968.

tography). /

Table 2. Launch vehicle payloads for two launch y'/
A launch energy of 85 km_/s _ will produce an adequate energies

/

launch 1.eriod. Table 2 shows current payload estimates

for several launch vehicles for energies of 85 and 50 Payloadfor Payloadfar
km_/s _. These performance values were obtained from c_= 35 kraals_ C_= 50 kraals_
Ref. 2, except for the SLV-3X/Centaur value. Launchvehicle 11978Venus-Mercury),(directMercury),

Ib Ib

Using the values in Table 2, the SLV-3C/Centaur SLV.3C/Centour 7,50 50

and Titan 8C vehicles appear marginal for the 1978 $LV.3C/Centaur/Burnerll 1400 I000

Venus-Mercury mission. The addition of a Burner II r.°. _c 8o0 o

stage to these vehicles increases the payload to where r,o, 3C/au,ne,, 22_0 _S00

both the indirect 1978 Venus-Mercury and direct Mer- SLV.3XlCentaur _ 11O0 200

cury missions are attractive. The SLV.3X/Centaur

vehicle is a possible choice for the Venus-Mercury mis- .wl,i,m,. A. N., Launch Vehicle Data took, Aug. 30. 1968 (JPL Internal

sion in 1978. . ..... ndum),
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C. Trajectory Analysis of a 1975 Mission to Table 3. Earth-Venus-Mercury missionopportunities

Mercury via an Impulsive Flyby of Venus, '_ (ballistic flyby)
R A. Wallace

Venus closest-

1. Irltroduction Launchyear Launchenergy, approachaltitudes,
km_'/s" km

The concept of using gravitational fields to signifi-
cantly alter the energy and direction of interplanetary 197o 14 sooo
trajectories is not a new one. In 1968, M. A. Minovitch 1973 19 5000
proposed several interesting interplanetary missions using tgzs 2t tess t.r.an700
this multiple-planet flyby concept (Ref. 1). The advan- 1982 24 2000

' tages of this folTn of mission are the savings in launch 1994 24 14oo
energy and the increase of data return associated with 1998 16 3600
the "two planets for the price of one" idea. It is not sur-

prising, therefore, that a great deal of interest has been help in raising closest approach altitudes o1"taking ad-
generated in multiple-planet flyby missions and, in par- vantage of particular interplanctary trajectory character-
ticular, missions to Mercury via Venus in the 1970's. istics, such as reduced flight time. The analysis uses three
Direct ballistic trajectories to Mercury generally require input control pal'ameters:
launch energies of 45 km2/s 2 or more, while multiple-
planet trajectories to Mercury are available which require (1) Launch and arrival dates (fixes the approach and
less than 80 km2/s _. departure asymptotic velocity vectors).

(2) Closest approach altitude.
There are six attractive opportunities for Earth-Venus-

Mercury missions during the remainder of the century; (8) Maneuver radius.
these are hsted in Table 8. An attractive opportunity is
one for which either an Atlas/Centaur or Titan III launch These parameters are thought to be the most practical

vehicle can be used to launch a payload of more than choice of control variables for operating a multiple-planet
800 !b (i.e., corresponding to an upper limit of launch mission requiring propulsive assist. They also make up
energy of 88 km2/sZ). Although the 1970 and 1978 oppor- a minimum set required to uniquely determine the tra-
tunities are excellent, they may not be available because jectories at encounter (Fig. 9). The analysis could be
of program considerations. The next opportunity is in carried out two-dimensionally because of the principal
1975, but is plagued with very low Venus closest-approach constraint of requiring the trajectories to contain the two
altitudes. The study summarized here investigates the determining asymptotic velocities. Details of the solution
feasibility of using a small propulsive assist at Venus to are given in Ref. 2.
allow reasonable Venus flyby altitudes and thereby in-
crease the attractiveness of the 1975 opportunity. 3. Application of Single-Impulse Flyby Analysis

The single-impulse flyby analysis was applied to the ,,
Results of the study are presented in three parts, region of the 1975 Earth-Vehus-Mercury opportunity ,/

First, a very brief discussion is given on the general which exhibited relatively low launch energies and maxi- /
single-impulse flyby analysis which permits the analyst mum Venus closest-approach altitudes. In a perliminary
to investigate in detail the impulse requirements of study, certain factors became evident:
multiple-planet trajectories utilizing propulsive assist.
Secondly, an efficient procedure is outlined for the appli- (1) The Venus arrival time is very important in obtain-
cation of the above analysis to the !.975 Earth-Venus- ing low :'repulse maneuvers (sensitivity: 20 m/s/h).

Mercury mission. The final subsection is devoted to the (2) Tile aV is relatively invariant with maneuver radius
mission design and analysis for the 1975 Earth-Venus- [or optimum choice of Venus arrival time. (For
Mercury opportunity, non-optimal times, aV could vary as much as 1_of

its minimum value.)
2. Single-Impulse Flyby Analysis

The analysis used is simple and can be applied to any The AV sensitivity w_:h Venus arrival time is explained
multiple-planet trajectories where propulsive assist may by the fact that the Venus closest-approach altitude was

kept constant. It was found, however, that the aV sensi-

_rhis article is a summary of Ref. 2. tivity to closest-approach altitude is also quite high,
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the rest of this study will be restricted to maneuvers
_ROMEARm performed on the asymptotes (i.e., at about encounter

plus or lnilnlS several days). There are four major ad-

vantages that result from such a policy:

J (1) The.required impulse can he combined with one
I of the error-correction maneuvers, resulting in
I smaller execution errors and greater reliability forI --"
I fewer lnanetlvers.
/ (CLOSEST APPROACH ALTITUDE)

/ "\ (2) The Venus encounter experiments could be given
/ \ full operational consideration and not complicatedI
\ l)y a maneuver.
\
\ / 03) A continuous tracking data fit could he acquired

/ throughout encou,:ter, reducing orhit determina-/
\ .---/ tion errors for the post-encouuter error-correction\

N IDRneuvf:r.

(MANEUVER RADIUS)

\ (4) The impulse was found to he smallest at large dis-
\ Lances from Velnl_; for the final design trajectories.

\_ C_::. dering those points, the remainder of the discussion
To_AERCURr is cu,fl3ned to results concerning asymptotic maneuvers.

\
To define a mission, design charts are required which

Fig. 9. Encounter trajectories in orbit planet will clearly show the tradeoffs in the important param-
eters fiwolved. In the construction of design charts, the

ahout 60 m/s for every 100-kin change in altitude. Thus, first step is to optfinize Venns arrival trine. Figure 10 is
the ±V sensitivity to Venus arrival time could be softened an example of the many plots required in the optimiza-
by changing the Venus flyby altitude with Venus arrival tion procedure.
time. It was decided, however, that a minimum acceptable
altitude of 1000 km should be used throughout the study. 800

MANEUVER ON DEPARTURE

If further decreases were allowahle, the savings of 60 m/s 1_0 x.j _ ASYMPTOTE

EARTH LAUNCH DATE:

for every lO0-km decrease could be realized up to a JUN 11, 1975
point where too much trajectory bending results and AV CUOSESTAPPROACH

ALTITUDE: I000 km

increases, 6ooIn the preliminary study, AV was found to be very _ // /
insensitive to maneuver radius for the optimum choice /J//

I1 __/ _\ 17_18 1919

of Venus arrival times. This is because the two encounter _
orbits, approach and departure, are ahnost identical and 400
the velocity d!fferences are almost constant with maneu- _ lo
ver radius. One orbit can be tlmught of as a perturbation MERCURYARRIVAL DATE

of the other because the impulse required is small com- NOV1975
pared to the orbital velocities (9 to 18 km/s). For non- _(

optimum choice of Venus arrival time, the angle between 200 "_\/ y,Jls
tim two orbits is larger than for the optimum arrival laXj-,..,14/
time, although the orbits are almost identical in other
respects. The above observations are not applicable at
periapsis where the velocity differences are most pro- 0
nouneed. 9/6 9/7 9/8 9/9 9/_o

VENUS ARRIVAL DATE, 1975

Since AV is almost constant with change in maneuver Fig. 10. Maneuver impulse AV VSVenus arrival date ,

radius for optimum Venus arrival times, attention during {Mercuryarrival date varied}
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Design charts were con,;trueted for maneuvers per- Vemls arrival time Figure 11 is the design chart for
formed on both the approach and departure asymptotes maneuvers performed on the departure asymptote with
with Venus arrival time and ]auneh energy as parameters launch energy as an overlay. It was found that maneuvers
ow,rlayed on the basic ±V contour ehart. Note that all performed on the departure asymptote resulted in gen-
points used in the design charts are for the optimum erally lower ,,_xV'sthan those on the approach asymptotes.

11/221 I I I' I 1

-- GEOCENTRIC LAUNCH ENERGY C3

MANEUVER IMPULSE AV

MANEUVER O N DEPARTURE ASYMPTOTE
CLOSEST APPROACH ALTITUDE: 10O0 km

VENUS ARRIVAL DATE CHOSEN TO MINIMIZE AV

] 1/20

I

C3 19kin2// /20 12_ av 4oo_/,

350 ]11/18 X / 30

\ 300

I
250

_ / 2oo

_> 11/'16 150

g
u 40
_ 100

I
,,/- / I

/
MIN POINT

1VI2

/
11/I 05/22 6_! 6/11 6;2' 711 7/11 7/21

I:AR'I'H LAUNCH DATE, 1975

Fig. I 1. Earth-Venus-Mercury mission design chart: launch energy Caand maneuver impulse _V
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This is due to the departure speeds being generally ahnost constant with manenver radius, being slightly
higher than the approach speeds (a slower speed at on- higher near encounter. The characteristic of AV being
counter results in greater bending of the trajectory), higher at encounter is due to the dominating angular

momentum or orientation requirements,
4. 1975 Earth-Venus-Mercury Mission Design

Using Fig. 11, the basic design chart, two missions F,neounter eonditmns at Venus result in Earth oeeulta-
were designed: one requiring low launch energies, the tion for all launch days in both mission designs. Figure !8
other, low propulsive assist at Venus. There is a definite is a plot of the Venus oeenltation regions for a repre-
launch vehicle and AV tradeoff available. The low launch- sentative hmneh clay. Note the 8¢ error ellipse resulting

, energy mission design is characterized by: from a 0.1-m/s spherically distrihuted mideonrse execu-
tion error at launch I- 5 clays. The crossing of this ellipse

(1) Launch energy < 21 km_/s _(Atlas/Centaur). into the impact zone indicates that a pre-eneounter error-
correction m,neuver is required (a common requirement

(2) ±V < 350m/s. for multiple-phmet missions), and that reducing the

(8) 20-day launch period (May 27 to June 16, 1975). Venus closest-approach altitude much below 1000 km
may be impractical.

(4) Mercury arrival time: Nov. 14, 1975.

Launch eonditi_;ns for both mis.qoj, designs are very
The low propulsive-assist mission is characterized by: good. The eharaeteristies are:

(1) Launch energy < 80 km'-'/s (Titan III).
(l) Launeh azimuth corridors of 90 to 114 deg.

(2) AV < 100 rn/s.

(8) 20-day launch period (June 12 to July fi, 1975). (2) Launch windows _ 21Ah.

(4) Mercury arrival time: Nov. 18, 1975: 19. h. (8) Parking orbit coast time_: 12 to 16 min (compatible
with both the Atlas/Centaur and Tita)r III launch

Note the existence of two attractive mission designs, one vehicles).
requiring more onboard propulsion, but a smaller launch
vehicle. Both missions require relatively small impulses (4) Injection over mid-Atlantic to South Aft'lea (rea-
when measured against the total AV usually required on sonable near-earth traok!ng requirements for the
ballistic multiple-planet missions. Air Force EasTern Test Range).

As observed in the preliminary study, aV, as shown in For any study which is dependent on conic analysis, it
Fig. 12 for the low propulsive-assist mission design, is is important that an accurate check he made on the final

results. A comparison of the conic results with the pre-
)s0 ........ cision integrated data is given in Table 4. The integrated

_ANEUVERONDEPARTURETRMECIORY data was supplied by the SPACE trajectory program ,/
160 __ VENUE C_OSEST APPROACH ALTITUDE: I000 km

MERCURYArriVAL_ATE:NOVla, 1975,12h (Ref. 8), a program used with a high degree of accuracy /"
VbNUS ARRIVAL DATE CHOSEN TO MINIMIZEAV

140 _ -- LAUNCH ENERGY -< 30 km2/s 2 on actual missions to Mars, the moon, and Venus. Errors
/

__J J EARTHLAUNCHDATE,_97S of between 8 and 18 m/s in aV are shown and point to

_20 -"T--'-t----- I JUNI)a I I t'.qe accuracy which may be realized with conic analyses

100 J if relative values (e.g., velocity differences) are required
_ ..... JuL2 rather than absolute values.

80 _'-_ .-,--- . --JUN 16 ....
I

6o - J
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2. Wallaoe, R. A., "Trajectory Analysis of a 1975 Mission to

Mercury via an Impulsive Flyby of Venus," Paper 68-118,
Fig. 12. Low propulslve-f=sslstmissiondesign: presented at the AAS/AIAA Astrodynamies Specialists Confer-

maneuver impulse AV vSmaneuver radiusr ence, Jackson, Wyoming,Sept. 8-5, 1968.
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Fig. 13. Venus occultation zones(earth launch: Jun. 1i, 1975; Venus arrival: Sept.8, 1975, 3 h)
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' Table 4. Conic resultsvs integrated trajectory program data for varlous launch dates

May 27, 1975 June 11, 1975 July 2, 1975

Parameter / /

Conic integrated Conic Integrated Conic Integrated

b, km 10,333.96 10,333.14 10,079.9 10,081.89 9766.6 9767.3

O, deg 353.91 353.91 357.00 357.01 0.42 0.43

VHP, km/s 9.0100 9.1102 9.4529 9.5586 10.0815 10.2069

VHL, km/s 9.2155 9.3370 9.5282 9.6373 10.1075 10.2289

rp, km 7080.0 7079.7 7080.0 7081.4 7080.0 7080.4

i, deg_ 8.62 13. I 0 4.05 1.43 1.48 94.44

I, deg" 3.420 3.410 3.406 3.403 3.436 3.436

£, deg" 31.92 30.72 35.60 36.21 246.83 209.15

AV, m/s 368.8 360.5 131.0 122.9 79.8 66.9

IPost-maneuver.

bb --- Impact parameter,hyperbolicsemlmlltoraxis; o = targellng angle In g.plane; VHP = approach asymptotic speedon _-,cor:'*ctedtralectory; VHL = departure asymptotic
speedrequired on departure tralectory;rp = closest approachdistance; i = orbital In¢llnatlon Io the ecliptic, Venus.centeredl I = heliocentric inclinatlon to the ecliptic of
Venus-Mercurytrajectory; I) = longitude of the ascendingnodel _.V = required Impulse.
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8. White, l/. J.. _,tal., Npa_c ._im.h' l'rcci,sion('retell 'l'rajecl.r!l Ix_eun Ihe lop ol the _)imO_lJhprp and the interior ]tin_

l'nJ_ram, 'l'ec.lmic_d\h,mor._.dum :_:_-1,98.1_'!lh'opulqml I,_d_- m' I)assin_ al allitudps _re_h'r I]mn 7(),000 km may beoratory, Pasadpna,(_alit.,Aim 15, 1._)f-;.3.
possibh'. The 1977 inh,rior llin_ passaR(, grand tom"mis-
sion (1977 .]upilt,r-Satnn) interior ]liug-Urmms-N(,ptmu,)
would 1)¢'mosl desirable, If a Saturn flyby altitude ofD. Missions to the Outer Plcmets, R.A. Wo/ioce
150,000 km wen' required, ih_'lma [light din'alton of l,q vr

The 1975 to 1980 time period will _tfford _tll mmsually would n'sull, 1t two Slm¢,t,uraf! ,,v¢'re availabh, mid the
favm'al)h, opportunity to humd_ missiol_s to explore :dl risks ol e;tlltslrolddU irnlmC't wilh the Rings of Satm'n
ol the outer phn]('ts, l)uril]_, this time period, the 1)lant,tary u err' hm.d h) 1)('high for th'sirlddp _]'and lout missions,

geometries are such that r_.tl'('multiplt'-plant't missions Ihen ont, o[ I].' thn,t,q)l;met missions might lw used iu
involving all the major plant'ts are possil)le. Sut,h oppor- itddition I¢)a ,_]'imd Iollr,
tunities will not occm' again for almost two centuries,

This article eXlmnds tm Ol)l_Orhmitit,s ])revionsly i(h,nii- Then' is no qm'.,,iimJ that u mission h) Saturn, Urmms,

fled (SPS ._37-:35,Vol. IV, pp. 12-28) (o show ¢']wrgy re'- N_,plmm, t)).l_hflt_sh_mld l,¢,th)u,n u,ith theaid oftht, gr:tv-
quirt'merits and other ¢'hm'aeh,risiies Cur reali:,lic Ia.nch itaiitmal fi¢,ld ol .lupit,.'r m.1/.r ,";atm'n. The 1977 Earth-

periods. Jul)iter-l)hflo Ol)porhmity is th¢' h,'st of five possil4e
l)¢'_,ilnil R in 1.975 :rod ('ndin_ in 1979 (Fh,f. 5). There are

Table 5 is a summary chart of eleven missions to the Em'll_-Saim'n-l'lul,) missions avaihtl_le, but the launch

outer planets with Immeh opl)ortunitie.s from ] $)76through ¢'ner_y is 110 km-'/s _ or more. Immt'h ¢'n¢'r_ies for diwet
1979." A comprehensive plan to explore all of the outer mi,": ..... to Saturn begin to d('('rt'as(, in ]')SO until in
phm('ts of the solm' system could lx' constructed fi'om 1,%,; t mlch energy of 1:-_0km-'/s _ is snlfieit'nt for a
this chart, There aw fore" types of missions inehlded: 15-day Itumch period.

(1) Single-planet missions: direct missions to Sahwn,
Urmms, Neptune, and Pluto (four missions), A samph' plan to explore the outer planets by lmmeh-

in_ missions lwfon' 1980 might lw the following:
(o) Two-planet mission: Earth-Jul)iter-Ph_to (one mis-

sion). (!) 1977 grand tour (interior Satm'n Ring passage).

(.'3)Three-planet missions (grand tour minus Sat,_m): (2) 1978 grand tour mimns Satm'n,
Earth-Jnpiter-Uranus-Neptmw (two m_ssions),

Alternate missions in ease of launch faihn'e might be:
(4) Four-planet missions (grand tour): Earth-Jul)iter-

Saturn-Uranus-Neptune (four missions). (1) 1978 grand tour (exterior Satm'n Ring passage).

(2) 1079 grand tour minus Saturn,
Each of the eleven missions sho.vn in Table 5 have been

designed with consideration given to launch energy, time
of flight, hnmeh period, planetary flyby altitudes, ;_nd References
launch conditions. 1. Wallace, R. A., TrajectoryCon.s'idcrationsfor a Missionto Jupiter /

tn 1972, Teehnic'd Memorandmn 88-875. Jet Propulsion Lab- /-

The Rings of Saturn may present a formidable obstacle oratory, Pasadena, C;,lif.,Mar. 15, 1968.
to spaceeraft flying by that phmet at altitudes le:;s than 2. Clarke, V. C., et al., Design Parmneters for Balli*ttc Interplan-
150,000 kin. The present physical model of the Rings is etary "l"rajct.torles,Part II. One-Way Transfers"to Mercurv and
much in doubt, however, and trajectories passiug be- Jupiter, Technical Report 82-77. Jet I'rolmlsion Lahoratory,Pasadena,Calif., Jan. 15, 19136.

"Earth-Jnptter missionsare discussed in Refs. 1 and 2 and in JPL 8. Kingsl:md,L., "TraJectoryAnalysis of a Grand Tour Missionto
)

Engineering Planning Document 358, which provides data on the Outer I hmets, AIAA 5th Annual Meeting anti Technical
launch opportunities from 1974 to 1981. The grand tonr (four- Display,pp. 68-1055, Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 21-24, 1968.

planet) missions were desigr,ed by L. Kingshmd (Ref. 8). The 4. Whir,, IL J., et al., SPACE Single PrecisionCowell Traiectory
other missionsin Tahle 5 are from nnpubllshed material hy the Program, Technical Memorandum 88-198. Jet Propulsion Lab-
anthnr. Allmissionsbut two were designedwith the aid of a patched oratory,Pasadena, Calif., Apr. 15, 1965.
conic computer program SPARC [Derdcrian, M., Space Research
Conic Program,Phase11I,April 1968 (JPL Internal Document)]. 5. Flandro, G, A., "Fast Recommissanee Missions to the Outer
The data for the two 1977 grand tour (four-planet) missionswere Solar System Utilizing Energy Derived from the Gravitational
computed with the aid of a precision integratingprogram SPACE Field of Jupiter," Astronaut. Acta, Vnl. 12,No. 4, Princeton,N.J.,
(_ef. 4). 1966.
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Table 5. Missionsto the outer planets

I

1976 1977 1977 1978

Jupiter- Jupller- Jupiter- Jupiter- 1978 1979 1977-
Saturn Saturn Saturn Saturn 1977 1979 1977 1976

Jupiter- Jupiter- 1978

Characteristics interior interior exterior exterior Uranus- Uranus- Jur_iler- Saturn U_ar,w Neptune Pluto
Ring- Ring- Ring- Ring- Pluto {direct} (direct) (direct1

Neptune Neptune (direct]
Uraqus- Uranus- Uranus- Uranus-

Neptune Neptune Neptune Neplune

Launch period, days 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15

Mayimum launch energy 104 i20 1G_ 108 110 110 110 140 139 150 180

required, km2/s:

Capability for Titan Ill/Centaur 1400 780 1530 1250 1190 1190 1190 140 150 0

(spacecraft weight; 114-deg

azimuth), Ib"

Capability for Titan Ill�Centaur 1380 1800 1620 1580 1580 1580 900 930 700

Burner II 1440 (spacecraft

weight; 114-de3 azimuth, Ib'

Maximum declination at launch 14 27 33 33 32 27 28 37 7 4 26

(absolute value), deg

Jupiter encounter

Flight time from launch, days 561 511 652 593 564 579 551

Flyby altitude, km 16,000 212,000 622,000 1,600,000 62,000 560,000 236,000

(Jupiter surface radius) (0.2) (3.0) (8.8) (22.5) (0.9) (7.8) (3.3)

Communication d_stance, km 675 638 900 767 719 749 673

× 10_

Saturn encounter

Flight time from launch, 1363 1095 1394 1240 1255

days (yr) (3.7) (3.0) (3.8) (3.4) (3.4)

Flyby allitude, km 8,000 6,000 75,000 80,000 - - - Open - - -

(Saturn surface radius) (0.1) (0.1) (1.2) (1.3) 1310

Communication distance, 1277 1562 1453 1321

km X 10e

Urr,nus encou,_ter

Fllght tim_. from launch, 2798 2342 2945 2764 2293 2286 3092

days (yrl. (7.7) (6.4) (8.1) (7.6) (6.6) (6.3) (8.5)

Flyby altitude, km _,_,000 i6.000 1:6,000 121,000 22,000 41,000 - - Open - - //%

(Uranus surface radius) J (I.3) (0.7) (3.8) (5.1) (0.9) (1.7) 2709 //
Comm,:rotation distance, ! 2781 2910 2900 2717 2972 2833 /

km X 10'1 /

Neptune encounter

Flight time from launch, 3894 3372 4100 4030 3503 3599 6209

days (yr) (10.7) (9.2) (I 1.2) (11,0) (9.6) (9.9) - - - (17.0)

Flyby altitude, km Open Open Open Open Open Open Open

Communication distance, 4519 4613 4587 4642 4440 4457 4659
km X 10_

Pluto encounler

Fltpht ffme from launch, 3500 15,231

days (yr) (9.6) (4 i .7)

Flyby altitude, km Open Open

Communication distance, 3919 I 4934
km X 10_ I

L__
m.j.Long,prlvate communication.
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Ill. Environmental Requirements
PROJECTENGINEERING DIVISION

A. The Effect of Low Numbers ot Microorganisms with a certain confidence. However, when the number of

on Samples Assayed by the NASA organisms is low, a question arises as to the accuracy of
the extrapolation procedure.

Standard Procedure, E. J. Sherry

1. Introduction This condition, i.e., low numbers of microorganisms

The NASA standard procedure (NSP) (Ref. 1) used to present per sample, was found in the samples taken dur-
assay a sample fo_ viable bacteria makes two zelated ing the Mariner Venus 67 sampling program (SPS 37-46,
assumptions. The first is that there is a large number of Vol. IV, pp. 48-55) and when samples were taken in a
bacteria (100 or more) present in a sample so that extrapo- class 100 clean room. 2 If one then considers the assembly
lated counts from serial dilutions are sta,_stically mean- of a spacecraft in a class 100 clean tent (as is the case
ingful. This is related to the second assumption, namely, with the Mariner Mars 1969 spacecraft), one should ex- ]
that microorganisms are uniformly distributed in the pect low numbers of organisms per sample. This article /recovery medium (i.e., each bacteria has an equal proba- discusses the accuracy of the extrapolation with two dif- /

bility of being in any position of the medium). These ferent assay and recovery techniques wben the assumption
assumptions allow one to interpret an assay procedure as of the presence of large numbers of crganisms isnegated.
an "occupancy problem 1" and to extrapolate from the
plate counts to the actual number of organisms present
on the object sampled. Given large numbers of bacteria, 2. Techniques

the samples can even be broken into parts, assayed for Data from the capsule mechanical training model

different types of microorganisms, and the results stated (CMTM) assemblies (SPS 37-52, Vol. I, pp. 31--34) di-
rected by file sterilization assembly development labora-

1That is, the plates are rooms and the microorganismsare guests, tory (SADL) team were used to form a data base for the

eachwith anequal probabilityof choosinganyroom.A guest find- statistical analysis (SPS 37-50, Vol. III, pp. 71-74). In
ing his roora means that a microorganismis plated out and incu-
bated in an environment that will be suitable for it to grow. A
guest not finding his room will mean that either a microorganism 2Palk,W. W., et al, The Effects of Disrupted LaminarAir Flow on
is plated out and incubated in an unsuitable environment, or not the Microbial Burden of Assembled Hardware, JPL Technical

plated out at all. Report (in preparation). _.
F-
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particular, the resnlts form the first five assemblies in the The samples, coupons (polished stainless steel, 17",2 in.)
CMTM Program (more than 2,800 assays were used)." and swabs (cross stroking a 2×2-in. area), were taken at

Of the five assemblies, three were in a high-bay area and random, according to a predetermined sampling plan
two ",,,ere in a laminar down-flow tent' (designated as (Ref. 2), and assayed according to either the NSP or
201, 20:2, '203, _nd T01, T0"2, respectively, in Tables 1 SADL procedure (SP) (Ref. 3). The basic difference be-
and 2). tween the two procedures is that the SP incubates the

plates for only aerobic bacteria while the NSP incubates
for both aerobic and anaerobic bacteria. Co:mrs were ob-

_The author wishes to thank G. H. Itedmann and D, M. Taylor for tained and recorded after 72 hr. Generally, 450 coupons
permission to use the CMTM data prior to its publication, and 150 swabs were used per assembly with 80_ of all

_Tl_ehigh bay area was a class 100 K room,and the tent a class 100 samples assayed according to the SP and :2907oaccording
room, as definedI)y Federal Standard °09a. to the NSP.

Table 1. Percentageof CMTM assaysshowing 3. Analysis
no viable microorganisms

The large percentage of zero counts found in the assays
Total number of Assaysshowing from each of the five assemblies made it necessary to use

Assembly assays zero count,°/o a nonparametric test (the Kohnogol'ov-Snfirnov test) to
• NsP [ sp NSP l SP attempt to compare data. Initially, all the samples of a

Couponassaytechnique particular type (swab or coupon) were compared by type

1,- 201 83 342 65 59 and day taken. The test of the null hypothesis showed that
' 202 83 334 83 72 each assay bnpe was indistinguishable in a day-to-day

203 95 365 79 79 comparison. Each assembly was tested in this way and
To1 89 357 73 ] 63 yielded the same conclusion. VVith this information, all

T02 91 362 i 79 ] 81Average 88 J 352 I 76 71 salnples of the same type from one assenlbly were gronped
a,'4 then tested assembly by assembly. Again, it was ina-

Swab assaytechnique possible to distinguish one assembly from another. These
201 .....

tests then allowed the grouping of data by type_ from202 42 152 71 61"

203 29 120 69 66 all five assemblies to fo_ an "average" assembly.
T01 2_ 102 57 50

T02 34 133 61 66 Table 1 presents the percentage of samples that showed
Average 32 127 64 60

absolutely no viable mieroorganism¢ according to type
of assay (coupons and swabs), procedure used (NSP or
SP), assembly number, and average assembly. Analysis

Table 2. Percentage of assays showing _o of the data presented in this table by the Kohnogorov-
aerobic heat-shocked spores Smirnov test proved that there was a statistically signifi- [

" To,elnumberof Assaysshowing cant difference (e = 0.1) between the average number of //
Assembly assays zerocount,*/, zeros found by the NSP on coupons and the SP on swabs. /

NSP SP NSP I SP Further, there was the same statistically significant differ-
ence between the average number of zeros found onCoupon assay technique

201 83 342 95 92 coupons and swabs by either procedure.
202 83 332 99 97

203 95 364 98 97 Table 2 presents the percentage of samples that showed
TO1 89 357 98 93

no heat-shocked aerobic spore growth. _ These data were'1"02 91 355 99 99

Average 88 350 98 96 subjected to the same analysis as that presented in

Swab assay technique

201 .... 5That is, -fter a 72-hr incubation period, there was no growth re-
202 42 151 95 87 corded on any of the plates for a given sample.

203 29 120 97 92 "That is, the plates incubated for aerobic heat-shocked spores show
T01 21 103 76 83 no growth afte_ 72 hr. In approximately 20%of these eases, the
T02 34 134 91 92 other plat,_-sassociated with the sample had vegative or anaerobic
Average 32 127 90 88 heat-shocked spore growth.
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and showed the same statistically sig,fifieant CMTM, while the coupons may have been given prefer-
ential treatment by the assembly personnel.

is typical of the data from all of the asselnblies. The second conclusion (although not statistically sig-
that the SP consistently exhibited a higher i'ecov- nificant) is that the SP gives a higher recover), percentage

percentage than the NSP. In addition, Table 1 shows than the NSP in the case of all microorganisms (Table 1)
SP gave, on the _werage, a 570ifigher recovery as well as in the case of only aerobic heat-shocked spores

than the NSP; Table '2 shows that the SP is, (Table 2). This is clearly shown in Table 3 where the SP

average, 2_'better. Unfortunately, the Kohnogorov- consistently exhibits a higher recovery percentage. It is
test was unable to prove that the differences unfortunate that this observation cannot be stated with
NSP and SP were statistically significant, statistical significance at this time, but it must be noted

that the Kohnogorov-Smirnov test would have been capa-
ble of rejecting the null hypothesis if the same perce,-tage

Cumulative distributions for assembly 203 held for a larger sample population.
swab assays listed by _,ssay procedure

The last conclusion leads one to q,estion the two
organisms/assay NSP(29assays) SP(120assays) assumptions that allow the NSP to be interpreted as an

0 68.97 66.67 occupancy problem since the first assumptioi_ (large nurn-
1 89.66 77.50 hers of microorganisms per sample) is obviously violated
2 93.10 82.50 (Table 3), and the analysis shows the second assumption
3 96.55 84.17 (microorganisms uniformly distributed in the recovery
4 100.00 85.83 medium) to be invalid. Thus, the use of the NSP would
5 100.00 88.33

6 100.00 89.17 give a lower estimate of the total burden than the SP.
7 lOG.C0 90.83 That is, an extrapolation from the samples assayed by the
8 100.o0 92.50 SP would more accurately approximate the actual micro-
9 100.00 92.50 biol burden, because the second assumption is not as

10 lOO.OO 93.33 sensitive to a two-fold sample partition as it is to a four-11 100.00 93.33

12 100.00 93.33 fold partition. Carrying this logic one step further, it
13 lOO.oo 93.33 appears that one should use an assay procedure that
14 100.00 93.33 plates out the entire sample and incubates for only one
15 100.oo 94.17 type of organism. In this way, since the relationship be-16 100.00 94.17

tween types of organisms is fairly well established, if18 100.00 94.17

19 lOO.OO 95.00 one obtained an accurate count of one type of micro-
20--100 100.On 98.33 organism (e.g., aerobic spores) one could, perhaps, more

101-200 lOO.oo 99.17 accurately extrapolate to the total actual burden. Finally,
201-300 100.00 100.00 it must be stated that this is a problem relevant to not only

>300 IOO.OO lOO.OO spacecraft but to any sampling program wbere the number /
of organisms per sample is low. /

Conclusions References

first conclusion that appears from the analysis of 1. NASA Standard Procedure[or the MicrobiologicalExamination
Tables 1 and 2 is that, using either procedure, of Sl_aceHardware, NASA Handbook 4340.1. National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration, Washington, Aug. 1967.
give a statistically significant higher recovery

percentage than coupons. This is contrary to expectation, 9.. Microbiological Sampling cf Spacecraft Hardware, SADL Oper-
ations Plan 3-120. Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena: Calif.,

expects swabbing to be a less efficient sampling Oct. 1968.

than the use of coupons. One possible expla- 3. Microbiological Laboratory Assay Methods, SADL Procedure
that swab data were taken directly from the 3.211. Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., Oct. 1968.
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IV. FI,ght Computers and Sequencers
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL DIVISION

A. Automatic Roving Vehicle Computer Definition 1. An acceptable point is defined as a point

Development, t. Y. Lira (X,Y) such that ] F(X,Y) I <- E, where F(X,Y) is a con-
tinuous function that describes the terrain, and E is the

1. Introduction elevation limit.

The overall objective of this effort is the design and
development of an on-board computer Cur an autorriatic Definition 2. A path is defined as a route that connects
roving vehicle. The developmei_t of an on-board tom- two points (X_, Yi! and (Xj, Yj) such that the elevation of
puter requires a detailed knowledge of the various each point on the route islF(X,Y) I<_E.
computational tasks that the computer must perform. /
One of these computational requirements is the naviga- Definition 3. An obstacle is defined as a finitc bounded /tion of the vehicle, region of a fu,_ction whose amplitude or values are

greater than E, i.e.,

This report deals with the development of a compu-

tat,_onal algorithm for the navigation of the vehicle, i.e., a [ F(X,Y) I >_E
pathfinding algorithm. The detailed presentation on this

subject has been published as a technical report (Ref. 1). Let Po = (Xo,Yo) and P. = (X,,Y,) be the starting
position and the target position on an unknown terrain.

2. The Pathfinding Algorithm Let there exist at least one path connecting P_ and P,,.
The pathfinding algorithm derived in Ref. 1 assumes The procedures for finding a path which connects Poand

that: (1) there exists at least one path between the start- P, are:
ing position and the target position; (2) each obstac!e has
contour lines and finite dimensions, and (3) the vehicle Step O. Define
has terrain sensors which can detect its immediate sur-

rounding, d,_ = [(X, - Xo)_ + (Y, - Yo)_]w
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Step I. From P,, go directly to P,, if there are no obstacles amples and results are contained in Ref. 1. The tcn'ain
between the starting point and the target point. Every used in all simulations consisted of gaussian density
point generated in this case is an acceptable point, and functions. Figure 1 shows a perspective drawing of a
every dl generated is such that dy < di where / > i and gaussian terrain. Figure 2 shows a sample of the results

contained in Ref. 1. The algorithm developed under this
di = [(X,, - Xi_I) _ + (Y,, - Yi_l)='] ''_ task does not require a priori information about the map

in order to find a navigating route; it requires only local
However, if there is an obstacle encountered at Pk = terrain information. However, the determined naviga-
(Xe,Ye), replace d,,, by de, then go to step 2. tional route is not necessarily the optimum one (minimum

distance, etc.).

Step2. At point Pa., scan alternately right then left at
appropriate increments until an acceptable point is found. 4. Future Plans
Let P_+I be the acceptable point. If (le xdk, replace d,,,

Future tasks will include the following:by dk and Po by Pk+l go back to step 1. If dk..1 _ de, go

to stepS. (1) Determination of the minimum distance naviga-
tional route by using terrain information obtained

Step 3. Determine whether the point P_.+1 was the result from orbital reconnaissances.
of scanning right or scanning left. If Pk+_ was the result

of the right scanning process, stay on the right contour of (2) Development of a computational algorithm for the
the obstacle. Similarly, if Pc+, was determined from the preprocessing of terrain sensor data.
left scanning process, stay on the left contour of the ob-

stacle. In either case the right or left contour is followed (8) Incorporation into the present algorithm of the
until an acceptable point Pq = (X,,Y,_) satisfies the rela- ability to "learn" from its experiences as it navi-
tionship d,,, > dg. Once this relationship has been satis- gates o1,.the unknown terrain. This might incl'ade
fled, replace d,,, by dq and Poby P,, then return to step 1. such factors as statistical classification of the telrain.
The process is repeated until P,, is reached.

3. Application Reference
1. Lim, L. Y., A Path/inding Algorithm for a Myopic Robot, Tech-

A computer program was coded in Fortran IV language nical Report 82-1288, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
as implemented in the IBM 7090/94 IBJOB system. Ex- Calif., Aug. 1, 1968.

..... -///,
":Vii-..

Fig. !. Perspectivedrawing of contourconfiguration
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V. Spacecraft Power
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL DIVISION

A. Effect of Electrolyte Concentration on the temperatures of 75, 30, and 100°F. Cell temperature was

Electrical Characteristics of AgO-Zn, monitored during the discharge by a ta'ansducer mounted
on the terminal of one cell in each group. In all instances,R.S. Bognerand R.Patterson •.,
the cells were allowed to equilibrate at the ambient dis-

1. Introduction charge temperature for a minimum of 16 h. At the low

As part of the JPL advanced battery systems develop- discharge currents (2 and 10 A), the cells were dis-
ment program, AgO-Zn cells were obtained from Delco- charged in series and were removed from the string
Remy Div. of General Motors Coip. with 40, 45, and when their terminal voltage reached 1.80 V, which cor-
50% concentrations of KOH electa'olytc in order to responded to the "knee" of the discharge curves. At the
study the effects of concen.h'ation on cycle life and high discharge currents (80 and 50 A), the cells were

removed when their terminal voltage reached about i,/
electrical performance. The cells were rated by the man- 1.00 V, which corresponded to th, knee of those dis-ufaeturer at 25 A-h nominal and were idtmtieal in con-

/
structlort except for the electrolyte conce_ltration. The charge curves.
tests were conducted on three 5.cell grol;ijs.

3. Resultsand Discussion

2. Experimental Procedure The average cell capacities and plateau voltages of
each five-cell group at the various discharge currents

The ceils were charged at 1.5 A for the first seven and temperatures are given in T_ble 1. It is seen that

cycles, and the remaining charge cycles were accom- plateau voltage generally varies directly with the ambient
plished at 2.0 A to a minimum cutoff of 1.98 V. All temperature as expected. However, the electrolyte con-
charging was done at room ambient temperature, 75°F, centration at the various discharge currents appears to
after a minimum 16-h stand period to equilibrate cell have little effect on the plateau voltage. At 80°F and

temperature, at discharge currents of 9. to 30 A, the plsteau voltages
are decreased by 0.01 to 0.05 V at the 50% eoncentra-

For the 12 discharge cycles measured, the discharges tion. On the other hand, at the 50-A discharge current,
were made in the order of 2, 10, 30, and 50 A at ambient the plateau voltage is _ncreased by 0.05 V at the 50%
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Table 1. Average plateau voltages and cell generated by current-resistance of the ter:.lnals :_.nd
capacltiesln each 5-cell group intcreell connections. A study new in pl"ogress at

Whittaker Corporation for Delco-IWmy tRef. 2) should

KOH Plateau voltage, V, at Cell capacity, A-h, at help differentiate hetween the interaction of _he heating
Discharge and electrolyte concentration effects. In this study, indi-concen- indicated temperature ind,_ated temperature

current, tratlon, ' ' vidual plate or electrode perforinanee is being evaluatedA

wt */. a0°F 75°F loo*_ 30*F 75"F 100*F as a function of electrolyte coqcentration and temper-
ature.

50 1.47 1.53 1.55 32.5 47,0 47,5

45 1.51 1.54 1.55 29.5 47.5 49.0

, 40 1.51 1.54 1.55 36.0 50.0 47.5 In addition to the data presented here, cell shelf life
50 1.41 1.50 1.51 20.0 42.0 48.0 is being investigated as a function of electrolyte con-
45 1.45 1.50 1.51 21.5 40.0 45.0 centration at temperatures from -60 to 120OF. Charge
40 1.45 1.50 1.51 24.0 44.0 47.0

characteristics will be obtained on a second set of cells.
50 1.30 1.43 1.42 21.0 26.0 25.0

45 1.32 1.43 1.44 I 2,0 25.0 25,5

40 1.34 1.43 1.44 11.0 26.0 24.5 4. Conclusions
50 1.20 1.35 1.38 14.5 26.0 29.0

45 1.15 1.35 1.37 7.0 16.0 19.5 The data show that electrolyte concontrat'_on is an

40 1.15 ] 1.35 1.38 7.5 17.0 19.0 important consideration in the design of AgO-Zn cellsJ and that the optimum electrolyte concentration is de-
pendent on battery application. For example, if the re-

concentration. During the development of the Surveyor quirement is one of high discharge current at low
battery (Ref. 1), electrolyte concentrations of 33 to 43% temperatures, a high electrolyte concentration should be
KOH were investigated. Those data showed that cell used if the charging can be accomplished at room
voltage and capacity were maximized at 40% KOH; temperature.
however, discharge currents were relative,;, low, so the

Surveyor data is not in conflict with the present data. References

At low discharge currents and within the temperature 1. Moses, A. J., Summary Rel_ort-Survettos Main and Auxlliaru
range evaluated, it is seen in Table 1 that the electrolyte, Batteries.Prepared under JPL Contract9529.26.Hughes Aircraft
concentration has little effect on the cell capacity. How- co., El Segundo, Calif., Oct. 1968.

ever, at the high discharge currents, it is s'_en that cell 2. Keralla, J. A., Silver-Zinc Electrodes and SeparatorResearch,
capacity is increased at increased KOH concentration at Technical Report AFAPL-TR-68715.Prepared tinder Air Force
all test temperatures, As might be expected, cell capacity Contract AF 88(615)8487. Deleo Remy Div., General Motors

teI,,.ls to increase with temperature; however, the cell Corp., Anderson,Ind., Sept. 3, 1968.

cal_aeity for the 40% electrolyte tended to decrease _h

slightly or stay relatively constant at temperatures b.e- J'-"
tween 75 and 100OF. B. Testing of Thermoelectric Generators, /P. Rouklove

The results of this investigation indicate that the 1. Introduction
effect of electrolyte concentration on cell performance is
a complex phenomenon. Cell design parameters such Thermoelectric generators and raultl-element thermo-
as the type of separator system, plate density, plate electric modules are being tested at JPL to: (1) provide
thickness, and quantity of electrolyte also play an im- a set of accurate performant.o dat_, to allow thorough
portant role in cell performance, evaluation of the units, and (2) obtain the experience

required for use of thermoelectric generators as power
The results could, in part, be due to an internal heat- sources for future spacecraft. Seven thermoelectric gen-

ing effect. Since the conductivity varies inversely with craters have been, or are presently, under test, Figure 1
the KOH concentrations, it is entirely possible that the shows the JPL thermoelectric laboratory where four of
internal heating of the cells produced the effects dis- the units are currently under test. Three units are being
cussed here. Cell temperature was measured at the tested in an ambient condition, while the fourth is
terminals during the discharge; however, the tempera- undergoing thermal-vacuum environmental tests in the
tures ,'eeorded are of little value beeaus_ of the heat special vacuum ch_.mber,
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One series of tests consists of extensive parametric Tile design of the generator ._hown in Fig. 2) includes

evaluations of the generators at wlriuus predetermined provisions for excess isotope inventory, and a thermai
values of power input and/or hot junction temperature, mechanism to relieve the exee:;sive thermal energy at

The power output and other values are recorded at each the beginning of the,' mission. This mechanism consists
value of power input for selected vahn,s of voltage out- of a thermal shutter that is activated by expansion of a
put. Another test consists of long-life term ewduation, column of NaK, the movement being transmitted through

a bellows-and-lever arrangement to the hinged shuttergenerally at maximum power input and maximum power
mechanism. This arrangement o,an be reg_dated to re-output, or a matched load condition. These tests are

usually perfornxed in ambient condition using the norm.'d lease any amount of energy aho'_e the 550 W (thermal)
that is calculated to be necessary for operation of theair convection cooling. Another series of tests is per-

formed in a vacuum condition to simulate the envirc:,,- generator.

mental conditions that would be imposed on a

thermoelectric generator during a space mission. During The heat source for the generator consists of a fuel //

all tests, the genevator,,_ are heated hy radiant heat from capsule that, for purposes of testing_ was replaced by /
a block being heated eleetrieally, but simulating the an electrically heated block simulating the isotope eapsule

mass r.,nd center of gravity of a radioisotope capsule, in size, mass, and center of gr, wity. The block contained
eight sheathed electrical heaters equally distributed along
the periphery. The capsule is located inside a metallic

2. Testsof the FirstSNAP 11 Generator, SN-2 cavity, the outer periphery of which is covered with lead.

a, Generator design. Th_ SNAP 11 generator was de- telhu'ide (2P-2N)thermoelectric e]eme2tcs. These eleme:,_s
signed as a possible power source for the Surveyor are pressed against the eavlty wall by spring-loaded push

spacecraft. When technical diflleulties precluded this rods and are insulated from the cavity by e thin insulating
usage, the program was redirected to (urther _mprove material with goed thermal transmissio'; properties.
the performance of thermoelectric generators heated by

radioisot,_pe decay. Due to the short expecte-I mis:ion The generator is surrounded by a second raetallic
duration, the generator was to be fueled with curium-242, container, in dose thermal contact with the cold luncti¢,n
whose half life was judged sufficient for the 91) days of of the thermoel_,'ments, and is provided with fins to
a lunar mission, radiate the excess heat. The top of the cavity containing
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Power input was eontrolh,d by three Variaes preset for
three modes of operation'. (1) the initial period (lunar
clay), (2) the midterm operation (lunar night), and (3) the
standby mode. Testing was l_erfor:ned in an ambie¢it

[_ envirolmwnt. The power input ,vas adjustecl to produce
. the, hot junetion telnperatLu'es and thc,rmal condition,,;

[_ [_ ! calculated to ,'eprc,se.,,t the ,'a,'iot, s mission conditions.

" _ • • t '. The thermal conditions were _latul'ally heavily dependent

-'I," ,, " ____ upon the expected hu_ar environnlc,nt (hmar day, Fq_85"I,';

q , , . _ " hmar night, --2.35°F).

O " _ " A standby Variae was used in conjunction with tlw,o

z: " - hot junction ovel'-teml_ervtul'e _ ,'otection circuit to reduce
the power input by 80% in ease of excessive heat. This

O O O arrang,'ment avoided possil,le thermal sh,,eks in ease the
- " . ,.. guard circuit tripped the operati,g input level. To further

" _l_iIfP _ ,',i " avoid the possibility of a thermal shoc.k due to loss of linevoltage, a relay circuit was inctnded to automatically1 13

__ __ CJL..:.-_ | select any of the three phases still oper:,ting. The line

.!. _ _ voltage was supplied through a voltage sta; ,izing eireuiL

] iiii!_i iiilii All data were reeordcd on a digital printout on comm_,ld.

, _ _..,t e. Test results, The SN-2 generator was operated at

_________-_ _ JPL for approximately 8100 h, during which time some
degradation in performance was observed. This was
traced to an hlcrease in the internal resistance of the

Fig. 2. SNAe _1 generator SN-2 in lest generator, related primarily to a deficiency of the bond_
ing of the thermoeicctric elements to the "hot shoes."
In spite of the fact that approximately 50% of the bonds

the heater block for the tests was covered by the thermal were found to be deflch'_,ft, the SN-2 generator was still
shutter. The intercavity spacing, hermetically enclosed, operating well past the design time (90 days). By 3000 h,
is packed with insulating material placed between the it had experienced a 20% decrease in its operating output.
thermoelements and was filled with an inert gas to reduce

the possible sublimation of the thermoelectric material During the tests, de/de power conversion ,,'ystem was

at the operating temperatures. The SN-2 was provided tested in conjunction with the generator. The converter /

tests,WithathisValVevalw,tOenablewasconnectedadditi°nOftotheacylindergaS"Duringof thethe delivered a nominal voltage output of 28 V wlth an input /"of 8.0V. Altho-gh the efficiency of the device was 87%, /'
inert gas through a purifying system. (This arrangement heavy losses were observed in the primary transmission
proved to be very useful, since the generator was found line of 6 ft of 4/0 cable. Heavy current and voltage
to be leaking and gas had to be added to maintain transients, resulting from magnetic effects in the power
proper pressure.)The no.'ninal power output of the SN-2 transmission lines, had to be eliminated by extra large
generator is 80 W at 8.0 V, and the total generator weight capacitors, These Tosses drastically reduced the efficiency
is 80 lb. of the combination of the generator and the de/de

culiverter.
b. Test equlpment. The equipment used in the SN-2

tests (Fig. 2) was manually operated and consisted of a
3. Testsof the SecondSNAP 11 Generator, QN-3hot junction over-temperature control and the instru-

mew;ation used to read out the power input (volts and a. Generator design. Certain deficiencies observed iri
amperes) and the power autput. A digital voltmeter and the SN-_ geneiator were corrected in the newer version
scanner wer*z used to record the different instruments of the SNAP 11 generator designated QN-3 (Fig. 8). This
and thermocouple readouts. The generator load con- generator is hermetically sealed with the proper amount
sisted of a variable resistor, of gas. An improved control mechanism of the thermal
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3. SNAP1i generatorQN-3 duringthermal-vacuumtestsin vacuumchamber /Fig.

shutter is included. The lead telluride thermoelements silicon-controlled rectifier. This arrangement allowed
used are 2N-SP, which, although less efficient than the automatic control of the power input to within ±1 W, or
2N-2P, are more stable, less fragile, and less prone to control of the power input to maintain the hot junction
contamination. Also, the bond between the elements and temperature at a selected value to ±I°C. Parallel to that
the hot shoes is improved. The new 32-1b generator arrangement, a programming device provided the capa-
delivers slightly less than its nominal 80-W output, bility to vary the power input according to a pre-traced

power/time curve with an accuracy of ±10°C or __+10W.
b. Test equipment. The SN-2 generator tests indicated The resistive load was replaced with an automatically

the need for accelerated testing and more reliable infor- controlled solid-state load developed at JPL that pro-
mation; thus, the following improvements were made in vided the capability to maintain a selected voltage or
the test equipment: current output to ±1 mV or ±1 mA.

The manually operated Variacs were replaced by an The over-temperature circuit was further refined, and
automatic power input control ")uilt around a"data track" the open-circuit voltage and current reading circuits
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were modified to record the data after a defined and through the Viton "O'" rings used in the hermetic seal of
constant period of time. The latter modifications were the generator. The thermal-vacuum tests were terminated
made since the previous readings, taken during an un- when the inner generator pressure dropped from 14.8
stable operational period and estimated by the operator, to 10._ psi.
did not provide tile desired accuracy.

Prior to deliver), to JPL, the QN-3 generator had been
Data were recorded automatically on an hourly basis, operated by the contractor for approximately 2500 h.

24 h/day, on data acquisition equipment with a capabqity Comparison of the SN-2 and QN-3 test results indicated
for 800 programmed channels. All data were printed out that the QN-3 generator did not present the power output
automatically. This arrangement reduced the data-taking degradation pattern observed with the SN-2. The SN-2
interval from 12 to 3 h, resulted in much more accurate was observed to degrade along an exponential-type
data, and freed the teelmician, previously occupied full curve during the first 1000 h of operation, the curve
time with the operation of the generator, for other aetivi- slowly becoming asymptotic to 9. stable operational line.
ties. The modified test equipment and the automatic data From initiation of the testing at JPL, the QN-3 generator
recording equipment are shown in Fig. 1. At present, operated in a straight-line pattern.
the automatic data recording equipment is utilized to

record the data from all the generators tested, as shown After the opening of the vacuum chamber, a heavyin Fig. 1.
deposit (shown in Fig. 8) was observed on the walls of
the chamber and in the vacuum system. The deposit,

The equipment was capable of fully automatic 24-h characterized as Au, Cd, A1, and Mg, was probably the
unattended operation. Visible and audible alarm systems result of the following processes: The Au evolved from
were included to warn in case of operational deficiencies, the gold plating of the thermal shutter and the gen-
To further reduce risks of thermal shocks due to power erator's top end; the Cd resulted from some of the braze
line failures, a battery bank was connected through a materials used; and the A1 and Mg evolved from some
diode to cut-in automatically and instantaneously in case of the high-temperature cements used to affix the thermo-
of reduction of the line voltage below a preset limit, couples and form the insulation layers separ_.ting the

heating block from the inner can walls.
e. Test results

Ambient and thermal-vacuum testing. The generator The deposit found in the vacuum system was of an
was tested at JPL in air for 5600 h over a wide range of organic nature (paraffin and other comp_ _nds) and could
power input and power output. At the initial examina- have evolved from the cover of some of the cables pro-
tion, it was observed that the generator was subjected to vided by the contractor that were used in the electrical
shock during transportation of above 10 g in the vertical interconnection between the generator and the test
direction. This may have resulted in the slight increase equipment. The results of the tests indicated that a
of the internal resistance with the corresponding decrease thermoelectric generator could successfully operate for
in power output that was observed but that was not long periods of time in severe thermal environments. ,/
indicated in the test data provided by the manufacturer. ,//

No power output degradation was observed during the Vibration and acceleration testing. The QN-8 was also
/

tests, subjected to vibration and acceleration tests in the Z
(thrust) and Y spacecraft axes. During the tests, the

Additional testing for approximately 4900 h was per- generator was mounted 80 deg to the vertical to dupli-
formed on the generator in a vacuum envirmmaent eate the possible position on the spacecraft.
(Fig. 8). During this period, the generator was tested

over a wide range of power input and output at shroud The tests were performed with the generator heated
thermal conditions of 285°C and -285°F for three tom- with 570 W and electrically loaded to deliver approxi-
pletc thermal cycles, mately 15 W at 2.0 V. The tests consisted of acceleration

up to 10 g static and vibration up to 18 g (peak), using
At the end of the third thermal cycle at a high shroud both sinusoidal and complex wave forms. No high-

temperature, it was observed that the pressure of the intensity shock tests were performed. Some heater-
: inert gas within the generator was decreasing. This con- shutter flapping was observed at excitation between 13
._, dition was attributed to high gas diffusion or leakage and 24 Hz, and the radiator fins vibrated.
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Botk tests were terminated as a result of heater block Called the "kinetic experiment," a computer simulation
failures, once due to an internal short circuit of the of a reactor controls the heat energy to the array of real
sheathed heaters and once as a result of breakage of thermionic diodes functioning in a closed-loop test of
interconnecting wires within the heatel block. Except tile reactor thermionic power system. The power condi-
for the heater block failures, the generator successfully tioner must be capable of switching the low-voltage
passed the tests and appeared to operate properly, the high-current power generated by the diodes and must
power output being similar to that observed dining boost the voltage to a useful level. Ideally, the power
some of the initial tests of the generator, conditioner should appear to be a de transformer with a

constant voltage setup ratio and predictable losses. The
Future testing of the QN-3 generator will include power conditioner should generate minimum voltage

long-term life testing at maximum power input and out- and/or current perturbations.
put compatibly with the operating conditions of tile
generator. 2. General Requirements

The general requirements for the power conditioner4. Testsof SNAP19 Generators
were specified as follows:

Two SNAP 19 generators, similar to those to be flown
on the Nimbus spacecraft, were delivered to JPL for (1) Input. The input voltage shall vary from 5 to

1 Vde as the input current varies from 0 to 600 A.
testing. One has ._P-2N lead telluride thel_oelements, Voltage and current spikes or ripple produced on
while the other has 2P-2N elements, but with improved the input bus by the power conditioner shall be
bonding of the elements to the "hot shoes." Both gen- minimal.
erators, similar in outward appearance, were designed
to deliver 80-W nominal power output ..... " ,'ut,put. The output voltage of the power condi-

tioner shall be unregulated and shall vary from
The general internal construction of the SNAP 19 gen- 100 to 500 Vde with the variations of input voltage.

craters is similar to that of the SNAP 11 generators,
although in detail they differ greatly. The major differ- (8) Efficiency. Though not the prime factor with the
ence is that no thermal shutter is provided, since the power conditioner, the efficiency shall be as high
generators are designed to operate with a long-half-life as possible within practical limits.
isotope. Both generators supplied to JPL were to be oper- (4) Reliability. The breadboard shall have an expected
ated with electrical heaters for the tests, life ot 1000 h.

One SNAP 19 generator (3P-2N) was first parametri- (5) Protection. Should the load impedance be lowered
tally tested in ambient renditions at several values of to a point where the input current exceeds 600 A,
power input and output for 2672 h. This generator has the power conditioner will shut off and will pro-
now completed 552 h of testing in the thermal-vacuum duee a signal to operate a mechanical switch to
test chamber. The other SNAP 19 generator (2P-2N) load the source.
was parametrically tested and is now being used in " "_

life tests in ambi-nt conditions to evaluate the 3. System Design /long-term

new bonding technique. Its total operating time at JPL Several types of "flybaek" systems, bridge inverter sys-
/

is 603 h. The test performance of the SNAP 19 gener- tems, and center-tapped inverter systems were con-
ators will be discussed in a future issue of the SPS, sidered. The high amplitude of current necessitated the
Vol. III, as well as in JPL technical reports, paralleling of power switches with any type of system

used. These switches would have to be operated in a
multiphase manner to reduce ripple and spikes, the

C. Power Conditioner for a Thermionic Diode number of phases depending upon the number of
Array, G. I. Cardwell switches used.

1. Introduction The very low input voltage eliminated the bri(ige
A reactor thermionic power system requires a power inverter systems, and the high setup ratios combined with

conditioner to operate in conjunction with an array of low breakdown voltage switches eliminated the "fly-
thermionie diedes. Such a power conditioner has been back" systems. Thus, the only suitable system w-as the .
developed to operate in an experimental test setup, center-tapped inverter system. It appeared lhat five t
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center-tapped inverter systems switching in a five-phase D. Development of the Her_t-Sterilizable
sequence would handle tile current. Each inverter should Battery, R. Lutwock
have a stepup ratio of 20:1. The rectified outputs of each
inverter were placed in series to force current sharing 1. JPLContract 951296 With ESB,Inc.

and to present a total stepup ratio of 100:1. A clock-and- This is a program for the development of AgO-Zn bat-
counter approach was chosen for the phase sequencing, tcries that provide satisfactory performance after ster-
because it appeared to be more accurate and more ilization. Although the problemg of (1) fabricating uniform
straightforward than tile alternate method using a group cells, (2) decreasing capacity loss as a result of steriliza-of matched magnetic timers. Figure 4 shows the time-

tion, (8) developing seconrbry cells, and (4) developingtional block diagram of the power conditioner.
impact-resistant cells remain to be solved, considerable

4. Statusof Development progress has been m_.de.

At the present time, the total running logic, including Two batteries of six cells each (sealed after steriliza-
the over-current and start/stop circuits, has been built tion) were cycled at a depth of discharge of 60% nora-
and tested. One center-tapped inverter has been oper- inal capacity. Failures occurred as early as 88 cycles, but
ated at 60% load, but specific performance data are not the usual cycle life was 120 to 1._0; one cell reached 200
yet available, cycles. The failure mode was by Ag penetration through

LOW INPUT qlGH OUTPUT
VOLTAGE VOLTAGE

I I OVER

START/ CURRENT

i DRIVER INVERTERJ q I 1

i' °RIVER ,NVERTER
i 3 3 _ 7

/

t DRIVER INVERTER J ..a
4 4 7"-

i

I I DRIVER INVERTER
I s s

POWER THYSTRON

SWITCH t_JREGULOG IC REGULATOR LATOR
OUTPUT

Fig. 4. Power conditioner block diagram
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al! of the separator lay(rs, although there were indiea- 3. JPLContract952109 With the Universityof
tions of Zn shorting over tile top of the separator to the California at Berkeley

lead wires of the Ag plates. It was concluded that addi- This is a research program to study tile permeability
tional layers of separator and a different Zn plate design characteristics of membranes as functions of different

are needed if the cycle life is to be extended. It was forces and includes a detailed theoretical application of
shown that tile performance of a cell that is sterilized the thermodynamics of tile steady state to the transport
after being electrically cycled depends greatly on the

• across membranes and experimental determinations of

state of charge. Prior to sterilization, the cell should be the derived rel,qtionships. A practical method of transport-
discharged so that no Zn metal remains and no HgO is parameter evaluation from the basic flux equations of
formed. A procedure in which the discharges arc made linear non-equilibrium thermodynamics has been out-
through successively larger resistances until an open- lined. A cell has been constructed for measuring osmosis,
circuit voltage between 0.75 to 0.81 V is reached has electro-osmosis, dialysis, transport number, membrane
been successful in reducing the capacity losses, potential, streaming potential, and conductivity under

uniform hydrodynamic conditions, using feedback meeh-
One of the causes of the non-uniformity of cells seems anisms to keep solution concentrations constant despite

to be an attack on one of the plates by a component the mass transfer that occurs. The eel] is being tested to
of the epoxy formulation used to seal the ease. Modifi- assure that it will conform to the design requirements.
cations of the sealing technique are being explored in
an effort to eliminate this problem. E_eetroehemieal and

design investigations continue in an effort to improve E. Integrated Heat Pipe/Tubular Thermoelectric
cell performance. Module, S. Bain

2. JPLContract951972 With Texas Instruments,Inc. 1. Introduction

This is a research and development program for heat- The use of an integrated heat pipe/tubular thermo-
sterilizable and impact-resistant Ni-Cd cells. From fac- electric module as an energy conversion system for space
torial design experiments in which the parameters v,,ere application is currently under investigation at JPL. The

heat pipe is used as a the, '.1 coupling from the heatthe separator, KOH concentration, percentage of pore
source to the hot junction surface of the thermoelectricfill, and heat sterilization, the following results were

obtained from data for 85 cycles before sterilization and module. Such a design makes the system flexible since
80 cycles after sterilization: the heat source can then be remote from the generator.

The JPL test unit described herein employs an electrically

(1) Capacities increased after sterilization an average heated source that simulates the isotope fuel that would
normally be used in the final design. The satisfactory per-

of 88% for seven cells over 5 cycles, formanee of the system thus far demonstrates that a heat

(2) End-of-charge voltage increased after sterilization pipe can be effectively used to thermally couple a heat
an average of 52 mV for seven cells over 5 cycles, source to a thermoelectric module. The information ,/_'_

obtained in the tests described here will be useful in eval- //

(8) Cell resistances were not significantly changed by uating future devices employing heat pipe configurations. /
sterilization.

2. Design
(4) Capacity and the end-of-charge voltage after ster-

ilization decreased with cycling. The integrated heat pipe/tubular thermoelectric mod-
ule (Fig. 5), designed and fabricated by Westinghouse

(5) Pack tightness was shown to be an important Astronuclear Laboratory (WANL), consists of a heat pipe
design factor, and heater block, a tubular module, and a unidirectional

radiator. The thermoeleetrie module and the aluminum
(6) Only one of the separator materials tested gave unidirectional radiator are mounted on the condenser end

satisfactory performance, of the heat pipe, while cartridge heaters fitted in nickel
blocks are used on the evaporator end. All electrical

This investigation of the effects of heat sterilization and instrumentation wires terminate in junction boxes on the
the efforts to improve the cell design continue, test stand.
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Fig, 5. Integrated heat pipe/tubular therrnoelectricmodule

a. Tubular module. The heart of the generator is the The liquid sodium is transported in the vapor state
tubular thermoelectric module developed for the Atomic throughout the condenser section and is returned to the

Energy Commission by WANL. As shown in Fig. 6, the evaporator by the stainless-steel wick. The heat is dis-
module has a 1.1-in. inner diameter, a 2.6-in. outer sipated by the radiator attached to the outer wall of the /
diameter, and a 7.2-in. active thermoelectric length, thermoelectric module. Movement of the vapor arises

/

from the natural pressure difference which results from
the heat addition and removal. The cycle continues as

b. Heat pipe amt heater block. The total length of the condensate is carried from the condenser end to the
the 304 stainless-steel heat pipe is 18 in., with a 1-in.
outer diameter. Approximately 37 cm3 of sodium metal evaporator by the capillary action of the wick. Heat pipes
is used as the working fluid in the evaporator section, are capable of a thermal conductance greater than that
Heat is added to the sodium by conduction through the for any known homogeneous piece of metal..The heat
wall from nickel heater blocks. To assure good heat pipe employed was capable of operating at a temperatureof 1200°F with a heat transfer of 2800 W.
transfer between the evaporator and the nickel heater
blocks, a layer of flame-sprayed copper is deposited on
the evaporator end. Five layers of 60-mesh 304 stainless- c. Unffllrectlo_l radiator. The radiator was fabricated
steel screen are used as a wick and are held in place from 6061 aluminum. Six finned sections are clamped on
against the inner wall by a perforated stalnless-steel the outer periphery of the thermoelectrie module. The
sleeve, hub of the assembled seetions cover the condenser section
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Fig. 6. Tubular module internal construcHon

of the system. To achieve a unidirectional radiator, the machining the evaporator section to a precision fit with
concave surface is highly polished for low emissivity, the heater block inner diameter. A boron nitride sleeve
whereas the convex side is teated "'. wt_., a high-emissivity was inserted between the condenser section of the heat
material. The nickel heate' blocks clamped in place are pipe and the module to accommodate the instrumentation
shown in Fig. 5. The cartridge heaters are also exposed, needed to monitor the inner clad module temperatures.
In Fig. 5, the low-emissivity polished aluminum concave A high-temperature heat-transfer cement was placed
surface can be seen. between the interface of the radiator hub and the module

outer surface to decrease the thermal impedance,

The radiator was designed to maintain the average

outer clad temperature of the generator at approximately Verificatio_ tests were performed by WANL to deter-
200°C, with the average inner clad temperature of the mine the heat-transfer capabilities of the complete system /

generator at 535°C. The planar unidirectional radiator and to assess the heat pipe performance under a module /
was not fully optimized for a particular space system, but load. The temperature difference between the heat pipe
serves merely to display a space concept in the employ- and the module interface was less than 18°F. From the
ment of such a device, test data, the isothermal temperature distribution over

the active length of the module was _'_p_ rent.

3, Thermal Characteristics
4. WANL SystemPerformanceTes¢ing

To assure good heat transfer between the system inter-
faces, special consideration was given to specific areas, Prior to delivery of the coml_leted system to JPL, the
such as those between the heater blocks and the evap. system was operated at WANL for 600 h at design
orator section of the heat pipe, the condenser section of conditions. Two thermal eyeles were experienced, one
the heat pipe and the module, and the module outer after the first 433 h of operation at design temperatures,

_" diameter and the radiator, The thermal impedance be- and the other after an additional 147 h. Figure 7 shows

_ tween the evaporator and the heater blocks was mini. the data taken during the tests. The data taken before
_ mized by flame-spraying copper on the heat pipe and by final shutdown prior to shipment are given in Table 2.
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Table 2. WANL and JPLinitial systemperformancedata 5. JPLSystemPerformanceTesting

a. Test instrumentation and techniques. In the eon-
WANL ! JPL

Characteristic Initial data inltlei4at, tinuation of the system performance testing at JPL, efforts
.... were made to duplicate the test instrumentation and

AveragemoduleInnercladtemperature,*C 534 544 techniques used at WANL. Tile test apparatus was set up
Average module outer clad temperature, *C 19! 220 in the JPL environmental test facility. A matched-load
Open.circuUvoUage,v s.e0 5.66 condition was maintained at all times, except when open-
toed re,age, V 3.25 3.15S circuit voltage data were taken. A maximum power input
Ioadcurrent,A 36.S S4.Sl to the system was established at 2400 W, with the

! Powaroutput,W 118.6 1as.e3 designed maximum inner clad temperature of 565°CPower input, W 2140 2255
(1050°F). Operation with 1050°F on the inner clad

Overa!l efficiency, e/, $.54 4.$2

necessitated a limitation of I100°F on the condenser
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,;ection of the heat pipe. After the ll00°F temperature of Standards' millivolt temperature ct, rves utilizing the
was reaclwd, power input was kept constant until tern- correct cold junction compensation. An automatic data
!;eratul'cs stabilized along the heat pipe. scanning sys'em was used during the data acquisition.

The outer clad of tlle tubular module was monitored with

An adjustable load consisting of a group of fixed ten th_'rmoeouples; tlw inner clad, with four thermo-
resistors was t:abrieated at WANI. and used during the couples; the radiator, with seven thermoeouples; and the
initial tests. A 0.162-.f] fixed resistor with taps at 0.027-9. copper on the heat pipe, with three thermocouples.
intervals and a 0.5- to 1.0-c.._trim was paralleled to the :ks many its possibh, of the original thermoeouples were

us(,d to achieve, a good comparison with WANL data,fixed section. This made the load adjustable from approxi-
mately 0.026 to 0.150 ._2.The total load consisted of the

lead length from the output of the generator terminals to Power input ant, output were m('asured with the data
the fixed load. The measured resistance of 0,070 _._was acquisition system. Pn'cisiou shunts were used through-
within 0,005 .q of a matched-load condition when the out to obtain direct readouts in millivolts. The open-
module was operating at an averr, ge hot junction circuit voltage was measured by reading across the
temperature of 535°C and an average cold junctiop voltage probes of the module when the load circuit w.',.."
temperature of 195°C. momentarily opened. An extremely fast readout in:tru-

ment, a Hewlett-Packard Model °-.101Cintegrating digital

The cartridge heaters were wired in a series-parallel voltmeter, was used to obtain accurate measurements of
configuration and operated from a 0- to 230-V supply the opt'n-circuit voltage. The sampling period was kept
dc source, An ac source was used at WANL. The primary small (approximately 0.1 s).
circuit was controlled by an adjustable variahle trans-

former (Variae). The eleetrieal power input and incre- b, Test results, Operation was continuous for approxi-
ments as functions of time to attain the correct operating mately 1367 h at a fixed power input of 2250 \V. Plotted
level are shown in Fig. 8. in Fig, 9 as functions of time are the emciency, open- and

elosed-circuit voltages, power output, and module resist-
Chromel-alumel thermocouples were used throughout ance. After the uninterrupted steady-state operation, a

the unit. Thermocouples of the sheathed type were planned shutdown took place for a modification to the
attached along the module's inn¢;r and outer clad surfaces, instrumentation. This shutdown constituted the third
All thermocouple readouts were per the National Bureau thermal cycle.

2500

50-WGRADUALSTEPS

2ooo---- "_ _ ,?_"/

o/ I

I 2 4 8

OPERATINGTIM_h

Fig. 8. Input powe:' to heaters as a function of operating time: initial IPL data
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Fig. 9. JPL system performance data

System shutdown was init;ated by cutting the electrical A noticeable decrease in output was apparent on each
power to tile heaters, thus permitting the system to cool restart. A decrease in module resistance was also detected.
down to ambient con-.litions. The data taken prior to The temperature profile of the system remained essen-

shutdown are given in Table 2. These data represent the tially unclmnged. The data were discussed in detail with
average data shown in the plotted points and are charac- WANL personnel in an attempt to determine the cause
teristic of the data produced on the first startup at JPL. of the decrease in the observed performance.
The differences between the WANL anl JPL data were /
not explainable at the time of the JPL readings. The The final shutdown of the generator took place with/
integrity of all instrumentation was verified. Resistance WANL personnel present. Prior to shutdown, the genera-/'
shunts between the module :,_ndthe readout mechanism tor accumulated an additional 310 h under the following

were eliminated as possible _auses. conditions:

The second startup was interrupted with a power Open-circuit voltage, V 4.04
outage; at the time, the genelator was producing 86.9 W Load voltage, V 2.89
for 2050-W input. A similar situation occurred during the Load current, A 26.7
third startup with a further reduction in performance; Maximum power output, W 68.2
a power output of 82.0 W was noted for a power input Power input, W 2860
of 2223 W. These shutdowns were the fourth and fifth Resistance, _ 0.062

thermal cycles on the generator. The power and instru-
mentation difficulties were solved and the testing was Diagno,ltic analysis is presently being conducted at
resumed. WANL to determine the exact mechanism of failure.
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VI. Guidance and Control Analysis and Integration
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL DIVISION

A. Support Equipment for a Strapdown Design and fabrication of the power cabinet containing

Navigator, R.E. Williamson the power conversion unit and the three groups of nickel-
cadmium batteries have been completed.

The objectives of this effort are to provide a test van,

data acquisition equipment, prime power, and system c. Data acquisition. The tlata acquisition system will
engineering for a strapdown electrostatic aerospace navi- pro_,ide the capabilities required to evaluate and trouble-
gator (SEAN). shoot the SEAN system. To meet these requirements,

three means of data acquisition are to be used.

a. Van system. The test van has been procured and
road tested with a mockup system installation that was Digital recording system. A magnetic tape digital
comprised of consoles and lumped masses equivalent to recording system will be provided to record computed
a normal installation. These vibration and shock tests system outputs (position, velocity, navigation time), total /

provided tlae information lequired for optimum location IMU data (gyro and velocity meter counts), and other., ,/
of the inertial measurement unit (IMU) in the van layout, required parameters. The system outputs recorded during

flight tests will be used in conjunction with a recording
of the range radar tracking of the aircraft to obtain

• The vibration isolators for each of the cabinets have system error plots. The total IMU data may be used for :
":.. been procured and the design of the mounting cradles postflight analysis, such as separation of elTor sources, _
_.. and baseplates established. The location of the SEAN development of additional computer programs, improve-
i_. system and its instrumentation is shown in Fig. 1. ment of gyro drift compensation schemes, and evaluation
'_ of the IMU and computer performance.

b. Power subsystem. Tile uninterruptible power con- }

_ version unit has been procured and has been operated A complete recording system is being proeured. The
with dummy loads while being powered from the various system manut_,cturer was provided with two flight-
optional power sources. Sources used included the 400- qualified digital magnetic tape recorders that were pro-
and 60-Hz laboratory powers, the 120-Vdc batter" power, cured (Fig. 2). The design and fabrication of the recording '
and the 400-Hz mobile engine-generator set power, system control unit, and the integration of the control '
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Fig. 1. SEAN van instaliatlon arrangement
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A Brush, Model Mark 848, 8-channel, thermal-writing
recorder ha._ been purchased as a versatile instrument to

,. , ..'- t. ., be used ill monitoring tile various IMU analog signals
'_ _ -' ?._.... during laboratory tests, and for monitoring the gyro

. _;' '/ : :. --......, ,_',_;'" suspension circuits during flight tests. A second recorder,
11_"4IL.._,:_ . :' - ' . "i,_ ,"" - .' a Mid-Western, Model 608, 86-channel, optical-writing
_ . :_ -- ' ' :, recorder, has been obtained from the JPL loan pool to

',': monitor the additional IMU analog functions and the
, ;" battery and power supply voltages.

Photo recorder. An instrumentation camera will be

used to photographically record the computer-adapter
display (CAD) output information (latitude, longitude,
speed, azimuth, time). The camera is a 85-mm remotely
controlled photorecorder designed for use in aircraft.
It will be controlled by the SEAN Alert computer to

"b, photograph the display panel every 2 to 10 s to provide a
continuous record of the flight test for at least 4 h. A lens

_-. _',...''-_:". "'-,: "' " . " -'_ . ' has been procured, and the camera has been checked out

i '},_ ."..:-"@f_'-),,i'2_. . ;::-:: ._. optically and electrically.

__. _ " ' ,"_;__;;;":,,.......: ',.':::-"_',.. _':_;_'2"_", d. Altimeter, A CPU-46/A altitude computer, Bendix

--"_ "' ' (_""_" "/":"" ':'7_- ""t" " altitude information. Integration of the altimeter with the
" ":,_ _ Type 81101, has been procured to provide digitized

i-_,," SEAN computer-adapter display is planned for the first

:' "t ":N_'_./..'_ _. '_ ':' ' . , . part of December 1968.

Fig. 2. Digital magnetic tape recorder e. System integration support. System cables required
for integration of the SEAN equipment into the van and

unit with tile Alert computer and the tape transports flight test configuration are being procured. Approxi-
will be performed by the system manufacturer. Delivery mately two-thirds of the required cables have been
of the complete system is expected in early December received with the balance due by the end of November.
1968. The SEAN system block and cabling diagrams have been

updated and released. Detail schematics and signal de-

Oscillographic recording system. An oscillographic seriptions have been prepared for those interfaces where
recording system will be provided to monitor analog equipmepts have not yet been integrated. Special inter-
functions, such as gyro suspension G loading, IMU face tests are being run where necessary to define the
temperatures, gyro status, and power supply voltages, interface characteristics.
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VII. Spacecraft Control
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL DIVISION

A. Actuator Development for a Clustered Ion (in the test described, only one axis of translation is con-

Engine Array, J. D. Ferrera and G. S. Perkins sidered) to align the resultant thrust vector with the center
of gravity of the spacecraft for pitch and yaw control.

I. Introduction

At the present time, there is a great deal of interest in 2. Translation Actuator
solar-powered electric-propulsion systems suitable for The characteristics of the translation actuator (Fig. 2)
interplanetary spacecraft applications. One such electric- are lister} in Table 1. Two features are particularly note-
propulsion application is a Jupiter flyby mission in 1975.1 worthy. One is the application of a harmonic drive gear
Another mission under study is an asteroid shot in 1974 try,in to obtain a very low value of backlash (<5 arc sec)

using mercury electron-bombardment ion thrusters as aft a}_d h:_h output torsional stiffness. The other is the space
engineering experiment, comp_.tibility of the fiat-strap type of drive. Fatiguej._ _"

cra(:ks that might develop in the strap are self-healing in

To prepare for these candidate flights, a breadboard space vacuum.
system was designed and built in calendar year 1968 that
incorporates the minimal features considered necessary In th's test the balls used in the roller bearings that
for a deep space probe. All major components necessary suppo_ the moving platform on two 1-in.-diam rails are
for any solar-electric system are present. The portion of made ,:.f stainless steel. In a space vacuum application
the system that will be enclosed in a vacuum chamber for _'hese balls could be made of a ceramic to eliminate the
system testing is shown in Fig. 1. The vacuum chamber possibility of cold-weldlng. A rotary infinite-resolution
end dome is 86 in. in diameter; the ion engines are 10 in. potentiometer is used for position feedback. Where
in diameter, 14 in. in length, and weigh 10 lb each. Each possible, similar metals are used to minimize thermal
engine is gimballed to provide roll attitude control, expansion problems. Thermistors are mounted inside the
The engine array is translated in the X and Y directions actuator to provide temperature information since the

"' ion angines themselves are expected to reach temperatures

tBarber,T.A., et al., 1975lupiter Flyby MissionUsinga SolarElec. as high as 500°F. Individual electrical lines are shielded
trioPropu!stonspacearaft,Mar.1, 1968 (JPL internaldocument), to Frevent electrical interference.
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ION ENGINES

3. Gimbal Actuator Table 1. Actuator characteristics

The characteristics of the gimbal actuator (Fig. 8) are Translation Glmbal
also listed in Table 1. A unique feature of this actuator Parameter actuator actuator
is the drive arr_,ngement utilized to minimize backlash
in order to obtain 20 arc see per stepper motor step of Outputtravel,in. -----3 -

output rotation. The linear motion of the saddle nut is Outputtravel,deg -- "*-10
transformed to rotary motion of the sector through two Nominalsteppingrote,steps/s 100 50Actuatorslewingrate, in./s 0.25
beryllium copper straps. The saddle nut is also pinched Actuatorslewingrate, mrad/s - 5
slightly prior to the machining of screw threads such that, Temperaturerange,*F --50 to +275 --50 to +275
in its assembled state, the screw threads are forced into Testduration,h 1000 1000
contact with the lead screw threads. A solid rod connects Resolution,in./step 0.0025 --

Resolution,arc see/step - 20 J"
the saddle nut to the piekoff arm. The pickoff for posi- Backlash, arcsec < 5 0
tion feedback is a linear-variable differenUal transformer Geartrainratio 2830,1 15708,1
(LVDT). Thus, there is zero backlash between the actu- Powerrequire(,W 7 7
ator output shaft and the position piekoff. Outputtorqueatnominalrate,in.-Ib 50 55

Weight, Ib 7.25 4.3

The lead screw itself is a hollow aluminum shaft, hard- Leak rate(90% nitrogen-- <_0.005 <_0,005

anodized after machining. Aluminum is used for the lead 10./. heHum),cm_/hPickettscalefactor,V/deg 0.14 -
screw to maintain similar metals throughout to minimize Pickettscalefactor,V/in. -- 12.55
thermal expansion problems. Pickett Iinearily, % 0.5 I}.14(full scale:

Excitation,Vdc +24 24

The drive motors in both actuators are size 11, 90.deg

permanent-magnet stepper motors. The actuator case is 4. Development Statusand ProjectedPlans
painted black and the intermediate shaft connecting the
actuator to the ion engine is made of stainless steel to The actuators for the breadboard system have been
minimize heat transfer into the actuator, functionally tested and then assembled into the system
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._: Fig. 2. Translator actuator
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Fig. 3. Gimbal actuator
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for a 1000-h test run in February 1969. No consideration Table 2. Designcharacteristicsof the GG_59E gyroscope
was given in this breadboard system to weight reduction
(flight requirement of less than 8 lb/aetuator) or flight Parameter Value

environmental requirements. These will be considered in
the flight prototype system now being designed. Completegyrounit"

Diameter (excluding flange}, in. 2.105

Length, in. 3.096

The prototype system, which will be ready for system Weight,Ib 0,997
test by the end of calendar year 1969, will be designed Angular momenlum, g-cm"/s 100,000

to provide two perpendicular directions of translation Input/outputgain(atoperatn9 temperalure) 155
Operating temperature, °F

over a span in each direction of ±13 in. A closed-loop Nominal 115
control system will also be provided for the new engine MaximumIir,,ils 50to 130
array. Outpu! axis freedom, dog -}-0.55, --0.56

Operating life (minimum}

Hours 18,000

Start-stop cycles 10,000

B. Sterilizable Inertial Sensors: Gas Bearing Powerofglmbal suspension pump
Gyros, P. J. Hand (490 Hz, 100 V rms), W 0.6

Spin motorb

The objective of this task _.s to perfect a complete Speed,rev/mln 24,000
family of miniature inertial sensors that will he capable Power(26Vrms.800Uz,2 phase),W
of withstanding both thermal and gas sterilization with- Slart 6.8Run 3.5

out either catastrophic failure or significant degradation Torquemargin0osynchronlze),'¢rms 21
of performance, Included in tiffs family of inertial sensors Run-up time, s 15.7
are long-life gas bearing gyros of the single-axis, rate- Run-downtime, s 56.7
integrating-type, subminiature ball bearing gyros, and Pickoff"

high-performance linear aeeelerometers. All of these Frequency,Hz 7200
Voltage, V rms 10.5

inertial sensors have potential applications in advanced Sensitivity,mV/mrad 24.1
planetary spacecraft, entry capsule attitude-control sys- Nu, re,age, ,V 1.2
tems, and landed planetary missions, tlnearlty, % 1.0

Torquer d

The gas bearing gyroscopes selected for this develop- Scala factor, deg/h/mA 356.1Linearity, % < 0.025

ment effort are the Honeywell, Inc., high-gain type GG159 Stability, % <_ 0.018

and its low-gain, wide-angle counteipart, type GG884S. Maxlmumslewrole,deg/h ]> 11,000
These gas bearing gyros do not have any bearing wearout Temperaturesensitivity1100to130°1:1,% 0.57
eonditions during operation and can, therefore, be con- Heaters

Warmup, _ 265

sidered for applications on any very long term planetary Control, _'_ 140
mission. The fabrication status and developmental history Sensor(at 115*F),_ 780

of both gyro types were covered in SPS 87-51, Vol. III, .,,/-
pp. 53-55. aSingle-axl$, floated, rote.integrating, pumped-fluidglmhal suspentlontype,bHydrodynomlcgas bearing type.

eMovlng coil, alr-cere differential transformertype.

The GG159E version is the culmination of a develop- aPermanentmagnet, movingcoiltypo.
ment program begun in 1962. This gyro has essentially
met all of the design goals for performance through

sterilization that were set forth at the beginning of the between the design goals and the actual performance of
development effort. The program objective was to fabri- this instrument when subjected to thermal sterilization.
eatea gyro that would incorporate the major design goals The spin motor required 8.5 W of running power, which i
of steril!zation capability, high-g shock and vibration is well below the 4.0-W goal. In addition, the ability to
capability, low-power spin motor, and high-frequency build a gyro motor using approximately 2.5 W was dem-
fluid pump for the gimbal suspension system. Table 2 onstrated during the fabrication of one of the GG334S
shows design characteristics of this unit. wide-angle gyros. Thus, further power reductions are a

possibility if required. The decision to remain with a i
The GG159EI gyro (SN1) was fabricated and delivered 3.5-W motor was based on obtaining the maximum motor

to JPL in September 1968. Table 8 shows a comparison torque margin consistent with the power design goal.
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Table 3, Comparisonof design and actual performance tion, 14-g rms random noise plus swept sinewave, 10 min
data of the GG159E gyroscope in each axis; and (8) static acceleration, 14 g, 5 min in

each axis. The shifts encountered in the critical parameters
Parameter Design Actual of reaction torques (RT), fxed torques (FT), mass un-

balance on the input axis (MUd.t), and mass unbalance
FT, deg/h +----0.30 --0.158 on the spin reference axis (MU.,.t) are shown below.
htU._a, deg/h/g ---0.50 1.54

MUI.t, deg/h/g _-0.46 0.414

Drift stabilily (rms) ART, AFT, _MUj,, AMUs._,
Run up to run up, deg/h 0.01 0.055 Environment deg/h deg/h de_:/h/g deg/h/g
Cooldown to cooldown

FTandRT,deg/h 0.03 0.09 Shock -0,10 +0.10 +0.68 -0.24
MUs4 and MUIa, deg/h/9 (.,.05 0.064

Random drift (1 e), deg/h Vibration -0.0g -0.01 +0.0"2 +0.16

Outputaxisverllcal 0.008 0.005 Acceleration - 0.05 - 0.01 + 0.06 + 0.07
Input axis vertical 0.015 0.005

Elastic restraint, deg/h/mrad -----0.05 --0.042

Anisoelastlc coefficient, deg/h/g 2 "+0.05 0.02 These results verify that, besides survival of the spin
Changeofdriftrateswithsterilization motor, the gyro performance was not significantly dis-

(eachcycle) turbed by such environments.
Change in TSF, deg/h/mA ±4.0 0.065 (total)

Change in MUse, deg/h/g ±0.14 0.198 (max)

ChangeinMUt.t,deg/h/g +0.14 0.202(max) After completion of the above tests, the instrument was
ChangeinRT(total),deg/h ±0.07 0.095(max)_ started into the thermal sterilization cycles. Each of the
Changeinelasticrestraints, "+'0.015 0.006(max 6 cycles was 64 h in duration and a temperature of 135°C

deg/h/mrad spread) was sustained at the gyro. Performance data were taken

,E=_ud_,f_,,tsh_f,°, ,0, b°_,g,yp_,.L before and after each thermal cycle. These data are pre-
sented in graphic form in Fig. 4, which displays, in a
chronological sequence, the values of FT, MU.,.t, and

One notable departure from the design goal was the MU_,_ as measured after the final assembly of the gyro
optimum frequency of 490 Hz obtained for the piezo- and includes the sterilization cycling. The points desig-
electric, hydrostatic, gimbalsuspension pump. (The design nated as cooldown 1 through 5 represent a daily cool-
goal was 400 Hz.) The concept of the high-frequency down to room ambient (70°F) from the operating tern-
pump was demonstrated in a previous JPL contract. The perature of 115°F, and demonstrate the basic daily
object of the current effort was to develop the necessary stability prior to sterilization. These data clearly show
hardware to implement the new pump design into the
GG159E gyro.

0.4 [ i I I I I I I I I

No less than seven variables are involved in the re_o- _ o(_)_C_)'_ r.v..O._.nance of this piezoelectric pump. Among these are spacing, _"
compliance, and mass of the piezo plates, as well as _" _'"
density and viscosity of the flotation fluid. The actual
resonant frequency was of secondary importance to the _ -0.4
application of this pump into the gyro; therefore, less
effort was applied to obtain an exact 400-Hz resonant -0.8 [ I I I I I I I I I I

operation. (This is one area that can be improved in 0.

future development.) Thepump assembly in the final _ 8_ ,,_, _ i., _device showed stable operation throughout the entire

test program, including the sterilization cycling. Final test "; 0"40_ I___M_ I!IA%

results on the pump were: power 0.6 W, frequency for _ u
best operation 490 Hz, and total operating time _ h. ,,

01 2 3 4 51 2 34 5 6
COOL'DOWN STERILI:_ATION

Prior to sterilization exposure, the gyro was subjected
to an environmental test series consisting of: (1) shock, CYCLENUMBER
200 g peak, 1.5-ms duration, 5 times in each axis; (2) vibra- Fig. 4. Gyro drift through sterilization
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that, except for the typieal first cycle shift, the gyro per- Additional effort to improve the sterilization capability
formanee is not significantly degraded by sterilization of both the SMRD coil and tile bahmce capsule woulc', be
cycling, in order for future production of this gyro.

In addition, other parameters, such ,qselastic restraints The following eonehtsions can he drawn from the results
and motor performance, are shown in Table 4. of this development task:

Except for the initial shift of fixed torque as a result of (1) Tlle GG159E gyro has successfully demonstrated
tlle first cycle (which has happened on other GG159 gyros compliance with the initial design goals of stcr-
in the past), no significant performance change will be ilization capability, high-g vibration and shock
noted in all of these test results. One item not listed in tile resistance, a low-power spin motor, and a high-

table that is of particular interest is the torquer scale frequency suspension pump.
factor (TSF), which measured a change of less than
0.02% over the 6 cycles. (2) The GG159E is now a precision inertial sensor

capable of application on any space mission requir-
ing either sterilization capability, long life, or both.

Two difficulties were encountered with the instrument

after steK.lization: an open spin motor rotation detector (8) Corrective design actions needed to improve future

(SMRD) coil and decreased sensitivity in the eutectic units are very limited in scope and have no signifi-
balance capsule. Neither problem was directly related to cant impact on the performance of the gyro. They
the performance of the instrument as an inertial sensor, are: improvement of the SMRD coil, improvement
The SMRD winding is used during laboratory testing to of the balance capsule, and adjustment of the sus-
observe spin-motor synchronism; it is not used in a flight pension pump to operate on 4.q0 Hz.
application. The open SMRD eoil was found to be inside
the sealed gyro housing. Further investigation would
entail a major disassembly of the gyro, and, since the C. Ion Engine Thrust-Phase Attitude Control
SMRD coil was not related to the performance, the failure With Flexible Solar Arrays, G. E. Flelscher
was not pursued further.

1. Introduction

The balance capsule is used to make final vernier Increasing attention and detailed study havebeen given
adjustments to the mass unbalsnce (MU) parameters with- recently to the application of solar-array-powered electric-
out going into the gyro case. The capsule has already propulsion systems to specific missions to the Jovian
fulfilled its most important function at the time of initial planets. _ Efforts to demonstrate the capability and prac-
MU trim; therefore, its decreased sensitivity did not ticality of an ion-engine-powered spacecraft has been
warrant corrective action for this particular unit. mainly directed toward developing accurate dynamic

2-"
Table 4. Performancethrough sterilization j

Parameter Reference Post ! Post 2 Post 3 Post 4 Post 5 Post 6

Randomdrift (lo') deg /h

Output axis vertical 0.005 0.003 0.007 0.001 0.003 0.005 0.003

Input axis vertical 0.008 0.002 0.005 0.002 0.004 0.004 0.003

FT,deg/ h -- 0.022 -- 0.552 -- 0.092 _ 0.007 0.064 0.125 0.030

MUta, deg/h/g 0.130 0.208 0.370 0.333 0.423 0.485 0.287

MUs.4,deg/h/g 0.484 0.686 0.504 0.563 0.570 0.687 0.709 "i
Elasticrestraint,deg/h/mrad --0.042 --0.046 --0.046 --0.048 --0.046 -'0.047 --0.043

Run-uptime, s 15.7 15.0 15.1 15.1 15.0 15.3 15.2

Run-downtime, s 56.7 53.6 53.4 51.4 52.4 51.8 50.2

Power,W
Start 6.82 6.50 6.80 6.60 6.70 6.40 6.40 :

Run 3.50 3.20 3.35 3.40 3.42 3.35 3.40
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models of such a system and applying them to tile space- For example, Fig, 5 shows a five-engine array designed
craft attitude-control design problem. This article de- for a Jupiter flyby missitm (see Foot_ote 2).
scribes some of the results obtained in assessing the

dynamic interaction of large flexible solar panels with an In general, the control block diagram appears as showu
attitude-control system based on ion engine thrust vector in Fig. 6. Attiq_de error signals are supplied by the usual
control, collection of celestial (sun and Canopus) sensors and

transformed to engine coordinates. Control torques are

2. SystemDynamicsModel applied to the craft as a consequence of the commanded
engine translations and rotations. Stabilization and damp-

Attitude control of an electrically propelled craft, pri- ing are aehieved by feedback compensation about tilt,
marily due to the presence of very large and flexible sohu" engine control loop.
cell arrays and the continuous force of tilt; thrusters and

solar winds, does not allow the use of the usual nitrogen A major question has been the definition of an accurate
gas or comparable mass-expulsion techniques since they mathematical model for the SPACECRAFT DYNAMICS
result in unacceptably large system weights over the block. Theoretically, this blo:k mnst include the effects

mission flight times involved. Thrust vector control must of what could be very flexible ,,el'dr panels, or antennas,

then be used for attitude control during powered phases, as well as the motion of relativeh, rigid but significantlyIt becomes necessary, therefore, to provide for translation
of the entire ion ,ugine bank in two directions and to

"Barber,T. A., et al., 1975Jupiter 1"[uhtlMis._ionUsinga SolarElec-
gimbal pairs of engines in order to achieve complete three- tric Prolml._ion SIJacecraft, Mar. 1, 1968 (Jl'I. internal document);
axis control. Several engine configurations are possible. ,dso scc Refs. land 2.

SINGLE-AXIS
GIMBALS ON
OUTER-FOUR
THRUSTERS

I-,t"

y TRANSLATION

Fig. 5. Powered flight control usingtwo-axis
translation and third-axis gimballing
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DISTURBING

TORQUE [

_ SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT POSITION
STRUCTURAL

-- L DYNAMICS

_ESTORING
TORQUE

ENGINE
TRANSLATION CELESTIAL
OR ROTATION SENSOR

yT B,AS
STEPPER

MOTOR
COMPENSATION

VOtTAOECONT O IE
OSCILLATOR DEADSPACE

j_'_ TRANSFORMATION

MIXING MATRIX

Fig. 6. Basictranslation or gimbal control loop

large masses, st:oh as an ion engine assembly or, perhaps, ing equations may be forced to include irrelevant high- ,F--/
momentum wheels. Each of these interacts with the frequency components, drastically increasing run times //

motions of the spacecraft's rigid central structure, or bus, and therefore cost. Typically, the solution of large matrix /"
which normally is the intended beneficiary of rotational equations are also required at each numerical integration
control and therefore usually carries both the celestial step, aggravating even further the computational problem.
and inertial sensors.

Recently, Likins:' has developed in detail a "hybrid co.
A great deal of experience and capability has been ordinate" approach to the vehicle control problem when

developed in the analysis of flexible structures using modal flexible appendages are involved. It is based on the
deformation coordinates, and they have long been etl_- assumption that flexible portions of the craft may be

ciently applied to aircraft, missiles, and spacecraft as well. accurately characterized by small, linearly elastic defor.
From the control standpoint, however, a strictly modal mations and are therefore subject to modal analysis.
coordinate approach is not capable of accommodating Furthermore, if the flexible appendages are attached to a
rotors, nonlinear internal controls, discrete dampers, etc.
At the time, the

opposite- approach- of modeling-'-the _Llkins,P. W., D_lnamtcsand Control of Flexible Space Vehicles,
same

system as a large collection of rigid bodies appears to be Technical Report 89.-1829.Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
extremely cumbersome. Computer solutions to the result- Calif. (in press); also see Refs. 8 and 4.
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rigid base undergoing small motions or which has nearly Suitable nm'malization of the eigenvectors and insertion

constant angular w'loeity, normal modes of vibration can of a diagonal .struetm'al damping matrix results in
be shown to exist. Discrete coordinates are retained fin.

describing the rigid base motion or the motion of other ;_-b 2 _,,,.,)-i- ,,GI " - ,I,"_M { [-- Xr(Y ! R) " 7 -'%]0"
essentially rigid eolupollents, such as gimlmlh'd (or trans- .. ,,¢.
luted) engines, rotors, discrete danlpers, and the like. ' _,:(X I :- - 2 (0)} "-,l,rx (:2)

For examph', if the spacecraft's rigkl lm:_ is assumed to Equation (2) may then be reduced in dimension (q's ate
experience a sufficiently small inertial angular velocity, so uncoupled) to eliminat:' those modal coordinates _1with
that second-degree terms and higher derwatives in this ram, anted high frequencies.
variable are negligihh,, the eompletely linearizl'd matrix
equalion deseril)in_ the th'xible appendage becomes

In additiml to appendage Eq. (2), a w'ctor equation of

M[E _ ~%"r:-_:3I//11] _i t- Kq : motion can be written fin" the entire vehicle from i.i_e
•" basic relation T II, which in matrix form becomes

• M,:,:['2 + _ - '2bb--('_-_ 7i)b']+ ._tT,_:,b'+,_
(1) It t,,.l,:l_ (Fl-T, ,',_-. A,i;,:

where T r 0 I,,,b (8)

M = mass matrix of the flexibh, appendage (:31/× 8n)
(n is the number of point masses used to model the where

appendage) I = total undefi)rmed vehMe inertia matrix (8 X 8)

,q/= total vehicle mass (scalar) I,. = spin-axis moment of inertia for each of 3 identical
momentum .vheels whose spin axes are parallel to

q = eolumh matrix of appendage deformation eoordi- the reference axes (scalar)
nates (3n X 1)

r = [r,r...r._]r, momentum wlwel applied torques
K = appendage stiffness matrix (811X 8n)

4 = [4,,4.4,]",momentum whe¢:l spin rates
X = inertial position of the system center of mass

T = matrix ef torques applied to rigid base (8 X 1)
(8 X 1)

e = position of system mass center with respect to it For the ease of the solar.powered electric-propulsion
point fixed in rigid base (bus), not including flex- spacecraft considered here, Eq. (8) includer acceleration
ible appendage eontrilmtions (8 X 1) (or torque) coupling of the ion engine bat,k, so that

R = location of appendage attachment point in rigid

base (8 X 1) u_:=- [yrx,rctt,_.ct:,¢q]_ j
r,It = skew symmetric matrices locating masses in the where

flexible _ppendage (Sn X 8n, 8 X 8)
xr,y,e = translation coordinates of the engine

0 = inertial attitude of rigid base body (8 X 1) assembly

E = identity matrix, any order ut,aa,tta,u4 = gimbal angles of each ion engine

_,: = matrix [E E E ... E] _',(Sn X 8) and A,: is, in general, a matrix (8 X {3in this case) of time

_. ---:matrix of external forces applied to appendage varying coefficients that reflect the location and geometry
of the ion engine assembly with respect to a point fixed(3nx l)
in the bus.

If in Eq. (1) the transformation q = ,I,_/is substituted
followed by a premultiplieation of the equation by ,I,r, To complete the system equations of motion, relations
where ,I,is the matrix of eigerveetors of the homogeneous can be written for each of the engine coordinates and
equation, the coefficient matrices of ,/, _'iare diagonalized, each momentum wheel spin coordinate. In matrix lena,
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they appear as lations on both the IBM 7091 digital computer (usil:g tile
DSL/90 language) and an Electronic Associates 281-R

A_:_:_'t_,-F A_ "0+ A,lX_].M ,1,;i - he(O,_i_:,ul:, X, Fi) analog computer. Several solar-array configurations and

(4) high-gain antenna structures, designed for a specifie flyby
mission to Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, ha"e

and been analyzed in terms of modal coordinates. Results from

I,,.[_ + 0] = r (5) ti_ese simulations will he prese,ted in subsequent articles.

where References

AEr.,A,I = constant coefficient matrices 1. SolarPowered Electric PropulsionSpacecraft Study, JPL Con-

X_:= matrix of velocity and position dependent tract 951144, HughesAircraft Co.,Culver City, Calif.,Dec. 1965.
forcing functions or applied forces (6 X 1) _. Solar Powered Electnic Pr,_lmlsi,m Program Summary Report,

JPL Contract 951144, Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver City, Calif.,
F, -- thrust applied by the ion engines (scalars) Dec. 1966.

The relation ._ = F/_Cll, where F is the matrix of force 3. Likins, P. W., and Wirsching, P. H.. "Use of Synthetic Modes in

components applied to the vehicle (,3 X 1), is also useful, ttybrid Coordinated Dynamic Analysis, AIAA 1., Vol. 6, pp.1867-1872, 1968.

3. Applications 4. Likins,P. W., and Gale,A. H., "Analysisof Interactions Between
Attitude Control Systemsand Flexible Appendages,"paper pre-

The hybrid coordinate dynamic model described here sented at the 19th International Astronautical Congress, Oct.
has been programmed for attitude-control system simu- 14-19, 1968.

/
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VIII. Guidance and Control Research
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL DIVISION

A. Preignition Characteristics of Cesium SN-107, was described in SPS 37-51, Vol. III. The diode

Thermionic Diodes, K. Shimada has two rhenium plane-parallel electrodes. The electrode
area is 2.00 em_ and the interelectrode gap is 0.0115 em.

!. Introduction

Preignition volt-ampere curves of thermionie diodes The diode was operated in an electron-rich emission
condition for which two regions of preignition character-operating in an electron-rich emission mode exhibit two
isties were clearly discernible. _'he emitter temperaturesclearly distinguishable features in their apparent satura-
were 1284, 1386, 1495, and 1598°K, and the cesium tem-

tion regions characterized by two different rates of cur-
rent increase as a function of applied voltage. The region peratures were between 473--553°K. Typical preignition
having a slower rate is designated the "Sehottky-like" characteristics were reported previously, and their analy-

region; the remainder is designated the "avalanche" region ses are given in this article. ,// /_
(SPS 37-51, Vol. III, pp. 82--86). It is apparent that the
rate is determined by how the space--charge sheath con- The normalized current I/Io, i.e., the ratio between the
trois the current flow through tile diode since the diode measured current I and the apparent saturation current Io,
current is stbace,-charge-limitod. In the Schottky-like varies exponenUally with applied voltage V. The empirical
region, the space--charge sheath is controlled mainly by relationship between I/Io and V is
those ions produced at the emitter by surface ionization;
in the avalanche region, by those ions produced in the I/Io = exp [kl (V - V1)] + exp [k2 (V - V_)] (1)
volume. This article describes results obtained from a

fixed-gap cesium diode, as well as from a variable-gap where kl, k2, V1, and V2 are constants for a given volt-
cesium diode, ampere curve taken at fixed emitter temperature Tv and

cesium-reservoir temperature To,. The first and second
exponential terms in Eq. (1)represent the current in the

2. Fixed-Gap Diode Sehottky-liko and avalanche regions, respecUvely. The

A fixed-gap cesium diode, built by Electro-Optical two regions are clearly distinguishable on I-V curves
Systems (EOS), Pasadena, California, and designated plotted in semilog form. In general, kl < k2, Vl"_ 0, V2 > 0.
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0   et,onthat,s p ,m.byan,,end go
pump and, hence, is operable under normal atmosphere.

6 The collector guard ring can eliminate the side-wall effects
CESEUMReSERVOiRTEtaPeRATURE, which ordinarily exist in hardware-type converters such

Tcs (°K) =
as the SN-107. The variahle-gap arrangement allows an

---'-_'--- effective separation between the surface and volume
4 1 _ _ k_ effects on preignition characteristics.

493
T 2

> Volt-ampere curves were ohtained for this diode in an
z electron-rich, unignited mode. The observed T_. ranged
o_ between 1173-1373°K, and the T,._ between 453-533°K.

jOo
The true Tc were not determined because of unknown

L)

temperature corrections required for the sapphire win-
5 6 dew, but the corrections should not have exceeded +10

o_ 51 "_ h and -0 °K.3/4 "/

_/_" The d was varied between zero and 0.142 cm by means

///5/ of three micrometer screws pushing against the collector
2 flange. A zero-gap condition was established by noting a

collector-emitte," short; tile parallelism was achieved dur-

ing zero gap adjustments. Subsequently, d was set by10-1 the calibrated micrometer screws and occasionally cross-
0.6 0.z 0.s checked against tile cathetometer readings. In order to

RECIPROCALEMITIERTEMPERATUREloS/rE, OK-t correct for thermal expansions, the zero-gap condition

Fig. 1. Voltage coefficientsvs lOa/T_ for a was reestablished whenever the T_ was changed. The
fixed-gap diode maximum error in d would be _+0.005 cm considering

electrode surface roughness, parallelism, and measure-
ment errors.

Figure 1 shows tile dependence of k, and k2 on recipro-

cal emitter temperature 10:'/T_¢ in the thermionic diode A visual observation of the d during diode operation
SN-107. The voltage coefficient k_ increases exponentially confirmed that the avalanche region was associated with
with IO"/Tv., but varies only slightly with Tos. Tile co- the anode-glow mode of the diode, which was originally
efficient k..,, on the other hand, does not vary signifi- found by E, O. Jobnson (Ref. 1)and later identified in a
eantly with IO'_/TE. These results were in good agreement thermionie converter by N. S. Rasor (Ref. 2). An increase
with those obtained from a similar thermionie converter in the diode current in the avalanche region of the volt-
(SPS 37-50, Vol. III, pp. 122--125), except that k2 in this ampere curve was accompanied by increased intensity of
converter was smaller than k, in the previous one for a faint orange glow at the collector. The glow appeared
the same To.,. This difference was attributed to different to be localized near the center of the collector, and no

interelectrode gaps d which were 0.0115 cm in the SN-107 glow was observed on the guard ring.
and 0.0712 cm in the previous diode.

Preignition volt-ampere curw_s obtained at T_..= 1173°K
and Te,=533°K are shown in Fig. 2 for various inter-

3. Varlable-Gap D|ode electrode gaps ranging between 0.023--0.142 em. The
To further investigate the effect of d on the preigni- Schottky-like and avalanche regions are again clearly dis-

tion characteristics, experiments were carried out using a tinguishable because of the two different slopes of the
gumxLringed variable-gap thermionie energy converter. I-V curve. Note also that the curves in the Schottky-like
This converter was recently acquired from the Marine regions are parallel to one another in Fig. 2 for all values
Engineering Laboratory, Annapolis, Maryland, as surplus of d. In Fig. 3, where the current is normalized, the
equipment. It was fabricated by Thermo-Electron Co., Sehottky-like regions for six curves at various d converge
Waltham, Mass., for the New, and is equipped with see- to a single line. Therefore, the rate of current increase in

: through sapphire windows to allow optical measurements this region is mainly controlled by the emitter surface;
::. of d and T_. The converter has a separate electron-gun this conclusion is consistent with the previous findings
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with a fixed-gap diode, The voltage coefficients kl and k,: The electron-rich condition (ion-richness ratio fl < 1)
are in agreement with tile previous results obtained at was verified by examining the relationship behveen the
similar T_;, T,,.. and d. As is shown in Fig. 3, the rate of apparent saturation current I, and tile inverse interelec-
era'rent increase becomes larger as d becomes larger; thus trode distance 1/d (Ref, 3), The linear relationship shown
k, i_,¢,reases with d. This dependence is not surprising in Fig, 4 confirms that, as expected, the diode was operat-
sinc_ \'ohune ionization takes place in the avalanche ing in an electron-rich mode.
region, and, therefore, k._,may well depend on the product

of pressure X distance. Further analysis is required to References
establish an exact fimetional relationship.

1. Maher, L., Johnson, E. O., and Veebstcr, W. M., "Studies of
Externally Heated Hot Cathode Arcs: Part I. Modes of Dis-

An additional feature of the I-V characteristics that charge," RCA Bee., Vol. 1`9, pp. 415-435, Sept. 1951.

was not found in a fixed-gap diode was revealed with the 2. Bullis, R. H., et al., "The Plasma Physics of Thennionie Con-
variaole.gap diode. Previously, each observed normalized verters," IEEE Rr,port on the Thermionic Conversion Specialist

Conference, pp. ,9-30, Oct. 1965.
current could be decomposed into two exponential com-
ponents in that it could be graphically represented as a 3. Warner, C., and Hansen, L. K., "Transport Effects in theElectron-Rich Unignited Mode of Cesium Diodes," ]. Appl.

sum of two straight lines in a semilog plot, On the other Phys, Vol. 38, No. 2, pp. 491-500, Feb. 1967.
hand, each ¢'.'"re,'t for the variable-gap diode could be
graphically resolved into the sum of one straight and one
cnrvo.4 eb.o_q line (Fig. 3). Observing that the curved B. Barrier Heights of Blocking Contacts to
chain line converges toward the current in the avalanche Vacuum-Cleaved Photoconducting CdS in the
region, and that the bend occurs at a voltage where the Conducting State, e. J. Stirn
transition in normalized current occurs from the ava-

1. Introduction
lanehe region to the Schottky-like region, one might con-
clude that a third term describing the current at the Potential barriers formed at a metal-semiconductor

transition must be added to fit the observed current. The junction when the metal contact has a work function _,,,
origin of this extra term is not clear at this time. greater than the electron affinity E.t of the semiconductor
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Fig_4. Apparent saturation currentvs reciprocalgap
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have been measured for nonphotoconducting cadmium where N, is the effective density of states for the senti-
sulfide (CdS) by the techniques of photoresponse and conductor, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the abso-
differential capacitance (Ref. 1). The results have been lute temperature.
summarized in SPS 37-53, Vol. III, pp. 68-71. Generally,

the barrier heights depended upon the metal and ranged Above a critical voltage, the curren! saturates and tlle
from 0.85 eV for Pt and 0.79 eV for Au to 0.36 eV for Cu, high-field domain can be observed by means in Subsec-
with x_.odependence upon temperature. Also, some pre- tion 3. We now wish to examine why the domain forms,
liminary results were given of barrier height measure- i.e., how there can be two regions in the crystal having
ments on photoconducting CdS, which is of much laigher different field strengths. It has been shown (Ref. 3) that
resistivity because of the presence of Cd vacancies. These step-like solutions can exist as stationary solutions of
results showed barrier height values of approximately Poisson's equation
0.50 cV at room temperature with little dependence on
the metal work function, and, more importantly, showed

that the values depended strongly on temperature and dE _ _q_ (n + nt - p - pt) (2)
photocurrent (light intensity). The results were obtained dx c E,,
from an analysis of stationary high-field domains in the
range of negative differential conductivity (Ref. 2). It is and the transport equation
the purpose of this article to present a summary of the

theory, the experimental teclmiques involved, and addi- dn q { _j_]'_
tional data. dx - kT _ n E - qt'.l/ , (3)

where

2. Theoryof StationaryHigh-Field Domains
E = electric field

Under certain conditions of doping and light excita-
tion, field-enhanced excitation of hole traps in photo- q = electronic charge
conducting CdS leads to increasing recombination (i.e.,
decreasing electron concentration) with increasing applied j = current density
voltage (field quenching). In this negative differential con- t_= electron mobility
ductivity (NDC) regime, high-field domains form at the

e,, = permittivity of free space
cathode and either remain fixed in place while growing
in size or propagate through the crystal in times on the _ = static dielectric constant

order of seconds per millimeter. The photocurrent satu- n, p = free electron and hole densities, respectively
rates or oscillates at low frequency, respectively, in these
two cases. The Gunn effect in n-type GaAs is an example nt, pt = ionized electron and hole trap densities,
of NDC for which the decreasing conductivity with in- respectively
creasing field is caused by increasing scattering of elec-

trons into a subsidiary conduction band having lower It is required that the electron density have a range that
carrier mobility. In tiffs case, the domains move with the decreases more rapidly than linearly with increasing field
velocity of sound and the current oscillates in the radio- (because of enhanced hole excitation)_ and that the
frequency range, amount of diffusion current be negligible (dn/dx _ 0).

The actual solutions to Eqs. (2) and (3) require an appro-

Although the domains in CdS have many interesting priate reaction kinetic equation describing the trapping
features in relation to bulk properties, it is the fact that and releasing of carriers, i.e., dn/dt, and necessitate tom-
one can obtain information about n,, the carrier concen- puter computation after reasonable values are assumed
tration near the metal cathode-semiconductor interface, for the reaction kinetic coefficients. It will suffice for our
that will be utilized in this investigation. The value of ne purposes to examine the problem graphicali_.

is then related to the barrier height q,Bat the cathode by

the relation Imago forces at the cathode are neglected for the pres-
ent so that Eqs. (2) and (3) form an autonomous system,

(._.y_T_) i.e., do not contain tile distance from the cathode ex-n_ = NCexp (1) plicitly. The solutions can, therefore, be discussed in
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terms of their projection in the n-E plane at any con- reality for the type of crystals used in this investigation
venient value of x. Since it is experimentally observed (Bef. 4).
that the electric field is constant in the crystal (except at
the domain edge and very close to the contact where Examination of Eqs. (2) and (3) (with the left-hand
image forces are no longer negligible), and that diffusion sides identically equal to zero) for n > n_(E) and n > n._,(E)
current is negligible, one introduces auxiliary functions shows that the slope dn/dE-_ (dn/'dx),,(dE/&) is posi-
,, (E), for which dE dx _---O, and n_.(E), for which tive. This fact is symbolized in Fig. 5 by the short arrow
dn/dx _= 0 (Fig. 5). in the first quadrant. Similar reasoning leads to the direc-

tions shown for the other three short arrows depending
The function n_.(E), representing the condition of diffu- on whether n is above or below n_(E) and n, (E) at the

sion neutrality, is ohtained from Eq. (3); a a.(1 'E). When value of electrie field desired. These an'ows "point
plotted in logarithmic coordinates, as in Fig. 5, the curve toward" increasing x. Therefore, for the simple case of a
n. (E) is linear with a negative slope of unity. The charge nearly homogeneous field at low voltages before current
neutrality curve ,_ (E), drawn arhitrarily in Fig. 5, shows saturation, and under the assumption of a blocking con-
a constant carrier density (n, = hnlk low-field eoneentra- tact at the eathode, the solution curve nmst lie close to
tion) up to a certain field strength, above whieh there is a the drift-current curve n. (E) (since diffusion in CdS is
range where n decreases more rapidly than linearly, so small compared to drift), and lnust pass from the region
that (as we will show) two sipsular points, or homogene- of the n-E plane in Fig. 5 near n,. (the carrier coneentra-
ous solutions, can exist. It has heen shown experimentally tion at the cathode), to the region for which E = E_ (the
that the shape of n, (E) in Fig. 5 does conform to physieal homogeneous field) and n = hi, while x varies from the

n2(E)

I
EI

log E ---IP-

Fig. 5. SymBolizedfield of direction wlth ch_rge-neutrollty
curven_(E)and drift-current curve n_(E)
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cathode to the edge ot the depletion region away from a step-like character to E (x), i.e., two feld strengths can
the cathode. Over the rest of the crystal length, the solu- exist simultaneously. The corresponding carrier density
tion curve "stays" near the singular point I, which eorre- distribution is shown in Fig. 7b. The high-reid domain
sponds to the trivial homogeneous solution E_ = V,,/L increases in width with further increasing voltage until
where V,, is the applied voltage and L is the electrode it reaches the anode (point C in Fig. 6). At this voltage,
separation, point II is exactly at n,. and a homogeneous solution is

obtained: it = n,. and E = E, for all x. The case of higher

The type of contact at the anode is not important for applied voltages involving domains attached to the anode
this investigation; however, ff the anode is a neutral con- and the point III will not be discussed here.

tact, the solution curve (Fig. 5) would end at point I for

x = L. If the anode happened to be blocking (injecting), The values of Et and E, can be experimentally deter-
the curve would dip down (up) in the direction of the mined by using the approximation
third (first) quadrant to values of carrier concentration

and electric field below (above) those at point I. E,l + E_(L - l) = V, (4)

The corresponding current for the simple case just dis- where 1 is the domain width. Plotting l versus V,, for a
cussed is shown by point A in Fig. 6. The current is slightly fixed temperature and light intensity yields a straight line
below the value expected for an oLmie cathode because with a slope EH -- E, _ EI_. The field E:, which is found
of the voltage drop across the depletion region, to be much less than EH can also be found from the volt-

age Vo at which the current in the forwai'd direction equals
When the applied voltage is further increased, the cur- the saturation current in the reverse direction:

rent density j increases, causing the n.. (E) curve to move

further away fr,_m the origin until, in the region of NDC, Vo - V"
a second singular point (I1) appears and approaches n_ E,- L (5)
(Fig. 7a). The current begins to saturate as shown by
point B in Fig. 6, since the solution curve (again starting
near n_)_ is forced closer to point II, remaining close to the where V'o is the small voltage drop across the barrier.
value of field E. for la,'ger values of x (Fig. 7c), causing Wlmt is most important for our analysis of the barrier

height in CdS is that En is the maximum field within the

'The separationof n_and n. in Fig, 7a isgreatlyexaggerated on the crystal, that n. is the minimum carrier density, and that
logarithmic seale used, It will be shown later that n__ n.. the smallest gradients of n and E must lie close to the

/
/ ?---/ c

t
kJ

VOLTAGE _

Fig. 6. Reversecurrent-voltage characteristicin CdS
exhibiting stationary high-field dom_Ms
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Fig.7. Carrierconcentrationvsx and E, electricfield
vs x, and the potential barrier near the cathode

cathode. Thus, tile diffusion current can be neglected qthh., ( __J,'_
within the domain and n/1 can be calculated from En and /th = _ L_eexp \-- kT] (8)
the measured saturation current ]_ using the relation

where Vth is the thermal velocity of the electrons in the j
semiconductor. The saturation current densities obtained

/_ = qnmz E, (6) in this investigation are far larger than one would calcu.
late from Eq. (8) using values of eenpublished in Ref. 1,

The expected shape of the barrier is shown in Fig. 7d. leading to the conclusion that the barrier height is con-
At xc (about 50 A) where tile surface field is cancelled by siderably reduced in CdS under conditions of photo-
the field due to image forces, the current is given by the conduction. Large tunneling currents could be another
diffusion current explanation. However, this possibility has been explored z

and it was concluded that the required buildup of posi-

/ = -- t_kT (dn)_ .... (7) crystals.tivespace charge at the barrier is not possible in these

" which increases with smaller x until the maximum diffu- =BScr,K. W., Dussell,G. A., and Voss,P., "ExperimentalEvidence '__, for a Reduction of the Work Function of Blocking Gold Con.
sion current is attained. This current is called the therm- tacts with Increasing Photocurrents in CdS." to he published in

_. ionic current and is given by (Ref. 5) Pl,as. Rev.
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From Eqs. (1), (6), and (8), we have energy equal to the bandgap (511 to 495 mn depending
on the temperature), The monocbromator slits were set

n,. (6,)':' .,.Eu tc_give a band pass of 6 nln and maximuln light intensity
...... ' v., n. (9) of 5 X 10"_ photons/'cm_ s as measm'cd with a IIilger-

Schwarz thermopile, Light intensity was reduced by using
Since t'.E.._. v., for the values of E. found experimen- calibrated neutral density filters,
tally, n,. _ 5 n. at most,

The use of band-gap light enables one to see the sta-
In this calculation, and in the use of Eq. (6) for deter- tionary high-field domain (Fig, 8) because of the Franz-

mining n,, the value of the electron mobility is assumed Keldysh effeet. This effect, in which the fimdamental
constant up to E = 40kV/em and to decrease as liE absorption edge is shifted by a high electric field toward
above 40 kV,/cm because of optical phonon scattering of lower energies, is due to tile fact that, in the presence of
the hot electrons (fleE. 5). such a field, the electrons of the valence band can pene-

trate somewhat into the band gap, thus allowing optical

The barrier height of Au electrodes evaporated on CdS transitions to occur to similar states below the conduction
crystals which have been exposed to air has been recently band edge. Tile absorption edge shift makes the area
determined (Footnote 2). However, it is very desirable to where the field-enhanced recombination occurs, i.e., the
obtain results on vacuum-cleaved surfaces in order to elim- domain region, appear darker. Tile sample was viewed

inate possible interface effects. The resdlts presented in through a 20× microscope equipped with a reticle with
Subsectiol_ 3 have been performed on such crystals, which the domain length could be measured for a given

voltage. This voltage, and the current through the sample
as measured by a Keithley picoammeter, were recorded

3. Experimental Arrangement on an x-y recorder,

The CdS crystals were purchased from the University
of Delaware's Department of Physics, wheat they were 4. Experimental Results
grown by sublimation and subsequently doped with Ag
and A1 by a heat treatment at 900°C for 3 hr. The plate- A number of samples from a single larger crystal were
lets, whose thickness ranged from 0.05 to 0.10 mm, were successfully vacuum cleaved and electroded with evapo-
initially cut into long slices about 0.5-mm wide with a rated Pt, Au, Ag, Ni, Cu, and Sn. Measurements of the
wire saw. These slices were then mounted in wax on a reverse current-voltage characteristics up to 3000 V (satn-

glass plate with a short section exposed over the edge. ration occurs at 200-300 V), or for forward currents up to
This end w_._-cleaved in the vacuum evaporater while the 3 × 10_'_A, were made at some selected temperatures and
metal to be used as the cathode was being evaporated, light intensities. Input power was kept below 1roW to

Only samples which cleaved below the wax line were prevent heating the sample. The reverse current-voltage
used, assuring that no metal was deposited on the sides, characteristics were ahvays similar to Fig. 6 with the sat-

The remaining slice was then removed by dissolving the uration current typically around 10-'_A (j__ 10-_A/cm _)
wax in benzene and broken to give a length of 0.5 to at T = 155°K. The current at higher temperatures
1.0 mm. The ohmic contact at the opposite end (anode) (220--295°K) was actually lower than the current at the _Jf
was later formed by evaporating indium while the sample lowest temperatures due to the presence of thermal
was heated to 120°C. quenching in the photoconductor.

The crystals were mounted in clear epoxy between tw6 Where possible, the domain width as a function of
thin glass plates so that up to a000 V could be applied applied voltage was measured for these samples. A de-
without discharges taking place across the surface. Silver creasing Franz-Keldysh effec: (which is proportional to
paint was used to form leads to the electrodes. The sample T -_) made it difficult to see domains at the higher tern-
was placed in a windowed double-walled glass dewar peratures except for metals with values of Ett above about
that allowed the temperature to be varied between 155°K 80kV/cm. Figure 9 shows the domain-voltage depen-
and room temperature by using a resistance heater and dence for Au at T = 155°K and various light intensities
liquid nitrogen at the opposite end of a cold finger, with lo = 5 X 10t_/cm_/s, The slopes (equal to E_ - El)

ranged 122-83 kV/cm for this metal contact. Since E_ is

The crystal was illuminated normal to the largest sur- less than I kV/cm, these slopes were used to approximate
face with a beam of monochromatic light with a photon E. in Eq, (6).

?
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". , _. ._.e_,v- .. Fig.8. High-field domain in CdS:(a)zero-applied
. voltage, (b) 500 V, and (c) 1000 V

• ,.wI_1

',. o • ,- _

/

The Hall mobility field dependence was obtained from Table 1. Barrler heights for CdS f
Fig. 10 where the low.field values were obtained from

Electro-
Ref, 6. Above 40kV/cm, the mohility was assumed to Metal Negativity 155°K 180°K 220°K 255°K 295°K
decrease as 1/E (Ref. 7).

Au 2.4 0.30 0,35 0.42 0.47 0.53
Pt 2.2 0.28 0.33 0.36 -- 0.50

Tile values of n,. obtained from tile analysis described Ag 1.9 -- 0.34 _ 0.47 0.53
earlier were typically 10r-10'"cm -'' depending on the cu 1.9 0.27 0.32 -- 0.44 --
metal contact, temperature, and light intensity. These ni 1.s -- 0.31 0.3r -- --
values are lower (as expected) than the bulk low-field s, La 0.26 0.29 o.3s [ -- --
density n_ by about 10_-10 :'.

differences between the metals at any one temperature.
Values of the effective barrier heights for CdS (in eV) Except for Pt, there does seem to be some ordering accord-

were then calculated using Eq. (1) and the results for a ing to the electronegativity of the metal, but the differ-
constant photon flux density of 5 X 10':' (cm-_ see") are ences are only hundredths of a volt as compared to tenths
given in Table 1. It is seen that there are relatively small of a volt differences in the metal electronegativity (or
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work function). Some differences between the values in CdS depend strongly on temperature and the amount of

Table 1 and published values for lower resistivity CdS photocurrent flowing through the contact. In addition,

were mentioned in the introduction, the barrier heights, as eaeasured by the high-field-domain
technique, are considerably lowe'" in magnitude than

The barrier-height temperature dependence observed those reported in the literature for semicondncting CdS,

in the table is shown in Fig. 11 for three of the metals allowing considerably lfigher currents through the con-

where it is seen that a linear relationship holds, tacts, and, thus, higher gain factors than would be ex-

pected from the earlier and higher barrier heights. An

_/_/// explanation of this unexpected result is not apparent at

this time and may involve subtle changes in the dipole

layer at tbe metal-CdS interface due to the presence of

/ the relatively high photoeurrents possible in CdS.
0.5

/; Determination of the barrier heights by more conven-

_- _ v// /// tional teelmiques (e.g., by photoresponse measnrements)

o /O/_ _.')//-" would be very desirable, especially for photocurrents1" / lower than those used in this in;'estigation. However,
0.4

_ _ / / impurity photoeonduction would mask out internal photo-
_/ _ .,// emission from the metal contact. Differential capacitance

0 GOL_ measurements also have their difficulties because of the
X COPPER high impedance of these samples.

uJ /_TIN
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IX. Electronic Parts Engineering
ENGINEERING MECHANICS DIVISION

A. MOSFET Screening Methodology, R.A. Summers (7) Life test to determine degrading effects of various
stresses.

1. Introduction

The metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor The transistors at Siliconix are single enhancement-

(MOSFET) is a recent development in tbe transistor field, depletion mode, N-channel units similar to the 2N3631.
Its significant features include: (1) a high input imped- The Fairchild units are dual enhancement mode, P-channel
ance comparable to vacuum tubes, and (2) operation at units similar to the FI0049.
very low power levels. Its use tends to simplify transistor
circuitry, and it is somewhat simpler to manufacture. 2. Test Results

Because of the significant difference in operating prin- The test at Siliconix has been concluded. Accidental _-"

ciples and design between MOSFET and conventional damage to the high-temperature reverse bias test group J
bipolar transistors, the method of screening will be differ- invalidated the test sample integrity. However, the follow-
ent. Two vendors, Fairchild and Siliconix, were selected ing test results were obtained:
to develop new screening methods.

Thermal shock. Tile transistors were tested for resist-

Although the approaches by the two vendors were anee to thermal shock by immersing them alternately in
somewhat different, the investigations included: boiling water and boiling liquid nitrogen. '/'his test is a

screen for marginal internal lead bonds and defective
(1) Gate voltage stresses in tim breakdown region, chip-to-header bonds. There were no failures. ',
(2) High-temperature bias tests, i

Oxide stress test. The absolute maximum rating of the 1
(3) Noise measurement, gate to channel voltage is ___60V. The devices had actual
(4) Oxide purity tests, destructive breakdown voltages of 105 to 120 V, which

_-- shows adequate safety margin. There was some parameter +
(5) Temperature cycling effects, shift before oxide rupture, but it was too close to break- i
(6) Characterization at low temperatures, down to b_ useful.
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Low-teml)eraiure performance. Over tile temperature effect of these stress conditions on tile resistance of tile
range of -t 25 to -196°C tile MOSFET exhibited the test component is contimtously recorded.
following characteristics:

(1) Gain doubled. The contracted portion of this investigation has been
completed. The work included a eomparisoP evaluation

(2) Pinch-off voltage decreased linearly by 8?o. on selected resistor types of the power pulse method

(3) Drain-source breakdown voltage decreased 15%. versus the currently used screening method. The feasi-
bility study has demonstrated that the pm_er pulse

(4) No deterioration in ;nput resistance, method is highly effective. The power pulse screen de-

(5) Input capacitance was stable, tected 54 parts of a total 3900 as being abnormal, whereas
the eonventkmal screen detected 9 parts of a total 3900.

(6) Drain-source on resistance decreased by 50go. The life test indicated that the power pulse screen de-
tected an additional 15 abnormal parts for a total of 68.

At Fairchild all the screening tests have been completed, In the conventionally screened lot, 30 additional parts
and the parts are in life test. Analysis of data will await were detected for a total 39. This indicates the power
completion of the life test. Completion is estimated for pulse method to be about six times more effective in
March 1969. detecting abnormal parts.

The test pulse level for this effort was arbitrarily estab-
B. Power Pulse Method of Screening Resistors, lished at the level necessary to produce a 0.02%permanent

K. C. Evans change in resistance. Because of differences in rating

The feasibility of a screening method for resistors is criteria by manufacturers, as well as differences in con-
being investigated wherein a short duration power pulse figuration and materials, the actual pulse level used
is applied to the part and the resistance variation is moni- ranged from 7 to 70 times rated power for the various
tored during the pulse period. If suecessfid, this method types tested. The power pulse method of screening will
will replace current methods and effect significant savings effect a substantial saving in both time and money. Based
in screening time and cost. on 1,000 resistors to be screened, the power pulse method

can be accomplished in one fifth the time and cost of the

The current method used for most screening tests is to previous method. Both the potential time and cost savings
apply a high-level stress to the part being evaluated with has prompted further investigation into the use of power
the anticipation that the stress will provide an indication pulse screening of resistors.
of any defect or weakness in the part. In the past a perma-
nent change in the resistance value has been the indiba- JPL is purchasing a machine that will screen resistors
tion of defectiveness. By measuring the resistance before by the power pulse method. This equipment will provide
and after the screening test, it could be determined that a a maximum of 200 W for resistors up to 20,000 f_ and a

permanent resistance shift occurred as a result of the maximum of 2,000 V for resistors between 20,000 and
high-level stress. 2.0 Mf_. After the proper power level and pulse duration

are set up, the machine automatically plots the change in .-Jr

The power pulse method of screening resistors consists resistance during the power pulse. The resistance moni-
of monitoring the resistance change of the test component toring device can indicate resistance fluctuations of as
while it is being subjected to a controlled pulse of maxi- little as 0.001_,, so that deviation from the expected
mum nondestructive power. The maximum nondestructive change in resistance trace can easily be identified and
power is defined as that power level which during the test evaluated to determine if they indicate a nonhomogeneous
period will bring the temperature of the resistance ele- part. The amount of resistance change or the variation
ment up to a specified maximum just below the point from a normal trace which can be allowed before a part
where it will cause damage to tbe resistive material. Gen- is considered defective varies depending upon the type
erally 5 to 20 times the rated power is applied to the of resistance element and the degree of the discrimina-

element for a period of 5 s or less. Since the temperature tion which is required.
rise in the resistance element is effected over such a

short time period, the resulting differential expansion will Before the power pulse method can be incorporated
create stresses in the test unit beyond what would be into a project screening operation, it will be necessary to
encountered under normal operating eonditions. The establish optimum pulse levels for all types of resistors on
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the JPL preferred parts list. Testing will be performed 3. ShockTesting
and procedures written so that the equipment can be used It is insufficient to define an impact shock by g-level
for project screening, alone. Additional information is required in the form of

duration and pulse shape. There are numerous ways in
which the damage potential of a shoek pulse or the sensi-

C. High-Impact Survival of Electronic Parts, tivity to damage of a component may be presented. A con-
K. R.Bilodeau and K. C. Evans cept that is easy to understand was originated at the

1. Purposeof Test Naval Ordnance Laboratory (Ref. 2).

Spaeeeraft electronic equipment capable of withstand- According to this concept, the conditions under which
ing high shock accelerations can benefit the hmar and a specimen will or will not be damaged may be presented
planetary exploration programs in several ways. The use graphically on a plot of velocity change versus aeeelera-
of such equipment in capsules intended to survive high tion. The shape and location of the curve separating the
velocity landings will generally ease design constraints region of damage and no damage is dependent on the
and lead toward increased overall effeieney of the cap- mechanical properties of the specimen and on the shape
sule system. Another use is in soft landers, where a hard of the applied shock pulse. Quantitatively, for a given
core could survive an abnormal landing and provide valu- shock pulse shape and direction of loading, there are two
able diagnostic information. In other applications, in- ways in which the specimen may escape damage. The
creased reliability of performance after exposure to the peak acceleration may be so low that the component
normal ground handling and flight environments may be could withstand its steady application, or the velocity
realized (Ref. 1). change may be so small that the maximum energy that can

be supplied to the component is insufficient to produce

The development of such equipment involves two prob- damaging stresses. In the latter case, the applied accelera-
lems on the component part level: (1) ensuring that the tion could be extremely high without causing damage.
component parts used are, by themselves, capable of with-
standing high shock accelerations, and (2)ensuring that The remaining factor to consider is pulse shape.
these parts and their structures are protected by proper Kornhauser (Ref. 2) derives curves that show that a square-
mounting and packaging. This test program was initiated wave input provides the greatest amplification factor.
to solve the first problem. Amplification factor is the ratio of maximum dynamic de-

flection of a system to the maximum static deflection. It
can then be concluded that to conduct a severe test, it is

2. TestProgram best to use a high-le_el square-wave shock pulse of as long

The test program involved rigidly mounting various a duration as possible.
resistors, capacitors, transistors, diodes, thermistors, relays,

fuses, and inductors selected from tile Jet Propulsion Lab- 4. Equipment
oratory preferred parts list. Various electrical parameter ._

measurements of the mounted parts were then made. The main piece of equipment is tile sling-shot type /__
After initial measurement, the total number of parts of shock tester (Fig. 1). The tester consists of a pair of guide
each part type was divided into three subgroups. Each of rails (I-beams), a pretensioning mechanism, a winch, a
the subgroups was subjected to a 2,000 g __+10$square release mechanism, a test carriage, a copper target, and
wave with a pulse time of 0.5 to 1.5 X 10-_ s with each an impact block. The test carriage travels between the
subgroup mounted in one of the three distinct axes of the guide rails. It uses a 40-ft long shock-absorber (bungee)
part. Electrical parameter measurements were again made cord. The bungee cord is loaded to a small pretension,
and recorded. The mounted parts were then subjected to and the test carriage is pulled by the winch against the
a 5,000 g shock with each subgroup mounted in the same tension of the bungee cord to a selected lcngth for desired
axis as before. The parameters were again measured and shock pulse duration. Various bungee cords, each with
recorded. The parts were subject to a 10,000-g shock, and different diameters, are used to achieve selected impact
final parameter measurements were made and recorded, velocity. Tension force varies linearly with a displacement
Those parts which failed by excessive parameter change of up to about 805 elongation. The impact tool is mounted
and those which failed catastrophically were removed in front of the carriage. Test shocks are produced by im-
from the mounting board, disassembled, and visually patting the carriage nose against an annealed copper
inspected, block (target), which is mounted in the impact block. The
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_ PR[TENS]ONING MECHANISM _ GUIDERAILS_BLE GUIOL 0.5-in. magnetic tape at a speed of 120 in./s, which en-
abled a frequency response of dc to 100 kHz. Figure 2

The second method measures the impact velocity t_with

_1/'s2j a set of timing lights placed a few inches in front of theINC, target, and measures the depth d which the impact tool
____ IARGEI RELEASE MECHA

/ - .... L__ IEST CARRIAGE penetrates into the target. Knowing these two quantities
/ and assuming the pulse to be reasonably rectangular, the
L_ BUNG[[CORD acceleration level can be calculated from the b_ic equa-

tion for uniformly accelerated motion, _ = 2ad.

Parts of known reliability, including resistors (carbon,
AnCHOrBUOCK _mPACtBROCK W_NCHBLOCK metal film, wirewound, and trimming), capacitors, diodes,

transistors, thermistors, relays, fuses, induetors, and micro-
Fig. 1. Sling-shot shock tester configuration circuits, were purchased directly from the manufacturer

to assure that the latest manufacturing techniques were
acceleration level is determined mainly by the impact used.
material and the diameter of the impact tool (Ref. 3). The
length of the shock is determined by the velocity of All parts except transistors, microcircuits, six diodes
impact. The velocity of the test specimen could be in- and one inductor were mounted by epoxy to aluminum
creased until depth of penetration in the target is so deep test fixture plates. If the shear stress would be greater
that near plastic deformation of the target is no longer than 500 psi, or the tensile stress greater than 750 psi at
possible, or until the 200 £t/s limit of the tester is obtained. 10,000 g, a 0.018-in. stainless steel strap was placed over

the part. The part was then covered with a coating of poly-

5. Instrumentation urethane eonformal coating (Solithane 113/300).

Two methods of measuring the acceleration level pro- The transistors and diodes were mounted separately in
duced by the test were used, and the results were a fixture containing holes, into which the transistor or
recorded. The first method employed a piezo-eleetric diode can fit. The leads were potted in polyethylene
shock accelerometer. The output was displayed on a glycol. Power diodes were mounted by their studs in a
memory oscilloscope and simultaneously FM-reeorded on tapped aluminum fixture and tightened to the specified

torque limits.

The inductors were mounted to an aluminum plate,

through existing holes, with a strap and two bolts. The

microcircuits were mounted to an aluminum plate with j.,_ i_ _ __ adhesive tape.

'_ _, _s_,J After mounting, initial parameter measurements were

made; then the parts were subjected to 2,000-, 5,000-, and
_- 10,000-g shocks. Parameter measurements were made
u between each shock level and after the 10,000-g shocks.
o

z Because of the small sample size tested (15 parts per

i, _I__ _....... _. part type), care was taken to ensure that test samples
y'¢, "v'- _'" -_'_"'_ reflected normal distributions. The following statistics

were calculated following each test level on all param-
tIME,0.5_,/dM_io, eters: mean, median, standard deviation, F test (statistical

test of significance of parameter variability), skewness and
Fig.2. Typical shockcurves kurtosis. Histograms were also plotted. ,
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a. Fixed resisto_s. No catastrophic failures were noted rmneter shifts, some of which appeared quite serious. The
in any of the fixed resistors tested.The mean, median, and parameters which did exhibit this change (5070to as high
standard deviation ehanged less than 170,as a result of the as 150070)were consistently current measurements. Visual
three levels of shock testing. In all eases the distribution examination, however, failed to reveal the cause,
passed the F test at F ......... Skewness and kurtosis values

were close to normal distributions, e. Diodes. Three types of catastrophie faihn'es oeem'red
among the diodes tested. Seven (5 at 2,000 g and :2 at

b. Variable trimming resistors, Three parametric fail- 10,000 _) of the stud-mounted varaetors failed when the

ures were noted in the voltage ratio parameter: ceramie spacer on the terminal sheared. One chip of a can-

(l) One decrease of 81.57ofrom initial to post 10,000 g. mounted diode cracked at :2,000_ when shocked in an axis
perpendicular to the face of the chip. One small diode

(2) One increase of 66.870from initial to post 10,000 _. showed a particularly large increase in forward voltage

(3) One increase of 66.'ifor from initial to post 10,000 g. drop Vr and reverse leakage eul"rent I_ measurements,
Microscopic examination revealed that the gold hall con-
tact to the chip had shifted.

All faihn'es occurred in parts shocked in a direction

parallel to the plane of the resistive element. Visual exami- _. Thermistors, No catastrophic or param('trie faihu'es
nation yielded no reason for these faihu'es.

were noted. In the worst ease the mean resistance of any
part changed less than 4_.

The change in the mean of the voltage ratios and resist-
ance of the remaining parts was less than 17o. g. Relays. The relays are typically rated for 200 g shock

maximum, Some survived the 10,000 g shock pulse. The

The shapes of the distributions were generally normal samples were not tested for contact bounce during the
in skewness but not ih kurtosis; however, these values shock pulse. "lhe only requirement was that the relay
remained constant throughout the tests. The F test was remained in one contact state before and after the shock
passed at Fc......_. pulse and that it was able to ftmetion as a relay, Relays

by design are basically quite fragile, and are packaged
in a very small space, The sample size of this test was

c. Capacitors. The capacitance and dissipation factor too small to make statistically conclusive statements; how-
of all parts, with the exception of a few catastrophic fail- ever, because of the amount of damage sustained it seems
ures, changed less than 35. Two large increases in dissi- unlikely that relays of the types or construction tested
pation factor of 126.67ooccurred due to cracking of the can be used at these shock levels.
glass body on one type tested. One failure occurred at
5,000 g and one at 10,000 g, but both were in shock axes
which were perpendicular to the largest surface of the h. Fuses. No catastrophic failures or appreciable param-
part. eter shift occurred. _"

/
The dissipation of one of the tantalum slug capacitors i, Induetors and transIormers, All transformers and in-

increased 95%after 10,000-g shock, X-ray analysis revealed ductors that survived behaved in a normal manner, The
that the slug had shifted, major problem was providing adequate mounting for the

heavier parts. One suggestion would be to completely
encapsulate them into a test fixture.

Five catastrophic failures occurred out of the 30 rolled
foil capacitors te_ted, Visual examination revealed that
the foil roll shifted when shocked in a direction parallel i. Microcircuits. All parts with metal lids to the flat pack

to the leads causing the internal connecting lead to pierce failed at 10,000 g wh_ n mounted with their faces perpen- I
an insulating wafer and short the capacitor, dicular to the shock axis. The failures were caused by the

lifting of the metal lid and cracking of the ceramic case.
In actual circuit use, the parts would probably be fastened

d. Transistors, None of the transistors tested failed to to circuit boards by their leads and conformal coating.
the point that the ease or the chip was broken or the This type of mounting could prove to be adequate if it
bonds lifted. Several parts did, however, experience pa- were tested.
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8. Conclusions References

The best technique of testing electronic compc)nents

for high-impact survival appears to be to subiect the part 1. Lonbor_, J. O., llit4l: Impact Surt_iral, "l'_'chnieal Report 32-647.
to a square wave shock of long duration and higb magni- Jet Propul_icm Laboratoo', Pasadena, Calif., Sept. 30, 1964.
tude. Components which must withstand up to a 10,000-g
shock must be mounted in such a way as to assure that 2. Kornhanser, M., "Predictiola and Evaluation ()f Sensitivity to
no movement is possible. Component parts selected for Transiunt Acceleration," ]o,rnal of Apl_lied Mechanic.s', pp. 371-

380, Dee., 1954.high-impact survival must not be constructed in a manner
that will allow internal movement of material. Neither

can the part be made from fragile materials such as glass, 3. Lahoti, B., "Improvements on Sling-Shot Shock Te,sting andMeasuring Techniques," presented at 14th Amnml Teehnic',,l
for the mounting of such parts to ensure that there is no Mec:ting and Equipment Exposition Institute of Environmental

movement is di_cult without cracking the glass. Sciences, st. L¢mis,Mo., April !8-.May 1, 1968.
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X. Advanced ProjectsDevelopment
ENGINEERING MECHANICS DIVISION

A. Parachute and Deployment Mortar Jettison The system is at suflqcient altitude at this time to
Mechanisms, T.H. Mack ensure that aerodynamic dispersions will separate

the mortar and payload impact points suflqciently
Mechanisms for jettisoning a parachute and its asso- (Fig. la).

ciated deployment mortar from a planetary landing
capsule are under development. The current effort is (2) At the same time that the mortar is jettisoned, the
directed toward a Martian rough-landing mission, but heavy three-legged parachute bridle (required to

other planetary landing missions are expected to have carry peak loads) is released. The lander is then
similar requirements, attached to the parachute by means of a single

line (Fig. la). /,

For this class of mission, it is necessary to jettison the (8) The parachute is equipped with elastic "jumpers"
parachute at impact in such a way that it does not on some of its suspension lines. The effect is that
envelop the landed payload and thus interfere with sub- these lines become shorter than the others when

sequent experiments. The deployment mortar, which is high loads have passed. The parachute/lander
required to deploy the parachute through the wake of system then "glides" at an angle to the vertical,
the entry body, must be jettisoned so that it does not with the parachute leading the lander (Fig. lb).
present a landing hazard for the payload and does not
interfere with post-landing antenna patterns. (4) At lander impact, the single lander suspension line j

is severed. By virtue of the gliding geometry, the
parachute canopy descends to the surface beyond

The conceptual approach that has been taken to pro- the lander (Fig. le).vide these functions is as follows:

(1) The deployment mortar is released soon after the Several mechanizations for the mortar and bridle re-
peak parachute deceleration loads have passed, lease function have been considered; a prototype of the
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(o) MORTAR JETTISON "_(b) GLIDE

(c) IMPACT,/" ,,_Loc,T_'

_) LANDER

MORTAR

I:i_. 1. Parachute and mortar jettison sequence

one selected is shown in Fig. 2. In operation, a pyre- would the:a become taut, causing tile mortar to be thrown
tcchnic cable cutter would sever a cable passing around off to one side.

the three mortar/bridle clamps about 10 s after para-
chute deployment. The clamps would then frce the The mechanization envisioned for the parachute glid-
mortar as well as the bridle legs. A single line leading ing feature is to "jumper" several of the suspension lines
fl'om one of the bridle loops to the center of the lander with lengths of elastic shock absorber (bungcc) cord.

Under high load, these jumpers will stretch sufficiently
.IL ':_ _ to allow the suspension lines to take substantially all of

1' ' the load. At low load, they will effectively shorten the, lines and provide the gliding feature.

The final parachute release will be accomplished by
using an impact switch to trigger the firing of a pyro-
technic cutter. Ivluch of this hardware was developed
during the Caps)fie System Advanccd Development pro-
gram and will be re-.used.

Future plans include performing gliding tests as well
as a drop test demonstration of the whole jettison sys-

• tern. This demonstration will employ a parachute typical _/

G' r."_" _ of the type that might be used in such a mission and a
; ¢ ._o' _. . .,,_'_;_, live deployment mortar. The test system will be dropped

from a helicopter and allowed to go through the entire
Fig.2. Prototypemortar and bridle release mechanism functional sequence.

L
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XI. Solid Propellant Engineering
PROPULSIONDIVISION

A. Interior Ballistic Oesign and Experimental undergo six 56-hr sterilization cycles at 275°F. Surplus

Development of a Self-Obturating, squibs from the Surveyor program were found to perform

Propellant-Actuated Device, O. K. Heiney adequately after exposure to this environment.

The first main charge propellant investigated, Hercules
1. i,:troduction 809.8, was found to be adequate for this application. The

A ballistic launcher capable of deploying a sampling propellant, developed during government-funded pro-
device to a location reasonably remote from a landed grams at Hercules, was designed to perform subsequent
vehicle is a potential requirement for proposed future to extended exposure to high temperatures. It is a
planetary landing systems. Remote deployment would rubber-based composite formulation utilizing HMX as the
be employed to acquire chemical or mineral specimens oxidizer. The propellant demonstrates a weight loss of /_-

uncontaminated by either the presence of the lander or less than 1_ and a trace of minor surface discoloration /its retro-rocket plume impingement. Device design would subsequent to exposure to the standard sterilization cycle.
be conventional and straigbtforward except for two addi- Externally, the individual propellant grains did not appear
tional required characteristics: (1) the system must be to have been physically degraded; however, the interior
self-obturati_ag subsequent to payload ejection, and (2) ballistic performance of the cycled propellant indicated
the system must be compatible with thc sterilization internal degradation had occurred. This increased ten-
requirement. Self-obturatiop is necessary to prevent (1) dency of the grains to fragment during the ballistic cycle,
possible degradation of the landed vehicle's optical sur- although annoying, did not materially inhibit the usefldl-
fc.ces, and (2) additional area chemical contamination due ness of the propellant.
to combustion products and ejecta associated with ballistic
firings, b. Launcher. The purpose of the launcher is to project

an approximately 2-1b claw to acquire a sample which will
be returned to the lander and subjected to chemical

2. SystemDesign analysis. For experimental ballistic development, an inert
a. Propellant. The sterilization requirement is satisfied cylinder was used to simulate a retrievable claw. Optimum

if a squib and main charge propellant combination can bali"sUe design indicated the necessary muzzle velocity of
r,
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120 ft/s could best be obtained with a 60 caliber device swaged onto a retainer, B, which is held to the bah'el by a
having a 6-in. stroke. The main eharg:_ is 0.8 g of propel- locking lug, C. The juncture of the !cad obturator and the
lant with a web of 0.0048 fired in an iniqal chamber retainer provides a positive and total gas and debris seal.
vohune of 0.50 in. The deviee develops a peak pressure in Subsequent to firing, relained pressure was vented by
the area of 5,000 lb. Since it is a requirement that all cracking a relief valve, E, which would not be employed
combustion produets be sealed in the bore, a dual develop- on an operational syste'n. Through a series of firings with
ment approach was used. A simple lead slug obturation sterilized and unsterilized components, this device in-
system and a more sophisticated tapered slug and sleeve variably held the pressure and sealed in all eo* bustion
approach were attempted, products.

In the lead slug system, shown in Fig. la, the payload, The sliding sleeve sys;em, shown in Fig. lb, employed
D, is propelled down the bore by means of gas pressure a tapered steel projector, F, which, at cycle termination,
on an obturator, A. At stroke eompletior, the obturator is interfered with and was stopped by, a tapered ahuninum

(a) 9 F-E

::i i _-- /'. '-."F. 6: ___ ., ": '--

, o I:::, " (: , ' _-, . " _ :_:_.2' _..,"_"

Fig. 1. Ballisticlauncher con_ponentsfor: lal lead-seal and Ibl sliding-sleeve systems
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Fig.2. Theoreticaland experimental pressure-time plots

cylinder, G, held in a locking sleeve, I, and retained by a spite the fact that several important questions surrounding
lock nut, H. This system was also effective for holding T-burner technique remain unanswered. These questions
pressure; however, after several firings the projector be- concern both the possible effects of the T-burner itself on
came scored and would bleed off gases over a period of the phenomena under examination, and the equivalence o£
several minutes. This would not occur in an operational the various methods of conducting T-burner experiments.
device since a new projector would be used for each firing. Some 200 test firings have now been completed in JPL

burners in order to resolve some of these questions and
provide a higher level of confidence for future T-burner

Pressures were recorded by a Kistler piezometric pres- experiments.
sure transducer, J, which fed a charge amplifier, K. The

theoretical interior ballistics developed from previous 2. Burner and Methods De_ccrlptlan
analysis (SPS 37-43, Vol. IV, pp, 167-170) and coued for a
digital computer is compared with experimental results The T-burner, shown in Fig. 3, is a centrally vented
and shown in Fig. 2. Note that both sterilized and non- cylindrical cavity containing a disk of solid propella_at in
sterilized firings exhibited higher peak pressures than were
theoretically predicted. This is due to t/de squib fracturing

a percentage of the propellant grains. !For the sterilized /----CHAMBER /
system, the effect is more pronounced due to the / ENDCAP----\

minor structural degradation experienced during thermal _ / _cycling. \..........................................
_:'_ i:'_

B°th °bturati°n mechanisms are acceptable and p°si" _i J_" /:": "i_:'
tive, with the lead seal technique being simpler and i_'_. _.

possibly somewhat more effective. / _'_'_'_'_"_ _" ............. _ i
/'_PRESSURE _ _ PROPELLANT'_ ';

B.T-BurnerStudies,E./-/.Perry trANSDUCER [_ _]

,.,.,,o,°c,,on . :
The T-burner is, perhaps, the most widely used device

t_ I_1

for studying combustion instability in solid propellants de- Fig. 3. Cross-seltlonal view af the T-burner
',
!
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each end. As tile propellant burns, pressure oscillations chamber, which are assumed to remain constant during the
driven by the burning surface develop in the chamber, entire test. Allowing for these losses, one can then caleu-
These oscillations, observed with pressure transducers late how rapidly the oscillations would grow if driven by
behind the propellant, grow exponentially until a limiting the burning surface in a lossless chamber. The response
amplitude is reached. Remaining near this amplitude r',nction is deduced from these calculations.
until burnout occurs, they then decay exponentially be-
cause of losses present in the chamber, hi the variable-area method, one measures only how

rapidly the oscillations grow. However, in this case the

The frequency of the oscillations is controlled by the propellant disk covers only a portion of the total cross-
length of the chamber since, in practice, only the funda- sectional area of the chamber. By measuring the growth
mental acoustic mode of the cavity is observed. Fro- rate as a function of this area ratio, the response function
quencies ranging from 250-6000 Hz were obtained in can be deduced. Further details of these methods are
the present experiments by using chambers with lengths given in Ref. 1.
varying from 43.5--3.25 in.

3. Experimental Comparisonof the Two Methods

The ability of the burning st,r_,_e tu drive such oseilla- A comparison of the results obtained by the two
tions is measured in terms of the, "response function" of methods for the same propellant was undertaken in
the p,'opellant. Knowledge of the response function is the the present experiments. The propellant used was a
main goal of T-burner experiments since such information PBAN/AP composite, denoted as A-13, supplied by file
permits a calculation of the stability characteri;.tics of a Naval Weapons Center at China Lake, California. A
full-scale rocket motor using the same propellant. For chamber diameter of 1.5 in., a mean chamber pressure of
a given propellant, the response function depends on 315 psia, and an initial grain temperature of 90° F were
mean chamber pressure, initial grain temperature, and the used in all the tests. For the variable-area tests, area ratios

frequency of the oscillations, of 1.00, 0.75, and _.43 were used. Kistler model 603A
pressure transducers were used to observe the pressure

Presently, there are two methods, often refer,'ed to as oscillations in these tests as well as in the others to be
the "growth-decay" and "variable-area" methods, of con- discussed later.
dueting T-burner tests to de,ermine the response function.
Using the growth-decay method, one measures how The response function determined from these experi-
rapidly the oscillations grow during the initial portion of ments is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of frequency. The
the test and also how rapidly they decay after burnout, upper curve represents values calculated from growth-
The decay rate provides a measure of the losses in the decay measurements and the lower curve those calculated

5

,I /"
_ GROWTH - DECAY

Z I _'_ VARIABLE- AREA
O t

Z

o 2 N

Fig.4. Responsefunction determined by the "_ _'_
two T-burner methods '_,

1 "_" "_

0
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7

FREQUENCY, kHz
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from variable-area measurements. The poor agreement of 5. Comparisonof Ignition Procedures
the two cu_'ves indicates that tile two methods of con-

ducting T.burner experiments are not equivalent. Un- One such aspect is the procedure used for igniting the
fortunately, there is no way to determine from these tests propellant. For these tests, the normal method was to

cover the entire face of the propellant dlsk with a pyre-
which, if either, of the two methods yields correct values technic igniter paste. Ignition was brought about by
for the response function. However, considering the under-

lying assumptions of the two methods and their relative passing an electric current through a Nichrome wire incontact with this paste. This method appeared to provide
experimental difficulties, one is inclined to favor the

a rapid, simultaneous ignition of both propellant disks in
growth-decay method. However, such considerations can- the chamber and resulted in burn times consistent with the
not be taken as conclusive at this time.

known burning rate of the propellant.

4. Effects of Chamber Diameter In some 30 tests, however, a procedure was followed

Regardless of which method is used, it is clear that the in which the igniter paste covered only a small pnrtion of
burner itself should have no effect on the respo,,".a time- the propellant disk. These "spot igmter" tests all had burn
tion of the propellant if meaningful results are to be times considerably longer than the normal tests, pro-
obtained. To determine possible effectc of chamber viding perhaps tile best evidence that a poor ignition had
diameter on the response function, values for the A-13 occurred. More important, however, were the lower rates
propellant were obtained from tests conducted in burners of growth and decay of the pressure oscillations that
of different diameter. The growth-decay method was accompanied the longer burn times. As a result, the
adopted for these tests, and burner diameters of 1.0, 1.5, response function calculated from these tests was eorre-
and 2.5 in. were used. Figure 5 shows the response func- spondingly lower. The lower oscillation growth rate was
tion determined from these experiments as a function of probably due to uneven burning of the propellant, and
frequency. It is appalent from these results that the the lower decay rate due to uneven burnout of the two
chamber diameter has no effect on response function disks. In any ease, it is now evident that ignition pro-
measurements. This is, perhaps, the most significant, as cedures can play a rather substantial role in T-burner
well as encouraging, fact to emerge from the experiments, experiments and should be given careful consideration.
since the presence of such effects would greatly reduce
the credibility of T-burner results. Thus, it appears that
discrepancies among various laboratories on reported 6. Chamber Losses

values of response functions cannot be attributed to differ- It is rather apparent that an understm_ding of the
ences in burner diameter, but rather to other, perhaps chamber losses is necessary for a complete understanding
more subtle, aspects of the test. of the burner. Although the present experiments provide

_) _ 1.0-in. diamO 1.5-1n. dJam

[] 2.5-in. diam

. /
I.-,.

z _dP ,_

O< o

_ o o
©0 ©

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

FREQUENCY, kH_

Fig. 5. Responsefunction determined by
T-burners of different diameters
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some new insights into the nature of these losses, a true The latter fact indicates that even though the Kirchkoff-
understanding of them is still laeking. Helmholtz losses are undoul)tedly present, other losses

either dominate them or at least offset their diameter

dependence. Reference _ provides experimental evidence

The rate of decay of the oscillations after burnout pro- that large amplitude sound waves are attenuated more
vides a measure of the chamber losses and is measured in strongly tlzan the small amplitude waves generally treated

terms of a chamber "decay constant." It has generally been in linear acoustic theory. Sinee the pressure oseillations
assumed that the decay is due to viscous and thermal dis- present in T-burners are typically very large amplitude
sipation at the chamber walls. If this were the ease, the waves, the observed chamber losses could arise from such
losses would be the familiar Kirchkoff-Helmholtz losses "finite amplitude" effects. However, until further work is

of classical acoustics which are proportional to the square done, these are offered only as a possible explanation.

root of the frequency and inversely proportional to the References
chamber diameter. Figure 6 shows decay constants for
the three chamber diameters mentioned earlier as a rune- 1. Beekstead, M. W., and Culick, F. E. C., A Comvarison of

tion of frequency. There are two aspects of the losses that Analysis" and Experiment [or Solid Prol_ellant Combustion In-
rtability, Technical Publication 4531. Naval Weapons Center,

are apparent from the figure: (1) the losses increase ap- China Lake, Calif., May 1968.
proximately as the square root of the frequency, as indi- 2, Lehmann, K. O., "Die Dampfungsverluste bei Starken Schall-

eated by the dashed line, and (2) the losses show no schwingungen in Rohren," Ann. Phys., Vol. _1, pp. 533-552,
dependence on chamber diameter. 1934.
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XIi. Polymer Research
PROPULSION DIVISION

A. A Model for the Effect of Dewetfing on In developin S t}:.... o,lel, it was assumed that the voids

Mechanical Behavior of Composites formed were cone-shaped. However, one difficulty of the

Based on a Parabola-Shaloed Void Cavity, cone-shaped void is the existence of a discontinuity at the
• apex of the cone. While such a discontinuity does not

R. F. Fedors and R. F. tandel affect the calculation of the void volume as a function of

1. Introduction the strain or of the fraction of p.,rticle surface area
remaining in contact with the binder, it may pose prob-

In a previous article (SPS 37-41, Vol. IV, pp. 97-107), lems in other related kinds of calculations, e.g., in stress
a model was proposed which enabled one to relate the analysis applications.
stress-strain behavior to the volume dilation, i.e., void
formation, for composites, which undergo significant strain-
induced particle-binder dewetting. It was also demon- For this reason, the previous study has been extended

to a consideration of a void having a more realisticstrated that the model provided satisfactory agreement
with experimental data for SBRl-glass bead composites, parabolic shape, and the purpose of this article is to

present these new results.

The formation of voids leads to two directly observable /
effects: (1) a relatively large strain-induced dilation, which 2. Discussion J

is a consequence of the formation and growth of voids, a. Development of the model. As in the previous
and (2) a modified stress-strain response, which is as- article, we consider a single spherical filler particle im-
sumed to be related to the continuous decrease, as the bedded in a binder matrix. Before any strain is imposed
voids increase In size, in the fraction of the particle on the system, the particle surface is assumed to be
surface area which remains in contact with the binder; completely wetted by the b':nder as indicated schemati-

it is this latter effect which causes the stress at a given eally in Fig. la. When the composite is strained, dewettingstrain level to be lower than it would be in the absence of
is assumed to occur with the resultant formation of a

dewetting. A limit is reached, however, when dewetting parabola-shaped cavity on each side of the particle,
occurs to such an extent that the particle surface is essen- parallel to the strain axis as indicated in Fig. lb.
tially no longer in contact with the binder, in which case

: the stress-strain re,2onse of the composite approaches
the response of the unfilled binder. The center of the spherical particle of radius r is located

; at the origin of a set of x, y, z coordinate axes. The void
'SBB = styrene-butadiene rubber, volume will then consist of the enclosed volume formed

i "t
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(o)UNSTRETCHED \go require tile paraholie void to simultaneously intersect
- :----- _ .... and he tangent to the circle in the interval 0 < x < _',say

at the point (xl, yl) when the focus of the parabola is at the

point (x..,,0). Further, as x,, increases, i.e., as the void in-
creases in size, the point of intersection on the x-axis

=:= ..... _.=__. _..... decreases to a limiting value of zero. Because of symmetry,

: :--_ .... _ := =7 the form of the family of parabolas is taken as

Ib_srretc.Et, f = B(b - x) (2)
-2 2-

__ where B and b are parameters. When y = 0, x = b, which

represents the maximum separation of the binder from
the filler particle. Hence, b (b >_ r) will be referred to as

_ _ the"length" of the parabolic void, which, as will be shown
_ -- later, depends directly on the strain. At a fixed value of b,

ASlNDER BPARTICI.E CVOID the parameter B is uniquely defined by the condition that
the tangent of both the sphere and paraboloid be equal

Fig. 1. Srhematic representation of a spherical filler at each point of intersection. Thus, hased on this require-
particle imbedded in an elastomerlc binder ment, it is easy to show that the x vahm at the point of

intersection is B/2 and further that B is related to b by

by the intersection of a paraboloid of revolution with a B = 2 [b - (b'-' - r'0 'a] (8)
circle of revolution, i.e., a sphere. The dewetted surface

area of the particle is then taken as the spherical surface Hence, the family of parabolas which define the void shape

in contact with the void volume. Both the void volume and is given by
dewetted surface area will be symmetric with respect to
the x-axis and, hence, one can consider the simpler two-

y_ = 9.[b - (b _ - ,'_)"] (b - x) (4)dimensional case of the intersection of a mrcle with a

parabola. The quantities of interest are then ohtained by
pmrnitting both the circle and parabola to revolve about At any value of the parabola "length" b, the fi'action of
the x-axis, particle surface area remaining in contact with the binder,

S,, is

Figure 2 shows a circle of radius r, with center located x_ (5)
at the origin of the x, y axes, intersecting with a parabola S_ - r
symmetrical with respect to the x-axis. The equation of

the circle is simply since dewetting is assumed to occur on both sides of

the particle. /
x_ + y2 = r2 (1) Only that fraction of the filler which remains in contact

with the binder will alter the stress-strain response of the
system and, hence, the initial volume loading of filler
before dewetting q,o will, in effect, be reduced according
to the fraction of particle surface area enclosed within
the void volume. On this basis, the effective volume
fraction of filler q_u is given by

_,,_ q,oX_ (0)
r

i

It is assumed, as before, that the separation of the
parabola from the particle surface (b - r) is directly pro-

Fig. 2. DotaRs of the parabolic void cavity portional to the particle radius and to the effective strain,
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which is taken to be the dilfe,'enee between the internal the relativ,, volmne change as a function of the strain is
strain _, and the threshold value e,,, required to initiate given b"
dewetting, i.e.,

aV _ 1 _ O_n,r_
(b - r) = lqr(e, -- e_o) (7) V,, V,, 2_,i:, 8

where k, is a constant whose magnitude depends on the X {C,[(C, ! 2)(C_ -: 2C,) '_ -- C,(C, + ,3)]} (12)
strength of the filler-binder interaction.

where n, is the number of particles of radius r_ and N is
the total nmnber of partieh.s present. If the particles areThe internal strain is the strain experienced by the

binder when an external or overall strain e is imposed on assumed to be monodisperse, then Eq. (12) reduces to
the composite. The relationship between e and e_ can be

taken either as M' 4,, o '" .
V,, - 2 {C,[(C, +.)(C; ; 'C,)"'- C,(C, +a)])

- 1 - +'o" (8)
which may be compared to the result derived on the basis
of a cone-shaped cavity,or as

(9) v,, 2 -y-v--C
E_-- i --q),,

Figure8 showsa comparisonoftheseequationsinthc
depending on the assumption made concerning the man- form 2±V/q,,,V,, w'rsns either C or C,. Cnrves 1 and 2

ner in which the partMes are considered to pack. The show the behavior of Eq. (18) and (14), respectively,
latter representation, Eq. (9), is probal_ly a more adequate assuming (; :- C,. As expected, the parabolic void yMds
approximation, l/eturning to Eq. (6), q,,.rr can now be a larger value for the vohnne dilatation at a given strain
written as than does the cone-shaped void. However, there is no

a priori reason to expect the k vahles (and hence the C
q,,., --=q,,,[(C, q- 1) - (C_ + 9.G) '_] (10) values) ,,,ill be the same for each model. If one takes

k, :- 1.98 k (C, = 1.98 C), then the. dashed curve 8 is
where obtained, wtfich indicates that in the region of interest,

2aV

C_ = k, e_. 0 < _ --" 1.4and e,,n is either

the two expressions do not markedly differ. The parabolic 7"-
E - G, E -- Eo //

model predicts a somewhat larger volume increase at
1 -- q,,';:' or 1 -- ,b,, small strains and a somewhat smaller increase at large /

strains than does the cone model. It is probable that either
as the ease may be. This equation can be compared to equation can be used to represent experimental data over
the expression derived on the assumption of a cone- limited ranges.
shaped void,

c. Effect of dewetting on the modulus.The modulus of
_o a composite, E, in the absence of dewetting can be repre-

q)ar- I+C (II) sented by an equation of the form (SPS 87.41, Vol. IV)

where C = k_,t. It is expected that k_ --# k. E /'_--" .'V_ (15)=
b. Calculation of the void volume. If the void volume

per particle is taken as twice the volume of the paraboloid where E° is the modulus of the binder, cb,,,is the maximum
of revolution having a spherical segment as a base, then volume fraction of fillet' which the binder can accept, and
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2.o / F
CONE

..... PARABOLA10 i

//
_ ', ¢_..%=4oo/o

1.5 5 .....

4 3

CONE? / J _._______ ----

// 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2,5

PARA C OR C1

>oo Fig. 4. Comparison of the modulus of a compositeas
-o- 1.0

a function of strain for both the coneand
'_ parabola model

which is typieal for large-size spheres. Values of @o = 0,g
and 0.4 were also used, Previous results (SPS 37-41,

/ Vol. IV) have shown that Eq. (17) adequately describes

0.5 _///_ expelinwntalcomposites,Stress-straindatan obtainedequalwith SBR-glaSScurves

)/_ _PARABOLA,C I =1.93C bead provided is set to 2 andI and 2 show the behavior of Eq. (17) for @,,---0.4 and 0.g,
respectively. Curves 3 and 4 represent the behavior pre-

/ dieted by Eq. (16) for 4,,,- 0.4 and 0.2, respectively, when
n is set equal to 2.5 rather than 2 and C, is taken equal to
1.9.3C. Compa.ing curves I and 3 for @,,= 0.0,, it is appar-

0 ent that the difference is negligible for Ct or C > 0.1.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

For 4,0 = 0.4, there is a greater divergence, especially for
cORCI small C, or C values, which corresponds to systems at

Fig. 3. Comparison of the volume dilatation-strain very small strains and/or systems having small k or kl
responsefor both the coneand parabola model values. Reliable data in this region are required to

ascertain which model is the more correct. However, for

C or C1 > 0.5, the two equations differ at most by only
n has the value 2 or 2.5. When dewetting occurs, Eq. (15) about 6%, and at larger C values, the difference is neg-
is still assumed to apply, provided @,,is replaced by @_,. ligible. Hence, for the SBR-glass bead system, it appears
For the parabolic model, the modulus is given by that either model can be employed to describe the stress- ,/"

strain behavior.
/

}. ,10,E0 4,,, - @o[(C_ + 1) - (C_ + 2COY'] B. Investigation on Sterilizable Polymer Battery
Separators,E.F. Cuddihyand J. Maacanln

which may be compared to the result obtained from the
cone model, 1. Introduction

Sterilizable battery separators have been prepared from
E F _ .-]" a graft eopolymer of poly(potassium acrylate) and poly.

E"'_ = L4_'- (,-r-'_/ (17) ethylene. This and two preceding articles (SPS 37-50,\, .-i-_/d Vol. III, pp. 166--169, and 87-52, Vol. III, pp. 98--100)
report on the continuing efforts to characterize these

These equations are compared in Fig. 4 in the form E/Eo materials by investigating their chemical and physical
versus C or G_. Tho value of @,, was taken equal to 0.68, prop¢ 'ties,
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2. IrreversibleDehydration Thus, the incorporation of PKA should render the film

After service as a separator in Ag-Zn batteries, the brittle. But absorbc'd water plasticizcs the PKA, lowers
initially supph, and very elastic membranes are found its T,j helow room temperature, making PKA ruhbery, and
upon removal to have b,'come brittle, fragih,, and easily hence the film hecomes supph,. Thus, the water content
suseeptil4e it) cracking or tearing. Also, these materials directly controls the elastic to brittle property range of
become devoid of ahsorlwd water and fail to absorb water the fihn hy its plastic.izing action in raising or lowering

the 1'o of PKA.
from the atmosphere. This is in contrast with the virgin
membrane material which equilibriates rapidly in air

and at room temperature with large quantities of water In turn, it is a property of the potass:um cation to retain
(Fig. 5). Further, the elasticity and suppleness of the in the film sufficient water for pl,sticization. Reference
initial membranes werp related to their water contcnt, be- to Fig. 6, which ix reproduced fi'om the literature (Ref. 1),

coming increasingly hritth' as the water content decreased, details the influcncc of the cation on the ability of
However, upon exposm'c to the amhicnt atmosphere, the acrylate-ethyh'ne systems to retain water. Starting with
virgin memlmmes quickly resorbcd moisture and again potassium, the propensity for retaining water decreases
bccamc, supple and elastic. The loss of hygroscopic prop- through sodium, to lithium, and finally to divalent cations,
erties after battery service was labeled "irrcvcrsihle which give ahnost totally non-hygroscopic properties to
dehydration." the fihn. Thus, a film prepared with a divalent cation

would be brittle at all times in air at room temperature.

The explanation is simple, though it was attendant with
a surprising result. The membrane is prepared hy grafting M m_-"anes during battery service are exposed to an
chains of poly(pota:;sium acrylate), PKA, on a film of elec,,,',.t rich in zinc oxide, and it was reasoned that
polycthylcne (PE). The PE is 50% crystalline and, after cation exchange between potassium and zinc could
grafting, tho crystalline content remained unchanged, occnr. This divalent cation would render the film non-
indicating that all of the grafted PKA was present in the hygroscopic and "irreve_sihle dehydration" would result.
amorphous phase of the PE. The glass transition tem- Analyses for cation identification and concentration were
perature I',j of PKA is ahove room temperature, and there- carried out on samples of battery separators hoth hcfore
fore this material should be hard at ambient conditions, and after battery service, and the results are given in

20 40 60 80 I00 120 140 160 180 200
TEMPERATURE_,°C

Fig. 5. Thermogravimetric analysis of GX-119 battery separator membranes
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Fig. 6. Retained water content of a 14.8% acrylic acid-85.2% ethylene
copolymer after 24-h water immersion at room temperature

Table 1, Expectantly, the separator before service con- tile presence of calcium explains why the membranes after
taincd dominantly potassium, but the membrane after battery service art, non-hygroscopic, the origin of the
service contained, quite unexpectedly, not the divalent calcium is as yet unexplained.
cation zine, but the diwdent cation calcium. Although

Soaking the poly(caleium aerylate)-containing mere-
Table 1. Principal cationsand their concentrations branes in mild acid awl then in aqueous KOH exchanges

in GX-119 battery separator membranes potassium for calcium, and the membranes regain their
before and after battery service initial suppleness.

':aflon_ I Sample'bwt*/* J concentratlon'"m_q/9 3. Zincate

Beforebatteryservice" A further point related to the cation exchange is con-

K T a.20 1" 2.09 cerned with the state of zinc oxide when dissolved iLa
[ 0.44 J 0.22 40% KOtI_.H..,O solution. It is currently accepted thatCa

Na 1 0.23, ]J 0.10 ;'inc °xide reacts with hydr°xide t° Yield the zincate /_-"

M9 0.14 0.11 anion ZnO._,, and hence there would be no free zine ion /
Ag 0.005 _ in solution to exchange with the potassium. This was _

, subsequently tf_sted hy placing a piece ,of membrane
After batteryserviced containing PKA in a solution of ZnO in distilled and de-

Ca 4.10 2.o6 ionized water and another in a 40% KOH-H,.,O solution
Zn 0,74 0.22 saturated with zinc oxide. Cation exchange to zinc only

MB o.6r o.ss occurred in the membrane placed in the zinc-oxide water
K o.4z 0.t2 solution, where zinc ions are known to exist, No zinc

Ag o.oo8 _ exchange occurred from exposure in the alkaline solution,
indicating the absence of any free zinc ions,

Mdefltlflcatlon and concentration obtained by iDectrolcoplc ar.aly$1t of the mere.
_ranel.

hWt. °le calculated by eml_loylng _ity weight of membrane ,ample. 4, Simple Amdytical Technique for Acrylate Content

"As received from $outhwelt Retearch Institute.

lSectlont of battery membrane materiel after service contain o deposit of o The battery separator membrane assumes non-

blaal,h,_bttonc..erer_m*bly"9,0. r*, thl, ,t_dy,,*rewe,to_ent* ..,.,o hygroscopic properties not only in the presence of divalent
thatthese,ectionlwere eltmlnatedorlortothe analysh, cations but also when the acrylic part is in the acid state.
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Hence, very accurate weighings of the membranes in Table 2. Mechanical properties at breakaand
either st .te can be made in air without interference from crosslinkingdensitiesof battery separator
atmospheric moisture. Thus, the difference in weight of membranes for the GX-119 series
a sample when in the acid form and when containing a
divalent cation is directly related to the acrylate content. Crossllnk
Complete conversion from acid to salt and vice versa can Tensile Elonga- denslty, b

Membrane description strength, tion, % moles crosslink
be accomplished usually within an hour by soaking the psi
memlu'anes in either a 5-10% acid solution or a basic chalns/cm3

solution of the hydroxide or oxide of the desired divalent Bothgraftedwithpoly- 540 29 1120X 10-_
cation. Confirmation of the complete conversion from (polasslumacrylate)and
one form to the other is easily obtained by the clmnge crossllnkedMthdiviny[
in the. Very sensitive and strong IR peaks for the acid at benzene

5.58 I_and the salt at 6.45 ,_. Justgraftedwilhpoly- 445 40 669 X 10-¢
(potassium acrylate _,

5. Crosslinking Just crosslinked with ¢1" Footnote c I_
dlvlnyl benzene

The membranes are prepared by first grafting chains
of PKA onto PE and then crosslinking the system with .;_ ...... trai ........... Is obtained at 125°(2 ..... pl ..... lien i .... hi ....- naphthalene. This permits the dh ,el measurement of the contribution to prop-

divinylbenzene (DVB). Both reactions are initiated by ertles from th ...... linked netwark, and therefore th ...... linking density.

exposure to y-radiation fronl a cobalt 60 source and occur bvor comparison, rubber has a cro_sllnk density between 100 to 200 moles
crossllnk thales/era 3.

exclusix el)' in the amorphous phase of the PE. The cross- 0st ...... Ira| ............ t .... bta_nable si ...... pl ....... p_rt in ¢¢-chl ....

linking is required to ensure that the film stays together naphthalene at I250C.
when heated during sterilization at temperatures above
the PE melting point of 107°C,

are actually crosslinking the system. Given now the con-

The extent of crosslinking can be obtained by measuring centration of these chains in the membrane, as well as
the stress-strain curves of the film when swollen in the amount of PKA in the film, the molecular weight of the

a-chloronaphthalene at 125°C. The high temperature is PKA chain is readily calculated to be 780, which car-
required to ensure that a]l the crystalline PE is melted responds to a degree of polymerization of 7.
and will therefore give no eontribution to the mechanical

stren_'th. In addition, the swelling in a good PE solvent After grafting, DVB is then incorporated into the film,
is required to disentangle the polymer chains and cause and the er_,sslink density increases from 669 X 10-G to
them to separate only to the extent allowed by the cross- 1i20 × 10% Clearly, if this difference of (1120 - 669)
links. Hence, the strength of the film as measured by the X 10-" = 451 × 10-Gexisted in the PE film just crosslinked
initial modulus of the stress-strain curves will now be with DVB, it wold have had a reasonable strength, but,
directly related to the numbs-" of erosslink sites, in actual fact, it disintegrated in a-ehloronaphthalene.

Since the amounts of reacted DVB are equal in both
Stress-strain measurements at 125°C in a-chloro- cases, the implication is that more of the DVB is con- //

naphthalene were carried out on (1) a membrane both sumed in a crosslinking capacity in the presence of /
grafted and crosslinked, (2j a membrane just grafted, and acrylate than is in the pre_.ence of PE only. Perhaps, in
(8) a membrane just crosslinked. The results, summarized absence of PKA, DVB tends to polymerize into long

in Table 2, show that the grafted and crosslinked sample chains of poly(divinylbenzenc) rather than induce cross-
has a crosslink density of 1120 × 10-" moles crosslink
chains/cm _,the just-grafted sample has a erosslink density linking.
of 669 × 10-" moles ere"slink chains/cm 3, while the sample ._

In the early stages of development of these membranespresumably crosslinked with DVB, the crosslinker, was
so negligibly cmsslinked it couldn't be measured. For cam- at Southwest Research Institute, the p, ocedure was to

parison, crosslinked rubbers typic_,lly have values between crosslink first, followed by grafting. However, inferior
100-2_) X 10-" moles crosslink chains/era _ while hard, products were obtained. Subsequently, the procedure was
cured epoxy resins _ave values in excess of 1120 N 10-6. reversed an, 1 greatly improved membrane materials were

obtained. Perhaps, as the results here indicate, the cross-

The sm13dsingly h_gh value of 669 × 10-" for the just- lhaking densities in their initial products were too low,
grafted membrane clearly indicates that the grafted chains or the DVB in the PE interfered with PKA grafting.
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One final point on erosslinking is worth noting. As has Although there is considerable effort being expended
been pointed out, the membranes during battery service to find solutions for each of the failure mt, O,'s posed bv
are experiencing cation exchange from potassium to tile presence of the dissolved silver oxide, such as perm-
calcium. This divalent cation, by connecting across two selective membranes, one direct approach seems to lie
acrylate groups, increases the erosslinking density. If, in finding methods to simply reduce silver-oxide solubility
during battery service, degradative reactions are occur- --additives, for instance, wl,ieh would not interfere with
ring which desta'oy the erosslinking introduced by the battery operation but which would'lower or eliminate
PKA and DVB, then the cation exchange to calcium silver-oxide solubility. The feasibility of this approach
would provide offsetting e:'osslinking and preserve the was demonstrated by observing that the solubility of silver
mechanical strength of the membrane. Some evidence of oxide was redueed by a factor of over 20 in a solution of
this was obtained by converting a used battery separator 40% KOH in a mixed sol,vent system of 80 vol % water
from the calcium salt back to the potassium salt, and and £0 vol % methanol. Though this solution is corn-

noting that, although the elastie and supple properties patible with the membrane, it performed poorly as a
returned, the material had greatly reduced tear resistance ha' tery electrolyte, as can be seen from its current-voltage
as compared to a membrane that had not seen battery characteristic curve given in Fig. 7. In fact, all solutions
service, eontaining greater than 5 vol % methanol failed as candi-

date electrolytes, all giving gaseous products at the nega-
tive electrode at an applied potential of oniy 0.6 V. The

o. Silver Oxide Problem Ag-Zn batteries are normally ehm_ged at an applied
During battery operation, silver oxide (Ag.,O) is formed potential of 1.,5 to 1.6 V.

on the silver electrode, and this material has a finite

solubility (4 X 10-_ molar) in the KOH-H=O electrolyte. Investigations will e:ontinue on electrolyte systems

Silver oxide can then freely migrate to the zinc electrode, which are operational in a Ag-Zn battery and which will
where it can be redueed to metallic silver. The membrane's have lowered silver-oxide solubility.
intended function, in dividing the cell, is to keep the
dissolved silver oxide on the silver electrode's side.

However, some silver oxide does permeate the membrane, Reference
but also there is a continuous deposition of solid silver 1. Bonotto, S., and Bonner, E. F., PolumerPrel.rints,ACS, Vol. 9,
oxide within the interior of the membrane. This deposition No. 1, p. 587, Apr.1968.
continues until the volume concentration of the silver

oxide builds to a suffleient level where battery perform- 10 i i r l --
...... 40% KOH I_'I METHANOL (SATURATED SOLUTION

anee deteriorates due to the onset of "high-resistant-short- -- 45%KOHINWATER

circuiting" across the membrane. Even an insulating solid ..... z,o SATURATED45*/.KO.-- ,20 SOLUnON
8 _----[-_----t ---"

in thin enough layers can have some measurable electrical _1 i .El i ' /

conductivity.

This deposition is a failure mode of the battery, as are "_ ',2
any problems which arise from metallic silver accumu- z
lation at the zinc electrode. In addition, silver oxide

dissolved in strong alkaline medium is a strong oxidizing u _NSAT: ! -PcELECTRODE--nI
Pt ELECTRODE I

agent, intermediate between the oxidizing powers of per- . _--Pt ELIECIRODE I / +PC.ELECTRODE_ \/

manganate and perchlorate. This can lead to oxidative _\, ] 1/ -[------ I_ _

damage of the membrane, such as oxidative seission of 2

the erosslinking introduced by the PKA and DVB re- [ _ - ptELEC_ODES---_]_ _.actions. Perhaps this is the testimony to the desirability 0
of the divalent cation exchange in the membrane to 0 0,4 o.s 1.2 1., 2.0 2.4

'. preserve the crosslinking level. Finally, another failuy:e VOLTAGE, V

') mode, unrelated to silver oxide, is the growth at the zi'nc
electrode of crystalline whiskers whose sharp points c,an Fig. 7, Current-voltage characteristiccurves for

._, pierce the membrane and provide a direct short-eircult, various battery electrolytes measured by

._) path, which may eventually touch th silver electrode, employing platinum electrodes
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C. Creep of Elastomer Undergoing Aging, equation but, of course, this does not mean that it will
J. Moacanin, H. Y. Tom, R. F. Fedors, and R. F. Landel he generally valid for all elastomers.

1. Introduction Therefore, a program has been initiated to combine our

A long-standing goal of the research program on the studies on mechanical properties with those on the
mechanical properties of solid composite propellants and chemical reactions of such materials to develop, through
their elastomerie bindcrs has been to be able to predict an interdisciplinary approach, improved methods of pre-
their properties from molecular parameters characteristic dieting long-telm or fatigue behavior of such materials.
of the binders (Refs. 1 and 2). This goal has now been This artMe explores in particular the implications of
reached and a comprehensive theory developed (Ref. 8). Plazek's work on the interpretation of the creep behavior

of slowly degrading systems.

For example, modulus values, as well as breaking
strengths, can be estinmted over wide ranges in time or 2. Discussion

temperature without using any arbitrary parameters. Plazek showed that, in addition to the usual time-
Though developed in a program related to solid eom- temperature superposition for the viscoelastic response
posite propellants, these results also have implications of a erosslinked elastomer, a superposed curve for long
for long time behavior of materials such as sealants for time response could be obtained using the apparent
high-speed aircraft fuel tanks, or rubbers for shock molecular weight between erosslinks M,. as a reduction
mounts. However, in the long time region, i.e., at quasi- variable. Thus, by carrying out measurements at several
equilibrium in terms of the kinetic theory of rubberlike temperatures and M, levels, one can obtain the visco-
elasticity, there are two main reasons that prevent a elastic response for a leference temperature and refer-
straightforward application of this development: (1) the enee AL over 9 or 10 decades of logarithmic time.
theory in its present form does not account for degrada-
tion reactions, which may be too slow to be ascertained
from short time measurements; (2) there exist poorly Plazck's master curve for creep compliance--the start-
understood slow relaxation processes whose effects are ing point for this work--is shown in Fig. 8 and is given by
presently accounted for by an empirical equation due to

P!azek (Ref. 4). log 1, _ = log Y_(M_) + log L_A + log ¢.

Plazek studied the creep compliance in shear of natural (1)
rubber and styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR), but also
found that Thirion's (Ref. 5) stress relaxation data on where L(M_) is the equilibrium compliance corresponding
specimens from the same sheets were in complete accord to M_, the ratio in the second term represents the vertical
with his creep data. (Both were very careful to exclude shift that brings tlm response for the specimen onto the
chemical degradation.) The good agreement between the level of the reference curve, and _ is a terminal retardation

results from these two types of experiments and our own function which describes the very slow approach to //¢_-
constant strain-rate data confirm the validity of Plazek's equilibrium, The factor log a., which provides the reduced

-6.2 _t ._..____

-6.3

-6.4 f

/
-6,5 [

-2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

,1
Fig. 8. Logarithmicplot of d_(t),extended compliance curveresulting

from reductionusingMe as a reductionvariable, vs logarithm
of reducedtime t/a_ (Me varies between 5200 and 20,500)
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time scale, represents tile horizontal shift necessary to u2

achieve supcrposition. The shift factor a, was found to _"

be an expon _._tial function of Me: /_////////

//

ax = const X M_' (2)

with m =15.4 for both natural rubber and SBIt. _ / ! //"
It follows from this development, once the master curve I/ h

for an elastomer is established and, consequently, the
a,-M_ relationship is known, that :'de is the only param-
eter needed to predict the creep compliance of a given
specimen at time t. Also, one can use the compliance

curve to calculate other rheologieal properties via the it.
distribution of retardation times. 1ogt

Accepting that the above considerations account for Fig. 9. Implication of the assumption that the network
mechanical effects, the relationship between a_ and M_ responds instantaneously to changes in v_
suggests a method of incorporating the effects of chem-

ical changes into the same formalism. We merely let Mo Now suppose that specimen v_ is suddenly degraded
and hence a,, become a time-dependent parameter whose to v2 at t*. According to this approximation, it should
value is determined by the appropriate degradation assume instantaneously tim compliance for v2 at t*.
kinetics. Clearly, this is an idealized situation, for a real system

would gradually approach the curve v._.The approxima-
For studying degradation, it is preferable to use the tion should not be too serious, however, as long as the

effective number of chains v¢ as the operational pararn- degradation processes are slow, because then v(t + at)�

eter, instead of Me. The relationship between the two is v(t) _ 1, i.e., the two curves are close together, and the
taken as v_ = p/M_ moles/em 3. Note tlmt M_, the ap- difference in the paths is very small. Moreover, _he ap-
parent molecular weight of a network chain as defined proximation overestimates the rate of creep, and, there-
here, is not the same as H' the true molecular weight of fore, will lead, for example, to conservative fatigue.3'

an elastically effective chain; in general, M_ > M_. estimates.

For the description of a system undergoing degrada- It is to be noted that considerable work has been done
tion, it is appropriate to use the initial material as ref- on the behavior of elastomers at elevated temperatures
erence; then the master curve describes the behavior of (Ref. 6). Under these conditions, q_ may approach unity. _,.
the undegraded material. As degradation proceeds, a, If so, it can be assumed that the elastomer is at equi- //
departs from unity: librium (i.e., at 1¢) at all times, and, hence, relating /changes in the mechanical response to degradation is

straightforward.

ado = r Mo(t)7_= [_o(o)7"_LMc(0)j L_,(t)j (3) Initially, there are v(0) chains. At time t we suppose
that q(t) cuts have occurred, some of which may be mul-

By an appropriate horizontal shift, i.e., log a_(t), and tiple cuts on the same chain, leaving v(t) elastically
vertical shift, i.e., log le(O)/l,(t), in a double logarithmic effective chains to suppe_t the load. These are the chains
plot of ](t) versus t, one arrives at the compliance of the which have not experienced a single cut. It is necessary,
degraded material. This statement implies that the state therefore, to derive the relationship between v(t) and
of the system is detemfined uniquely by the value of q(t), i.e., v[q(t)], since the mechanical response is deter-
a.,(t), and does not depend on its history. This is an ap- mined by v(l) whereas chemical kinetics of degradation
prc::imation whose effect is illustrated in Fig. 9. The two will yield q(t).
solid curves indicate the compliance-time relationships

for elastomers, in the absence of degradation, cross- As an illustration of the approach to be taken in in-
linked to diff:rent extents, corporating degradation kinetics, let's consider the simple
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case of first-order kinetics which has been shown to

apply to some real systems, e.g., oxidative degradation

of natural rubber. If each cut were effective, then .HALF-T

,,(t) = ,,(0) -- q

and, in accordance with the postulated kinetics,

}
d,,(t) _ k'v(t)dt

Jt(o)

o1"

,,(t____)= exp ( - k't),,(0)

Also, in view of Eq. (3), log,

aj(t) = exp (mk't) (4) Fig. 10. Compliance curvesfor networks
undergoing degradation

Figure 10 shows the compliance curve for an elastomer
where M,. is 20,500, m is 15.4 (the value for natural rub-

D. Stress Relaxation in Compression ofber), and where ,,(t)/,,(O) = V2 after 1 day in one ease,
and after 1 yr in the other case. It is apparent that, after SBR-GIass Bead Composites,
one half-life, properties deteriorate too ,'apidly to be of J.Moacaninand H.Y. Tom
much interest. 1. Intreduction

Future work will uao existing kinetic data for a system A solid-propellant grain undergoing heat sterilization
like natural rubber to estimate the degradation rate at experiences a complex history of tensile and compressive
low temperatures, ,uch as ambient, and then attempt a stresses. A simple test was devised to ascertain the
realistic comparison of the predicted and experimentally changes which may be taking place in the propellant
determined behavior. Such an analysis is necessary to during sterilization. A cylindrical polyurethane propellant
ascertain the range of conditions where one may expect slug was confined to a fixed length in the clamp; the
to be able to separate chemical from purely mechanical ends of the specimen were bonded to the clamp plates.
contributions to behavior. Starting at room temperature, the specimen was un-

stressed. As the temperature was gradually r_dsed to
185°C, the specimen experienced compressive stresses /

References (Fig. 11) because its expansion was restricted. While the
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Series,Mechanics and Chemistry of Solid Propellants,proceed- was cooled to room temperature, it experienced a sig-
ings of the Fourth Symposiumon Naval Structural Mechanics,
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8. Fedors, R. F., and Lavdel, R. F., "A Test of the Predictability initial unstressed state, because the relaxation at 185°C
of the Properties of Filled Systems," presented at the AIAA was caused in part by chemical exchange of the urethane
Meeting, Washington, D.C., June 1967. bonds in the binder. At room temperature, however, the

4. Plazek,D. J., 1. Polv. Sci., A-2,Vol, 4, p. 745, 1966. rate for this process is too slow te ,'ontribute to the over-
5. Thirion,P., Proceedings of the IrdernationalConferenceon the all relaxation process.
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The stress rclaxometer was constructed with a LVDT

150 /_ , , w_--/N/-r--r--wG,/---r--r- load cell (Daytronic, 15OA), excited and amplified by a
signal conditioner (Daytronie, 800 D with type 71 plug-in
module). The output from the force transducer was
recorded by a strip chart recorder (Leeds and Northrop,

model G). To minimize temperature fluctuations in the100 load cell, a flow of nitrogen gas maintained at room tem-

\ perature was circulated past the head. A further preeau-

l _ tion against thermal influence was taken by extending

I

' the coupling between the head and sample with a longt

univar rod. The stability of this instrument over a 24-h

o _ period was found to be +gO g.
50 _\

u_ _ F (135°C) - 38

coot In a typical experilnent, the test speeimen was placed
between two plates, where one _as fixed and the other
coupled to the load cell. The sandwiehed specimen was
then immersed into an oil bath fixed at 50 +0.8°C.

0
After _,.'.,h, it was gradually compressed until a reason-

_(2_c)= ably lfigh stress was attained. The gage reading eor-
-29 responding to the initial length to was determined by

30 I I I _ s_/N/ 63_ ' 6s'_ extrapolating linearly to zero force. The specimen was
TIME, h then allowed to relax at 1° for at least 10 min before

Fig. 11. Stressin a polyurethane propellant test compressing to the desired level.
specimen undergoing heat sterilization

The stability of the experimental setup was assessed
by conducting a control experiment for 24 h with the

the superposition of the following effects: mechanical test specimen held at l,,. No increase in instrument insta-
relaxation, dewetting of filler, and chemical degradation bility or significant oil sorption from the constant tern-
and exchange reactions, To identify and ultimately assess perature were observed.
the extent of each contribution, a separate study was

conducted on the stress relaxation in compression of The following changes would substantially improve

styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) filled with glass beads, the instrumentation. Better temperature control for the
For the experimental conditions which were used, chem- electronics would minimize drift and therefore improve
ical degradation and exchange reactions should be negli- long time stability. A clamp to quickly strain the test
gible. Thus, these experiments enabled us to focus our specimen (< 1 s versus 15--20 s required now) would

attention on the contribution of dewetting, extend data to short times. /,_

/2. Experimental Technique
3. Resultsand Discussion

Styrene-butadiene rubber test specimens loaded with
val ying amounts of glass (0.000 to 0.889 volume fraction) In earlier articles, _-various aspects of the mechanical
were prepared, following a slightly modified procedure behavior of composite systems in tensile deformation
described previously for thin sheets (SPS 87-82, Vol. IV, have been discussed in some detail. In particular, strain-
pp. 120-125). The test specimens (1.2 cm long X 1.8 cm induced particle-binder dewetting was described, and a
diameter) were cured in the press for 8 h at 154.5°C, theoretical model was proposed which predicts the iso-

and then let stand in a vacuum chamber for 8 h at thermal volume dilatation. Pursuant to these investiga- ;
180°13, before removal from the mold. By including the tions, the reinforcing effect of the filler particle is
last step, clear bubble-flee specimens could be obtained, proportional to the loading fraction _ and the fraction
The effective number of chains v_ was assumed to be of the filler surface in contact with .he binder. Thus, for
the same for all samples, since the same peroxide con-

eentration was used; determinations of their values by 'sPs 87-82, Vol. IV, pp. 12o-125; SPS 87-85, Vo.1. IV, pp. 98-98;

swelling are underway. SPS 37-40, Vol. IV, pp. 80-88; and SPS 87-41, Vol. IV, pp. 97-107.
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small strains without dewctting, the modulus E for the Allowing ¢<.frto vary with time, because of dewetting,
filled system is related to that of the binder Eo by Eq. (1) can be rewritten as

_, \ ._._+,,.I +,,-,I1+ 7___+7
where qs,,,is the maximuna attainable volumetric loading
fraction. (4)

As the binder pulls away from the filler surface, the where
effective loading level for tensile deformation and a
spherical filler particle is given by q,<.u(t)_ 4, - &

4,err=_5 sin O (2) 4, being the value for t = 0; hence, & represents the
decrease in <bfor given t. Since by postulate 4,ott is pro-

where the angle 0 = 90 deg - 0 defined in SPS 87-41, portional to S,, then

Vol. IV. #>_,(t) ._ 1 - sin _ = 1 _t

This result was obtained by assuming that the void
formed is conical in shape. The fraction of particle sur- or
face still in contact with the binder is then given by
S, = sin 0, wlmre the angle 0 defines the base of the sin 0 = __L
tensile cone in contact with the sphere (Fig. 12). Using 4>
the same model for compression, instead of two cones
with their axis parallel to the direction of stress, one On the other hand, it was found (SPS 37-41, Vol. IV)
obtains a doughimt-shaped body with the axis of revo- that tim rate of volume dilation in tension is proportional
lution parallel to the compressive stress. Carrying out to the cube root of time t:L Accepting the same relation-
the analysis, we arrive at S, = sin 0, leading to ship for compression, one can write

_t_ = _ (1 - sin 0) (8) A_.V_V= _ sina0 = "_ = fl t'la
---- 2 "

Vo 2 1-sin2b 1-_t
COMPRESSIVESTRESS

III !li[Jll/!l!/,s
(5)

Only the term in _t/_ need be retained, since the ratio

is <41. With the proper substitutions, Eq. (4) predicts for
compression

;t -=('- L'+
: -:.o +,,,(%,,_coM._ss,__TR,S ,,o _s T----7t:_) t.,.

I_lll

Fig. ',2. Schematic of deweltlng (6)
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or intercepts, however, are reasonably well defined. For

..4 the 18% data, both the intercepts and the slopes are

(_) : \(1- q_"/':b_+_____2[3y/a t,/._ (7, better defined. The various parameters calculated from4_,,,\ 4 / the analysis of these plots are given in Table 8.

From Eq. (7), it follows that a plot of (ro/(_)'''l should be
linear in t1/:', the intercept giving (1 - (b/q_,,,) and the Inspection of Table 1 shows that the estimates of q_

slope being qJq_,,,(2fl/ep)_/'_. from the plots are lower than the filler volume fractions.
The deviations are illustrated in Fig. 15. The equation

The experianental results for the SBR-glass beads used to calculate the lines is
system werc treated according to the above scheme.
Figures 18 and 14 show the data for 7% and 18% tom- _o

pression, respectively. For the 7% data, the scatter does _e_ = ---_ _) (8)not allow for a meaningful estimate of the slopes. The 1 + kE '1 --

0.90

SAMPLE4 7

0.85 _ ___ 'A

0.80

<.

 ,a2o >

8

0.,0 _i _'_---°_ _

0,65
0 2 3 4

t I/9

Fig. 13. (c,olGr)°'4vs t 1/°for 70/, compression
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t I/9

Fig. 14. (troll)°'4vs t _/_for 18% compression
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Table 3. Parameters from (,ro/,f)"' vs t1/° plots according to Eq. (7) tel 7% and 18% compression

{1 -- _b/_,,,) _(q_,_ 0.74) q'_/_/_,,, / (2 t:t)'/_ (2 f:/)l ._,,
Sample Glass-bead volume

number fraction q_ 7 % 18 % 7 % 18 % 7 % 18 % 18 %

3 0.092 (0.84)" (0.97) _ 0.045 0.02 -- 0.004 0.22

4 0.132 0.84 0.954 0.12 0.034 0.004 0.0035 0.20

5 0.169 0.78 -- 0.16 -- _ --

6 0.204 0.74 0.907 0.19 0.069 0.005 0.0066 0.055

7 0.234 0.724 0.879 0.21 0.09 0.002 0.0 ! 17 0.068

8 0.270 0.69 0.814 0.23 0.14 0.005 0.014 0.070 !.
9 0.2P ' 0.66(?) 0.779 0.25 0.16 0.003 0.017 0.080

10 0.33, 0.66 0.756 0.25 0.18 0.012 0.016 0.072

aUsed_'_extrapolated.
1'Badplot.
"Plot gives_,_1.0, hence_ _ Or 0.97 is It,wet I;mlt of esffmale of uncertainly.

0.3 t

o

0.2
, /

j" zx
z_

* zx

0.1

&

A

I

/ !

o _A,0 .I 0.2 0.3 0.4

Fig, 15. Comparison of volumetric and effective filler fractions i

where k = 1/2). Included in the equation is a correctiov, much below the corresponding curve. This may be the
for the fact that in a filled system the total strain is take_ consequence of partial instantao.eous dewetting the me.
up by the binder alone, but does not include dewetting, ment the specimen is strained; thus, _ett corresponding

to t _ 0 would be given by the extrapolation. Following .
The data points in Fig. 15 are the estimates from this fast initial dewetting, the process then continues

the plots according to Eq. (7). For 7% compression, the gradually at a rate proportional to _/o. This is in quali- i
agreeme_v is good. For 18% compression, the points are tative agreement with the previously reported volumetric
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measurements, where for tensile deformation plots of agreement with about 0.1o obtained from dilatrometric
AV/V. versus t'" were lipear, with an intercept for t _- 0 data for tensile deformation (SPS 87-41, 9"ol. IV). The
which was proportional to the strain, fact that data from stress relaxation in compression lead

to the same rat(, constant as those froln vohlme nleasure-

ments in tension strongly supports the basic correctness
The rat," constant fl for 18% compression was esti- of the underlying model for dewetting. It also dem'm-

mated from the data for the five highest loading levels strates that the contribution of dewetting to the meehani-
to be about 0.:?, (set"). This value is in remarkable cal behavior can be factored out.

/
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XIII. Research and Advanced Concepts
PROPULSIONDIVISION

A. Further Heat-Transfer Results With an Applied, we_'e obtained than in previous tests and much larger

Transverse Magnettc Field in a Square increases in heat transfer were measured than l)efore. The
apparatus and method of making experiments are ere-

Channel, E. J. Reschke scrihed in SPS ;37-51, Vol. III, and earlier articles in the

SPS series. Symbols used in this article are defined in
1. Introduction Table 1.

Some experimental heat-transfer results for partially
ionized argon flowing in a 2- × 2-in. square channel with

a transversemagnetic field were presented in SPS37-51, 2. Method of PresentingHeat-Transfer Data
VeL III, pp. 130-135. Those resuhs, and all lesults appear- A convenient way of presenting the experimental heat- /
ing in previous SPS publications, were for subsonic flow. transfer data is in the form of the non-dimenslonal heat /
The purpose of this article is to present some of the ea:'lier flux

data in a different way and compare it to the theory pre- 2aq

sented by Back,: Prominent in this treatme_,t of both Q:":- k_ (T_ - T,,,) (1)
experiment and theory is the joule heating parameter S,

which arises in the enerffy equation _.pt:t_cable to this This grouping tends to include the effect of changes in
problem. Methods of computh_g S are given; various the bulk temperature of the gas that occur when the
methods for colxecting S due to departures of the elee- magnetic field is applied and then varied (see SPS 37-51,
trical conductivity from scalar values are discussed. In Vol. ili). It is also one of the dependent variables uti-
addlticn, new data for a case of supersonic flow is pre- lized in the theoretical treatment (see Footnote 1). The
sented that is of interest because mneh higher values of S effect of the applied magnetic field is emphasized by

_Back,b. H., "Laminar Heat Transfer in Electrically Conducting forming the ratio Q/Qo , whieh represents the ratio of
,, the non-dimensional heat flux with applied _eld to itsFluids Flowing.Between Paralle!I lates, paperacceptedfor pub-

licaHonin Int. 1. Heat MassTransfer, value when the applied field is zero.
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Table 1. Nomenclature

a channel half-height, 2a = 2 ill. S joule-heating parameter,

A, C upper and lower walls of channel, S = (Ha)-' Ek (1 - K)-' Pr

respectively S' eorrec.ted jonie-hcatingparameter,

B applied magnetic field strength S' : S _1 + fl,,fl_)

c specific heat T temperatu:-c

' E applied elechic field strength i7 hulk gas velocib'

Ek Eckert numher. Ek -_ ii-', c (T_ - T_,-) x axial coordinate in d_r _ction of flow

H total enthalpy ._ non-dimensional axial distance,

IIa Hartmann vumber, Ha = (,_/tt)'_ Ba _ = (x/2a)/Reer

J current density /3_ Hall parameter,/3_ = ,,,_¢_

K ratio of applied to induced electric fields, fl_ ion-slip parameter,/3_ = o,_r,
K = E/fiB = 0

k fllermal conductivity (Ref. 2) t* viscosity (Ref. 9.)

rh mass rate of flow _ scalar electrical conductivity (Ref. 2)

Pr Prandtl number (Ref. 2) T_,r_ particle collision times

q measured heat flux _,_,_,, particle colhsion frequencies

Q" non-dimensional heat flux,

Q* = 2aq/ki (T_ -- T,,.) Subscripts

Q,I non-dimensional heat flux at zero magnetic i inlet conditions
field

0 conditions at zero magnetic field
Re Reynolds number based on channel height,

Re :=-_h/2at._ w conditions at wall

In the theoretical treatment, ki is constant because of ties at the appropriate conditions are taken from Ref. 1.

the constant-property assumption and T_ may be con- Presently, the inlet station is taken to be the center of f/
sidered fixed as Q* changes with changing value of mag- the first segment of the four-segment test section 7/
netic field B, i.e., changes in the joule heating parameter S. (SPS 37-51, Vol. III), partly because the magnetic field
However, in the experimental case. both k_ and' Ti vary distribution becomes approximately fiat at that location.
with S at a selected inlet axial station. In practice, Q* is All heat-transfer data to be presented later, however, are
calculated presently from for the second segment of the test section.

2acq The variation of Q*/Q* with S at the selected axial

Q* - ki (Hi - Hw) (2) station is then of interest for the channel walls perpen-
dicular to the direction of the applied magnetic field'.

where c is an effective specific heat taken to be constant;
3. Calculationof the Joule Heating Parameter

H_ is obtained directly from an energy balance applied

to the system in the axial direction. All semi-local bulk The joule heating term j2/_, in the energy equation
flow parameters (such as temperature, velocity, and ioniza- may be non-dimensionalized according to
tion fraction) are obtained from the energy balance and

' iteration of the conservation _quations; transport proper- S = (Ha) 2Ek (1 - K)2Pr (3)
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Thus, the sign of S is always positive for a horizontal to ion-slip alone would be zero when the Hall effect was
channel whether the direetioa of B is verlkally upward zero (fie = 0). The ion-slip effect, however, is not neees-
or downward. The calculation of S hom Eq. (3)is straight sarilv zero when the Ilall effect is zero if the ions are
forward when all the hulk properties of the gas are known cun'ent carriers (ReS. 2). Those results applied to the
as a hmctiun of axial position. Since there ix no applied present situation yield a corrected value of
electric field in the present experiments, K = 0.

S
S' (5)

However, at the eousiderahly high values of applied (1 -F flefli)
magnetic field employed here (up to 10,000 G), depar-
tures of S h'om the value expressed by Eq. (3) are to be which applies when the tlal! current is zero and the corn-
expected when the eleeh'ieal conductivity departs from ponent of magnetic field in the flow direction is small
its classic scalar wdue. One correction commonly used is compared to the transverse component. The correction
due to the Hall effect and S then hecomes reduced in factor (1 4 fl,.fi,) was successfully used to correlate
accordance with experimental measurements for argon (Ref. 2) for con-

S ditions that may be similar to those in the present experi-

S' =- (1 + o.-:) (4) ments.

4. Resultsfor a Case of SubsonicGas Flow
In these experiments fie > > 1 SO that S'-+ 0; theoreti-

cally, no effects of magnetic field on heat transfer would The results given in SPS 37-51, Vol. III, were obtained
be observed. Since substanhal changes in q and Q* were by manual calculatiou; since that time more refined cal-

obtained for negligible S' fx'om Eq. (4), it is concluded culations have been performed and many have been
that Eq. (4) cannot apply in the present experiments, reduced to machine computation. The results for tests

107-18H and -19H (taken for the same flow conditions

Hall and ion-slip effects were discussed in SPS 37-52, and applied electric power to the gas) are shown in Fig. 1.
Vol. III. pp. 109-112. Those results indicated that Values of the non-dimensional heat-flux ratio Q*/Q,*,are
/3__ 10 -"/3_for argon and that the correction factor due plotted at corrected values of S' as defined in Eq. (5).

0 ¢ /./
THEORY FORRePr = !00 g = O.

I FIELD

1.8 -- WALL FORW_.RD REVERSE

• o A 0 • / /_. FLOW WALL A / •_oL6--®--

1.2

1.0 0 0

_ 0.8

l00 2 4 6 101 2 4

JOULE HEATING PARAMETERS

Fig. 1. Non-dimensional heat flux at second segmentof test section
for subsonicflow, tests 107-18H and -19H
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Forward field indicates an applied magnetic field directed upstream of the location of these data), values of
vertically upward and vice versa for reverse field In this 0.005 < ._< 0.006 would be obtained. Tile agreement
case, atthe highest values orS obtained, 0.25<fl,fl,<0.30. between theory and experiment is sufficiently good to be
It is clear that substantial increases in heat transfer occur encouraging.
,vith an increase in either S or S'. The relatively good

agreement between walls A and C for le\,erse field is 5. Resultsfor a Case of Initially SupersonicGas Flow
noted; the reason data for wall A at forward field are
low bas no, vet been determined. The results of test 107-26H were of interest because

large values of S were obtained. Th;s test was considered

Also appearing in Fig. 1 are theoretical predictions to be initially supersonic (before applied field) because
adapted from Back (Footnote i). Each eurve repre- the bulk equilibrium Maeh number was greater than
sents the variation of Q:'/Q"/, with S for different non- unit},, tbe flow was accelerating, and the axial pressure
dimensional axial distances from the inlet, as defined by distributions were unlike those obtained in the subsonic

"_= (x,'2a)./IlePr. Although tbe curves are indicated for eases. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2, which is a compari-
tlePr = 100, they are virtually independent of RePr for son of results for tests 107-18H and -26H; both tests were
values of ttePr greater than 50. For these experiments conducted with a value of mass flow rate rh,_ 0.007 lb/s.
8"9.< tleP,'< 110. The trend of the data is in rough

agreement with the theory. Experimental values of g are The effect of the applied magnetic field on static pres-
not known because the "effective" location at whieb the sure measured at tbe wall is stlown in Fig. 3. These results

flow may be considered to begin is not determined. If differ from equivalent results for test 107-18II (see
the "starting" point of the flow is considered to occur 5_ps 37-.51, Vol. hi) in several important ways: (1) peak-
at the center of the first segment of the test section (1 i.n , g of the pressure distribution still occurs but is much

:ess sharp and occurs further upstream than test 107-18H
indicates, (2) the relative increase in pressure in the test

L2 I I / 1.2 section is much greater in the supersonic ease compared

1.1 ,_1 1.1
_____ I i iTEST107-18H 0.50 r

MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH J

1.0 --_ TEST| 07-26H7_ / J J 1.0 0.45 -O ZERO(ENDOF TESTSECTION),I Oj I

I A-29 0 I I I I./ I [] 5 ,0 I 1 I I

,.-"" .... Ii- ....
,a _, .--_"_ 0.40

6. 0.8 _. 0.8 _ _ TEST I
_-_ ,,,/ INLET SECTIO SECTJON-.I_

// z0.6 I I 0.6-r- _n

0.5 , , 0.5
TEST

,I1_ INLET SECTION _ _ ,il.- SECTION-I_ u 0.25

0.4 I I 0.4 _

0.3 "-_- -._L I 0.3

0.1 1 I 3,1 _ MAGNET POLE PIECES-IP

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

DISTAN_.E FROM ANODE EXIT, in. DISTANCE FROM ANODE EXIT, in.

Fig. 2. Comparisonof axial distributionsof pressure
_ and Mach numberfor subsonicand supersonic Fig. 3. Effectof magnetlc field on axial pressure
i caseswith zero applied magnetic field distribution along side wall B, test 107-26H

" i
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to the subsonic case, and (3) the pressme gradient in the so that the nature of the flow is not elear. It does not

test section is somewhat greater in the supersollic ease. appear that the results of Fig. 4 are necessarily typical
of supersonie flow. It does appear that flow deceleration
due to axial Lorentz forces is relatively greater as theHeat-transfer results for this test are shown in Fig. 4
value of the initial Maeh number (at zero applied mag-in the same "nanner as Fig. 1 was depicted; larger values
netic field) is increased.

of S' and Q_/Qi] are evident. In this ease, the highest
values of S obtained were approximately 250, whereas 6. Conclusions
the corresponding values of 1.5 < fl,.[3i< 3.1 were com-

puted so that S' was markedly less than S at the highest It is now apparent that joule heating due to an applied
values of the magnetic field. Values of RePr were similar magnetic field can cause large increases in heat transfer
to those obtained in test 107-18H. Trends of the data to the walls of a channel in which a weakly ionized gas
(Figs. 1 and 4) are similar. In the latter case, a compari- is flowing. Trends of the non-dimensional heat flux Q:'
son with theory would tend to indicate a higher value increase with the joule-heating parameter S as predicted
of ._ for the supersonic case than for the subsonic case. by theory. The largest increase in Q:' obtained to date has
Again, one low set of data is evident, this time for wall C been six times that obtained at zero applied field. Despite
with reverse field. In contrast to the subsonic case, better the short comings of the theory due to its idealized treat-
agreement between walls is obtained for forward field ment of incompressible slug flow between infinite parallel
than for reverse field, plates, it appears that the theol T does contain the essen-

tial features of the consequences of joule heating.
In test 107-26H, for all but the very lowest values of S',

the computed bulk values of Mach number throughout the The values of S computed in these experiments are
square channel were less than unity; however, the trends probably too large because of non-scalar behavior of the
of the Mach number were similar to that shown in Fig. 2 electrical conductivity that may occur in str'mg magnetic

7 / /i 0.026 _ _ = ' I

.o •

0 5

Z

2 _

100 2 4 6 101 2 4 6 10:

JOULE HEATING PARAMETERS

Fig. 4. Non=dimensionalheat flux at secondsegment of testsection,
test 107-26H; flow initially supersonicat zero magneticfield
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fields. Theoretical values of the ttall parameter calculated a. Open loop stability studies.-'

by usual procedures were much too large to be relevant
in the present experimental results; it appears that theo- (1) The open loop uncontrolled plant is generally in-herently stable. However, design modifications to
retical values of/3_ are one to two orders of magnihlde improve marginal stability and increase protection
too high. An alternative ion-slip correction suggested in against accidental large reactivity insertions may
Ref. 2 has been utilized in the form S'= S/(I + fi_fl_); be required.
this correction yields much more reasonable results since
fl_ _ 10-'-'ft, in these experiments. (2) The small feedback effects lead to a relatively large

change in operating point even for minor perturba-
tions. The self-regulation is inadequate, necessitat-

References ing active control.

1. de Voto, R. S., Ar[mn Plasma Tra_lsportProperties,Technical (3) Thermal transicnts from electric load and reactivity
Report 217. Stanford University, Department of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, Stanford, Calif., Feb. 1965.Also available in perturbations are damped and can be controlled
Phys. Fhdds, Vol. 10, pp. 354-364, Feb. 1967. with conventional controller hardware. This also

holds for thermal transients following open circuit-
2. Patrick, R. M., and Brogan, T. R., "One-Dimensional Flow of ing at the reactor terminals. If uncontrolled, thisan Ionized Gas Through a Magnetic Fieht," J. Fluid Mech.,

Vol. 5, Part 9, pp. 289-309, 1958. leads to large and fast fuel and emitter tempera-
ture increases.

(4) tf the cesium pressure is optimized with respect to
B. Thermionlc Diode Kinetics Experiment, a given operating point, tile characteristic current-

H. Gronroos voltage curves cross each other. Then. for a given
load line, the heat balance characteristic can pass

1. Introduction through a maximum and a minimum. Therefore,
conditions for self-sustained oscillations can be con-

The thermionic diode kinetics experimental program jectured for a nuclear reactor application. With a
is part of a continued effort aimed at delineating the small increase in co _um pressure, at some cost in
problems associated with liquid-metal-cooled thermionic efficiency, the char' . ,_ristics are altered sufficiently
reactors for space powerplant application. This article
describes a non-nuclear thermionic reactor system experi- to prevent such oscillations.
ment that is now being assemblcd. T!ae experiment will b. Control studies.:'
mainly address itself to tile questions of plant dynamics
and control. Other parallel evaluations concerned with (1) Depending on the system application, either con-
reactor physics, design and engineering, mate, ials and stant reactor output voltage control or a specific
fabrication, and application studies are not discussed in programmed response control is feasible.

this article. (2) It appears that existing cur)troller hardware tech-
nology is sufficient to meet foreseeable controller /

The experimental assembly has many features in com- performance specifications. /
mon with what would be termed a system simulator,

However, the assembly is more accurately described as a (3) A step change in the electric load will cause a volt-
first step towards a system simulator test. Although the age spike to occur at the reactor terminals and,
time constants are expected to approximate those existing therefore, also at the input to the power conditioner.
in a real system, many components are relatively far To avoid the spike at the output of the power con-
removed in design from what they probably will be in ditioner, it must be designed to accommodate the
application, spike for the duration of the transient.

2. Resultsof Analytical Investigations The analytical studies have been useful in building up
a theoretical understanding of the system behavior but

Results of analytical investigations of thermionie reaetor they necessarily employ models that are only approximate
system dynamics and control are summarized to clarify

._ the requirements that should be placed on an experi- _sPs 37-45,Vol. IV, pp. 151-162, and Ref. 1.
_i mental facility. 3References2 and 3.

?
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deseriptions of the physical system. There are consider- 4. Experimental Assembly

able difllcuhies in the analytical formulation, particularly To accommodate the desired obiectives as ch)se/y as
for start-up and shut-down and for cases of large pertmba-
tions. In addition, computer constraints limit the feasi- possible and still stay within reasonable cost, an experi-

mental approach shown in Fig. 5 was chosen. Up to six
bility of d,'tailed modeling of the complete system, cylindrical thermionie diodes may be mounted vertically

in a single-channel NaK-cooled test bank enclosed in a

3. Motivations and Requirements vacuum chamber. Each diode is independently heated by
electron beam power. The associated cesium reservoir is

The cost of in-pile experiments are high and, at this also controlled indepe_dently. The NaK heat-rejection
, time, several hardware problems remain to be resolved, loop is enclosed in a housing under nitrogen cover gas.

A non-nuclear experiment aimed at investigating the dy- An NaK to nitrogen heat exchanger carries away the
namics and control will give inputs for the reliable design waste heat.
of nuclear experiments, and also for the design of a re-

actor prototype. An experiment designed to give data for The generated electrical power is fed to an electrical
evaluation of system responses to various perturbations coupling unit that consists of a series of specially de-
and simulat,_d accidents will aid in the evahmtion of ycleped, high-current, pneumatically actuated, mercury
variouc control conc(pts. Also, predictions from analytical switches c_mnccting copper lms bars. Any desired series
models can be compared with experimental information, or parallel eh'ctrical interconnection between the diodes
Particularly, studies of system behavior off nominal opcr- in the test bank may be chosen, as well as open and short
ating conditions, such as part electrical load, diode open circuit conditions.
and short circuiting, loss of cesium, loss of coolant flow,

start-up and shut-down, and prompt criticality, are im- The power-conditioning equipment transforms the low
portant before any nuclear application is attempted. In voltage-lugh current de power generated by the test
addition, hardware specifications will be placed on a diodes to high voltage-low current de power. The electric
firmer basis and breadboarded system components can be load simulates the load to which a thermionie reactor

placed in line wifll power-producing thermionie diodes, powerplant would be connected.

The experimental facility should have the following An analog computer provides the nuclear reactor simu-
features: lation. Thermocouple readings from the diodes and the

coolant loop are fed into the computer and the electrical
(1) Flexibility in simulating various controllers and analog of temperature coefficients of reactivity is goner-

reactor systems in order to accommodate various ated along with the neutron kinetics. The computer con-
design concepts, which implies the use of analog trols the electron beam heater power supply for the
and digital computers on line. diodes. Various reactor control concepts can be pro-

grammed on the analog computer, With this computer
(2) Realistic simulation of thermionie diode perfor- it is also possible to compensate the cesium reservoir tem-

mance, which implies the use of diodes approximat- perature in a desired manner (e.g., for simulation of into- /
ing prototype designs, gral cesium reservoir temperatnre variations). /

(3) Adequate instrumentation and data reduction
The controls for the experimental facility monitors

systems, the experimental parameters and incorporates the safety

(4) The experiment need not comply with weight and circuitry.
volume limitations applicable to a spacecraft design.

A number of constraints had to be considered to imple-

(5) A high-current and low-voltage switching unit for ment the outlined experimental approach. Due to cost
introduction of open and short circuits in a diode the number of diodes must be limited. Six diodes was con-
matrix, sidered to be the minimum number from which a mean-

ingful matrix may be formed. Eutectic NaK is the most
(6) Simulation of the heat-transfer eharacteristic/_ of the feasible coolant choice and permits the u_e of stainless

heat-rejection loop in actual systems, which implies steel as construction material. Relatively large cylindrical
the use of liquid-metal coolant for the experimental diodes should be used. Because of the very large current
assembly. (500 A at 0.5 V and 1800°C emitter temperature for the
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Fig. 5. Schematicof thermionic diode kineticsexperiment

chosen diode dimensions), there are difficulties with the 900--600°C, insulator 900--600_C, and cladding 700-
switching and power-conditioning units. A separate devel- 600°C. Under open-circuit conditions, the emitter tem-
opment effort was necessary for these components, perature may rise to approximately 2400°C, the collector

to 1000°C, and tile insulator to 1000°(3. The cladding
a. Desedptlon of subsystems. The experimental facility and coolant temperatures will not be allowed to rise
consists of two main subsystems: the thermionic diodes appreciably.
with associated equipment and the heat-rejection loop.
The analog computer is programmed to give a complete Three tungsten-25_ rhenium thermoeouples are im-
simulation of a thermionic reactor powerplant, bedded in the emitter, and three cromel-alumel thermo-

couples are in the trilayer.

Thermtontc diodes. Figure 6 shows a cross-section of
a thermionic diode? The emitter is made of rhenium, A prototype thermionie diode has been tested and was

0.240 in. thick, 2 in. long, and 0.75 in. outer diameter. The found to operate well within the spe :iaieations. Figure 7
interelectrode gap is 0.010-in. Niobium was chosen as the shows some representative test data clR,:f.4).
collector material. The 0.060-in.-thick collector is the inner

part of a trilayer construction with 0.060-in. insulator Test bank, vacuum chamber, and NaK loop. Figure 8
sheath followed by a kovar cladding of 0.020-in. thickness, shows the test bank into which the thermionic diodes are

installed in the vacuum chamber. All feedthroughs are

The temperature range under normal operating condi- taken out through one head of the chamber, except for
tions are expected to be: emitter 1900-1500°C, collector the liquid-metal loop penetrations that come through the

side. The frame of the NaK loop outside of the vacuum

'Manufac'med by Thenno ElectronCorp.,Waltham,Mass. chamber is shown in Fig. 9. A NaK to nitrogen heat
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Fig. 6. Cylindricul diode for thermionic diode kinetics experiment _
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Fig. 9. NaK loop for thermionic diode kinetics i.
experiment
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exchanger permits removal of heat up to 25 kW at 1250°F I
coolant temperatm'e. Th(, electro-magnetic pump has a

capacity (,f 3000 ll,/h at 30-psi head, and the preheater _ _ .. _ _" ,

: provides heat input up to l0 kV(/. Piping, wdves, and test
bank are all constructed of 304 staioh,ss steel. Full pen('-
tration w(,lded constl'ucti,,m is ('n,ployed. For extra pro-
tcetion, douhh' l)ellows are used b('!w('en the va('uum •
chamber and the external part of the loop.

Diode electric circuitry. The diode electric circuitryi

consists of copper bus bars h,ading to the switching unit
(Fig. 10). A development effort was necessary to obtain
the required high current-low voltage drop (600 A, 5 mV)
characteristic for the mercury switches. (This work was
also done by the Thermo Electron Corp.) A eh)sc-up of
the switch is shown in Fig. 11. The circuitry for actuat- "_'_
ing the switches is such that a selection is made first for

' the desired coupling pattern, and then all switches are
actuated simultaneously.

A special development effort also went into the design
of the power conditioner (see Chapter V-C). The unit is

designed to operate from 1 to 5 V at 700 to 50 A, respee- Fig. 11. 600 A pnet_maticallyactuated
tively, and give an output dc voltage of 50 V to a dummy mercury switch
resistive load. A separate cooled resistance coil is con-

nected directly to the switching unit. It is used when the welding. All other important auxiliary equipment, such as
power conditioner is off line. electron beam heaters with controls, cesium reservoir

heaters with controls, and liquid-metal loop-heater power
b. Present status. All major components have been fab- supplies, are available. The instrumentation has been laid

ricated and assembled. The vacuum tank with accessories, out and is being installed. The analog computer has been
the br,.nk onto which the thermionic diodes are mounted, installed.
and the external NaK loop are ready for final joining and

The various components are now being assembled as
a system. The first experiments are expected to begin dur-

__._.-T " ing fiscal year 1969.

]
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C. Liquid-Metal MHD Power Conversion, at tile inlet o_ a two-phase nozzle, eansing tile eesium to
O. G. Elliott, O. J. Cerini, and L. G. Hays vaporize; (3) accelerated by the e:,siunl to about 500 ft/s

at 15 psia, (4) separated from the cesium; (5) decelerated
1. Introduction in an ae MHD generator: and (6) returned through a

diffuser to tile heat source. The cesium would be con-

Liquid-metal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) powcr densed in a radiator or radiator-loop heat exchanger and
conversion is being investigated as z, pc_wcr source for returned to the nozzle by an MHI.) pump.
nuclear-electric propulsior,. A liquid-metal MHD system
has no moving mecimnica, parts and operates at heat-
source temperatures between 1600 and 20000I '. Thus, the

2. NaK-Nitrogen ConversionSystem
system has the potential of high reliability and long life-
lime using readily available coutainment materials such The empty-chamael electrical tests of the ac generator
as Nb-l,?Zr. have been completed. The tests demonstrated the readi-

ness of the instrumentation and electrical control systems
In the MHD cycle being investigated, liquid lithium for the NaK-nitrogen tests and the agility to set a uni-

would be (1) heated at about 150 psia in the reactor or form traveling magnetic field with proper compensa-
reactor-loop heat exchanger; (2) mixed with liquid cesium tion. The only unexpected result was that the core loss,

CESIUM-LITHIUM ....

NOZZLE (Nb-l%Zr)

NOZZLE

PRESSURELINES--



measured at phase currel_ts up to 19 A (rms gap field -'_
of 1100 G), was about 5 times the standard value for !!

Hiperco 50. Tile added loss would reduce the maximum 11
power output from 42 to about 30 kW. The fabrication ..

CESIUM "

step causing the high loss will be identified and modified, VAPOR '._
if possible, in subsequent stators. ISUPERHEATED) ii

Ill _ LITHIUM LEVEL
Od

Power losses were also measured for the supporting >_I
H-frames and for the proposed Hipereo slot plugs. The :_,1
added core loss due to the H-frames was 6 kW (extra- _._lJ/

polated to the intended operating field of 4500 G rms) and "_',1. _ASEOF

was unaffected by annealing and lwgligibly affected by ], SEPARATOR
displacement 1-in. away from the stators. The addition of , V_SS_L7

solid or laminated Hiperco slot plugs increased the core ___ _i -----_
loss by an even larger amount, and also doubled the --_ /]1

/

required coil voltages and produced a nonsinusoidual
variation of gap field with time, although the variation

of field with distance was smoother• It was decided to \ i
employ fiberglass for the H-frames and slot plugs in the ,, Nb-l%ZrBODY

I Nb-l%Zr MESH

NaK tests. "/" I

To observe the effect of a conducting sheet in the gen- i_ ,
erator, aluminum plates of various thicknesses were placed _z
in the channel and the exerted force and dissipated power ; I

were measured. The values agreed with expected values ,,,.
within the 20% uncertainty of the measurements•

3. Cesium-Lithium Erosion Loop THERMOCOUPLE-

The auxiliary argon and vacuum systems have been Fig. 13. Differential heat-transfer level indkator
completed• The NaK heat-removal system and controls for cesium-llthium separator
have been completed and are ready for liquid-metal fill.
The control system and console are complete, and control
operation is being tested, cooled probe is measured, it will be directly proportional

to the length of the probe in contact with the liquid metal.
For the probe of Fig. 13, the heat input is transferred by

Figure 12 shows the two-phase nozzle and separator the heat-pipe action of lithium to a section where the heat
assembled for water-nitrogen tests. The purpose of the is rejected by radiation. Since the area of the radiating /-_
tests is to verify proper operation of the separator and section is fixed, the temperature of the radisting section
to compare the nozzle thrust measured by the target is determined by total heat input and, hence, liquid level.
method (to be used during high-temperature operation) The resultant probe is of very simple and rugged con-
with previous direct measurements (SPS 37-48, Vol. III, struetion and provides a reliable, high-level signal (Lher-
pp. 125--129). The best adjustment of the separator exit mocouple output).
gap indicated by the tests will be retained in the final

welding. The approximate relationship (neglecting heat pipe and
wall temperature differences) that holds between liquid i

Measurement of the level of 2000°F lithium in the sepa- level and temperature is
rator discharge chamber will be attempted with a new
type of probe shown schematically in Fig. 13. This level

indicator operates on the principle that the heat transfer 7rd0(Lo - L_) hv (T, - T_) + rrdoL,_, (Tt - T_) = i
' from the liquid phase is much greater than that from the i

vapor phase. Hence, if the total heat input to an internally A,_,E (T_ - T_) 1

i t
i
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where 6

d,, = probe diameter

L,, = probe length
_c 4

L_ = liquid level _

h,- = vapor heat-transfer coefficient >

L
ua

h_ = liquid heat-transfer coefficient

, T_ ==liquid temperature _ _ z

T, = radiating temperature \

T,. = ambient temperature _'_
0 I

A r -=-radiating area mo 200 3oo 400

• = emissivity tEMPERAtuRE DIFFERENCE T.Q- I r, °1:

cr= Stefan-Boltzmann constant Fig. 14. Lithiumlevel vs temperature difference
for separator probe at 2000°F

For the case h,. < < h_, lithium temperature

A, a-"(T'_-- T,',) 8

L, = rr.d.h, (W, - T_) t_ I

Thus, for a fixed geometry, the liquid level is a function (_

of tim natural convection coefficient/7, the lithium tern- \
perature T_, the ambient temperature T_, and the radiat- 6
ing temperature T_. During a test the first three parameters
will be nearly constant, and T,. will provide a measure of
the level. The calculated relation between lithium level __ \\2f "DArA'_

and radiating temperature T_ for the geometry of tbe _ \
separator probe is shown in Fig. 14. This calculation '>' 41

included the effect of wall temperature differences and _ ,,__the variation of h, witb Lt. A change in level of 3 in. results -_ CALCUtArEO
in a change in thermocouple output of 100°F. Calibration curve _,

of the probe at one level will be used to establish the 2 \actual operating curve. ,,

The predicted behavior was checked with a similar
level indicator at lower temperature with water as the
heat-pipe fluid. In tiffs probe the heat rejection from the 0 20 40 60 80

radiator was accomplished by natural convection. The temPERAtUREDIFFERENCI: l0 -lr, *F
unit was tested by varying the level of Dow-Therm A
heated to 250°F with the result shown in Fig. 15. The Fig. 15. Comparison of measured and calculated
measured temperature difference agrees with the ealcu- liquid level for differential heat-transfer
lated value within 155, and the theoretical variation of liquid-level |ndicator in Dow-Therm

:: temperature with level is followed closely. A at 250°F
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XIV. Liquid Propulsion
PROPULSION DIVISION

A. Combustion Effects in Sprays, J. Houseman interface prevents mixing of the streams and results in
stream separation or "blowing apart" of the jets, which

1. Introduction produces a nonuniform spray mixture.

In the area of injector desigr_ for liquid-propellant Three mechanisms for stream separation are postulated
rocket engines, use is made of the experimental data as follows:
obtained in cold-flow tests with simulated propellants. It
is usually assumed that the effects of combustion on irn'- (1) L,._calboiling of the propellant due to heat released
pingement and spray formation are sm_,,ll.The mass and b_ liquid phase reaction.
mixture ratio distributions in an actual propellant spray
are considered to be essentially the same as in a simulant (2) (_',as evolution due to gaseous products of liquid
spray, phase reactions, f

(3) Formation of a gas film between the jets due to gas
This article presents experimental data which shows phase reaction.

that, under many conditions, this assumption is not valid.

This applies particularly to hypergolic propellants. A jet Thec,'etieal models for these three mechanisms have

of nitrogen tetroxide impinging upon a jet of hydrazlne _ been d, :veloped at JPL and the earliest version (Ref. 1)
results in a nonuniform spray in which the oxidizer side .:sshown in Fig. 2. The graph defines a separation-free area
is rich in oxidizer while the fuel side is rich in fuel. A

on the lefthand side as a function of pressure, propellant
sketch of the impingement region is shown in Fig. 1. Since injeetion temperature, and contact time. This contact time

the propellants are considered to be immlseible, liquid is dosdy approximated by D/V, the orifice diameter
phase mixing and chemical reaetion take place at the divided by the average jet velocity. !
interface between the jets. The formation of gas at the

'Elverum, W. G., and Staudhammer, P., The Effect oJ Raptd _.,a experiment was devised to verify these concepts by
Liquid.Phase Reactions on Injector Design and Combustion in mea:_uring the mixture ratio distribution across the spray
Rocket Motors, Aug. 25, 1959 (JPL internal document), froni an unlike impinging doublet.
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Fig. 1. Jet impingement
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Fig. 2. Stream separation criteria
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2. Experimental Procedures Tile gold probe tip extends 0.140 ill. upstream of the
water-cooled 0.250-in. stainless steel probe to overcome

Temperature conditioning of the propellants is achieved the lx)undary layer of the tube. Details of the probe are
by a coil in a water bath, the coil being just ahead of tile shown in Fig. 4.
firing valve. The chamber ,rod sampling probe assembly
are shown in Fig. 3. Two sonic orifices and a leak valve
in series provide input gas to the quadmpole mass In order to determine the mixfure ratio at a point, it is

spectrometer, only necessary to measure the H.,/N_ ratio and the Oe/N_

"x

0, _ ? ? 4, 5,
INCHES

Fig.3. Engineand sampling probe assembly

1-0.125 dlam_]

- I_1 _1_ 0.0083 dlam

AL,DIMENS,ONS I--
AREIN INCHES PROBETIP MATERIALGOLD

ALL OTHERMATERIAL STAINLESS
STEEL

O.140

0.250



1.5[ l - t ..... ! forms the basis for the new method of operation shown on
N20 _ 2N2H 4-_ 4H20 + 3N 2 2 ORH 2 | the right side of Fig. 6. A PDP-4 computer was used to

_= generate the ramp voltages to tune the EAI 200 quad-
__ rupole to the peaks of interest, The equipment was oper-

o_ ated at a scanning speed of one peak per l0 ms.3.Results

A series of 4.0-s firings was carried out with the probe
at different positions in the chamber.

i

8 The mixture ratio is definitely nonuniform across the
MIXTURE V/EIGHT RATIO (oxidont/fuel)

spray and only slightly influenced by injection tempera-
Fig. 5. Equilibrium composition for N._.O,/N_,H,at 300°K ture. Data based on both H._,/N._.and O._./N._.measurements

are shown in Fig. 7. The mixture ratio w:ries from 0.6 on
the fuel side to 0..2 on the oxidizer side. The data are

ratio of the sampled gas, as indicated in Fig. 5. The plotted on a stream-separation criteria plot in Fig. 8 for
quadrupole mass spectrometer was modified for operation comparison with a provisional gas evolution model. Sepa-
under computer control to obtain a simplified data re- ration occurred at all the points shown. The 140°F points
cording system. As shown in Fig. 6, the normal output are on the correct, i.e., the separated, side of the 140°F
consists of a spectrum of up to 50 peaks. The mass numbers line. However, the 40°F points are on the wrong side of
are varied from 1 through 50 in a scan by means of a the 40°F line. Comparison with the dashed line for sepa-
continuous ramp voltage of from 0-10 V. In this experi- ration by gas-phase reaction shows that all points are in
ment, only a few peaks are of interest and only the height the correct region.
of the peak is important, the shape being irrelevant. By

setting the ramp voltage at various distinct values cur- Considerable roughness was experienced with the
responding to the top of the peaks of the desired mass single unlike doublet. Figure 9 shows chamber pressure
numbers, the output of the mass spectrometer will consist
of only a few numbers rather tban a whole spectrum. This

3.0 [

-i[ II I

n- - 'INJECTION TEMPERATURE:40°F

SAMPLED5 in. FROM JET
IMPINGEMEN'I 7 140 psia

n:: _ 120_n "_2.0 9o
, I i I _x°x

10 20 30' 40 50 28 32 44 O

MASS NUMBER _ ,NPUT L///
MIXTURE _L/

o
I _ RATIO

I , ' _.,"I I I I I {1.0

•_ _--" _ /_O"Y JET IMPINGEMENT

}
0 10 20 30 40 50 0 5 10 15 N2H4 N20 4

TIM_ ms s _ 0_
NORMAL METHOD NEW METHOD 0 0.5 1.0

DIAMETERRATIC,

Fig. 6. Mass number selection for quadrupole
! mass spectrometer Fig.7. Stream separation in an unlike doublet
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-
M

6O ._

J "-% Jo _ I I I I
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Fig. 8. Gas evolution model

,20 _c--o o_ , -- 4. Conclusions

_ O 40°F

u Jo0 o O-o _ ,z,•14o*FBOOF-- The experimental data shows that combnstion effects
80

_ JET DIAMETER _ 0.073 in, can produce mixture ratio distributions that are signi.q-

z 60 eantly different from those obtained in simulated cold-
= 40 flow tests. When using such cold-few data, the stream
o Jto separation criteria should be checked to establish that the

20o [ °• ec_ c_ o _g_ element will operate in a non-separated region. This
o 10o 150 200 2s0 300 probably applies not only to mixture ratio distributions,

CHAMBERPRESSURE,psla but also to mass and drop-size distributions. /

Fig.9. Roughnesswitha singleunlikedoublet /Reference

fluctuations (Ap) up to 1005 as a function of average 1. Kushida, R., and Houseman, J., Criteria for Separation of Ira-" pinging Streams of Hgl_ergollc Propelhmts, Technical Memoran-

chamber pressures (PC)and propellant temperature. The dum 33-395. Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., July
frequency ranged from 100-250 Hz. 15, 1968.
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XV. Lunar and Planetary Instruments
SPACE SCIENCESDIVISION

A. A Mars Meteorology Wind Tunnel, j. M. Conley earth-surface atmospheric conditions can be readily scaled
to the Mars conditions since the density ratio of the two

1. Introduction atmospheres is of the order of 100 and small errors in the

This article is based on the assumption that it will be measurements would result in considerable errors when
desirable for the first Mars lander to be capable of mea- extrapolated to the Mars conditions. Furthermore, scaling
suring the atmospheric temperatures and wind velocities procedures applied over this large density ratio would
of Mars. Trade-off studies for the selection of specific require extremely delicate" measurements of forces, tem-
instruments for wind measurement have been inconclu- peratures differences, etc,, and would not be nearly as

sive (SPS 37-53, Volume III, pp. 136-143) and more convincing as actual operation of the instruments under
detailed data on the operation of wtriou_ instrument types simulated Mars conditions. ";
under the Mars surface environment are required in order J
to thoroughly evaluate the instruments for this applica- A small wind tunnel capable of simulating tile expected
tion. Experimental determination of the beat transfer Mars surface pressures .and wind speed has been built
parameters of immersion thermometers under simulated and is described in this article. Original design goals for
Mars surface conditions is also necessary. It would, of the tunnel included test section speeds in the range of
course, be desirable to simulate all of the relevant envi- 0-46G ft/s at gas densities of 10-'_--4× 10-5 g/cm :_corre-
ronmental parameters, which may include, depending on sponding to Mars surface pressures of 5--20 mbars.
the instrument under test, gas composition, pressure, and
temperature; wind speed; solar radiation; surface tem- 2. Design Studies
perature; atmospheric dust and gravity. However, if the
candidate instn_ments can be tested under conditions a. Bado options. It was required that the system allow

approximating those at the Mars surface, then scaling pro- simulation of the critical environmental parameters for
eedures will allow close estimate,_ of their performance the aforementioned instrument types. For the anemom-

_ for any given Mars model atmosphere. It does not follow eters, if both Reynolds numbers and speed are simulated,
that the performance of the various instruments under only small corrections to the data would be required for
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tile other parameters of interest. In later phases, it may l)e b. Tunnel loop losses. An existing vacuum system and
desirable to include atmospheric dust and temperature, a tank ,1 ft in dhuneter by 16 ft long was available, Even
but, in m-',mycases, these can be simu]ated independently though the disadvantages of an annular construction were
of Reynolds number and speed, i.e., with other facilities, realized (R('f. 1), it was the most economical meaas of
For the immersion thermometer work, it would also be achieving the desired test section conditions. Ilead losses
desirable to simulate therlnal radiation and gas te,npera- to be considered in the design included those due to skin

at,re environment. The solar thermal radiation incident on friction, screens, corners, and diffuser inefficiency.
a small sensor can he silnulated with a small light source

and the, infrared radiation by shrouds surrounding the The desired maximum test section speed of 460 ft,'s
sensor. Gas temperature control can be accomplished requires a fan Ap p -: 0.12, independent of gas density.

' by means of a heat exchanger upstream of the sensor.
Although these features were not incorporated into the Loop losses would add to this re(luirement and any headrecovery in the diffuser would lessen it. Itowever, the
design, they can be added at a later date. available vacuum tank allowed space for only a two-stage

Ideally, the test section would be a black-body, anechoic fan with a _p/p -- 0.044. Thus, a maximum speed of
chamber with linear dimensions of about 1.0ft. This would 280 ft/s could be achieved assuming no friction losses and

allow testing of sonic anemometer arrays and other large zero diffuser efficiency. A friction loss of 15_ of total
instruments. Such a system is not within the scope of the head would result in a maximum speed of approximately

265 ft/s. Although this falls far short of the originalpresent program. A rotating arm within a vacuum system
was considered but rejected because of the relatively large 460 ft ,'s design goal, it was considered to be adequate for

critical tests required to evaluate the performance of theforces that would arise due to rotation. Thus, a wind tun-

nel is required, instruments in question. Higher Reynolds nunabers and
dynamic pressures can 1)eachieved by operating at higher

A minimum test section size of about l-ft _ cross section pressures.

is determined by the rotating-cup anemometer, which has

a projected area of about 4 in:. Thus, a volume flow rate Since turbnlence levels of the order of several percent
of 460 ft:'/s (27,000 ft:'/min) is desirable. Two pumping could be tolerated, neither turning vanes nor screens were
techniques were considered: (1) ejector pmnps exhausting incorporated into the initial design. However, provisions
to the atmosphere, and (2) a recirculating fan operating were made for adding them at a later date if they proved
within a vacuum system. At the maximum anticipated test to be necessary.
section pressure, a thretlghput of about 5 X 10 '_torr-liter/s

would be required. Since a very large, costly high main- The diffuser efficiency to be expected was unknown,
tenancy: steam ejection facility would be necessary, this although criteria established for higher Reynolds numbers
te¢.i,nique was rejected, than those occurring in the diffuser indicated that bound-

ary layer separation would occur and that diffuser effi-
No information was available on the performance of ciency would be quite low. For design purposes, it was

commercial fans at the densities of interest. Measure- assumed to be zero and any actual head recovery in the t

ments of the head of a small aircraft fan blade at blade diffuser would allow re-settlng of the fan-blade pitch to j
Reynolds numbers approximating those of a larger corn- increase the maximum test section speed attainable. The
mercial fan (both of vaned axial e=,nstruction) indicated only appreciable skin friction losses occur at and near the
that good performance could be obtained down to pres- test section and were calculated to be approximately 105
sures of approximately 5 mbars of air at a standard tern- of the fan head. Lack of a diffuser at the fan exit would
perature, corresponding to the lowest expected Mars also result in some loss of head. In the absence of screens,

surface pressures and fan blade Reynolds numbers. A sur- the loss around the loop should not exceed 155 of the fan
plus jet engine compressor might also have been used. head, excluding that due to diffuser inedficiency,
Such fans, which operate with supersonic blade tip speeds,
are capable of producing a relative total head Ap/p of _.
approximately 0.5 per stage, where Ap is the total head

3. Final Design
and p is the inlet static pressure. In contrast, the commer-
cial fan selected yields only ap/p = 0.022 per stage. How- Figure 1 is a cross.sectional view of the system, approxi-
ever, it was inexpensive, readily available, required no mately to scale, and Figure 2 is a photograph of the nozzle
expensive modification, and was deemed adequate for and test section taken through the 5-ft diam vacuum
the application, tank port. i

L
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Fig. 1. Mars wind tunnel cross section

Tile test section is a 1-ft cube. Plexiglas windows, S-in.
diam, are provided on one side and the top. and a hinged
plex_glas door 9-in. wide by 12-in. high forms the other
side. A renlovabh, bottom plate can be readily replaced
for various model configurations. No traverse mechar, ism
has been provided, although it would be highly desq tile
since the system now must be vented in order to move a

t _, model or probe. Pumpdown time from one atmosphere
to 10 mbars is approximately 3 rain with the existing
3(10 ft", min mechanical pump. On the basis of the data
given in Ref. 2, the test section profih, shonld be reason-
ably fiat for speeds down to approximately 1 ft 's.

The diffuser half-angle is 3 deg and i_.;'- coupled to the
fan by a transition section 1-ft long.

The fan is a two-stage, vaned axial 23.25-in. ,iiam /'
Fig.2. Nozzle nnd test section blower with a 14-in. huh. It is nominally rated at 50 hp,

3450 rcv, min, 12,000 ft"/min at 18 in. of water ._xp.

The nozzle entrance is hexagonal in shape. Four of the Variable-pitch blades allow some latitude in the fan
eight sides taper to zero width at the test section such characteristics.
tbat, in cros_ section, the s_des appear as two cubic curves
of the i'orm y = ax:'/3 on file entrance end of the nozzle The direct drive motor ;s a silicon-controlled rectifier
and y' = ax'" on the exit end. The alternate sides are of controlled variabL speed dc motor _ith tachometer feed-
constant 12.1n. width. Nozzle length is 30 in. and the back. Although only 1 bp is r_.quired to drive the tunnel
curves intersect, with equal slope, at a point 2_.8 in. from at the highest expected Mars atmosphere surface density,
the entrance. A nozzle entrance bell of 1.5-in. radius is the high moment of inertia of the fan would result in a
provided. The area of the nozzle entrance was selected to 10.min acceleration time to full speed and a similar decel-
provide approximately equal conduetanees in the nozzle eratlon time. For this reason, and also to allow operation
entrance an:l in the annulus surrounding it. The contrae- at high Reynolds numbers, a 5-hp drive motor was chosen.
tion ratio is 4.8. Under constant load, its speed is stable at _- 1_ of set speed

!
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from 20--3500 rev/min. The motor is coupled thrmlgh the The leak rate of the vacuum system results in a pressure
vacuum tank end plate by an oil-lubricated, graphite-to- increase of approximately 0.015 mbars/hr. This is much
ceramic, rotating seal. less than the rates associated with temperature changes

due to venting and pumping down the systero. It is not
4. Sy._em Performance known how much of this leak rate is due to the rotating

Tile maximum test section speed achieved at 3450 seal, but, since the total leak rate is negligible, the seal
rev/min, as measured by means of a pitot was fot,nd to must be considered to be satisfactory. No seal wear has
_,2240 ft/s at an air density of 2 × 10-_ g/cm 3.Adjustment been detected after approximately 16 hr of operation.

of the fan blaae pitch should increase this to approxi- The system can be operated easily by one man and
, mately 280 ft/s. Since this is in nearly exact agreement should require very little maintenance. Although mea-

with the result of applying Bernoulli's equation to the surements of the test section speed profiles would be
characteristics published by tile fan manufacturer, it facilitated by a trav,-_rse system, the effort required to
must be assumed either that the diffuser head recovery design and build one would not be justified at this time.
balances the friction l'_ss or that both are negligible.
However, these are preliminary data and further mea-
surements will be required since the fan inlet density is References

n',,t known. The instrumentation necessary for more pre- 1. Pankhust. R. C., and Holder, D. W., Wind Tunnel Technique,
cise measurements is now being i,_stalled and more Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, L,_t., London, 1952.
detailed performance information, including profiles and 2. Prandtl, L., and Tietjens, O. G., AplJlied Hydro- and Aero-
turbulence data, will be available in the near future, mechanics, Dover Publications, Inc., New York, N. Y., 1957.
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XVI. Space Instruments
SPACE SCIENCESDIVISION

A. A Low-Noise Charge-Sensitive Video craft data handling capability. Two approaches to achieve

Preamplifier for Use With the SEC the above result are being explored.

Camera Tube, D. F.Stout (1) Beam chopping. This method allows the read beam

1. Introduction to be on for only a short portion of the time it is
scanning across each picture element (pinel). This

Handling of slow scan video information from the generates pulses with amplitudes proportional to
secondary electron conduction (SEC) camera tube re- the quantity of charge stored on each pixel.
quires an extension of techniques used with slow scan -"_'I_
vidicons. At standard scanning rates (30 frames/s) the (2) Beam position modulation. This technique utilizes
signal current from the target of an SEC camera tube a small fast vertical beam movement during the
hat a signal-to-noise ratio of only 50 to 100. At slow scan time the beam is slowly sweeping horizontally :
speeds, similar to those used on Mariner television sys- over each pixel. Again, this produces pulses of ,_
tems, the signal-to-noise ratio from the SEC camera tube video information during the short vertical move-

is severely degraded. Work has been performed to over- ment of the beam.
come this drawback to a potentially useful spacecraft
imaging camera tube. Either method results in fast low-noise pulses of video ]

information. For a 1000-× 1000-pixel raster, these pulses

2. Approach contain from approximately 10-1_ to 10-a4 C/pulse. An
optimum method of preamplification was needed, so that

The first consideration was to develop a television the signal-to-noise ratio of this information would not be I

system that would effectively scan the SEC camera tube degraded. An extensive survey of various methods of
at high speeds and, at the same time, possess line and low-noise preamplifieation was made prior to designing
frame times which would be compatible with the space- a charge-sensitive amplifier.
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3. Preamplifier Design essentially all incoming charge is deposited on C I. The

Accuracy in charge measurements is enhanced by input impedance is therefore nearly zero for the charge
making these measurements independent of variations pulse. For these reasons the device is called a charge-
in source capacitance, amplifier input capacitance, and sensitive amplifier.

stray wiring capacitance. This is accomplished by mak- For the SEC camera tube, Cs must be only 0.1 pF if e.,
ing the effective amplifier input capacitance very large is to remain greater than 1 mV for all expected charge
and also dependent only on passive temperature stable pulses. This would make C/very difficult to realize with
components, the required accuracy and stability. It would be better

The standard configuration (Fig. la) for such a device if C I could be at least several picofarads.

is a high-gain, high-quality, wide-bandwidth operational If a 100:1 attenuator is placed between e_ and the

amplifier with a feedback network whose prime elements feedback network impedance Zr, then several significant
are a parallel capacitance t,'y and resistor Rs. changes are made to the feedback circuit requirements:

(1) Rr must be lowered in resistance 100 times, and
The output of the circuit shown in Fig. la for an (2) Cr must be raised in capacitance by 100 times. These

input charge impulse of magnitude Q is changes will make the charge-to-voltage conversion gain
identical with that of the original preamplifier. The new

e2(t) = Q exp [-t/(RsCr)] circuit diagram is shown in Fig. lb.
CI

Thus, C I looks like 5.1 pF/100 = 0.051 pF as far as the
The capacitor CI should be as small as possible so that conversion gain is concerned. Conversely, to the input,
e2 is sufficiently above noise before going to the next C I appears to be AL Cr ---0.56 k_F, where AL = loop gain
amplifier. = 0.0I A = 1.1 × 105. It is ebvious that stray capacitance

is negligible compared to 0.56 tLF and should therefore
The capacitor C/can be treated as if it were a Miller have little effect on the conversion gain.

capacitance C/(1-A). If gain A approaches infinity, then
4. Attenuator Design

The attenuator requires careful design since it per-

_o) _ forms the pulse shaping for the entire preamplifier. This
attenuator is sometimes referred to as a lead-lag network

o _ o °2 because over a given frequency range the phase shift is
approximately zero. In the time domain, the parameters
of the attenuator are chosen such that the rise and fall

times are both 5 _,
/ R_

L.-.-._ Some basic assumptions regarding the total television
system must first be made before the attenuator design //

QIb)_ o _ __ _ can be determined.

/

°_2 (1) The picture format dimensions are chosen to be|1 --..ira..

c R_ 1000 X 1000 pixels.

Rf Sl p.Fw 100ka (2) The sweep speed is 50 ms for the active portion of

100Mama. i _3 each line. This means the beam will reside over

cf each pixel for 50 #s.
5.1 pF t R2
II / s00_ (3) The duty cycle for beam chopping or beam posi-

tion modulation is 2% so that the charge pulses
_ "c2 have a width of 1 kts.

I 0,01/_F

These assumptions are used to determine the pream-
Fig. 1. Charge-sensitive amplifiers: {a)basic, plifier pulse shaping. With 49 #s between pixels, ade- ,

(bl modified quate time is available to form a good quality gaussian
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pulse with rise and fall times of several microseconds. A For physical size considerations, Cz is first chosen to be

gaussian pulse shape has very good charar.teristics upon 0.01/W. The other components then become as shown in
which to perform an accurate analog-to-digital conversion, Fig. lb.
The pulse shape and time constants chosen are adequate
to assure that the baseline will be w_thin 1% of zero A Bode plot of the attenuator transfer function is
before the next pulse occurs, shown in Fig. 2, Also shown on the same figure is the

response as predicted by the CIRCS computer-aided
The tTansfer function of the attenuator is circuit-analysis program. Figure 8 shows the phase plot

as obtained with the CIRCS program, which is exe_uted

E:,(s) ._ (1 + Tls) (1 + Tos) on the IBM 1620 computer,
E2(s) TxT2s '2+ (T_ + T2 + T12)s + 1

5. Preamplifier AnalysisWith Attenuator Included
_- (1 + Tls)(1 + T2s)

(1 + T._s)(1 + 7.':_) By assuming the operational amplifier has infinite gain,
infinite input impedance, and zero output impedance, the

where analysis is greatly simplified, From Fig. lb and the above
three assumptions, the following equations are derived:

Tx = R_Cx = 5 × 10--"s = pu_.se rise time

T.., = R_C_.= 5 X 10--"s = pulse fall time E._ = Ix Zf = I., Z2

TI2 = R1C2 or

13Z2
The magnitude of the attenuation is I_ - Zr

and= Tx +T2+T. =0'01
E_. = I:, (Z_ + Z_)

Rearranging,
The transimpedance becomes

T12 - T1 + T_

e_.]] Tx - 72 = 9.9 X 10-' E2 Is(Zl "_ Z2) _ ZJ(Zl _- Z2)Ix - t._z_/z_ z., O)
m

40 [
BODE APPROXIMATION

..... CIRCSSIMULATION

20 ,-,

"fz

-_ o

_-2o "\N'_

-40

1-- AND+2 /i"1 '"

-60 i

,, _o2 lo3 lo4 lo5 io6 lo7 io8 io9
FREQUENCY, rad/s

i Fig. 2. Attenuation of lead-lag network
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Fig. 3. Phase shift of lead-lag network

The input current 11is assumed to be an impulse of mag- becomes 2.88 inV. For a pulse of 2 X 10-_ C, the maximum
nitude Q. By changing to the s domain and assuming peak output voltage is 0.288 V. With a X4 buffer ampli-
Z2 <<Z1, Eq, (1) becomes tier, the pulse amplitude range is approximately 0.0115

to 1.15 V.

E_(s) = C_IR_ (1 q- sT)" (2) 6. Feedback Reslstor R,

Current in the attenuator is several orders of magni-

where T = T_ = T_ = 5 t_s. The inverse transform of tude larger than that in Zs. For this reason the time
Eq. (2) is constant of ZI does not significantly affect the preampli-

fier output pulse shape. Therefore, Rs can be chosen from

QR_[texP(T_t./T) 1 noise considerations. _._j
Feedback resistor RI injects noise current into the first

stage field-effect transistor (FET) with magnitude
The peak voltage of the output pulse is

= ( 4 k T _ ';_ A/(Hz) "_ (8)
edpeak )_ QR, i, \ Rs ]eCIRz

where

where e : 2.718 = natural logarithm base.
k = Boltzmann constant = 1.88 X 10-_':'J/°K

T = temperature, °K
A peak output voltage greater than 1 mV was desired

for the minimum detectable charge pulse (2 X 10-l° C). The channel noise of good quality n channel FETs is
By choosing CI = 5.1 pF, which is a practical lower limit approximately 4 X 10-1. A at the frequencies of interest
for this capacitor, the minimum peak output voltage e_ here (i.e., approximately 20-100 kHz). Equation (8) can
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be rearranged to find the resistance that will produce To verify the gain and stability of the cascode config-
this much current: uration, an equivalent circuit of the stage was modeled

for use with the ECAP computer-aided circuit-analysis

4 k T program. This model is shown in Fig. 4. The results of

IlI'mi" = i_- = 10.4Mft this simulation, as run on the IBM 7094 computer, are
shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The large gain and phase mar-

The actual value used in the breadboard preamplifier gins indicate a very good stability for the stage.
was 100 Mfl. Therefore, RI is a negligible noise source.

Since the two FETs in the c,seode stage only provide
7. FETCascode Design a voltage gain of 9, the second stage must also be a low-,/

The input stage of the preamplifier uses a cascode con- noise device. A p-channel 2N2497 FET was chosen be-
figuration for several reasons, cause it will also shift the dc bias level to zero. The

following p,A709 needs this zero bias so that its output
(1) Input capacitance, which is mostly unwanted Miller quiescent bias will be zero. Both the input node and the

capacitance and likewise temperature sensitive, is output node of the charge-sensitive amplifier are biased
decreased several orders of magnitude. Stability at zero. This allows dc-coupled feedback through the
of these first two stages is thereby enhanced. This attenuator and RI to achieve a high degree of dc stability.
is important because the overall stability of the A 100% change in any single-loop gain parameter Lhat
entire amplifier is critically dependent on the sta- affects bias will cause only a 100%/l.1 X 10_ = 0.00091%
bility of each stage. The phase shift of each stage change in the bias levels. The same stability is also
must be carefully controlled if tile overall phase achieved for the charge-to-voltage conversion gain of the
margin is to be adequate, amplifier. This gain is nominally 0.288 V/2 X 10-14 C.

The schematic of the complete charge-sensitive amplifier(2) Bandwidth is also increased without sacrificing
is shown in Fig. 7.the superior low-noise characteristics of the first

FET.
8. Initial Experimental Results

The cascode stage gain is simply the product of the A breadboard version of the charge-sensitive amplifier
common base stage (second FET) transconductance and has been fabricated and partially tested. The results of
the load resistance: A,. = (3 X 10-:') (3 X 103) = 9. several of these tests are summarized,

100 k_2

tl ,
0,| pF ,/

GM = 3 milllmho,

10 kI'_ i : :

!, == - _,lOMa 'd 100ka:: TlOMai $ 16pF 4p 3kai

il.o01/0 GM=3m,,mho, t--_
I

®

Fig. 4. 2N4869A FETcascodepair modeled for ECAP
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Fig. 5. Frequencycharacteristicsof FETcascodestage
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Fig. 6. Phase characteristicsof FETcascode pair

Linearity test. By coupling to the input of the charge- capacitance. The minimum stray capacitance of the de-
sensitive amplifier through a 80-pF capacitor, the con- vice (in it_ present layout) is 85 pF. Coupled with this, a
version gain can be measured. The charge transferred 80-pF output capacitance of an SEC camera tube would
across the capacitor C is simply Q = CV, where V is the give a signal-to-noise ratio of 180.
peak pulse voltage appearing on the generator side. The

graph of peak voltage output (after the X4 buffer) as a Signal was defined as the peak pulse voltag? resulting
function of charge input is shown in Fig. 8. from the charge pulse input. Noise was measured by

removing the generator and connecting a true rms volt-
Noise test. Signal-to-noise ratio was measured at the meter to the preamplifier output terminal. Figure 9 shows

i preamplifier output terminal as a function of input stray the results of this test.

f
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Fig. 7. Charge-sensitiveamplifier
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Fig. 8. Linearity of charge-sensitive amplifier
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Fig. 9. Signal-to-noise ratio of preamplifier

9. Conclusions (1) cat's-eye retroreflcetor, (2) fore-optics, and (8) scrvo-
drive.

The charge-sensitive preamplifier is capable of making

the SEC camera tube compatible with a slow-scan tele-
2. Cat's-Eye RetroreflectorAlignment

vision system. The circuit parameters chosen in this first
iteration of such a device should be compatible with Fabrication arid assembly of the cat's eye constitute

present Mariner television system timing parameters, i.e., as much of the critical requirements as does the final

50-ms line time and 945 pixels/line. The dynamic ran.ge optical test for focusing. Therefore, the mechanical as-
of the preamplifier covers the two orders of signal current sembly will be described along with optical alignment

magnitude expected for the above scan speed. Thus, procedures.
charge pulses from 2 X 10-*c' to 2 X 10-14 C/pulse will

produce amplifier output pulses from approximately 0.010 The cat's-eye retroreflector consists of a secondary -
to 1.0 V. The experimental preamplifier signal-to-noise mirror assembly, quartz suppnrt tube, primary mirror, /
ratio of I80 is adequate when coupled to the SEC camera and differential thread adjustment housing. Its function,
tube that has a signal-to-noise ratio of only 50--100. shown by the optical diagram in Fig. 10, is similar to that

of a cube-corner reflector, namely to reflect rays in the
direction opposite to their incidence.

B. Alignment of the Flight-Model Infrared
The secondary mirror is placed at the approximate focal

Interferometer, F. L.Murphy point of the primary mirror; its position must be main-
1. Introduction tained to within 1/_m. Adjustment of the final position is

accomplished by the differential thread adjustment of
The design, development, and construction of the the primary mirror.

fllght-model infrared interferometer were presented in

SPS 87-48, Vol. IV, pp. 258-257, and SPS 37-52, Vol. III, Since the rotation of the differential adjusting ring
pp. 142-148. In this article, the procedure in the optical provides linear motion of the primary mirror, it was neces-

; alignment of the instrument is discussed in three areas: sary to machine this assembly to the closest tolerance
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.._--_ through a small hole in its center. The secondary to
primary mirror axes were held coincident within 008'26 ''
and, upon proper placement of the secondary, the fixtm'c
became a means fox"support during bonding. After bond

1 J J ICAT'S-EYE

Ii J_ ! RETROREFLECTOR curing, the fixturo was removed and again the secondary

I I/_[I I ,N imagc was viewed for verification of placcmcnt.| I '_ , I I--FULLY REFLECTG It had been thought that a vibrating Bonchi ruling test
L I t_ IA ._ FACES could l)e used for final primary to secondary mirror place-

' _ ? /'//"/ CAr'S-EYE ment (SPS 87-4,3, Vol. IV), but this method proved to be

RETROREFLECTOR of insufficient The test did provide a means of
accuracy.f-----

COLLIMATOR --'_-- ....... =----41 calculating reflective loss through the cat's-eye system.

t [F --- 2--_..... Fine adjushnent was done with the single cat's-eye inter-SOURCE ferometcr arrangement as descl'il)ed in SPS 87-52, Vol. III.

.,t--L-I_ CONDENSER 3. Fore-opticsAlignment

DETECTOR The fol'e-optics consist of seven 90-deg oif-axis para-
boloidal mirror segments, a chopper with half reflective

Fig. 10. Optical diagram of interferometer and half transmitting window, two detectors, the photo-
multiplier, and the reference sources and black body

possible, maintaining perpendicularity with the optical source.
eenterline and obtaining minimum backlash in the threads.
To guarantee minimal backlash, the unit is spring-loaded. The function of the fore-optics is shown in Fig. 11,
The quartz tube support was bonded into position with where the interferometer detector and reference detector
relation to the optical ccnterline while still on the alternately "see" the planet or the black body source as
machining spindle, determined by the chopper window position.

Assembly of the secondary mirror required the use of a The specifications require the incoming, as well as the
fixture to accurately align the mirror, the piezoelectric black body, radiation to form an image on this chopper
transducer, the transducer support, and the quartz sup- window of 1.1-mm diameter. This requires a 1.25-deg
port while bonding as a unit. look angle. Therefore, the main alignment requirement

was to have the four main mirror segments _oeus eolli-

The primary mirror is located 5£17 in. from the mated radiation entering the aperture on the chopper
secondary mirror and must be positioned within 0.001 in, window, and transmit this radiation to the interferometer
so that a minimum of differential thread movement would normal to the beam-splitter face with an accuracy of

J
be required for the final adjustment. This positioning was -+-1 arc min. ..-
verified by mechanical measurement. -/'/

The first approach to the alignment of the fore-optlcs
The cat's eye was mounted on a special indexing head, was to align the planet-to-interferometer channel in

providing bi-axial rotation and two-directional traverse, relation to the chopper by means of an autoeollimator.
at the end of an optical bench. It was offset with respect It had been hoped to reflect the collimator source in and
to the bench centerline by one-half the radius of the out of the system by placement of an optical fiat mirror
quartz support tube. Alignment with the bench centerline in the interferometer at the beam-splitter position. This
required replacement of the primary mirror with an was not possible due to the large reflective losses through
optical flat mirror of the same optical quality and then the autocollimator-fore.opties combination, Therefore, a
re-imaging a source upon itself, laser module was placed and aligned on the interferometer i

eenterline at the beam-splitter location and beamed
A special fixture was used to hold the secondary through the planet-to-interferometer channel to the out-

assembly in position while making adjustments for proper side (Fig. 12), where a target and optical fiat mirror were
placement. The secondary image was centered by observ- alternately viewed. When the planet-to-interferometer
ing it with a telescope from behind the primary mirror mirrors were aligned properly, the target showed on
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MONOCHROMATIC ( _ G_'_lr...- -1- _ DETECTOR
LIGHT _ NI

Fig. 11. Fore-opticsof interferomoter

- • center and the mirror vi:mally showed on center by
' "_., reflecting the beam upon itself. The focal point in relation

"-_'_,'r__' ,:" to the chopper window was obtained by b_th visual and
__ mechanical measurement, using a laser beam expander.

With the laser module still in the beam-splitter position,
the black body channel was also aligned by using the
retlected half beam off the chopper window.

.- - In order to align the reference detector channel, it was

necessary to have an external source and obselwe the

• . I. reflectc'J beam from the chopper window. An external
source is also necessary for placement of the servo-drive;
therefore, another laser module was placed and aligned
on the system optical centerline using the internal laser t
as its target. With both units on, the beams coincided./"

The phmet-to-interferometer channel alignment was

,_-_ ;_, verified with a photomultiplier, with the chopper running
_,: " and forming a square-wave scope reading as shown in

Fig. 18. Proper chopping was indicated by equal volumeke 9
c# , ,, under the square wave, and proper focus was indicated

.... by parallel sides forming the square wave.
/ _ _r

,_, MIRRORS With all channels satisfactorily aligned, the system was
_pPER now ready for acceptance of the servo.drive. The internal

" laser was removed and the servo was completely assem-
:E bled, except for the beam splitter, and placed into theDETECTOR

system. The optically machined pads on this servo unit,
which locate the beam-splitter cube in relation to the

Fig. 12. Laserpositionfor alignment cat's eyes, were used for placement of an optical flat
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li''

•--"-, within the spc.cificat_ons (,xct pt for tilt' .I cm of optic;d

" ' ,- : path dilLc'relJee, which wa., short by a n, gli_ibh, amount... "

;_i "'- ? ,_-_ k.".._ " " _1alignmel,t procvdur(,s w( r(. conducted with the u_c'

Jllptn_- :'\-" of ml _lut(wollinlator aud optical tlat mirr:)rs. With the"" m;_in hou_ing placed and lev(,h'd on an indexing head.
• the aulor.'ollima_or w,ts /.ero,,d when vi(.win,_ a mirror

) placed ai4ainst th(. l)('a)n-sl)lilt('r cube support pads per-

_. ,_ . 1)(,ndieuh_r to the mox'i))g cats-eye ol)tieal ;_xis.
7

Fig. 13. Square-wave chopper alignment verification Neith(.r the cat's (,v("nor the ))earn sl)litt('r was nse,t
during tht, ali_o_me))t: ih_t,';_rl, a fixture that simulated

the weight ;.nd center at Kr_tvity of the cat's eye was
mirror to reflect the external laser l)('am Ul)Ollits(,If wh(,n mounted in th(" moving struclun(,. Att ,ehed to the' mount-
the servo-driv(, was in its proper plae(,. To obs('rv(, this. i))g surface of this structu)'(' was a minor that d('fined the
a pin hole was l)l;t(.(,(l in the incoming ta,'_t,t• , ' ol)tieal axis direction in relatio:, to the l)('am-splitter pads.

which indieat(,d '_i ;ire see from the normal. This was a

The beam-splitter eel)t, was placed in position as was total r,,ading of tl)v struetnr(, through its total travel.
the phototul)e housing _md refer(,ne(, s')u)'c('s. The infr,t-
red (ieteetor will not 1)('placed into the svst(,m until after
syst('m testing. The external laser will 1)(,h,ft in 1)()siti()n Tht. main structure was moved 90 dog and, viewing a
and used as a source for system te.,ts, mi:-ror placed on the lwam-splitter pads perpendi(,ular

to th(. stationary cat's-eye axis, a deviation of 9 are see

4. Serv(,-O)ive Alignment was ol)serv('d with ]'el:,ti,;_, t_ :,era position. Placement of
a mirror on the stationary eat':,-ey(, mounting surface

The serve-drive unit (.ontains the cat's eyes, one of indicated 10 arc see of dev!;:tion.
which is mounted iitto a moving housing that, wh(.n
stepl)ed, creates an optic;d patl,. (Ltferencc in relation to
the statiotmry cat's ey(,. The mtit locates the l)eam-splitt(,r The autocollimator was shifted 1)y means of a transfer
cul)e in relation to both cat's eyes. mirror in order to el)s, "re a mirror placed on tl:e moving

structure and normal to its axis. Translating; the moving

The unit must function within the following spcci- structure to its extreme limits, roll was observed and
fications: found to 1)e 5-t,rc sec deviation.

(1) Provide 4 cm of optical path difference.
l_ateral separation was measured by mechanical means

(2) Maximum tilt of the optical axis of any optical and 0.002-in. deviation was found between all optical
clement not to exceed 1 arc min from the normal elements....1
to the beam splitter, f/"

(:3) The lateral separation of the geometric axis of the 5. Present Sta|tl$
elements not to exceed 0.5 mm.

The interferometer is now a.ligncd as well as available
(4) Roll about the nor:nal to the beam splitter of any techniques permit. System testing is in progress with

optical element not to exceed 5 arc min. reference fringes being produced by the instrument.
As testing continues, it may be found that finer adjust-

The serve-drive was built and aligned by Aeroflex ment will have to be incort'_ _rated in order to obta,.',-nthe
Laboratories. Alignment was observed and verified to fall desired final results.
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XVII. Lunar and Planetary Sciences
SPACESCIENCESDIVISION

A. Meteoritic Sampling of the Solar Wind, isotopic and elemental composition essentially the same
H. C. Lord, III as the solar values. Furthermore, the helium concen-

tration was on the order of 10-2 cm3/g, a factor of 103
The retention of low-energy ions incident upon silicate greater than typical meteoritic helium concentrations.

surfaces has been described in SPS $7-48, Vol. III, The meteorites containing this high concentration of
pp. 155-157. Furthermore, it was predicted that natural unfractionated gas do not belong to any particular type,
silicate samples exposed to a solar wind irradiation should but rather only show in a typical light-dark structure.
retain both hydrogen and helium, the predominant solar It is found that this solar primordial fraction is present
wind species, Table 1 (Ref. 1). only in the dark phase. Chemically the phases are essen-

A small number of meteorites have been known for tially the same except for trace element variations and

some time to contain an inert gas fraction with an an enrichment of carbon in the dark phase. "/"

Table 1. Pertinent solar wind parameters Eberhardt, et al. (Ref. 2), when studying separated
minerals and grain sizes in Khor Temiki, discovered that

Average HF etching of the individual grains radically reduced
Ion" Averageabundance energy, the gas concentr, .;'on. Furthermore, the primordial gas

keV conteot (in cm3/g) was found to decrease with increasing

H* 9¢.5% 0.9 grain size. These characteristics suggest that a low-energy

'No2" 4.4"*/, 1.e particle irradiation, like the solar wind, was the cause.

4He_* 3.0 X i0 "3 4He 2+ 3.6

An 87.2-mg sample of Pesyanoe (a known solar pri-SHe2' 1.3 X I 0-34He2+ 1.3
mordial gas containing meteorite) was heated in 100°C

O 1.5 X 10-2 to 4 X 10-24He_" 2.4 (a_Oe*)
steps, with the evolved gas at each step measured with

:

aN*otherelementshavebeen definitelyidentified,but bothC end No appear to a thermal conductivity detector gas chromatograph.The
i be present.

... gas release results are shown in Fig. 1; as seen, both
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lO-t ______-__ Table 2. Gas composition of Pesyanoe solar wind

f-6 -----

. Helium, Hydrogen,

4 -- _ Source cm3/g cm3/g Ite/H
q

' Thiswork;' 1,0X 10 : 8.4 X 10-'_ 0.061
2

Zahringer (Ref.3) 0.7 X 10 -2 -- --

Solar -- -- 0.160
10-2__--__

Z_ Solar, photosphere (Ref. 4) -- -- 0.090
0

6 Solar wind (Ref. 1) __ -- 0.045
c_

"Error ±200/0.
u
Z
0
g

2
o Further work is now in progress to analyze other gas-

_ ,0-a _ )2_ / rieh meteorites aswell as to study the isotopic com-

position of the released hydrogen. The solar D/H value
6 \ is thought to be <4 × 10-_ (Ref. 5), while the terrestrial

4 _ value is 1.56 X 10-*. Analysis of the solar wind compo-

nent will then give a value for the solar corona. It is

proposed that detection of solar wind implanted hydro-

2 gen and helium is an unambiguous identification for
extraterrestrial material. This is the first reported detection

1°-4 of solar wind hydrogen in extraterrestrial material.0 200 400 600 _00

TEMPERATURE, °C

Fig. 1. Differential gas release from Pesyanoe References
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XVIII. Bioscience
SPACE SCIENCESDIVISION

A. Organic Analysis of Soil by Pyrolysis-Gas This system not only offers the advantage of operational

Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry--A simplicity as compared to wet chemical procedm'es of

Candidate Experiment for a Mars Lander, the kind normally used for the analysis of soils and
sediments (Ref. 4), but also permits investigation of nor-

P. G. Simmonds, G. P. Shulman, and C. H. Sternbridge mally intractable polymeric materials such as humic acid.
1. Introduction A California desert soil containing less than 1% organic

matter was selected as a suitably complex test sample toOne of the experiments suggested for the unmanned
study the feasibility of the technique for the bio-organic

biological exploration of Mars involves the organic analysis of soils.
analysis of the Mars soil by an automated pyrolysis-gas

chromatography-mass spectrometry system 1 (Refs. 1, 2, 2. Experimental Technique
ancl 8). The proposed experiment consists of the following

basic steps: A schematic of the laboratory apparatus is shown in j
Fig. 1. It should be understood that the present experi-

(1) A sample is heated in an inert atmosphere at a mental arrangement is designed for analytical convenience
temperature sufficient to degrade and/or volatilize and is intended to provide only the fundamental guide-
the organic matter present, lines for a flight instrument. Experimentally, a 15 mg

(2) The complex mixture of volatile products is then sample of desert soil containing 0.84% organic matter
fractionated by gas chromatography and the indi- (Allison method, Ref. 5) was placed in a 8 X 0.159 cm

OD stainless steel tube that was sleeved by a smallvidual components identified by mass spectrometry.
pyrolysis furnace. This sample tube was connected directly

(8) 7he chemical composition of the organic matter to a 152 × 0.0005 m ID capillary column via a stainless-
contained in the original sample is inferred from steel swagelock union. Carrier gas entered the sample
the type of volatile pyrolysis compounds obtained tube through a capillary gas line tliat is silver soldered
and the pyrolysis conditions, into the small volume union at its mid-point. The ehro-

mat, )graphic column was coated with a 10% solution of

1The Biological Explorationof Mars-A Plan for the First Three DC200 silieone/Igepal C0990 (20:1) (Ref. 6). The sample
Missions.Edited by H. Ford, Aug. 1967 (JPL internal document), tube was heated to 500°C in 15 s by the pyrolysis furnace

i
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GAS CHROMATOGRAPH MOLECULAR SEPARATOR VALVE

HELIUM I SAMPLE '

CARRIER J

GAS [_CI _ SOURCE

s°PPL I /
I

TEMPERATURE
PROGRAMMER

QUADRUPOLE

MASS FILTER_

t

DATA _ CHROMAIOGRAM

RECORDING

ObClLLOGRAPHREcORDER AMPLIFIER [ _L

MASS SPECTRUM

Fig. 1. Pyrolysis-gas chomatograph-mass spectrometersystem

and the pyrolysate passed into the column under flow matter. Table 1, which summarizes this data, was compiled
of helium. The column was temperature programmed from both work performed in this laboratory and corn-
from 80-185°C at 4°/min, and the eluted sample passed prehensive literature surveys.
through a single-stage molecular separator (Ref. 7) di-

rectly into the ion source of an Electronic Associates, Inc. When pyrolysed, amino acids generally lose carbon
quadrupole mass spectrometer. The mass spectrometer dioxide to yield an intermediate amine that dehydro-
was adjusted to scan the mass range 10-250 atomic mass genates to form the corresponding nitrile in high yield.
units. An ion-current detector monitored the mass range Alternative decomposition by deamination and reduction
of interest, and the output signal was displayed on a yields the alkyl or aryl residues of the original amino1

potentiometric recorder that served as a measure of the acids (Refs. 11-14) or their decarboxylation products.
chromatographic peak intensity. The mass spectra were Peptides and proteins yield the same major components
recorded simultaneously on an oscillograph and six- identified from free amino acids. Carbohydrates decom-
channel tape system. The tape storage system can sub- pose smoothly to a series of furans including furfural and

sequently be subjected to automated data processing for furfuryl alcohol (Refs. 15 and 16). As a general rule, j
spectral recognition by a computer technique developed lipids (Ref. 17) form a series of alkenes and alkanes; e.g.,
for mass spectrometry systems (Refs. 8, 9, and 10). The tristearin pyrolyses to acrolein in addition to a mixture
individual pyrolysis products separated by the gas chro- of straight-chain Cz-C18 alkenes and alkanes with the

matograph were identified by a comparison of their mass alkenes predominating, except Clr, as expected. The pres-

spectrometric fragmentation patterns with those in a ence of iron-containing minerals causes some eyclization
reference library, and isomerisation during pyrolysis of lipids. Porphyrins

thermally fragment to a series of pyrroles characteristic

3. Resultsand Discussion of the class (Refs. 18 and 19). Hydrocarbons decompose i
In order to reconstitute the identity of the principle to lower molecular weight aromatic and aliphatie hydro-

classes of organic compounds present in the original carbons, with a high degree of unsaturation (Refs. 20 and
sample, pyrolyses of pure compounds of biological interest 21). When pyrolysed, the purine and pyrimidine bases
were performed. A library of representative pyrolysis of nucleic acids decompose extensively to form aceto-
fragments can now be established for the thermal degra- nitrile, methaerylonitrile and substantial amounts of

dation of the major classes of terrestrial bio-organic hydrogen cyanide (Ref. 22); the carbohydrate moiety of
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Table 1. Analysis of biG-organic compounds

1

Class of compound Typical degradation products I Class of compound Typical degradation products

Polypeplide and W,,,_ J Y

free amino acids" RCH., RCH CH=, RCN, RCH _-- CH--CN _"[7----'1 / And I_wer aHphatlc nitriles
ailphatic-branched

alkenes and alkanes

R- CH P°rphyrlnd Z N X

I Hole: I
_HN_C_CO_ R -- aromalic, heleroaromalic, aliphatic, H

I or substituted aliphatlc

H Note:

X,Y, WorZ c- H or alkyl

And R(CH...),; , CH :- CH._.,R(CH=),-I CHj, etc.

aliphatic HYdrocarbone Note:

Carbohydrate" JJ'_ _'1 ketones ana R(CH..) ,, CH3 R _. aromatlc, allphatic, stralghl chaln, or

.;-k aldehydes branched

Y O X

Nole: X or Y --- H, CHj, CHO, or CH..OH. and

. CH; CN, NH,_ CH_
Nucleic acid _ Y O X

Lipld _ CH_ _-- CH.CHO, and

R(CO:)sC_Hs straight-chaln alkcnes and alkones Note.
X or Y _ H, CH_, CHO, and CH..OH

_R,_ferences1to 12, 13, 14. eReference17. "References20, 21.

bReterences15, 16. dReferences18_ 19. rReference22.

-- ISOTHERMAL190Oc _.L_ PROGRAM4°/rain _:_ 30°C'q_

i---- l

4_ I t-'--" 2

67 65

o =
.<4I[

'.E'EGEN<>FO" -'0
THISFIGUREIS 51 _* • 42 <
GIVEN AS TABLE2

35--

.._.___1_ I I I I
60 50 40 30 20 10 0

TIME,mln

, Fig. 2. Gas chromatograph of desert soll pyrolysate
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nueleotides decompose as expected to substituted furans, aliphatic nitriles are detected in addition to butene, then
present, it is not possible to characterize the individual it becomes more rcasonabie to infer the presence of either

nucleic acid base. polypeptides or free amino acids. An alkene with a carbon
number greater than C_ dictates a choice between lipids

chromatogram of the pyrolysis products of the desert and hydrocarbons. These may be distinguished readily
sample is shorn in Fig. 2. These compounds are since naturally-occurring hydrocarbons contain large

listed in Table 2, which is keyed to the peaks shown in amounts of aromatic or branched aliphatic structures, in
2. Identification of individual compounds was made contrast to the fatty acid pyrolysate.

comparison of their mass spectra with the spectral

library. Peak number 84 (Fig. 2), identified in Table 9, Certain pyrolysis products appear to be specific for a
toluene, represents approximately 2.5 )< 10-_ g of single class of compound. Thus, phenylacetonitrile is an

material. In Table 8 the various pyrolysis fragments have exclusive product of phenylalanine and of polypeptides
been assigned to those classes of compounds from which containing this amino acid. Similarly, indole and methyl

probably originated. In most cases, there is at least indole have been observed only in tryptophan pyrolyses.
characteristie series of products for each class. For Disubstituted pyrroles are characteristic for porphyrins,

example, aliphatie nitriles are formed by thelanal degrada- while the lower aliphatie mercaptans are, apparently,
of amino acids, whether free or part of a polypeptide unique thermal fragments from the sulfur-containing

chain. It is apparent, however, that certain products such amino acids. It is conceivable that mercaptans may also
the ahphatic alkanes and alkenes may originate from originate from hydrocarbon material with a high indige-

more than a single class of compound. For example, the nous sulfur content; however, in this case, some aromatic
identification of butene is prima facie evidence of the sulfur compounds would also be expected. Furans and
presence of polypeptide, lipid, or hydrocarbon classes; substituted furans are characteristic for carbohydrate
however, if a series of aliphatic and ring-substituted moieties.

Table 2. Compounds identified from gas chromatograph of desert soil pyrolysate (Fig. 2)

Peak No. Compound Peak No. Compound Peak No. Compound

1 Carbon dioxide, methane ethane 23 Benzene 46 Styrene

2 Propene, carbonyl sulfide 24 2-butenal 47 2-furaldehyde

3 Butene, hydrogen sulfide 25 Dimethyl furan 48 Unidentified

4 Methanethiol, methyl propane, 26 Methyl pentene 49 Dimethyl hezadiene

dimelhyl sulfide 27 Unidentified 50 Isopropyl benzene -t- unidentified

,5 Methyl butene 28 Heaene 51 Unidentified

6 Propane1, methanol 29 Unidentified 52 Methyl styrene

7 Acrolein 30 Dithlabutane 53 Unidentified

8 Furan, acetone 31 C_ branched alkane 54 Methyl furaldehyde /

9 2-methyl propanel 32 Pyrrole SS Unidentified (amine)
/f

10 Butanone 33 Unidentified 56 C9 olefin

11 Dimethyl butene 34 Toluene 57 Furfuryl alcohol

12 Methyl propenal 35 Methyl pyrrole 58 Benzonitrile

13 Ethanenitrile 36 Unidentitied 59 Indene

14 Acrylonltrile 37 C7 blanched alkene 60 Phenyl acetonitrile

1,5 Pentene 38 Unidenlified 61 Phenol

16 2-methyl furan 39 Dimethyl pentene 62 o- or m cresol

17 Butanal 40 Dimethyl pyrrole 63 p-cresol

18 Penlanone propanenitrile 41 Pyrldine 64 Dimethyl phenol

19 Methyl butadiene 42 Methyl pyr|dine 65 Unidentified

20 Methacrylonitdle 43 Ethyl benzene 66 Alkyl benzer.e

21 Valeraldehyde 44 Dimethyl benzene 67 Alkyl phenol

22 Bulanenltr|lo 4,5 2-methyl pyrazine 68 Indole
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Table 3. Assignment of pyrol_,sls fragments to biological classes

Lipid

Proteln a Carbohydrate a Nucleic acid
Fats and waxes a Hydrocarbon Porphyrin _

Characteristic series

Ethane nitrile Acrolein Elhene Pyrrole

Acrylonltrile Propanal Propene Melhylpyrrole

Propanenitrile Acetone Butene Dimethylpyrrole

Methacrylonilrile 2-methylpropanal Pentene

Butanenitrile Butanone Hexene

Benzonltrile 2-methylprapenoi C_,alkene C_ alker_e

Phenylacetonffrile Butanal C7 alkene C7 alkene

Pentanone C_ a[kene C_ alkadlene

Pentanal C9 alkene

Ethene 2-butenol

Propene

Melhylpropane

Methylhutene

Methylpentene Furan

Benzene 2-methylfuran

Toluene Dimethylfuran

Elhylbenzene Furfural

Styrene Methylfurfural

Propylbenzene Furfuryl alcohol

Methylstyrene

Individual compounds

Phenol b Methylbutadiene Methanol b Acrolein b Dimethylbenzene

Cresolsb Benzene Acrylonitrile Alkylbenzene

Xyle,nolb Ethanenitrile Melhylpentene

Indole b Methacrylonitrile Dimethylbutene "_
Indene Butanenltrile /

Methanethiol b Pyridine /
Dimelhyl sulfide _ Methylpyridine

Dimethyl disulfide b 2-methylpyrozlne b

Pyrrole

Methylpyrrole

Pyridine

Methylpyridlne

aPresenceestobllshed.
bCharacter|stic.
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4. Conclusion 5. Allison, L. E., Soil Sci. Soc. Amer. Proc., Vol. 24, p. 86, 1960.

A considerable amount of work remains to be done in 6. Teranishi, R., and Mon, T. R.. Anal. Chem., Vol. 86, p. 1490,

establishing the precise pyrolytic pathways and mecha- 1964.

nisms of pyrolysis for specific macromolecules of biologi- 7. Ryhage, R., Anal. Chem., Vol. 86, p. 759, 1964.

cal interest. It is anticipated that detailed studies of this 8. Boettgcr, H. G.,"Automatcd Data Reduction of High-Resolution
kind will establish a substantial library of thermal frag- Mass Spectra of Organic Compounds," Abstract 283, presented
ments unique to the pyrolysate of a single bio-organie at Paci_c Conference oll Chemistry and Spectroscopy, Anaheim,

class, and, more specifically, to individual members of Calif., 1967.

the class. Based on the above observations and a critical 9. Boettger, H. G.,"An Advanced Data Processing System for Fast
, study of the individual pyrolysis products from Table 8, Scanning High-Resolution Mass Spectrometers," Paper 81, pre-

it is possible to infer that all the bioehemically important sentcd at the fifteenth Mass Spectrometry and Allied Topics

classes of compounds are present in the desert soil sample. Conference, Denver, Colo., 1967.

This is not surprising since microbiological surveys in 10. tlitcs, R. A., and Biemann, K., Anal. Chem., Vol. 40, p. 1217,
this area have clearly established the existence of approxi- 1968.

mately 5 X 10_ microorganisms per gram of soil (SPS 11. Kanomata, K., mad Mashiko, Y., NiIJpon Kagaku Zosshi, Vol. 87
,37-34, Vol. IV, pp. 19,3-202). The present work is suffi- p. 57, 1966.
ciently encouraging to justify the conclusion that the

primary objectives of the pyrolysis-gas chromatography- 12. Vollmin, J., et al., Microchem. 1., Vol. II, p. 78, 1966.

mass spcctrometry experiment are attainable. A prelimi- 18. Merritt, C., Jr., and Robcrtson, D. H., I. Gas Chromatography,

nary investigation of the Preeambrian Fig Tree shale Vol. 5, p. 96, 1967.

(age 3.1 X 10 ' yr) by this technique indicates that the 14. Shulman, G. P., and Simmonds, P. G., Chem. Comm., p. 1040,
pyrolysate is, predominately, a mixture of hydrocarbons 1968.

with a surprising lack of any heteroatom fragments. This
15. Kata, K., Arg. B_.ol.Chem., Vol. 81, p. 657, 1967.work will be continued to include other shales and also

meteorites and will be reported in a future article. 16. Kata, K., and Komorita, H., Arg. Biol. Chem., Vol. 82, p. 21,
1968.
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XIX. Physics
SPACESCIENCESDIVISION

A. Jupiter's.Red Spot and the Solar Wind, solar wind were made before the cur¢ent decade, geo-
M. Eikrem1and M. Neugebauer magnetic activity was selected as a measure of the solar

wind. Although the details of the interaction of the

During the past few months, there have been some solar wind with the earth's magnetic field are not yet
interesting discussions in the scientific literature concern- completely clear, the mechanism which converts solar
ing the possible origin of variations in the intensity of wind variations into geomagnetic activity, auroral ae-
Jupiter's red spot. First, Graf, Smith, and McDevitt tivity, and enhanced precipitation of geomagnetically
(Ref. 1) suggested that the red-spot variations were col'- trapped radiation should also operate at Jupiter, if the
related witla the Zurich sunspot number; the data on solar wind exists at 5 AU. The location and shape of
which their argument was based are shown in Fig. 1. "l'he the Jovian red spot are suggestive of a magnetic anomaly
suggested coupling agent was the ultraviolet radiation at which enhanced precipitation of trapped particles

associated with solar activity, might occur (similar to the earth's south Atlantic anomaly). _1"

The fact that the red-spot data have at least two In Fig. 2, the red-spot intensib/and geomagnetic data
maxima per ll-yr solar cycle led T.S. Smith (Ref. 2) to are plotted together versus time for the years 1892
suggest that solar flare protons are a more probable through 1947. Fol' each opposition of Jupiter with the
cause of variations in the red spot. However, Jupiter's earth and su" ed-spo_ intensity is given by Peek's
strong magnetic field may prevent all but the highest (Ref. 8) qu,, e index, which ranges from 0 = in-
rigidity protons from reaching the relatively low mag- visible to 8 = • dark and conspicuous," and geomag-
netic latitude of the red spot. netic acUvity is represented by a 2-me average of the

geomagnetic character index C_ (Ref. 4) for the month
Further analysis at JPL has led to the suggestion that of and the month preceding the opposition. This par-

variations in the solar wind, rather than in solar flare tieular 2-me average was chosen because at opposition
protons or ultraviolet radiation, may be the cause of red- the earth and Jupiter sample nearly the same radially

i spot variations. Because no direet measurements of the flowing solar wind plasma with a 10- to 20-day time
delay required for the plasma to tra.vel from the orbit of

IJPLsummeremployee, earth to the orbit of Jupiter.
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Fig. 1. Smoothedyearly-average Zurich sunspotnumberand relative intensity of Jovian red spot
between 1892 and 1947
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Fig. 2. Two-month average geomagnetic character figure Cj and relative intensity of Jovian red spot
between 1892 and 1947

Figure 2 shows a fairly convincing correlation between may occur as close to the sun as ,_ 5 AU, or the orbit of
the 2-mo CA and red-spot intensity for the years 1900- Jupiter (Ref. 5). It is tempting to speculate that the years
1908, and after 1922. The yearly-average CA (not plotted) 1909-1911, 1916, 1918, and 1922, which show no corre- '
correlates very well the red-spot data before 1900. For lation between CA and red-spot intensity, correspond to |
thuse intervals, the C_-red spot correlation is appreciably periods when Jupiter was outside the shock. The fact 1
better than the corresponding sunspot-red spot correla- that the periods of very poor correlation are generally )
tion shown in Fig. 1. periods of low red-spot intensity supports this speculation.

Recently, it has been suggested that the termination In conclusion, although the data in Fig. 2 do not show
of the solar wind by a shock transition to subsonic flow a statistically significant correlation between the red.spot '
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intensity and C, for the entire period 1891-1947, the brief description of the ICR spectrometer and of the
correlation during some periods is quite striking. The re- ICR technique was given in SPS 87-4(3, Vol. IV, pp. 20,5--
sultant suggestion that the great red spot is associated 208.
with a magnetic anomaly could be tested by proposed

spacecraft missions to Jupiter. 2. Experimental Techniques

References Previous work using ICR single resonance techniques
has shown that it is possible to determine the thermal

1. Graf, E. R., Smith, C. E., and McDevitt, F. lq., Nature, Vol. energy rates of ion-molecule reactions (Ref. 8 and Foot-
218, p. 857, 1968. notes 2 and ._). A description of this technique will be1

2. Smith, T. S., Nature, Vol. 219, p. 857, 1968. given here so as to aid in the evaluation of the rate

3. Peek, B. Ivl,, The Planet lupiter. Faber and Faber, Ltd,, Lon- constants tlmt are reported.
don, England, 1958.

SOURCE _ RESONANCF

4. Handbook of Geophysics and Space Eltc, Irorlment8. Air Force GION7 "'-.. REGIONCambridge Research Laboratories, Bedford, Mass., 1965. RE

B. An ICR Study of the lo,-Molecule Thermal v -=- BEAM__f_e_f_ a -=-V

Reactior, Rates of H.., D.., and HD, l ' (Z)--_ _-I

D.D. Elleman,J. King, Jr., and M. T. Bowers I

T 1L1. Introduction I I
I j

The measurement of the ion-molecule thermal rates in _ _ -q_
I I

the gas phase Reactions I-III has been of considerable _ _2 =_
interest for some time.

Fig. 3. Side view of ICR cell showing parameters for
K_ kinetic analysis Imagnetic field is parallel

H + 4- H_ ---H-_4- H (I) to electron beam)

K_ Figure 8 shows tl_e geometry of the ICR cell required
D_ + D., ---D._ + D (II) for a kinetic analysis. Separate drift voltages v, and vp

are applied to the source and resonance regions of the
K_ a cell. The arrow indicates the direction of ion drift for

_I-I_.D _ + D (Ilia) the crossed field geometry. The drift velocities (in m/see)

HD* + HD_HD,+, + H (IIIb) in the source and resonance regions are

K._b " V_ //"
v.,,= )-'d" (1)

Harrison has developed a pulsing technique for studying

thermal energy ion-molecule reaction rates and has re- V,
ported thermal values for K_ and K: (Refs. 1 and 2). (In v,a = B---d" (2)
private communication, Harrison later reported that

these values for K_ and K2 are probably too low by a where d is the spacing between the plates in meters, Va
factor of 2.) Stevenson and Schiesler (Ref. 8) and Reuben and V, are the voltages in practical _,'olts across the
and Friedman (Ref, 4)have used high pressure (hp)mass plates, and B is the magnetic field in Wb/m _. If the

spectrometry to obtain rate constants at higher energies effects of {ringing fields are neglected, then the times at
for Reactions I, II, and III.

'Bowers, M, T,, Elleman, D. D., and Beauehamp, J. L., 1. Phys.
This article reports the results of a study of reactions Chem., Vol. 72, p. 8599, 1908.

I-III, using ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) spectroscopy 'Bowers, M. T., Elleman, D. D., and King, Jr,, J., 1. Chem. Phrys.
(Refs. 5, 6, 7, and SPS 37-53, Vol. III, pp. 149--151). A (inpress).
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which tile ion enters r avd leaves r', the resonance region, Data is then taken by varying the drift voltage V and
arc given by measuring tile resulting _hanges in the intensities r I, and

L of the primary ion and secondary ion. A plot of
l,

. -: -- (a)

,, =. 1.__L__q l.. -- I, (4)
_)*,l Drd

versus V -_ is made and the slope S is obtained. Equation (8)

where l_and 1.:are shown in Fig. 8. is then rewritten in the form

Beauchwlp (Ref. 8) and Bowers, Elleman, and nK S
--g-.= x 10-:*B,, (9)Bcauchamp (Footnote 2) have developed an equation

which relates the intensity of the primary ion I_,and sec-

ondary ion L to the reaction rate constant K in the limit The rate constant is then readily obtained from Eq. (9)
where nK r', <<1 and nK r', <<1. Tim subscripts p and s if n, the number of neutral molecules per unit volume, is
on r' refer to the primary and secondary ion exit times known.
and n is the number of neutral molecules per unit volume

in the cell. The resulting equation is The JPL spectron., ter has been calibrated for n by
measuring, with the technique described above, the well

nK 1 known rate constant of methane in the reaction

"w -- ( m, 5" .1+ ,.,, i./ (';,+',') K,,,
CH_ + CH, = CH..+,-', CtI, (IV)

where m., and mp are the masses of the secondary and

primary ions, respectively. In the development of Eq. (5), The wdue of n determined from the pressure measure-
it has been assumed that the line widths of the primary mcnt of the ionization gage attached to the . '.;11was
and secondary ions arc equal; experiments to date have compared to the value of n calculated fi'om the ICR-

_" sbown that this is a valid approximation, measured value of K,,, and the accepted literature value
of K,,,/It was determined that the ion gage value of n

It is convenient to rewrite Eq. (5) in terms of known was low by a factor of ,3.5, and all subsequent ion gage
instrument parameters when using the expression to measurements of n have becn corrected by this factor.

• measure the rate constant K. Generally, for ease of oper- Corrections for differences between the gage, calibrated
ation, the drift voltages in the source and resonance for N:, and the sample gas are made by multiplying the
regions are set equal so that ion gage reading by the ratio a,(N.:)/adi), where ,r,(N_)

is the ionization cross section of N..,gas and ,r,(t) the ioniza-

V =- V_ = V, (6) tion cross section of the sample gas. It is assumed that ,t' '
the collection efficiency of the ion gage is equal for all ions. /

' in terms of knownIt is then possible to express r_, + r p

measurable quantities so that The ICR experiments on hydrogen and deuterium were
performed at a pressure of 2 X !0-" tort; the gas was

, It + l.., _ B_d(l_ + l.,.) (7) weakly ionized by a 45-eV electron beam of 0.1 rA. TIa
rp + r p - Vp v resulting ion current down the cell was in the range of :

1 X 10-u A. The gases were Matheson Research grade
where Bp is the value of the magnetic field at the reso- and were used without further purification.
nance condition for the primary ion. Equations (5) and (7) ]
can be combined and simplified and the values for l_, 12, !

3. Experimental Results land d can be used to give

The experimental plots for Reactions I-III are given
nK = V in Fig. 4. As ean be seen, a straight line that passes through

m_ _ (8) the origin fits the experimental points for a r_latively large2 1 "t- mp I,] Bp2._._t X I0 -3 range of V. The resulting rate constants calculated from
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O3 • - 1 I I- ---

0.2_'_ 0.1 + +

H3+H + +eD

E°_ m3 s- 1

:_'- I I I I
+

__- 0.3 1 • 1

_:_ HD + + HD _ H2D+ + D

._'_ kH2D �=0.75 x 10-9 cm3 tool "1 s-1
E°- 0.2

O

0.1 "_

I I I

0,50 1.0 1.50 0 0.50 1.0 1.50

INVERSE VOLTAGE I V -I

Fig. 4. ml,Li/ms, liP* ? (mp/msillsi ] vs (drift voltage) -1 for various
isotopic hydrogen reactions. (Straight line was used to

determine rate constantsaccording to Ecl.9)

this ICR data are listed in Table 1, along with data from (Ref. 1) reported thelmaal rate constants obtained from
other workers for comparison, pulsed work of Kl(pulse) and K__(pulse) --- 0.59 and 0.58

X 10-9 cm3 molecule -x sec -x. In a more recent paper,
The values KI(ICR) and K.,(ICR) = 2.11 and 1.6 X 10-9 Gupta, et al. (Ref. 2) have reviewed many of the thermal

cm 3 molecule -1 see-1 obtained from Fig. 4 are in good rate constants reported in Ref. 1. Most of the proton
agreement with previously reported data. Harrison, et al., transfer reactions in Ref. I were too low by a factor of

approximately 2. While revised values of K_ (pulse) and
K._ (pulse) were not reported by Gupta, et al. (Ref. 2), /Table 1. Thermal reaction rate constantsfor

H_, D2, and HD Harrison has indicated that the initially reported values
/

in Ref. I are also probably too low by approximately a

factor of 2. In addition, Harrison, et al. (Ref. 1) report
K X 10-, cm molecule- sec-

K_ (pulse)/K2 (pulse) = 1.01, compared with the value of
Reaction High 1.88 reported for that ratio here. Beuben and Friedman

ICR Pulse _ pressure u Theory _
(Ref. 4) have reported KI (hp) and K_ (hp) = 2.02 and

H__ H_ 2.11 0.59 2.02 2.08 1.44 X 10-9 cm3 molecule -_ see -_ at 1.4-eV exit _on energy

o__ o_ 1.60 0.58 1.44 ).48 with KIlK= = 1.43 in fair agreement with the ratio re-

!" HO*-->H_W o.78 -- o.78_ ported here. Reuben and Friedman (Ref. 4) also give_, 1.66 values of K_ and K2 as a function of energy and report
:- HO �-->HD2+ 1.25 -- 0.91)

both K1 and K2 decrease with energy above 1.4-eV exit
aRof. 1. The,e values should probably be multiplied by approximately 2. See ion energy. The energy dependence of Reactions I-III

Ref. 2.

bRef. 4. Data are the lowest energy reporied (I.4-eV exit Ion energy), as determined by ICR is quite complex, and the energy

_he.9. dependence results will be presented at a later date.
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The rate constants for the HD' reactions were deter- ings there are several promising segments of data. These

mined to he K.,, (ICR) and K_, (ICR) = 0.7.5 and 1.25 segments are being processed for computer analysis.
X 10 _ cm a molecule -1 see 1 with a ratio k.,,/Ic:,, = 1.67.

Reuben and Friedman (Ref. 4) report values of K,, and As an example, day 200 contains a 12-h run of field
K:a, --=0.75 and 0.91 X 10-" cna:_molecule -_ set-' with the and plasma data, during wlaidl the average field, bulk
ratio K.,,/K,_, -- 1.21. The agl'cement is fair. velocib,, and average density remgin almost constant.

The amplitude of the field fluctuation is about one third
The existenee of a significant isotope effect in Reactions

the amplitude of the average field, with eorre-e,,nding
IIIa and IIIh indicates that either a relatively long-lived
complex is formed in the hydrogen molecule-parent ion reasonably small amplitudes in the velocity and density

' system or there is preferential orientation in a shorter- fluetaations. This data sector will be divided into lfi 1-h
lived complex (Refs. 4, 10, and 11). There is evidence segments, and each segment will be analyzed inde-
from photochemical studies (Ref. 12), however, that both pendently.
a stripping mechanism and a complex mechanism are
simultaneously occurring at low energies in Reactions If a linearly polarized longitudinal wave is present, the
I-III. The rate constants reported here merely reflect the field will oscillate primarily in a single direction, Each

total rate of formation of (H,D).; ions from the (H,D). +, 1-h subset, therefore, is examined for its line of oseilla-
+ (H,D).+..reactant at thmrnal energies, tion. Consecutive data segments that are found to have

the same, or nearly the same, line of oscillation are
References combined into a single data set. It is hoped that several

1. Harrison, A. G., Myher, J. J., and Thynne, J. C. J., "'Ion- subsets will coalesce in this manner. Such an extension
MoleculeReactions in the Gas Phase," Adcan. Chem., Series of data sets may be indicative of wavelike phenomena.
58, Chapt. 10, 1966.

2. Gupta, S. K., Jones, E. G., Harrison, A. G., and Myher, J.J., But if the oscillations actually represent a compres-
Can. I. Chem., Vol. 45, p. 8107, 1967. sional wave, the magnetic field and plasma must obey

3. Stevenson,D. P., and Sehiesler,D. 0., I. Chem. Phys.,Vol. 29, interrelations imposed by the hydromagnetie equations.
p. 282, 1958. If the magnetic field is given, the wave velocity of the

4. Reuben, B. G., and Friedman, L., I. Chem. Phys., Vol. 87, particles is already determined by the equations. This
p. 1636, 1962. suggests the following test: The magnetic field data are

5. Beauchamp, J. L., Anders, L. R., and Baldesehwieler, J.D., used, with the t. ,dromagnetie equations, to predict the
J. Am. Chem. Soc., Vol. 89, p. 4569, 1967. velocity fluctuations for a sonic wave. The curve ob-

tained is then compared to the actual velocity measure-6. Baldeschwieler,J. D., Science, Vo1. 159, p. 263, 1968.
ments. If the curves agree, it may be concluded that

7. Fluegge, R. A., CorneUAeronauticalLab Report UA-1854-P-1. sonic waves are present.U.S. Department of Commerce Clearing House for Federal
Scientificand Technical Information, Washington, D.C., Feb.
1967. This will constitute the main test for magnetosonic

8. Beauehamp, J. L., Ph.D. Thesis, Harvard University, Cam- waves, but a second test can be applied for verification. --f"
bridge, Mass., 1967. The density fluctuations are also determined by the field,

9. Gioumousis,G., and Stevenson,D. P., 1. Chem. ehus., Vol. 29, through the hydromagnetic equations. Again, the tom-
-" p. 294, 1958. puted density will be compared to the actual density

measurements.
10. Klein, F. S., and Friedman,L., I. Chem. Phys.,Vol. 41, 1_.1789,

1964..

Various difficulties prevent a straightforward solution11. Friedman, L., J, Chem. Phtjs.,Vol. 41, Chapt. 7, 1964.
to the problem. In order to calculate the sonic wave

12. Chupka, W. A., Russell,M. E., and Refaey, K., I. Chem. Ph_js., velocity, the specific heat ratio and the electron tem-Vol. 48, p. 1518, 1968.
perature must be known. These quantities are not
measured directly and must be inferred from the avail-

C. Compresslonal Waves in the Solar Wind, able information, perhaps by a least-squares technique "
T. W. J. Unti relating all the wave parameters by means of the hydro-

The search continues for a clear example of a mag- magnetic equations. Also, it has been theoretically dem-
netosonie wave. In the Mariner V magnetometer read- onstrated by Barnes that, in contrast to Alfv_n waves,
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sonic waves damp vezT quickly. Therefore, all the quasi- and the components are written in the form of dyadics
periodic structures evident in the Mariner V data may be A and g (Ref. 2):
Alfv6n waves and/or other phenomena.

1
A_b = Co_ob-- 4 e"_'tebI_Ccdfg (1)

D. Debever Vectors in Dyadic Notation,

B. K. HarrisoM 1
Tab = "_ EbcdCc_cd (9.)One way to express the Petrov algebraic classifica-

tion of the Weyl curvature tensor in differential geometry

is to use the concept of Debever vectors. A Debever We also define a complex dyadic C = A + lB. Indices
vector is a real null vector which satisfies a certain equa- are raised and lowered for the component indices with
tion with the Weyl tensor. For the most general Weyl the Minkowski metric tensor.
tensor (Petrov Type I), there are four distinct Debever

vectors. If two or more Debever vectors are parallel We now write the equations of Table 2 for the Debever
(degenerate), the Weyl tensor is said to be degenerate, vectors in dyadic form. We find that they can be ex-
or of an algebraically special type. pressed in terms of a single dyadic equation for C and n

for each Petrov type. It is to be remembered that u is
Table 9. (Ref. 1) shows the different types of Petrov real, u 2 = 1, and that C is traceless and symmetric.

classification, the number of independent Debever vec-
tors, and the equation satisfied by the degenerate Debever
vectors The bracket in the second column shows the Type I.

number of degenerate vectors along with the number of
nondegenerate vectors; [9.11], for example, means that C - (C" u)u - u(n" C) + iC X u - iu(u • C X u)
there are two parallel vectors, which are thus degen-

erate, with two others not parallel to the first vectors or + 1
to each other. The degenerate vectors for a given type _- (u. C' u) (I + nu + il X u) = 0,
satisfy the equation for that type; the others satisfy the
general equation (that for Type I). Brackets on indices u(u. C" u) - u • C - in" C X u _¢=0 (3)
represent antisymmetrization.

There are four noncoincident solutions for u in general.

Table 2. Classificationof Weyl tensor
Type II.

Petrov Arrangement Equations satisfied by

type of vectors Oebever vectors C -- (C" u)u -_ iC X n

I [11 ! 1 ] k[aCb]cd[ekf]kekd -_ 0

jn [2111 Cbceiekf_kckd= 0 + -_ (U' C" u) (I -- uu + il X u) = 0,D [22] Cbe_[ekf]kekd = 0

III [31] Cbecz[ekf]krZ _ 0

N [4] Cbcd,ke= 0 u. C"u _ 0 (4)
0 -- Cbcde = 0

The single soluUon of this equation represents the pair
of coincident Debever vectors. The other two Debever

For purposes of analysis, it is desirable to represent
Debever vectors and their equations in the dyadic formu- vectors satisfy Eq. _3).
laUon of Wahlquist and Estabrook (fief. 2). We use the
following notation. The null vectors k_, will be written Type D. The Debever vectors are coincident in pairs;
ktL= (1,u), where u is a real unit 3-vector.( Since k_ is each vector satisfies Eq. (4). i
real and null, its time component is nonzero and can be
taken as unity.) The Weyl tensor is written in terms of Type IlL
components with respect to a local orthonormal frame,

¢ - (C'u)u + iCXu =0, ¢.u_0 i
_Residentresearch associateassigned to JPL. (5)

i
i
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The single solution of this equation represents the triplet and
of coincident Debever vectors. The other Debever vector

satisfies Eq. (3). u = iy X y (15)

Type N. (Bar denotes complex conjugate.)

C + iC X u = 0, C _/:O (6) We note that

The solution of this equation gives the four coincident y2 = 0, y. y -- 1, and u. y = 0 (16)
Debever vectors.

' Then, with fl -- -2_, and -/= e(2)v2, we have from Eqs.

Type O. (9) and (14)

C = a(I -- 3uu) + flyy + 7(uy + yu)c --0 (7)
(17)

This is the conformallv t._t ,.ase.

This is the general form C must hav'e to be algebraically

If we now define a dyadic D, special (i.e., not of Type I), with u and y satisfying Eqs.
(15) and (16). Further restrictions, such as u" C" u = 0,

1 , restrict C to be more special than Type II.
O=CT_-(u C'u)I (= D7') (8)

If we note that
we note

I = yf + yyy+ .. (18)
] (TrD)I (9)C = D---_- and define

and find Eq. (4) to yield 1 1
z = -ay - _- i,/y Xy - -_- BY (19)

D-- (D.u)u +iDXn=0 (10)
we can write C in Eq. (17) in the form

Ip_tead of solving this equation for u, let us find the
posomle form of D. We write C = -3yz -- 3zy + 2(y' z)l (20)

D = -3auu +/_w + _ww + 8(uv + vu) This is the form obtained by Wahlquist _ from a consid-
eration of the Cayley-Hamilton equation for C.

+ e(uw d- wu) + -q(vw+ wv) (11)

By analysis of the two forms for C, Eqs. (17) and (20), /
where (u, v, w) form a positive orthonormal triad. Equa- we now construct Table 3, summarizing the conditions

/

tion (10) yields
5Unpublishednotes on algebraic classificationsof the Weyl tensor

= ¢i, ¢ = --¢, 8 = --Ei (12) dyadic, 1967.

Then if Table 3. Conditionsfor C to be a given Petrovtype

Petrov
1 (w - iv) (13) Conditions for Sq, (l 7) Cortdillons for tq. (20)

Y = _ type

wefind II ottO, ,y2_¢=--3aft y'z:_0, z_#O
O a--_0, ,y2 = --3a/_ y'•,#0, z2_-- 0
III _=0, 'y :t: 0 y'z= 0, z2 _/=0

, D = --Sauu -- 2tSyy + e (2) '/` (uy + yu) N a = _,= 0, p # 0 y. z = 0, •2 : 0, z -# 0

' (14) o a = ,/= # = o z : o
¢
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for C to be c,tch of the special types, The conditions for where m = (s_)1_.If _ = (s '_)'_ and/_ = ±1, then

Eq. (20) have been given by Wahlquist; _ those for

Eq. (17) are obtained by substituting Eq. (17) into ju) 1
? + /sX_]

Eqs. (3)-(6), or by consideration of the related inequal- [ t = n'-' + m/5

ities, and by noting that z must satisfy z_ = 0 for Type D. (28)

We note in Types II, III, and N, in which there is one where/'- := 1 gives u and v_= -1 gives t.
degenerate Debever vector, that it is given by Eq. (15),
u = iy Xy. In Type D, in which there are gvo degen-
erate Dehever vectors, we can write References

/

1. Pirani, F. A. E., Introduction to GravitationalRadiatioe Theory,
z = kw (21) (1964 Brandeis Lecture Notes), p. 821. Prentice-Ilall, Inc.,

New York, 1965.

where _ • w = 1, and w" = 0. 2. Wahhtuist, H. D., mad Estabrook, F. B., Rigid Motions in
Einstein Spaces,Technical Report 82-868, p. 81. Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., Mar. 15, 1986.Then the second Debever vector can be shown to be

t = iwX_ (22) E. Dielectric Function of a Low-Density

where w may be expressed in terms of y and u: Electron Gas, J. s. Zmuidzinas c'

Considerable insight into the physical properties of a
rr metal can be obtained by studying a simple model of

w = - y cos-"0 + y sin'-'0 + u(2) v_sin 0 cos 0, 0 < 0 _<--_ the metal consisting of a cold electron gas in a uniform

(23) neutralizing background of ions. The behavior of this
idealized system is conveniently described by the di-

where 0 is a real parameter, electric function e(k,,,) which measures the response of
the system to a weal: external electric field of frequency,o.

We then find, from Eqs. (22) and (23), that

The dielectric function in the random-phase approxi-

(2)'a sin 20 (y + y) -',- u cos 20 (24) mation (RPA) is given as (Ref. 1)t- 2

4rre2
- xo(k,o,) (1)Note that, if 0 = _r/g, t = -u, but w'y = 1-_ 0, the eee._(k,o_)--1 7hk2V

space parts of the two Debever vectors may be anti-
parallel in Type D, We also note, with Wahlquist (Foot-
note 5), that an alternative form for C in Type D is where e is the electronic charge, V is the volume occupied /

by the electron gas, and the density-density response /
function x°, in this approximation, is /

I- (ez)
o

- ,7 0 �(2)where s is complex, x° (k,o,) = Xq_ o ,

It is easily shown from Eqs. (20)-(24) that with

¢ = - ky. w = - k sin20 (26) d_
• = [(q+ -

and

where m is the electron mass.

s = +_m iyXw
y'w

6Theauthor wish_sto acknowledge fruitflddiscussionswith Dr. M.
= -+-m(u - (2) '/"cot 0 y) (27) M. Saffren.
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The zero-temperature Fermi distribution functions no (N/2 in number for each spin) in some fixed order; _,a(xi)t

arise in Eq. (2) from linearizing the equations of motion are electron creation operators; and !0> is the electron
for the particle-hole operators about the ground state of vacuum. The state la> is an exact eigenstate of the

non-interacting Fermi gas; for both spin orientations _, interaction Hamiltoniai_ and has the lowest possible eigen-
one has value if the electrons form a body-centered lattice (Ref. 2).

However, the expectation value of the kinetic energy is

l 1, if kkl < kr infinite in this state. To avoid this infinity, one may "smear
nk_ = out" the lattice by making the substitution
- 0, if > k,

where
= f d3x - x,)

/

k,,= (8,_°-n)"_
where

is the Fermi wavenumber, and n is the electron density.

As is well known, the I1PAexpression (Eq. 1) for the (@)dielectric function is valid only in the high-density limit f(x) = (Cal) -a exp
(n large or r_ = e_mn-":'d_-2 <<1). Unfortunately, this limit
is not representative of the actual metallic densities

and I is taken much smaller than the lattice spading
($N< r._G 6). Calculations of e in the latlr'r density regime ro = n-3/='.The distribution function is defined as
are much more difficult, since the kinetic and the poten-
tial energies are comparable there, and neither can be

treated as small in the first approximation. In the low- nko = V-_fd3xfd3yexpik'(,--JJ,_ Y) < f_[O_(x)ttPo(y)lo >density regime (r.,>>1), matters are again simpler, since ~ ~ ~
here the Coulomb energy dominates, and hence the

strong-coupling methods are appropriate. Using the approximation 2 <<to, we find

According to Wigner (Ref. g), the electron gas solidi- <ale-(x)' _(Y)la> = [(_)"_l _ _ f(x - x,)f(Y - ,_,)ties into a lattice in the low-density limit. While this limit, ~ _ ~
too, is not representative of the actual metals, its study
nevertheless is likely to be profitable, since it may throw and hence
some light o_. the poorly understood lattice-gas transition

which is thought to occur at r_ _, 4 (Ref. 8 and SPS 87-28, 1 (__)Vol. IV, pp. 182-134) as the electron density is increased _ = _ n[(2r)'/"_] 3 exp (8)
from r, >>1. In this article, we determine the RPA di-
electric function in the low-density limit (LDL).

The distribution function Eq. (8)is Maxwellian with

The s_mpiest way of calculating _ in LDL is to linearize "temperature" T determined by _2k2/2 = mv2/2KT: //
the particle-hole equations of motion not about the Fermi /
ground state but about the state of the electron lattice. T =/h2/mKI 2
Mathematically, this amounts to replacing no in Eq. (2)
by a distribution function appropriate to the electron
lattice, determined as follows, where K is the Boltzmann constant. Physically, T mea-

sures the kinetic energy which an electron acquires by
virtue of its localization in a volume ,,_3 centered about

Let If_> be the ground state of the electron lattice: its lattice site.

['l_f ] Using Eq. (8) in Eq. (2), we find the following ex-I.q> = J/ _(x_)t ] 0> pression for the dielectric function in the LDL:

Here _ is a normalization constant, adjusted to make _t_oL(k,_0)= 1 ---%"_m2_ [Z(x+) - Z(x_)] (4)<fzla> = 1; the product on t runs over all lattice sites
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where where

up = (_ne21m) '/2 k_.r = 4r -1 a; 1G

is the electron plasma frequency, = 47r-1 (87r2)v_G _ ao2 (8)

x. = _2,/2k \{m°',h-----71 kz + i_) ItonlyiseaSYwhentOverify that Eqs. (5) and (7) agree to order k2

and Z is the plasma dispersion function (Ref. 4)
r8 = _ 16

_,/, /'_ exp(--x 2)dx

Thus, in general, the high- and low-density random-
phase approximations to e(k _ 0) are &fferent, and hence

In the long-wavelength limit, Eq. (4) reduces to eare must be exercised when performing extrapolations
of these approximations away from their respeetive re-

_( k__.) glens of validity.%o_k_o= i - 7 i + a + o(k") (5)

where References

1. Pines. D_,an3 Nczi_res,P., The Theorll of Quantum Liquids,
_n_oJ Vol. I, pp..":',. -.c.3283. W. A. Benjamin,Inc., NewYork, 1966.

k_= ,_ (6)
2. Wigner, E., Trans. FaradaySoc., Vol. 84, p. 678, 1988.

3. Carr, Jr., W. J., Phys. Rev., Vol. 19.2,p. 1487, 1961.
Equation (5) shows that the electron gas supports col-
lective oscillations at the plasma frequency _Op.Following 4. Fried, B. D., and Conte, S. D., The Plasma Dispersfon Func-
Saffren's arguments (SPS 87-28, Vol. IV), one may regard tion. Academic Press, New York, 1961.
the lattice electrons as moving in a harmonic-oscillator 5. Hubbard, J., Phys. Left., Vol. 25A, p. 709, 1967.
potential

e_.x2 mf_2r_ F. The Microwave Spectrum of the OD Free
2R3 2 Radical, R.L. Poynter

1. Introduction

Where R = r_ao and a0 =/A2/me _ is the Bohr radius. A few free radicals have been studied by microwave
One can then write _2 in f(x) as spectroscopic methods since the pioneering work on OH /

:, of Dousmanis, Sav.ders, and Townes (Ref. 1) in 1955. In /
2_ 2 particular, Powell and Lide r (Ref. 2) have studied SO,12 - _ 2r3/2 a o
mf_ CF2, and Powell and Johnson 8 have studied CIO. The

OH and OD radicals are still of considerable interest,

Substitution of this expression into Eq. (6) gives however, since they are amenable to an accurate theo-
retical analysis and their absorption frequencies are of
importance to radio astronomy. Attempts to observe the

k_ = 8rr_3/2 ao2 low microwave frequency transitions by radio astronomy j
have been successful, but only after the characteristic

The high-density RPA expression for _ in the long-wave transitions have been precisely located and identified in '

limit is (Ref, 5)

'Powell,F. X., and Lide, Jr., D. R., "Microwave Spectrumof the
CF2Radical,"L Chem. Phys. (in press).

i= _ 1 . ,,ene_l_0 1 -- q- q_ 0(k4) 8Powell,F. X., and Johnson, D., "The MicrowaveSpectrumof the
_ 5 k_r ] (7) CIORe&eel, I. Mol. Spectrosc. (in press).
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the laboratory (Refs. 8-5 and SPS 87-47, Vol. 1ii, pp. 200- Frequency measurements are made by a slightly dif-
0-07). Radio astronomers have been reluctant to conduct ferent method than previously reported. A frequency
searches over the radio spectrum based only on predic- synthesizer (500-MHz) was used in combination with a

tions computed from the early microwave OH and OD narrow-band, high-power, high-frequency amplifier to
studies due to the length of time required to tune the drive a crystal harmonic multiplier. The beat frequency
narrow-band maser receivers which are used in radio signal of the microwave klystron output with one of the
astronomy, crystal multiplier harmonies was detected by a fixed-

" tuned, narrow-band, crystal-controlled receiver. This

We have found that tbe OH and OD radical fie- method is very rapid and sufficiently accurate to give
overall absorption frequency measurements to within, quencies can be accurately predicted from our new

data. \Ve have reported an analysis of the OH spectrum ±0.01 MHz at a microwave frequency of 88 OHz, How-
(SPS 87-47, Vol. III) in which we were able to make ever, the actual limitation to absorption measurement

accuracies arises from the line widths, which are about
very good predictions of the astronomically interesting 0.:20 MHz. Greater accuracies could be obtained, but
transitions at low microwave frequencies. In this article, they are not required in the present application.
we present a similar analysis of the OD spectrum in
which we have been able to accurately predict and

3. EnergyLevelsand Frequencies
obsere,e six new AF = 0 transitions belonging to the OD

radical. The basic Hamiltonian given by Van Vleek (Ref. 6)
and Frosch and Foley (Ref. 7) was used to calculate the

1 At this time, we have not been able to observe any of molecular energy levels. Two centrifugal distortion terms
the much weaker AF = ±1 transitions, and, therefore, were also included in the Hamiltonian to account for

three out of the four hyperfine coupling constants re- the observed spectrum (SPS 87-51, Vol. III). Tim com-
main undetermined. Although this severely limits our plete matrix for the lambda doubling in OD is identical
ability to predict the frequencies of an t' of the AF = -+-1 in form to that employed for the analysis of OH, except
hyperfine transitions, it in no way affects our results for for a change in the nuclear spin from K, to 1. A n lear
the ±F = 0 hyperfine transitions, spin of i will also change the number of F energy levels

from 2 to 8, precipitating a change in the computer logic

2. Experimental Techniques details.

The microwave spectrometer and absorption cell em- The complete Hamiltonian matrix is exactly diagon-
ployed in this work were brietty described in SPS 87-51, alized by a computer program, and the resulting energy
Vol. III, pp. 198-197, and further details will be de- levels are then employed to compute the molecular fie-
scribed in a later article. Here, we only point out a few quencies. The unitary transformation matrix used in the
changes that have been made. Hamiltonian diagonalization is retained and used to

calculate the transition intensities. The accuracy of the
The OD free radicals were generated by the fast results has been checked by writing a fourth-order

chemical reaction of deuterium atoms with NO=. The perturbation-type computer program. Both programs con- /

deuterium atoms were generated by an eleetrodeless verge to the same results. Further checks were employed [
discharge in gaseous Da, which was mixed with a trace by writing these programs in successive stages, with and /

amount of either O._ or NOz as a controlled impurity without nuclear hyperfine interactions. "[he first-stage
gas. The impurity was added to enhance the number of computation involved only the pure lambda doubling.
deuterium atoms produced by the discharge. These results were checked by comparing with the pure

lambda doubling frequencies as derived from the experi-
The spectrometer consists of the usual klystron oscil- mental results. When the proper convergence was ob-

lator for the microwave signal source, an absorption cell, a tained, the nuclear hyperfine splitting terms were added.
crystal detector which is used to drive a 100-kHz narrow- These results were checked directly against the observed
band amplifier, and a phase-sensitive detector. The s0ectra.
absorption cell consists of two parallel stainless steel

plates which are separated by a nominal 0.5 cm. These To analyze the observed frequencies, it is necessary
plates are mounted inside a large vacuum chamber, to change the molecular parameters, compute a pre-
where the reacting gases can be controlled by a suitable dieted spectrum, and compare the predictions with experi-
pumping and inlet manifold system, mental observations. Correctiop.s to the initial parameters

!
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are computed from the differences between the observed tions which would fall below 40 GHz, Six predicted lines

and predicted spectra. This is essentially an iterative were accessible to measurement with our spectrometer.
process, which is best handled by employing least-squares They were observed very close to their predicted loea-

methods, Thu:;, the energy level/frequeney program was tions, The complete set of absorption lines is presented
compressed to bare essentials and merged with a stand- in Table 4. This set of lines (30) was then used to com-
ard least-squares program, putc a "final" set of molecular constants which are pre-

sented in Table 5, The quality of the derived constants

The combination of these program._ permitted a rapid can be judged from the extremely dose agreement ob-
evaluation of our experimental data, It was possible to tained between the calculated and observed frequencies.
show whether or not various theoretical terms were If the agreement were to a nominal 0.5 MHz, it would

be a good fit by microwave spectroscopic standards, Theimportant in explaining the observed spectrum.

The least-squares-computed spectral parameters could Table 4. Comparison of calculated and
be used in the full program to predict all of the absorp- observed OD transitions
tion lines which would fall in the microwave region

accessible to our spectrometer. We also computed the F,equency
expected laboratory intensities, to determine whether or ass,.-nmom Frequency,MHz difference

not we could reasonably expect to see any of the pre- {observed-
dieted lines. Further details of the analytical and compu- J F_ f' Calculaled Observed ¢alculated),
tational results will be reported later. M.=

:rr,/_ electronic state

4. Results 5/2 3/2 8110.740 8110.72 --G.020

5/2 8117.999 8117.99 --0.009

We assumed the same optical spectral constants which 7/2 8128.1_o 8128.13 -0.030
DST used. The validity of this assumption will be ex.

712 512 9578.933 9578.90 --0.033

amined later..We then calculated approximate values 7/2 9586.279 9586.32 +0.041
for the remaining lambda doubling parameters from the 9/2 9595.723 9595.74 +0.017

results of Dousmanis, Sanders, and Townes. All param- 9/2 7/2 10192.22 10192.21 --0.011
eters were then inserted into the least-squares program, 9/2 10199.53 10199.56 +0.029
along with the prior-observed frequencies. This process 1112 10208.47 10208.50 +0.035
resulted in a "refined" set of mo!ecular parameters. It also 1112 912 9914.722 9914.70 -0.022
showed that three of the molecular constants were very 1112 9921.936 9921.95 +0.014
insensitive parameters in fitting the lambda doubling 13/2 9930.462 9930.44 -0.022
spectrum. These constants were (1) the energy difference 2_'3/._electronic slate

between the X and the _r electronic states, (2) the rota-
tional constant for the X state, Bx, and (8) either (but not 11/2 9/2 8671.548 8671,60 +0.052

both) the rotational constant for the _r state or the spin- 1112 8672.409 8672.37 -0.039 ,

orbit coupling constant, A. These three constants were 13/2 8673.426 8673.35 --0.076 /
held fixed at the values obtained from oiT:tieal spectro- 1312 11_2 12917.03 12917.08 +0.051 /

1312 12918.10 12918.13 +0.026
seopic results. On this basis, it was possible to obtain a 15/2 12919.34 12919.33 --0,014

fair fit of the spectrum. This fit also showed that a num-
ber of the observed frequencies reported by Dousmanis, 1512 1312 18009.39 18009.46 +0.0731512 18010.66 18010.63 --0.034

Sanders, and Townes were in error. This forced us to 1712 18012.11 18012.13 +0.017

remeasure all of the frequencies that had been reported, 17/2 1512 23907.01 23907.08 +0.068
since there was no simple way of determining which of 1712 23908.48 23908.44 -0.039
those frequencies were incorrect. 19/2 23910.12 23910.04 --0.080

1912 1712 30565.34 30565.42 +0.083

Ln this process,we were able to resolve all of the 2_r3/z 1912 30566.98 30566.95 --0.029
transitions into the expected triplets for the first time. 21/2 30568.79 30568.72 -0.074
We were thus able to obtain a very precise value for the 2112 19/2 37940.59 37940.58 --0.012

" d nuclear hyperfine coupling constant. In addition, we 2112 37942.39 37942.43 +0.037

could now predict all of the expected microwave transi- 23/2 37944,37 37944.36 --0.006 *1

|
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constants of Table 5 give an agreement of almost 5 to 10 absorption lines can be reliably predicted. A complete
times better than this, which is an excellent fitl It should list of the AF = 0 lines which may be of interest for
also be pointed out that the same centrifugal distortion radio astronomy is given in Table 6. The txF = ±1 lines
effects, D and $, that occur in OH must also be used here have been omitted because there is insufficient expert-
to compute the results shown in Table 4. mental data available to determine the three nuclear

hyperfine coupling constants, a, b, and c, which are re-
The very close fit between the computed and observed quired to predict the line frequencies. These constants

spectral lines gives confidence that other microwave have no affect upon the AF = 0 transitions.

Table 5. Least-squares-evaluatedmolecular Reference5
' constantsfor the OD molecule

1. Dousmanis, G. C., Sanders, Jr., T. M., and Townes, C. H.,
"Microwave Spectra of the Free Radicals OH and OD," Phys.

Constant MHz Rev., Vol. 10O, p. 1785, 1955.

Ecr_ 9.797981 × 10 _ 2. Powell, F, X., and Lide, Jr., D. R., "Microwave Spectrum of

Ban 2.70713 × 105 the SO Radical," .r. Chem. Phys., Vol. 4, p. 1418, 1964.

8,-rn 2.95836 X 105
3. Ehrenstein, G., Townes, C. H., and Stevenson, M. J., "Ground

A,pln-orbtt --4.1629.7 X 10o "4-0.000151L State A-Doubling Transitions of OH Radical," Phys. Rev. Lett.,
<_ [eLyJr> 2.005746 X 105"+'0.000037 b Vol. :3, p. 40, 1959.

<_ 1(28 -I- A)Ly[ _r> --1.890918 X 10_'4-0.000038 b
4. Weinreb, S., Barrett, A. H., Meeks, M. L., and Henry, J. C.,

D,,.ntrlt,,_:al-dl_torSl.... 30.096 ±0.018 b "Radio Observations of OH in the Interstellar Meditun," Nature,

--2.865 "+'0.028b Vol. 200, p. 829, 1968.

Xc -- 14.0693 "4-0.024b
5. Zuckerman, B., Palmer, P., Penfield, H., and Lilley, A. E., "De-dhyp,.rrl,,, 8.747 -+O.017b

tection of Microwave Radiation from the _rm, J = 1/2 State of

--_. aThese constants are obtained from the optical spectroscopic constants that DST oaj" 1. App. Ph[Is., Vol. 153, p. L69, 1968.
used, under the assumption thai they picked the best values.

b"Errorlimits" quotedarethestandarddeviation.No"scale" factorshavebeen 6. Van Vleek, J. H., Phfls. Reo., Vol. 83, p. 467, 1929.
used as yet.

c_accuracyIsdeterminedbyuncertaintyin B/r. 7. Froseh,a. A., andFoley,H. M., Phus.Reo.,Vol. 88, p. 1837,
1952.

/
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Table 6. OD lambda doubling transitions (AF ----0)

Frequency, Intensity, / Frequency, Intensity,

, J F(I) FIF) MHz A(F,FP),s4 J F(I) I F(F) AiF, FP),s 1
cm-1 MHz cm I

3rrl/: electronicstate '_., electronicslate

0.5 0.5 0.5 3093.647 3.17 X 10-1° 2.81 X 10-e 1,5 0.5 0.5 310.143 I 5.66 X 1041 9.41 X 10-9

0.5 1.5 1.5 3111.141 3.22 X 10-1° 2.86 X 10-'_ 1,5 1.5 1.5 310.232 / 5.66 X 10-13 9.42 X 10 _1,5 0.5 0,5 5887.786 4.56 X 1040 3.49 X 10-0 1,5 2.5 2.5 310.381 5.67 X 10-13 9.43 X 10.3

1.5 1.5 1.5 5894.695 4.58 X 10-in 3.50 X 10"_' 2.5 1.5 1.5 1190.580 1.34 X 10'1 1.79 X 10-T
1.5 2.5 2.5 5906.210 4.61 >: 10-in 3.52 X 10': 2.5 2.5 2.5 1190.819 1.34 X 10" 1.79 X 10-T

2,5 1,5 1.5 8110.742 5.46 X 10-1° 3.25 X 10J" 2.5 3.5 3.5 1191.154 1.34 X 10 I1 1.79 X 104
2.5 2.5 2.5 8118.001 5.48 X 10-1° 3.26 X 10-0

5 2.5 2.5 2822.022 9,63 X 10-1' 9.40 X 104
2.5 3.5 3.5 8128.162 5.50 X 101" 3._8 X 10-0

3. 3.5 3.5 2822.452 9.63 X 10" 9.40 X 10-7

3.5 2.5 2.5 9578.938 5.41 X 10-'" 2.27 X 10-G _,.5 4.5 4.5 2823.004 9.64 X 104' 9.41 X 104
3.5 3.5 3,5 9586.283 5.42 X 10-'" 2.28 X 10-0

3,5 4.5 4.5 9595.727 5.44 X 10-1° 2.28 X 10-0 4.5 3.5 3.5 5304.021 3.94 X 10-'" 2.57 X 10 '_
4,5 4.5 4.5 5304.663 3.94 X 10-'° 2.58 X 10 o

4.5 3.5 3.5 10192,229 4.51 X I0 -_° 1.21 X I0"" 4.5 5.5 5.5 5305._48 3.94 X 10-_° 2.58 X I0 -e
4,5 4.5 4.5 10199.539 4.52 X 10-_° 1.21 X 10-0
4.5 5.5 5.5 10208.473 4.53 X 10"1° 1.22 X 10_'_ 5.5 4.5 4.5 8671.537 1.15 X I0° 4.61 X 10'T

5.5 4.5 4,5 9914.733 3.12 X 10-I° 4.87 X 10-I 5.5 5.5 5.5 8672.398 1.15 X 104, 4.61 X 10-"
5.5 .5,5 5.5 9921,946 3.13 X 104° 4,$8 X 104 5,5 6,5 6.5 8673.414 1.15 X 10-0 4.61 X 10 e

5.5 6,5 6,5 9930.472 3.14 X 10q° 4.b? X 10-'r 6.5 5.5 5.5 12917.015 j 2.70 X 10-9 6.05 X _,0-'_
6.5 5.5 5.5 8753.001 1.70 X 10"1° 1.40 X I0-= 6.5 6.5 6.5: 12918.089 2.70 X 10-_' 6.05 X 10-e
6,5 6.5 6,5 8760.091 1.71 X 10-_° 1,40 X 10-_ 6,5 7.5 7.5 I_919.329 2.70 X 10-0 6.05 X 10-'3
6.5 7.5 7.5 8768.271 1.71 X lq "I° 1.41 X 10"_

7,5 6.5 6.5 18009,369 ; 5.41 X 10-° 6.21 X 10°
7.5 6.5 6,5 6737.080 6.38 X I0"" 2.52 x I0 -_ 7.5 7.5 7.5 18010.647 i 5.41 X 10.0 6.21 X 10-_
7.5 7.5 7.5 6744,035 6.40 X 10-1_ 2.53 X 10-_ 7.5 8.5 8.5 18()12.095 5.41 X 10-_ 6.21 X 10 4
7,5 8.5 8.5 6751.917 6.42 X 1041 2.54 X 10"8

8.5 7.5 7,5 23906.992 i 9.67 X 10̀ 3 5,21 X 10-0
8.5 7.5 7.5 3907.517 1.05 X 10-t= 1,81 X 10-j

8.5 8.5 8,5 23908.459 9.67 X 104' 5,21 X I0 -° /8.5 8.5 8.5 3914.336 1.05 X 10"I_ 1,82 X 10-0
8.5 9.5 9,5 3921.957 1.06 X 104t 1.83 X 10"_ 8.5 9.5 9.5 23910.100 9.68 X 10-0 5.21 X 10"6

i /9.5 8.5 8.5 307.800 4.40 X 1041 3.04 X 104'_ 9.5 8.5 8.5 30565.316 j 1.59 X 10-_ 3.67 X 10"_
9.5 9,5 9.5 314.489 4.69 X 10-I_ 3.24 X 10-I_ 9,5 9.5 9.5 30566.958 1.59 X 10"a 3.67 X 10-0
9.5 10.5 10.5 321.881 5.03 X I'041 3.47 X 10-13 9.5 10.5 10,5 30568.772 1.59 X 10"_ 3.67 X 10-0

J

10.5 9.5 9,5 4019.392 8.52 X 104= 2.15 X 10"_° 10.5 9.5 9.5 37940.569 2.44 X 10-0 2.21 X 10"e
10.5 10.5 10.5 4012,827 8.48 X 1043 2.14 X 10-1° 10.5 10.5 10.5 37942.371 2.44 X 10-s 2.21 X 10-0I

10.5 11.5 11.5 4005.636 8.43 X 10"I= 2.13 X 104_ 10,5 11.5 11.5 37944.344 I 2.44 X 10-0 2.21 X 10-0
Ii
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XX. Communications Systems Research
TELECOMMUNICATIONSDIVISION

A. Sequential Decoding/: ShowtConstCaint Length codes becomes important. The Viterbi algorithm has sev-

Convolutional Codes, J. A. belier eral advantages over sequential decoding for small K.
First, the time to decode is fixed; hence buffering of the

1. Introduction received data is unnecessary. Second, decoding progresses
at the received data rate; there is no need for the decoder

Much of the past interest in convolutional codes has to b o. 10 to 20 times faster than the incoming data, t."
been in the use of these codes with sequential coding, as is necessary in sequential decoding to combat buffer
There the problem of finding "good" codes is not pressing, overflow. Third, resynchronization by inserting a known
because arbitrarily small error probabilities can (albeit at sin_rle-cor :taint-length-long sequence into the data
the expense of some e"-sure probability) be had by using stream periodically is unnecessary. The most important
almost an- code of s" tieiently long constraint length. The result is that for systems giving a bit error probability of

complexity of a sequential decoder is not very sensitive about 5 × 10-3, such as prevails in the Mariner Mars 1969 J
to co_straint length, high rate telemetry system, convolutiJnal codes with

short constraint length decoded by the Viterbi algorithm
Recently, Viterbi (Ref. 1) described a decoder for con- yield a gain of about 1 dB over the use of biorthogonal

•. volutional codes which was subsequently shown to be codes. Also, with the Viterbi algorithm there are no
maximum likelihood (Ref. 2). The number of operations erasures. And the bandwidth expansion is not high. Hence,

:, required by the Viterbi algorithm per decoded bit is a the use of short constraint convolutional codes is very
constant for a_:" given constraint length K and increases attractive in future telemetry systems.
exponent!ally with K. This contrasts with brute force
maximum likelihood decoding where the decoder eom-

2. Propertiesof Convolutional Codes
plexity goes up exponentially with block length which is
typically many times K. Figure 1 shows a typical binary (nonsystematie) con-

volut" real coder. The code rate is R,v = 1/v. In Figure 1

,_ The Viterbi algorithm, while not practical for large K, -fl_ = _ bits/code symbol. The code itself is determined
may perhaps be useful in the range K = 4 to 10. Since it by the connections between the shift register stages and
is limited to small K, finding good short constraint length the rood-2 adders. It is usually specified by v connection

¢
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K-STAGE SHIFT REGISTER

INFORMATION I J
BITS

/

i

v MOD-2 ADDERS

k I

v CODES SYMBOLS GENERATED FOR EACH

INFORMATION BIT SHIFTED INTO CODER

Fig. 1. Binary convolutional coder

vectors, one for each adder, gl, g_,, ' ' " , gv. The jth corn- (K - 1)_ COLUMNS
ponent of g_ is a 1 if stage j of the shift register is con- -

nected to the ith adder, otherwise it is 0. A more compact _--_ ' ---_____method of specifying the code is a Kv component vector f O
which contains the components of the connection vectors _ _ _
interleaved, that is,

fl = g11, fz = g_l, ' • " , fv = gvl G : O "LROWS
0

fv+t = gl"., " ' " , fKv = g,,_ 0

Convolutional codes are special cases of group codes. O
The generator matrix, G, of a convolutional code is shown
in Fig. 2. The first row of the matrix is the vector f fol- _ f _ /
lowed by zeros. Each succeeding row is the previous row - -- //
shifted v places to the right with the vacated elements Fig. 2. Convolutional code generator matrix /
filled with zeros. The number of rows L in the matrix is

the length of the input information stream. It follows that
tllere are (K + L - 1) v columns in G; this is the block Other criteria such as maximizing the minimum code
length of the code. The (K + L - 1) v element code word word distance do not guarantee that error probability is

minimized (this has been shown by simulation). However,
y is related to the L element input sequence x by low error probability seems at least to be well, if not per-

feetly, correlated with large minimum distances; that is,
y = xG (1) a large minimum distance implies that all code word

distances are large.
The code is thus the set of all 2 Llinear combinations of the

rows of G. An upper bound on minimum code-word distance for

systematic codes has been obtained previously (SPS 37-50,
_ The problem of finding the best code, in the probability Vol. III, pp. 248-251), and will be stated here for non-

of error sense, for a given K is difficult ff not impossible, systematic codes. Since a linear convolutional code is a
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group code, the set of distances from the kth code word minimmn distance for a convolutional code of block
to all other code words is independent of k. Thus without length h.
loss of generality assume tile all-zero code word (corre-
sponding to the all-zero information sequence) is the eor- Initially choose all Kv elements of the connection vee-
reet code word. It is a well-known property of group tors, gi, equal to 1. Then as previously stated, d(1)= Kv.
codes that the total number of ones summed over all code Looking at the generator matrix with two rows; however,
words is less than or equal to tile total number of zeros it is clear that d (2) = 2t_, which is the weight of the code
(Ref, 3), with equality when no column of G is all zero. word corresponding to the input sequence 11. Now change
The minimum distance must be less than or equal to the generator elements from 1 to 0 in such a way that each
average distance, and distance is simply the number of zero is surrounded by ones. Each time this is done, d (1)
ones in a code word. There are 2L cod_ words of which will drop by 1, and d (2) will increase by 2.
2L - 1 are nonzero. The average number of ones in the

2_' - 1 nonzero code words is thus Continue this until rain {d (1), d (2)} is maximized. This

minimum will then be the integer part of the right side

2L V(K+ L-1)v-] of Eq. (3)for h=2. IlK _4 this will be sufficient to
2L - 1 L .91 j achieve the upper bound of Eq. (3). For K up to about 6

the bound can be achieved simply b_. trying several per-
Hence d .... the minimum distance, is upper bounded by mutations of the zeros in the connection vectors. For

this quantity. K > 6, h, gets larger, and d (1) for j > 2 mtkst be con-
sidered. The manipulations soon become too unwieldy

2L V(K + L - 1)vl (2) for handd" "v-=--zk 2 computation.

As an example of this procedure consider generating aThis bound is true for input sequences of any length L.
K = 4, rate _A(v = 3) code. Equation (3) yields d,,,_ 10 atIt is also true for nonzero sequences of length h < L.

Therefore, a tighter bound can be obtained by minimiz- ho = 2. Start out with
ing on h

gl=g_=g_=llll

• 2" I(K+ h- 1)v 1
d,, _ mm _ (3)

1, 2' - 1 '2 This yields d (1) = 12 and d (2) = 6. Now make the follow-
ing change

It has been shown that the minimum occurs at a value

of h that varies as log K (SPS 37-50, Vol. III, pp. 248-251). g_ = g_ = 1111, g, = 1011
As a limiting case, for large K, Eq. (3) reduces to

Now d (1) = 11, d (2) = 8. Finally let

Kv

d,,, < ,_- (4) g, = 1111, g_ = 1101, g, = 1011
/

Then we have d (1) = d (2) = 10. A simple check ensures /"
which says that for large K the minimum distance is less that d (i) _ 10, i > 2. This code is the K = 4 code used /
than about half a constraint length of code symbols. For in the computer simulation described in the next two
K < 10, the optimum h, h,,, will be from 2 to 4. When sections.
h = 1, we have the bound d,,,_Kv which can be achieved

with a code with 2 code words (G has one row, namely f) Using the Viterbi algorithm, eonvolutional codes re-
with all elements of f equal to 1. quire 2_-_ likelihood comparisons to decode one bit.

K-bit binary block codes when encoded and decoded

Equation (3) can be considered as a sequence of ,lpper optimally require (l/K) (2_ - 1) comparisons per bit. In
bounds for nonzero input sequences of length h = 1 to L the first analysis it is thus meaningful to compare the per- i
(we may take L = _ since there is no need to segment formance of a K-bit block code with a constraint length K
the data into blocks in the Viterbi algorithm). This sug- convolutional code.
gests the following ad hoc scheme which has been useful

in generating small K codes with a minimum distance For the white gaussian noise channel a biorthogonal

.'_ equal to or near the upper bound. Let d (h) be the actual code is very nearly optimum. As an example, for a 4-bit
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biortbogonal code, the minimum distance (in terms of was made on the oldest bit in the bit stream, by choosing
signal energy-to-noise ratio) is 2E_, N,, where Eb/N,, is the one corresponding to the most likely stream.
the energy per bit to 1_oise ratio. There are 14 signals at

tbe minimnm distance. Three codes with different constraint lengths were
tested for several values of E_/N,,. At least 200,000 bits

The K = 4 convolutional code previously described were decoded for each point. The bit error probabilities
has d,,, = 10. Since there are 3 code symbols per bit, the for the K = 4, 6, and 8 codes are shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5,
minimum distance in signal energy is (10,/3) E_/N,, = respectively. The code generators used are also shown in
3.33E_/N.. Furthermore there are only 4 code words at the figures. The K = 4, d,,, = 10 code has already been
this distance at any given decoding step. All other code described. For K = 6, Eq. (3) yields an upper bound of 13

' words are at a greater distance, on d,,,. This d,,, is actually achieved with the code shown.
This code was also generated using the ad hoc scheme
and some trial and error. Later, a search p'ogram was

3. The Decoding Algoriihm written to generate all K = 6, v = 3 codes with d,, = 13.

The Viterbi algorithm is well documented (Refs. i Of several tested, the ope shown in Fig. 4 proved the best.
and 2), and the details will not be repeated here. Sufllce
it to say that operating on an infinite stream of input data At K -= 8, the bound yields d,,, _ 17. No dm= 17 code
the algorithm never makes final bit decisions. A step in was found by hand calculation, and a machine search has
the decoding process consists of generating the likeli- not yet been tried. The code used has d,,_-- 16 and is by
hoods for 2Kpossible bit streams and narrowing this down no means necessarily the best K = 8 code. It was, in fact,
to 2h-_ using 2h-_ pairwise comparisons. Each compari- the only one tested.
son is in many ways similar to a "look forward" step in
sequential decoding. The comparisons can be done in Also shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 are the corresponding
parallel. In practice the decoder makes bit decisions after K-bit biorthogonal code bit error probabilities (Ref. 5).
a delay of several constraint lengths. The algorithm seems

in the first analysis to be quite amendable to special- 5. Conclusions
purpose machine implementation. The major operations
in a step are "add," "compare," "sbift," and "register The error probability curves of Figs. 3, 4, and 5 clearly
exchange." The principal memory required is 2_-_ shift indicate that constraint length K convolutional codes per-
registers of length about 3 to 5 constraint lengths, form considerably better than K-bit biorthogonal codes.

For instance at K = 6 and PE - 10-3 about 1 dB is to be

saved. There is also the fact that bandwidth and energy
As far as synchronization is concerned, the decoder per code symbol required by convolutional codes is inde-

needs only branch synchronization, i.e., it must know pendent of K while for biorthogonal codes bandwidth goes
which code symbols corresponds to the first adder output as 2_-_/K and energy per symbol as K2 -_-_). Included in
in the coder. Since the decoder retains bit stream outputs Fig. 3 is the bit error probability curve for a K = 7 bier-
corresponding to all coder states, the decoder will with thogonal code. Observe that a K = 4 convolutional code
high probability synchronize within several constraint

d

is
superior to a K = 7 biorthogonal code. ///lengths when started in an arbitrary place in the received

data stream.
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Fig. 5. Bit error probabilities for K = 8 codes

B. Coding and Synchronization Studies: Dynamics process _ (t) in a phase-locked loop system undergoes /

of Second-Order Phase-Locked Loops, diffusion much like a particle in B,ownian motion (Ref. 1);
/

W. C. tindsey 1 hence, the variance of the phase-error becomes infinite
in the steady state. Previous work (Refs. 2, 3, and 4) on

1. Introduction determining the probability distribution of the phase-
error in the steady state of a first-order loop was aecom-

This article discusses some recent results obtained plished by reducing the phase-error modulo 2rr to a _ (t) 2
relative to the statistical dynamics of the phase-error process. Such a reduction ignores how m_ny cycles have
process in second-order phase-looked loops? Briefly, the slipped' with the passage of time so that diflu_ion of the t
problem can be described as follows: The phase-error phase-error is taking place. For finding telemetry error !
1Consultant,Electrical Engineering Dept., "dniversityof Southern probabilities, that is all that is needed; for estimating
California. tracking accuracy, however, the _ (t) process itself must

be studied. To completely describe the _ (t) process, one=Lindsey,W. C., "NonlinearAnalysisand Synthesisof Generalized
Tracking Systems," Prec. IEEE (in press). Also USC EE317, must account for that component of the variance of the

• Universityof Southern California, Los Angeles,Calif., Dec. 1908. phase-error which causes diffusion, i.e., cycle slipping.
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This is perhaps best deserih,,d by cvah,ating the diffusion where G = _ - sin #,, the overbar denotes statistical
coeflqcient, i.e., the rate with which the variance of the average, f}., represents the amount of loop detuning or
phase-er,'or is approaching infinity, and in some way frequency offset, _ is the signal-to-noise ratio in the loop
combine this component of the variance with the variance bandwidth, and
of the phase-error reduced modulo 9,7r.

r 4- 1

For a second-order loop, this article discusses an ap- wt, _o-_r.. ' , if rr, > >. r_
proximate solution for the steady-state distribution of the

phase-error redl_ced modulo 2_ and establishes the re- The parameter
gions of validity of this solution by comparing it wih.

' experimental results. Also, formulas are presented for r= AKz_/-q = (_/4)',_
(1) the diffusion coefficient of the phase-error process,
(2) the expected values of the time intervals between
phase lumps, (3) the expected number of phase jumps where _ is the "loop damping" and AK represents open
per unit time, (4) the expected number of phase jumps loop gain. Moments of sin 4, (Footnote 9,) are given by
"to the right" and "to the left," (5) the expected value of
the phase-error rate in the steady state, and (6) the mean-
squared value of the phase-error rate in the steady state, siu'--_-/3 sinh rr/31I_ ((,)1 "-'
In the limit, as the s) stem damping a:_proaches infinity,
the results are then w.lid for the first-order loop.

sin'@=_ReLlm(_) j __ _-_] (4)

2. LoopModel and Phase-ErrorDensity

ReducedModulo 27r cos--_= Re [lj_. (_)_q-/_L_-'(_),l%_(,,) J
For a phase-locked loop system with loop filter,

with

F(p)= 1+ ,_p
1+r_p (I) _,,,_= sin-"4,- [si_]2 (5)

ithasbeen recentlyshown (Footnote2)thattheproba- and Re [.] denotestherealpartofthe quantityinthe

bilitydistributionof thephase-errorredllcedmodulo 2rr brackets.Itisclearfrom Eqs.(2)and (4)thatp (4,)will

isgiventoa good approximationby be symmetricwhen theloopisdesignedsuchthatfl= 0.
Itiseasilyshown thatinthe limit,asr approachesin-

exp [/3_b4- a cos(],] finity, Eq. (2) reduces to a result given by V. I. Tikhonov

P ((k) -- 4,rz exp [-lrfl] I/jp (_)l 2 (Refs. 2 and 3) for a first-order loop.

f'+_" //
X exp [-Bx-, cos x] dx (2,) The expected value of the phase-error can be found

J _ from Eq. (2) and the well-known Bessel function expan-
sions of exp (-+-xcos _). Without going into details (Foot-

where Iv (x) is the imaginary Bessel functicn of order v note 2), we have
and argument x and 'k belongs to any interval of width
2,r centered about any lock point 2nrr; n is any integer.

The parameters a and/3, which characterize Eq. (2), are - f_related to the various system parameters through @= _ @P(_) d_

= _ 2 sinh 7rfl '_ mira (a)
F, ,-_/_-.. q'= ,_lb_(")1_/--, m"+ p_ (6)
3 = f_o- AK(I - F,) si_ ,,,=,

× +.q_m__+ (41
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It is clear from Eq. (6) that with fi =: 0, <_= 0. Furthermore, _ is given (Footnote 2) by

,I7 f i 4;"p (,l,) ,l,

2 ? E_ sinh r,fi / I,, (n) _-7:,'-'I. (.) (- 1)"I,,.(a) + 2/7I. (.) I,, (_),-,IZ,,_(,41-'l----fi--L g +4 k_ k_(/7-'+ k-')
l; 1 h 1

2 ) 21 (-1)"(k _ -t m_)I,,, (.)-11-t 947 (- 1)',s,.(.) + _rk(,+)+ 4n-'+ k-' W _---_ Jr (71
l, I II I

III ¢ I_

The varianee crg--=:q,_-- (_): is minilnized when the loop O. Statistical Dynamics of the Pkase-Error Process_,(t)

is designed such that /7= 0 and <_is maximized (Foot- One method of accounting for the fact that the loop
note 9.). For this ease, from Eqs. (6) and (7), we have actually skips cycles is to ewduate the rate at which tile

actual process at work in the loop undergoes diffusion.

2r,'-' 4 (-1) r; This parameter, the so-called diffusion coefficient D

,_. = --_ + _ k---7-., II,(_) (8) (Footnote g and Ref. 1), is (2_)o times the total average
/.-__ number g of phase !umps per unit of time has been shown

(Footnote 2) to be given by
Finally, the expected value of the phase-error rate
and the mean-squared value (Footnote g) are given, 4w;,r'-' eosh 7r/7

respectively, by D - p (r + 1)'-' IIs_ (a) l_ = (2r')__ (10)

= _,,- AK sin 4' In Section 4, we shall see that the variance of tile phase
error _ (t) at time t starting from zer9 error at time t = 0 is

_ = K0,, [,_ (sin _)'-;+/7_ --2_/7 sin,_] (9)
V = .I;-'+ Dt (11)

<,7¢= K_,,,,%,,,+ + 9.Koo(1 - Ko,,.ff')
since the cross term E [47r<h(t)k(t)] is essentially zer "..

where This last fact follows from the fact that E [6(t)] = 0
while _ (t) is essentially independent of k (t). Here, k (t)

K<,o-p (r + 1).2 is the unique integer with
2Wt. r2

_,(t)= 4 (t)+ %k(t) /"
/

The above equation, which relates to _4 to a_,,_, may be Figure 7 illustrates a plot of the normalized diffusion
interpreted as an "uncertainty hyperbola." coefficient for various values of p and' r with/3 = 0. From

this figure, it is seen that diffusion will not appreciably
Figure 6 illustrates a plot of the variance of the phase- effect the measurement in a finite time if p > 8. Via

error crg reduced modulo 2rr for various values of r with Eq. (11), Eqs. (6) and (10) can be used to account for
/3= 0. For purposes of checking the validity of the ap- the effects in which cycle-slipping produces errors in
proximation which lead to Eq. (2), we have plotted vari- Doppler measurements.
ous values of variance of the phase-error obtained by
direct measurement in the laboratory (Ref. 5). From The expected time interval between successive cycle
Fig. 6 it is clear that, for most practical purposes, Eq. (2) slipping events is given (Footnote 2) by
characterizes the distribution p (_) for all p > 0 dB when

r= 2, f_o= 0. The larger the value of r, the better the AT= _-'p(r+ 1)" I/s_(,,)l_"
approximation, r_wL eosh rr/3
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where it can be and has been assmn(,d that the successive process tMt causes diffusion of tlw ph_sc error process
in'4ants in time when phase synchronization is lost arc ,_,(t). Namely,
statistically independent.

I' (rr) =_e (k)- &)' _.xp [St] (18)
In tile case where _,,/-0, th(' case of greatest practical /d

interest, tile average numl)(,r of 1)has(' jumps "to-the- The. mr,an of k is

right," say I, is of interest. Formulas for I_ and I ar(' k: St (19)
given (Footnote 2) by

' I.-exp (_flr.)I (12) and the varianc(' is also given by

2 sinh r.fl _rj{= k_ =--a?,'-= ,_t (20)

where I is the (net) average number of phase jumps per Experimental justification tht, t supports the Poisson as-
unit time; i.e., sumption is given in Ref. 5 and SPS 37-43, Vol. III,

sinh rrfl pp. 76-80. Thus, tile mean-squared value of _,tt) becomesr_,,(r+ 7" (1,'3)
I = I. - I L w,. (,'_)= J II,,, (.)I =

@(t) = a_ (t) -t-(2,-r)_St + 2rr [kq, -- kq,] (21)

Both L and I_ arc zero for the unstressed loop with

f2,,=: 0. The quantity I is related ta the total expected and in the steady state, _ (t) has infinite variance. Now,
number of phase jumps per unit time S through the D = (2r)_S represents the diffusion coefficient of the
equatkm _(t) proce:'s, i.e., the rate at which _ (t) is undergoing

diffusion. Furthermore, if tile random variables k and q,

sinhTrfl ,_ = (tanhTrfl)S (14) are independent, as is reasonable, we can write
I - cash _fl

lira ao_ = ¢} (t + T) -- ¢_.(t) = 0I' (22)
4. StatisticalDynamicsof the Phase-ErrorProcess_ 1¢} t-_

The actual loop phase error q, (t) is related to tile re- Finally, the probability of loosing phase-lock in t seconds
duced modulo 2r. process q,(t) through (i.e., the probability of slipping one or more cycles) is

given by

(t) = 9.,_k+ _ (t) (15)
p [e)'__ 11 = 1 -- exp [-gt] (2a)

where

[ ,_ ] This result should prove useful in the design of phase- /

k = ._ (t) _ 4' (t) (16) coherent doppler tracking systems.

is the largest integer which does not exceed the bracketed References

ratio, Thus, k is a discrete random variable which takes 1. Wax, N., Selected Papers on Noise and Stochastic Proce._sesr
on integer valuea at random points in time. The mean- Dover Publicatious, Inc., N. Y., 1954.
squared value of the ,_ (t) process is given by 2. Tikhonov, V. I., "The Effectsof Noise c,a Phase-LockOscflla-

tlon Operation,"Automat. !!era. Cont., Vol. 22, No. 9, 1959.

o'S(t) = _ (t) + (27r)2 oj_+ 2r [k'-_- k"_] (17) 3. Tikhot_ov,V. I., "Phase-Lock Automatic Frequency ControlApplication in the Presence of Noise," Automat. Rem. Cont.,
Vol. 23, No. 3, 1960. ]

The event that k cycles are slipped in t seconds will 4. Vlterbi, A. J., "Phase-Locked Loop Dynamics in the Presence I
!

of Noise by Fokker-Plancl:Techniques," Prec. IEEE, Vol. 51, )
be denoted by J. If we assume that d is a P_isson-type No. 12, pp. 1737-1753, Dea. 1903.
process, then the quantity $, representing the total aver- 5. Charles,F. J., and Ll,adsey,W. C., "So,no Analyticaland Ex- ;_
age number of phase jumps per unit time, can be used perlmental Pha_Locked Loop Resultsfor Low Signal-to-Noise i
to produce a probabilistie model for the phase jumping Ratios,"Prec. IEEE, Vol. 55, No. 9, pp. 1152-1166, Sept. 1966. |
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C. Coding and Synchronization Studies: 2. Derivation

On Solution to the Second-Order The equation of operation, for zero initial detuning and
Phase-Locked Loop, J. y,. Holmes r.o moclnlation, is giveu in operator form by (Ref. 3)

I. Introduction _k(t) -_-AK 1;(_) sin ch(t) K F (s)..... ._(t) (1)
8 8

Understanding of phase-locked loop (PLL) operation

began in 1955 with the now classical paper by R. M. Jaffe where s is the Heaviside ope"ator d/dt, q, (t) is the phase-
and E. Reehtin (Ref. 1). Starting with their basic linear error 0 (t) -- _ (t), and K --: k,k,,,k,.,.,,.The PLL model under
analysis, there have been a wealth of papers concerning consideration is shown in Fig. 8. For the practical inte-
extensions, refinements, applications, and new approvches grator, we have the following loop filter:
in the analysis of PLLs, as well as other auto'natic phase
contro 1 .|cvices. 1 I r..s

:- _,,_ > 0 (2)
F (s) -- 1 -F r,s

This present article is coi_eerned with computational

shnpliflcation and an elaboration of the analysis initiated where r, and r._.are real nonnegative parameters. Substi-
in a previous article (SPS 37-49, Vol. III, pp. 297-300), in tnting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) yields
which an expression for the variance and probability
density function of the phase error was obtained for a s(1 + r_s)_h (t)

second-order PLL. The solution was simplified with the + AK(1 + r:)sin@(t) = -K(1 + r:) n(t) (3)
introduction of a mean-square fit approach to approxi-

mate a certain unknown conditional mean. This idea, To avoid obtaining an equation invol,,ing the derivative
along with an extension t,nd generalization of a tech- of white noise, let
nique due to A. J. Viterbi (Ref. 2), an," ..omc aspects o_
R. C. Tausworthe's "linear-spect'cal theory" (Ref. 3), _(t) = rzh(t)+ u(t)
allowed the development of agc l approximation to the

Then Eq. (3) is eqnivalent to the third-degree equationstationary phase.error variance rectuced modulo 2rr.

-( d)(r,'i',n_,- + AK sin [r.._t +n] + Kn(t))--:0Recertly, W. C. Lindsey,:' using the mean-square ,1 + r::c-_iJ

approach introduced in SPS 37-49, Vol. III, has developed (4a)
a generalization to Nth order loops and has considered
many other a_pects associated with the nonstationary However, it is sufficient, as far as the solution for q_(t) is
case. An additional list of references on the subject of concerned, to solve
PLLs ean be found in Refs. 2, 3, and 4.

_9 [u] a=rt_J -F fi + AKsin [r...fi+ u] = -Kn (t) (4b)
3Lindsey, W. C., "Nonlinear A_alysis and Synthesis of Generalized

Tracking Systems,"Prec. IEEE (in press), as long as q,(0)= _,(0)= 0 and _? [u (0)] = - rXn(0).

INPUT n(t) /

INPUT 0(t) _ A sin (,) KIKm r 2 S

Kvc°

S

Fig. 8. Mathematically equivalent model for the
second-or,:Jerphase-locked loop
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We can l_ow form a Markov vector process in y (t) Furthermore, since z = 6 - r_,b',,we see that

where the components are ff. (t) : u (t) and ff, (t) = ti (t).

.Ve have, using Eq. (4a), :P (4', z) dz - p (4') [4' - v.,E (ff, 1401

tiff,,
d-Y = yl so that Eq. (8) becomes

(5)

Kn(t) 1 (_ -1) _ [E(yll6)p(4,)] + r"A-K [sin4_p(_,)]?4r,dy, _ AK sin(r_ff, + y,,) .... yx (t)
tit T, 7, r,

K_N,,('_., _-_-'e(q,)_
";he Fokker-Planck equation to this system of equations + -- \_-_/_ ?_b'-'

0 (9)

can be shown to be (SPS 87-49, Vo!. III)
This equation cannot be solved exactly either since

_p_ _p 3 {[@K ]p-} E (y_l _) requires the joint distribution funetion of y_ and?t Y_ _yo + _ sin (v=y_+ y_,) 6, which is not available. However, a generalization of
" " the method of Viterbi's (Ref. 2) can be used to obtain

K-'N,, _-' a more workable form of tiffs conditional expectation term.
1 ? (y_p) + (p) (6) Multiply both sides of the differential equation for y, (t)

+ r-_-?y--[ 4r_ _ff_ (Eq. 5) by exp (t/%) and integrate from t _to a. We obtain

where we consider the class of solutions that have con-

tinuonsfirst-orderderivativesintandy,,andacontinuous yl(v)_=y1(a)ex p ( )a-t+ +AK f"exp(t'+t �second-order derivative in yx. The notation p (yl, yo, t) \---_1 / r_ Jr. \ rl /

denotes the joint probability density function of yt = K[ _ (t'-t+'_
[y° (t), y_ (t)] at time t. In order to obtain an equation in X sin q_(t') dr' + 71 J,* n (t') exp \ T_ / dt'
P (4', t), we make the following change of variables. Let
z = y,, and _, = r2y_ + yo, then we obtain Forming E [(') I_t], and noting

_p 1( (__ _p) E[n(t')14"t,t'>t]=O_(+,z,t) =-_ 4-z) +G
we have, letting t' = t ++ r,

+ T2_ {[-_IK sin q_+ --_-1 (q_-- z' ] p}v,_-.,
/_[Vl(V)l¢,] =-7_-_Jo exp T, e

KzNo,_ 3"-'p (7)
+ 4r_ 3¢k2 X [sin4,(t++_-)lcb(t)]dr

l'his equation appears impossible to solve in terms of +E[y_(a)exp(-_t+)14,(t)] /
known functions. Hence, we are led to obtain an ap- /1
proximation for the density of 4'. In fact, let us find It can be shown that
only the stationary density function with Op/_t = 0 in

Eq. (7). First, we integrate out the variable z noting that [ ( _l ]P (G z) l = 0, which follows from the fact that lim E y_ (a) exp a - t* _ (t) = 0, if r_ > 0
a--)_ \ T1 ]

=-'_ (10)

1_(¢,-_,t) = F(¢, _,t) = 0
Hence, we have, assuming continuity in the 4_(t) process,

_. and from the continuity of p (4',z, t). We then have

(')E(wl6)=AK [_exp _ l_[sin4,(t+_)14,(t)ld,rl do

_ ( q_p(fb, - f SzP(q_,z'dz ) (11,7"1

Hence, the evaluation of E (y,l_) has been reduced to
,2aKfb____ [sin _ p (6)] = 0 (8) [sin 6 r) l _ (t)].+ r_ \04,1 evaluating E it +
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In order to proceed, it is necessary to approximate the we have

conditional expectation term in Eq. (ll). First, note that . _.

7"j,_Ri,(r) dr =- f, R_,,,_(,)dr
lira E [sill cb (t + r) 1¢b (t)] = sin _ (t)

A determination of -/-' is not necessary since it will be seen

Secondly, results of simulation studies indicate the follow- later to cancel out. A tedious calculation shows that R_ (r)
ing relationship for r > 0: is dominated by the exponential term

E [sinff(t + _)l_(t)] _(r)sin_b(t) exp\ 2r. /

Consequent]y, we are led to try an approximation of the
form where r = AKr-'_./r_,and for "normal" design we select the

parameters so that

E [sin_(t + 41¢(01 = C (r)sin4'(t) r 1
-->>--

T" T I

A reasonable method of estimating C (r_ is to mini-

mize the mean-square error between C (r)sin _ (t) and Consequently, the exponential term in Eq. (13) is neg-
E [sin _b(t + T)],b (t)]. To simplify the notation for the ligible in its effect on the integral for normal design. We
following minimization, let _b:= _b(t + r) and ¢_ = _ (t), neglect this term, exp (_/rl), in the ensuing development.

and denote E¢_ as the ensemble average over _ and E¢2 At this point then, we have
as the ensemble average over _b2,given _b_.With this nota-

AK _,_-sin ¢,fo _ Re (T)d_ (14)tion, we then seek C (r) such that E (y_[_b)= rlR_,, ¢ (0)

E% {[E% (sin ¢_1_,) - C (_) sin _1 _}
The final approximation to be made is to assumc _ (t) is a

is a minimum. Performing the minimization, it is found gaussian random process in order to estimate R_,, _ (0)
that the optimum C (r), say Co (r), is given by for all signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of interest. (By using

the gaussian assumption, we reduce the calculation of the

E (sin ¢_ sin ¢=) _ R._n ¢ (r) phase-error density and its variance te a simple ealcula-
Co (r) = E (sin __) R_i_ _ (0) (12) tion for all normal parameter values. The o.orreetness of

this assumption is borne out by the comparison depicted
in Fig. 9.) Then, by Price's Theorem (Ref. 5), we have

Hence, with the above mean-square fit to the term

E (sin 'b_]_), Eq. (11) becomes R_, ¢ (0) = exp (- ere)sinh (a_) (15)

AK sin _b f_ /r\ /_.
E(y_lq,) = _), L exp_)R_,,,_(r)d, (13) ,o1° /

It might appear that this expression for the conditional 4 |
mean is divergent; however, as discussed below, the effect _-----"
of the exponential in the integrand of Eq. (14) is negligible 2 - _.•

and, in fact, the integral is finite. Since the moments in "a
Eq. (12) cannot be determined exactly, an approximation _" w°°
will be made similar to that used in linear spectral theory 6 \
(Ref. 3). In this theory, it is assumed that a function 4

(s) _,(-s) exists such that \

I [\
_,(0_,(-s)- S_(s) 1°'10._ _ 4 _ _0._ , 4 _ _°o ,- _ _ _°_

12

where S¢ (s) is the spectral density of ¢,, etc. Furthermore,

if F (s) is very" narrow band, _,(s) = r (a constant) and Fig. 9. Loop phase-error variance a_ versus SNR
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Also, probability density for high SNRs becomes

R+(_)a_= 72 i%(_)a,=-_s+(o) (le)

F( 4a_,_ ( AKT::,+ _.-,) INow using the spectral equation (Ref, 32, we obtain X exp L\_] \ AK-/.-'.+ _ cos _ (21)

N°

S¢ (0) - 2A_/_. or, letting 1'_ AKrg/rl, and noting r ,'>> r,.,/rl, we have,
to a good approximation for high SNRs, the following

Henee, our approximation for E (y_ ]cb) is fnally given by expression:

N°K exp (zg) P (q_)= (2_)-' {I,, r 4A:T., ' r 4A%
E (y, ]_b)= 4At, sinh 4 sin _, (17) (22)

and we see that, as promised, our result does not depend
on _,_. As a partial check on our answer, note from Eq. (21) that

ff r_ = _, then F (s) = 1 (i.e., a first-order loop), and P (¢)
is given by

Since our goal is to obtain the density function of _k,

modulo2rr, we define P(d?) asthe sum of allp(q,+ 2_n) _[ 4(____o)]-' (4A)and normalize it to integrate to one. Therefore, let P ' _,; -=(2r)- Io exp _ cos q, (23)

e (_) = _ p (cb + 27rk) the exact result for the first-order loop (Ref. 2). Further,
_=-_ if we let K and z_ _ o0 such that K/r_ _ K', F (s) becomes

F (s) = (1 + r_s)/s (i.e., the perfect second-order loop),
Then, from Eq. (9), we have for P (4,) and we obtain in this case

(;)d _AKd _,oF/4a,_(A1 )]}-,"=-1 _- [E(ml4)P(4)]+ r, d,b [sin_P(q,)] e(+)=(2=)-' t L\No/ Kr=+l/r=

(18) 1 (24)
• + l/r2 ]J

From Eqs. (17) and (18) it can be shown that which agrees with Viterbi's results (Ref. 2) derived for

the high SNR case. _-

1 /exp _ [rl -- (r, -- r2) t31cos q,
P (_b)= (4A l (19) 3. Comparison of Results

2r I0 '__e-_:-.b-,-(,,- _-_)_1_ Itisofinteresttocomparetheresultsofthismoan-
t--,,.,2 !

square fit to the conditional mean (MSFCM) method with
where that of some experimental data reported by F. G. Charles

and W. C. Lindsey (Ref. 4), as well as with some previous

No exp (_,_) (20) results. The PLL used in Ref. 4 had the following relevant
fl -- 4A2r_ sinh _ parameters:

Subsection 3 demonstrates the method for obtaining _r_ r_ = 45.2
versus No/4A 2and, hence, through Eq. (20) the value o_ t3.

r_ = 0.125 i
t

In the high SNR ease (SNR 2 10 dB),/3 is given quite AK = 5,800 i1
i accurately by/_ = 1/(1 + r) anti the stationary phase-error r = 2.0 t
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Tile density function P (_)in Ref. 4, was obtained experi- and, hence, one has a simple method of obtaining the
me,_.t011yand the variance was computed from this. relationship between (r_ and SNR. Using this method,

the varianee was computed and plotted in Fig. 9. As can
In order to obtain a numerical value for the variance be seen from the figure, both the spectral method and

from the method presented in Ref. 4, a knowledge of (r_ (a) the MSFCM method Tarovide relatively close fits. In fact,
is required where the MSFCM method yields negligible errors for SNR -'_

2 dB, which encompasses the useful range of interest. For

cr_(,_) = f_ q_ exp (_ c°s q_)2rd, (a) dep (25) SNR-_ - 10 dB, the linear spectral method, the MSFCMmethod, and the linear method, as well as the others, all
converge to essentially the same curve.

This method deviates from that given in SPS 37-49,
Vol. III, pp. 297-300, in that a simplification is introduced References
here that makes the evaluation of the variance a simple
matter not requiring the use of a computer. 1. Jaffe:R. M.,and Rechtin, E., "Designand Performanceof Phase-Locked Circuits Capahle of Near-Optimum Performance over a

Wide Rartgeof Input Signals and Noise Levels," Trans. PIGIT,
A graph of ,r_(_) versus , is given in Fig. 1O. From Mar. 1955.
Eqs. (19) ai:d (20), assuming r_ _ > r.., we have 9.. Viterbi, A. J., Principlesof Coherent Communication. McGraw-

Hill Book Co., NewYo&, 1966.

= { 4A'-'r_'_//1 N,, 2 )1 3. Tauswortlae, R.C.,Theo,'gandPracticalDesignofPhase-Lockeda \ Nor2/L\ 4A-_-' " 1 - e -2_J (26) Receivers, Vol. I, Tecl_tnicalReport 32-819. Jet r.: pulsion Lab-oratory, Pasadena, Calif., Feb. 1966.
4. Charles, F. G., and Lindsey,W. C., "SomeAnalytical and Exper-

Hence, once a_ and _ are specified from Fig. 10, No/4A °- imental Phase Locked Loop Results for Low Signal-to-Noise
can be computed from Eq. (26). The SNR AVNoWL is Ratios,"Proc. IEEE, Vol. 55, No. 9, pp. 1152--1166,Sept. 1966.
then given by 5. Price, R., "'A Useful Theorem for Nonlinear Devices Having

GaussianInputs," Trans. PIGIT, IT-4, June 1958.

SNR = \ No ] \ r + 1] (27) 6. Middleton,D., Introduction to StatisticalCommunicationTheory,Sections 1.3and 1.4-3.McGraw-HiUBookCo., NewYork, 1960.
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D. Coding and Synchronization Studies: Power at the receiver by means of a reference carrier preceded

Allocation Length Into Rapidly Varying by a phase-locked loop (PLL). This demodulation pro-
duces (Ref. 1)

Phase Error, w. c. Lindsey_and J. F.Hayes

1. Introduction y (t) = xk (t) [(1 -- m _)P]_,_cos _b(t) + n' (t) (2)

In a recent paper (Ref. 1) design trends were estab- where
lished for the allocation of power between the carrier and

the information-bearing portion of a transmitted signal. _ (t)_ _ (t)- _'(t)
Both one-way and two-way phase coherent communica-
tion systems were considered. This work was predicated is the error between the phase shift in the channel 0 (t)
on data rates high enough that any error in estimating the and the estimate _'(t) of this phase shift given by the
phase of the radio-frequency carrier could be taken to be PLL, and n' (t) is white gaussian noise with single-sided
constant over the du;ation of one signaling interval. In power density spectrum No W/hz. The decision on the
the present work the same problem is considered; how- transmitted signal is mad'e by correlating y (t) with the
ever, the assumption that the phase error is constant over possible received signals. Therefore we form
a symbol time is removed and the phase error is allowed

to change appreciably over the signaling interval. In both fT
works it is assumed that reference phase is derived exclu- q = Jo y (t) ix: (t) - x_ (t)] dt (3)
sively from the carrier. Alternate approaches that envision

deriving tile reference phase from the data portion of the If q _ 0, we decide that x: was transmitted; otherwise
transmitted signal lead to quite different results (Ref. 2). we take the transmitted signal to be x_ (t).

Rapidiy varying phase errors are known to affect the
operation cf command and telemetry systems in deep- 3. System Error Probability

space communication systems. Consequently, a theory for For a given realization of the random process q,(t),
predicting their deleterious effects on system performance 0 "_ t _ T, q is normally distributed with mean
is needed when carrying out a particular design or in the
testing of a fabricated system to see that system perform- t'T
anee meets specification. In this article draw heavily = ±2 [(1 - m _)P,,, / cos _ (t) dtwe /x

upon the notation introduced in Ref. 1. We also assume
jo

that the subcarrier and bit-sync jitter produce negligible and variance _ = 2TNo. The conditional probability of
effects on the detection process. Procedures for handling error has been shown (Ref. 1) to be given by
these effects, if appreciable, have been reported in Ref. 3.

f;2. System Model PE [_, (t), 0_-_ t _ T] = R_..,,,,,r]_ exP(2ar)_/_(--x2/2)d,x

We consider binary phase-shift-keyed signaling for (4) /7"

which the transmitted signals are of the form where //

p (t) = (2P)U sin [_ot+ (cos-xm) xk (t)], k = 1, 2 R _ 2 _oo
(1)

Y_ lf. rwhere xk = ___1, P is the total transmitted power, and m _ cos _ (t) dt
is the modulation factor which serves to apportion power
between the carrier and the side-bands. The signal p (t) The average probability of error is found by averaging
is disturbed in the channel by additive white gaussian over the random variable Y.
noise with a single-sided power density spectrum
No W/hz. The signal also suffers a random phase shift However, the exact computation of the probability
0 (t) in the channel. The received signal is demodulated density f,(y) appears to be a formidable problem. In

order to circumvent this difficulty we ast_ume that the

'Consultant, Electrical Engineering Dept., University of Southern phase error is small enough so that the linear PLL theory

California. can be used. For most practical situaUons this assumption
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is valid. The consequences of this assnmption are two- where
fold: First, from tile linear phase-locked loop theory

(Ref. 4) we know that ,p(t) is a gaussian process; second A(z)=[R(1-m'-')]_/'.'(t-_2- )we can make the approximation (valid for the linear

region of operation) _r_= N,,Bf,m"P

lf"Y = 1 -- _ _2 (t) dt (5)
In the limit as 8 approaches infinity Eq. (14) becomes

Thus the computation of It- (y) reduces to computing the 1 C

- - '_Jr exp (-y"/2) dy (10)probability density of the integral of the square of a PJ': (2rr), _1-,,,'.'_',',gaussian process.

wlfich checks with the case for perfect phase synctu'o-.
In the ease of a first-order PLL, a useful approximation nization.

to this density is known (Ref. 5). The PLL tracks a carrier
of power m2P immersed in white gaussian noise with 4. Numerical R_.sults
power density spectrum No W/hz. The correlation func-
of 6 (t) is The double integral in Eq. (9) has been evaluated over

a range of values for the parameters m, 8, and R. In Fig. 11
B_N,,

R_ (r) = _ exp [ - 4B,, ]71] (6) we plot P_ as a function of m" = P_/P, with R as a pa-rameter, for several different values of 8. These curves
exhibit the same behavior (Ref. 1) as those plotted for the

where Br, is the equivalent noise bandwidth of the loop case of slowly varying phase error. For each value of R
(Ref. 1). The probability density fz (z) of the random and 8 there is an optimum modulation factor, e.g., m,,,
variable for which the probability of error is minimum. Also, mo

fo" decreases as 8 increases. In Fig. 12 we plot mg as a func-
m_'P '__2 (t) dt (7)

z - NoB_.T • tion of R with 8 _:s a parameter. Finally, in Fig. 13 we
show the minimum probability of error PEo corresponding

is well approximated by (Ref. 6) to me as a function of R with 8 as a parameter. These
results may be compared with those obtained in Ref. 1

1 [ 1( q_l)l for the case where _ (t) isconstantforO/-t_T. TheyJr.(z)= _exp (2/8)z_exp -_- z , may be further used to design phase-coher_;nt systems
with 8 < 1.

0_z--_ _ (8)
5. Conclusions

where 8 = 1/TBL is the ratio of the sy'_tem data rate 1/T
to the bandwidth of the carrier tracking loop BL. The As we have seen here and in Refs. 1 and 3, the phase-

error introduced into the data detection process by a
density given by Eq. (8) is extremely accurate for 8 "_ 5, radio-frequency carrier tracking loop produces deletezi- /the case of interest here. We further assume that the

data is modulated onto a square-wave subearrier whose ous effects on system performance. As opposed to the /
fundamental frequency is sufficiently large so that the problem considered in Ref. 1, this paper has treated the
power in the modulation does not ente. into the band- case where this error may vary over the duration of thereceived symbol. Useful design trends and results were
width of the loop. If, in fact, this is not the case, any established for the situation where the error q, (t) may be
appreciable sideband power whic!; exists around the ear- considered gaussian. For most practical applications thi',
rier would act as a self-noise in the loop and tend to
introduce more jitter on the reference phase. Such de- assumption is valid.
signs are, usually not interesting in practice, even though

! the analysis is relatively straightforward. References
1. Lindsey, W. C., "Optimal Design of One-Way and Two-Way

_ Averaging Eq. (4) over the random variable Z we find Coherent CommunicationLinks," IEEE Trans. Comm. Tech.,Vol. COM-14, No. 4, pp. 418--431,August 19613.

_o_ _ 1 2' Van Trees' H" "Optimum P°wer Divisi°n in C°herent C°m" I
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--_=0.5_0 [ To obtain information about the usefulness ot these

2 /- 0.250 ] sources an ob:,':'vational program was started m early

/--- 0.125 I August at S-band. Tlm object of this program is to exam-
101 ine all pulsars as they arc discovered to determine their

- ( --0.100 ' usefulness as an absolute time standard. It is prefel'able6 I
I

4 ( /--- 0.075 _ to use .;ources with a large stable flux density in order to

increase the signal-to-noise ratio and therefore reduce the
\ 0.050 time required to make an estimate of pulse arrival time.

f Tim pukc shape should be stable and, if possible, should10-2

t _ haw a structnl'e that can be used to estilnate arrival time.

_ 6 - / _ readily, As of Novemher 1, four sources have been fotuK[

uJ

4 which satisfy the above criteria. Time versus average flux

o 2 - plots of these sources are shown in Fig, 14. Although ind_-
vidnal pulses are generally too weak to be observed,

__ _0-2 -- averages of many pulses are easily detectable. Regular

z 6 / weekly observations of these sources will be made for a

4 period of at least 1 yr. The differenec' between predicted
and measured arrival times will be minimized in the least-

2 squares sense, using differential correction techniques to
confirm the sourc'_'s celestial position and pulse period.

1°-4 -- Right ascension, declination, distance, period, and galactic
6 - rotation are among the parameters to be estimated by the

4 / / _ least-squares fit. This information is required before aecu-

2 rate predictions of pulse arrival time can be made. Fur-
ther, this information is valuable in determining the

1°'5 inherent stability of period and celestial position for pos-0 20 40 60 80 100 120

sible optical identification.
R= 2PT/N 0

Fig. 13. /_,inimtJmerror probability PeoversusR 2, SystemDescriptionfor various values of 8

A block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 15. The
only special equipment required is the pulsar timer, which
supplies one interrupt to the computer per pulsar period

E. Propagation Studies: Absolute Time by Pulsar, and 5000 sampling pulses to the analog-to-digital con-
G. A. Morris, Jr. verter every period. The 1-pulse/s signal from the cesium

clock is used to start the timer on an exact second so that

1. Introduction arrival time measurements may be made. The synthesizer
Rapidly pulsating radio stars were reported early this used to detennine the period is driven from the cesium /

year by the radio-astronomy gr,mp ot Cambridge (Ref. 1). clock 1-MHz output so that stability of period is obtained. /,
Further investigation confirms that th_ periods of these Data is obtained by sampling the signal 5000 times per
sources are quite regular, and several sources have been period ai_d integrating the data for 500 periods. Data is
identified. The regular pulsations of these sources sug- normally taken for 1 h. Then the syuthesizer is changed
gest they might be useful as an inexpensive means of to a new frequency to correct for variations in the appar-
determining absolute time among the Deep Space Net- ent period of the pulsar caused by the orbital and rota-
work stations, tional motions of the earth. Data is recorded on magnetic

tape, after being integrated over 500 pulses, for later
analysis in the least-squares fit.

In order to be useful in determining absolute time these
sources must have excellent long- and short-term stability.
To l:e useful from an operational standpoint it must be 3. Varlance-Covarlance Analysis

possible to predict the arrival time of a pulse and also to A variance-covariance analysis was performed to deter-
make an accurate measurement of the arrival time in a mine how accurately several parameters could be mea-

i short period of observation, sured for the source CP0950, assuming arrival time
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Fig. 15. Block diagram of pulsar system /

measurements accurate to 100 #s. Present data indicates A simplified earth orbit was used, and the source was as- ,

this is a reasonable estimate of accuracy. The standard sumed to have no proper motion, n_ radial acceleration,
deviations for position and period are shown in Table 1. and a constant period. The position obtained by this i

technique, after 1 yr, should be of great benefit in making f

Table 1. Variance-covariance analysis based on arrival an optical identification. The standard deviation of the ;

time measurementaccurateto 100/zs for CP0950 period ranks with the cesium standard as to stability, i
!

Parameter Standard deviation

Period 3.07x 10"asoc Reference :
Rightascension 0.00293arc sec

1. Hewlsh, A., etal., "Observation of a Rapidly Pulsating Radio
Declination 0.00763 arcsec Sonree," Nature, Voi. 217, pp. 709-713, 1968.
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F. Communications Systems Development: Efferts The correlator output, on which the decision as to
whether x_(t) or x_ (t) was sent is based, can be shownof Phase-Locked Loop Dynamics on
to be given by (Ref. 1)Phase-Coherent Communications,

I. F.Blake:'and W. C. Lindsey"
IT

q,, =j,, [x,.(t)cos_(t) + ,,(t)] [x_(t) -- xl(t)]dt (2)1. Introduction

In a recent paper (Ref. 1) one ot the anthers analyzed
the performance of a phase-coherent receiver preceded If ql_ is negative, we decide that x, (t) was sent, and if
by a bandpass lirniter. Two expressions for the error positlvc, x. (t). It is assumed that the signal-to-noise ratio
probability were given for the cases: (]) where the phase in the tracking loop is such that the phase crror process
error varies rapidly over the symbol interval, and (2) where _, (t) is gaussian with con'elation fimction
the phase error remains essentially constant over the sym-

bol inte_wal. The parameter which essentially character- /1_ (r) =: I exp [ - _,lr [ ] = _, exp [ --/It I] (3)
izes how fast the phase error varies relative to the symbol m.

time 7" is the ratio of the system data rate :,_ to the band-
width W_.,, of the loop at thc design point; i.e., _= :/?/WLo. This assumption is justified in the case of a fir._t-order
In practicc, the question naturally arises as for what loop with no ],::,dpass ]imitcr preceding it. For the case
region of 8 will case (2) analysis be valid. It is also of under consideration here, it is an approximating assump-
interest to understand how tl_e error rate changes as the tion essential for the analysis. The agreement of known
parameter _ wlries over all regions of the phase-error experimental and theoretical results tend to support
variations. Consequently, the purpose of this article is to its use.
present an analy,_is which deals with the general case

of the phase-error variation for all values of 8. The results The parameter ,/ in Eq. (3) is defined later in terms
are particularly useful in the design of medium-rate of loop and fil'er parameters in Eq. (11). When the loop
phase-coherent communication systems used for space is preceded by a band-pass limiter, the quantity _q, in
communication, e.g., Mariner-and Pioneer-type telecom- Eq. (3) is well approximated in the region of interest
munications systems, in practice by (Ref. 1)

2. SystemModel 1
"7. =pt.

If the received signal is trac!_ed by means of a phase- a_.
locked loop, the output of the phase detector can be 3z

written as = 1"(1 + 2/t_)

U(t) = xk (t) cos _ (t) + n (t) (1)

I" = 1 + 0.345zu _-
where _ (t) is the time-varying phase error in the loop, 0.862 + 0.690 zy /
and n (t) is white gaussian noise of two-sided spectral /
density N,,/2 watts/see (Ref. 1). The signals Pc

z = N,,bt.o

xk(t), k = 1,2 i
bt,o

are constant over the bit interva! of duration T see: Y = b,

...,,
_ResidentResearchAssociate,NASA-NRC.

eConsultant,ElectricalEngineering Dept., University of Southern To =- Pc____o (4)
Callforni_. NoBLe
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where P,. is the carrier power, b_. and b, are loop and The probability density of the first integral in Eq. (8) is
IF amplifier (in the double hetcrodyne receiver) band- very difficult to determine. However, a useful approxi-
widths (w, = 2b,, wt. -----2b_.) (Ref. 1). The subscript 0 mation to it has been found (Ref. 2):
refers to tile values of the loop parameters at the design

point, which is defined as z,, =T,, = coostant. The pa- [fl_
rameter/_ is the ratio of the limiter suppression factor at g (x) = oL_,_-} ep"(p_.x)-v-'the design point to its value at any other point and

It, (x), k -_ 1, 2 X exp - pLX+ , X_ 0

(10)
are modified Bessel functions of order k. The parameter
zy is the signal-to-noise ratio at tile output of the receiver where
IF amplifier.

PL=
3. ErrorProbability Calculations

If the parameter z is suffciently large, the cosine term 1 _/1 + ro/_
in Eq. (1) can be replaced by the approximation -- _- \ _] (11)

cos _ (t) _ 1 - _'_(t) where -/is the parameter appearing in the exponent of- 2 (5) the correlation function in Eq. (3), ro is a loop parameter,
t_ is as defned in Eq. (4), and

It turns out that in practice this approximation is suffi-
ciently accurate in the region of interest. The decision _1_ ._

variable becomes 8 = WLo - 2bLo (12)

f:qk = flkT -- -2-Bk _ (t) dt - 2A n (t) dt (6) The density in Eq. (10) is a unimodal function which iszero at the origin and a maximum at
where

1F 9...._ , 4 ql_ 3

flk xk(t) [x2(t) -- x_ (t)l x = _ L/3_p_ -c _-j 2flLo_
(13)

= -2A 2, k = 1

= +2A 2, k = 2 (7) The approximation to the true density becomes very close
for flL > 5. As ilL'--> oo, the maximum tends to x = 1/0L :__

Define the new decision variable and the function tends to a delta function at this point.
o As /3z-->0, g (x) tends to a delta function at the origin.

(qk - fl_T) Similarly, for fixed fl_ as pL--'>oo, the function tends to

zk = 1 a delta function at the origin. Notice that in order to ;
flkT make the approximation to the cosine valid, pL should

1 fr _2 2A fr be at least 3 or larger.

= T Jo (t) dt + 2T----&TJon (t) dt (8) i"If it is assumed that the two integrals in Eq. (8) are t
independent random variables (an approximation which

where now it is decided that x_ (t) was sent if zk > 2, can be partially justified on physical grounds for the
and x2 (t), otherwise. The second term on the right-hand case of interest here), thep. the probability density of
side of Eq. (8) is a gaussian random variable with mean the random variable zk can be written as
zero and variance

@ 2No _ 2 f0_* 1 [ (zk-x)2"] ,,= A"T - R (_) p = exp 2-J J g (14)
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Assuming xl (t) was sent, the probability of error 10-1: J _ _r_R ;4.8 _ ' _ J-_
6 r0 = 2.0

P±-= prob [zl, ,"-2] TO : 2.0
4 bL=_LQ = I

= _ (27r¢)_''-'_xp 2¢" _]g(x) dxdz

(15) 2 o

Interchanging the integration yields _ 1°-2 l_--

Fe=fo erfe(_)g(x)dx (16) _ 4

where eric (-) is the complementary elTor function 2

erie(y) = exp(-S-/g)du (17) 1°-310-1 2 4 6 100 2 4 6 10 |

DATA RAT/:, blts/s

Notice that as p_,--->_o, PE_ erie (2R)1/_which coincides Fig. ]6. Error probability versus data rate {phase
with the result obtained in Eqs. (24) and (38) of Ref. 1 error varies over bit interval), R = 4.8
under this condition.

4 I I I I I I I I I

From the results of Ref. 2 it appears that the density
R =9.1

function of Eq. (10) becomes a poor approximation as flL 2 r0 _ 2.0
decreases much below unity. Since a"0 : 2.0 ,

10-2 Y = bH = 40_

fl_= T \ f_--_ / (18) _ : 2.0_°
4

this corresponds to 8 being greater than
2

l+ro } __ 10-3

<c

The parameter /_ is a function of x (= z/2) and other _ 6
parameters. To find the region of validity of the curves, 8 4
consider first Fig. 16, where R = 4.8. For x = 4, /__ 0.5 _ ]_-
and the curve is valid for 8 < 2. For x = 300,/_ -- 0.078
and the curve is valid for 8 < 9. Drawing a straight line 2
between these points gives a good approximation to the
region of validity. The same limits hold for Fig. 17 also. lo-4

6
4. Resultsand Conclusions

4

That component of the error probability, assuming

phases reduced modulo 2rr, has been evaluated based 2
upon the approximation that

_(t) '°'5,0-' 2 4 6 ,0° 2 4 6 ,0'
cos,h (t) = 1 2 oaTa RATE, blts/s

This does not imply the assumption that _ (t) is small, Fig. 17. Errorprobability versusdata rate (phase
i.e., linear PLL theory holds. If linear PLL theory were error varies over bit interval), R = 9.1
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invoked cos _ (t) would be replaced by cos 4, (t) = 1 and engineering telemetry instituted a reevaluation of these
siu,/,(t) _ q5(t). On the other hand, in order to describe analyses. The following report is a tabulation of the
the statistics of method for determining the demodulation efficiency as a

function of loop phase error. Performance is then related

if 7'Y---_ cos 'b (t)dt to these effleleneles through tile modulation index. This
method was chosen because of the flexibility it affords
when many indices, bandwidths, etc., are being con-

1 fr__ 1 -- _ _" (t) dt sidered.

it has been necessary assume that ,/,(t) is gaussian. In 2. Efficiency Equations
principle, however, this assumption is not at all restric-
tive since the variance of the actual _ process at work Tlle output of a coherent amplitude detector is a process
in the loop can be substituted into the probability distri- of the form (Fig. 18)
bution fi-(y). Thus the nonlinear effects of the loop are

z (t) = p_/2m (t) g (4,) + n (t) (1)taken into account.

in which n (t) is wide-band noise normalized to have the

Figures 16 and 17 illustrate the perforlnance of a binary same two-sided spectral density N,, = N+/9., as the _nput
phase-shift-keyed communication system when ,],(t) varies noise; P = A °_is the rms detected sideband power; g (qs)
over the symbol interval. The signal-to-noise ratio is the detector phase characteristic, normalized so that
R = STo/N,, has been set such that the error probability g (0) = 1; and m (t) is the detected modulation process,
of the system would be 10-:_(Fig. 16) and 10-_ (Fig. 17) normalized so that E (m -°(t)) = 1. The modulation wave-
in a perfectly synchronized system. For values of 4_ __5 form we shall assume is one of M messages {ink (t)}, for
the results check, for all practical purposes, with those 0 _- t < T.
given previously (Ref. 1) where it is assumed that cos 'k
is essentially constant over the symbol interval. For

8 < 4 the results presented here begin to deviate appre- COHERENT
ciably from those where cos 4,is assumed constant; hence, INPUT,x(t) - _ AMPLITUDE _ OUTPUT, z(t)

DETECTOR
the model introduced here wiU be useful in designing

and testing of phase-coherent systems which operate with

8 < 4, tile low-rate end of the region of 8. IREFERENCE'v(t)
PHASE-

References LOCKED
LOOP

1. Lindsey, W. C., "Perfom_anee of Phase Coherent Receivers
Preceded by Bandpass Limiters," IEEE Trans. Comm. Tech.,
Vol. COM-16, No. 2, pp. 245-251, April 1968. Fig. 18. Coherent detection by loop-derived ?.-

2. Grenander, U., Pollak,H. O., and Slepian, D., "The Distribution reference
of Quadratic Forms in Normal Variates: A SmallSampleTheory
With Applicationsto SpectralAnalysis,"1. Soc.Ind. Appl. Math.,
Vol. 7, No. 4, pp. 374-401, Dee. 1959. The process z(t) is the input to a set of correlators,

whose outputs at the end of a T-see message are

G. Communications Systems Development: wk = _ m (t) mk(t) g (_ (t)) dt + N (T) (2)Efficiency of Noisy Reference Detection,

R. C. Tausworthe N (T) then is a gaussian random variable with variance

1. Introduction No
Lindsey (Ref. 1) has published results which, for a o._.=-_-- (3)

given modulation index, relate the observed signal-to-

noise ratios (SNR) to equivalent signal losses caused by We shall also assume that the phase-error process is
the noisy demodulation process. Recent measurements of derived from a phase-locked loop tracking the carrier
the performance of the 8_-bits/s Mariner Mars 1969 or subearrier. The loop bandwidth will be denoted wL t
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and tile phase-error density p (_b). The integral term of so that the averaged error probability yields the overall
Eq. (2) can be written as a mean value pins a variational error rate

term PE(R ',5)=fP_(R'Sg(q,)lq,)p(_)d4, (10)
wl, = A (rkp,+ vk) + N (T) (4) '

The degradation is then clearly
in terms of the normalized cross-correlation rk between

the incoming message m(t) and the kth stored one, 1

mid(t), where p, = E [g (q,)], the vk are random variables _1_=_ {P_ [PE (R_'_)]}2 (11)
which depend on the value of k, and v = (v,, • ' " , v,,,)
possesses some distribution p(v). The actual overall
probability of error is the average conditional error prob- Because of the convexity of the function Pr [E Iv], it fol-
ability lows that the actual emciency is bounded by Eqs. (8)

and (n):
P_:= f Pr [error IVl, • . . , v,,] p (vl, • • • , vm)d:,_ • • ' d_,, _ --__ _--v° (12)

(5)
3. Error Probability

The difficulty in specifying the characteristics of Since Eq. (11)requires it, let us consider the error
p (Vl, • • • , v,,) lead to approximations for Eq. (5). probability function. For no coding and antipodal binary

signals, the error rate is
First, if the loop response is considerably more rapid

than the integration time T (i.e., _ = 2/wL T < < 1) then 1
the correlator output tends to the average P_ = _- erfc (R) _/_ (13)

_k_ 0 (6)
For orthogonal, equi-energy signals, the error rate is

in which case the outputs appear all to have an equiva-
1 f_lent constant factor E [g (4_)] multiplying the signal am- P_ - exp (-y"-/2)

plitude A. Performance is then the same as it would be (2_')v2J__

if the signal power were reduced by the factor E 2 [g (,/,)].
[ 1 f,+,_,'_ 7_-,The error rate will fit the usual maximum likelihood × exp(-v2/2)dv dy

theory, giving rise to a probability of error as a function [-(-_-J_ J

Of the matched filter SNR parameter 0,,t: _M@ (R) 1'_
;_ erfc (14)

O,,t = -_+ E'_ [g(_)] = RE' [g(_)] (7) As a function of R, biorthogonal codes behave much the

santo (Ref. 2) as Eq. (14) indicates. Thus, for the three
in which R = PT/N+ is the undegraded value of O,nt. In cases (no coding, orthogonal, biorthogonal) we have
this case, it is easy to see that the detector efficiency
is merely

erfc (XR_)_,_

_1o= E z [g (4')] = _" (8) PE (R?) _, P_ (R_o_)erfc (hRo) _/2 (15)

A second approximation can be made when the loop for any values Ro and R_ of R. The coefllcient X relates
;. is very sluggish with respect to the message (i.e., to the cgding:

8 = 2/w_T >> 1). Then, over the interval (0,T), the
i phase error is nearly constant (but randomly distributed
._ according to p (_b)). In this case, the correlator outputs {i, uncoded

are very nearly X =

we = Ark g (4,) + N (T) (9) , coded (orthogonal/biorthogonal) (16)
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Based on this O. a certain loop phase error _2 is present
We can set R',o_ = R',_ and R_ = R'_g (¢), above, to eval- in the loop:
uate Eq. (10):

Tg 4 '_

_._ + _,Z_)_ (-I)'I'(°)._
P,_(tt'/,) -- PE(R!5) /] erfe(,_R),Ag(d_))p(do)dcb,erfc (XR)'._ "='

(17) 1
as o -->co (24)

P

But the same error rate would occur if the value of R

were Re_ and no degradation were allowed: It also follows that tlm degradation for 8 < < 1 is

= { t, (0)_2 (2_)7. \I,-_0)/(R'5_ -- Pe (R',_)
P, (R',_) = P, ,--b_, erfc (XR)½ erfe (XReq)½ (18)

It is then clear that The value for 7oohas been obtained by numerical integra-
tion, and appears along with the 70 of Eq. (25) in Fig. 19,
cross-plotted as a function of the loop error. It may be

1(_ If( J_n_2 noted that when _2 is small, the two bounds convergeRe_ = _- erfe -_ erfe ((XR)'_g (_b))P (_) dq, approximately to the gaussian-phase-error result

(19)
1

1 - 70 _ -- _ _o_, 1 - exp (-_') (26)
and, correspondingly, that o

But as d'egradation becomes an appreciable percent, the

7oo=_-_ erfc-' erfc ((XR)_,_g(_))p (q,)dg, two separate and depend not only on ¢r2, but on XR as
-_ well. Because of the increasing steepness of PE with XR,

(20) the degradation for 8 > > 1 becomes more drastic as
XR increases. The degradation for 8 < < 1 is, however,

Thus, it remains only to evaluate Eqs. (8) and (20) for independent of hR.
given g(_) and p (_b) to obtain limits on 7_.

5. Subcarrier-toop Degradation

Assuming that the subcarrier is a square wave, the
4. Carrier-Extraction Degradation detector characteristic becomes triangular:

For the carrler-extraetlon process the detector char- /,e x-aeteristic is o 3_ P _

g(_)---1 "--I_1 forl¢l-"- , _ -y (27) /-g (q,)= cos_ (21) '_

The approximate loop error density (based on a first-order
and the phase-error distribution, based on the first-order loop) is again related (SPS 37-31, Vol. IV, pp. 311--325)
loop theory, is approximately (Ref. 3) to the loop equivalent SNR by

27rlo(0) _exp - 62 , forl_l_--_/2
v(_) = 1

: in terms of the loop equivalent SNR (Ref. 4) _ exp - p 1 -- , rr/2 _'-_-

-',',: Now_P°r (23) C = (20)v, .[erI + e-0 h (28) ip = !
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Fig. 19. Loop-derived reference degradation bounds for carrier tracking loop

where the imaginary error function Again, the values for 7._ have been obtained by numerical
integration, and the two different behaviors plotted in

2 fj Fig. 20 for comparison. As was evident in the previoush (x) = -_d et_"dt ease as well, the two degradations at low cz behave like

= _-x _ (2. + 1) (2g) 7o= 1- _ 1- 2 ¢ (82)
_=0

The phase-error variance is then as would be predicted by a gaussian 6-process theory.

(_.)5/, _ { [(_),,_ ] [(_.) _',] 6. InterpMafion Bel'ween _oand _, /-or2 0 '7_C err +(4p 1) h For a given normalized code-word rate 8 = 2/wx, T, the ,f
actual efficiency 76 lies between 7o and 7oo.To compute

/2o\__._.}l&e_p/z(1 e_p/2)_('l (30) extremely difficult task, since the statistics- 4 - 7_ exactly is an
\ /

of @krequired by Eq. (4) are unknown. What we shall

and the low-rate efficiency can be straightforwardly develop here is an interpolation formula for 76, rather
obtained as than a direct evaluation of the efficiency. One very good

approximation of the error probability in the vicinity of

erfLLff) J-e-Ph LL)J
70= e_(a_)_ e_(ao_)e_,_0-_,, (a3)

[0)"]err + e-p h

for two comparaUve values Ro and R_ of R = PT/N �„�for

{ L\a!('-e-J ,2,2 [(_) 1}} both no-coding and orthogonal/biorthogonal coding,
X 1 - [rrp'_w f , FTP-'_--" _ according to the value of _,. We take Ro to be the valuekY)  or,c -,-,h i

(al) ao= a_ =a E_[g(_)] (34) 1

_98 _etseAceeeooeAMsSUMMAer3r-s4,rot. m
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Fig. 20. Loop-derived reference degradation boundsfor subcarrler-tone-tracklng loop

corresponding to the correct word in Eq. (4):

Rl=R(p,+v) 2 (35) = (_/_ [2_? R_ - ?_Ro]+ ... (37)

Then we can equate the observed error probability as

having occurred with an equivalent value of R = Re,j, When g_ is small, the first term will dominate the be-
with no reference phase error: havior of Eq. (37). Hence, as a result, we see that

-- = a (38)
7o-- 7_ \ (rv,,ol ,7"-"

l - /• in which e_,oois the variance of v as $--> oo. Hence, the
interpolation formula we seek is

78= (1- a)70+ aTo (3g)
The form of PE displayed in Eq. (33) then provides

and is valid whenever Eq. (37) is dominated by its first

v v)x(a0-al)=lnfe_p{-Xao[(_)'+_(7)]},( av term.

The parameter a defined by Eq. (38) involves only the

f{XR (70 - _) = In 1 - XR_ + 2 expectation of the square of
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which is given straightforwardly by (Ref, 5) while, if g (_) is the triangular function present in square-
wave subcarrier extraction, then

._= 8 1- _ [R.,_,(x/_oL)- R_,_,,(_)]dx at,,,t)(.) - R.,(_)(_) =
(41)

(2) IR'(r) sin-'(R'(r))sin-l(R_("r)_The asymptotic values of a_,at very small and very large 8 \ a_ /
then verify our previous intuitive claim: -1

+ (aS - R_ (r))',_ - "_/ (44)

18fo_°[Ry,t,(x/w,.)-Rg(_,,(oo)]dx, as 8--> 0 ,,

..1

o.-. Furmer, we can model the correlation function of _ by
the simple first-order loop result

_a.o _ as _ --_ oo

(42) _b(_)= _ exp(- 2wLI•I) (45)

It thus remains only to evaluate _ at a particular vah_e and thereby evaluate the parameter a.
of 8. The ratio of the two variances cr_and a_ then give
the parameter a. But because the loop is nonlinear, At best, the evaluation of a requires numerical inte-
R_t) (r) is not known, although there are several approxi- gration, of _r$ is small in the carrier 1,'op case, however,
mations available for calculation of R_ (r). We can model the approximation in Eq. (43) can be used to give

(t) as a gaussian process having the same variance and

bandwidth as the q_-process and thereby evaluate the a(can'ierloop) = 8 1- e-_'dx
autocorrelation of g (q_)in terms of that of _ (t) by Price's .,,,
Theorem (Ref. 6). For example, if g (f_) = cos cb, then

=¥ 1- g (t - e-_) (46)

(1) and is independent of _g. This a is plotted in Fig. 9.1.

1 The numerically integrated, more exact value at eg = 1
¢3-ao_R_ (_) (43) is almost indistinguishable from Eq. (46).

o_ /

_'Z CARRIER-TONE0.4 --

_z

0.2 _

0 *

I0"1 2 4 6 I00 4 6 I01 2 4 6 102

8 = CWLT

Fig. 21. Interpolation parameter a far sine wave (tarrier tone) and square wave Isubcarrler tonel
loopsas a function of the normalized data word rate
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In the triangular subearricr ease, a reduces to the 4. Tat_sworthe, R. C., Theory and Practical Design o Phase-
integral Locked Ilece_,cer_.Vol. I, Technical Report 32-819. Jet Propul-

sion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., Feb. 1966.

a (subcarrier)= 8f'l/'(4)7r- 2 J, 1 - [e _sin -_(e -_) 5. I)avenport, W. B., and Root, W. L,, Random Signalsand Noise,Sec. 6-5. McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1958.

+ (1 -- e--_)_,_-- 1] dx (47) 6. Price, R., "A Useful Theorem for Nonlinear Device Having
GaussianInputs," 2RE Trans.In�o, Theory. Vo] IT-4, pp. 69-72,

which is also independent of ,_. The variation of ¢twith June 1958.
8 is depicted also in Fig. 21. The approximate expression

0,09135 _ + 8" H. Information Processing: Limlters in Phase-
a (subearrier loop) = 1 + 3.3718 8 + _-_ (48) Locked Loops: A Correction to Previous

Theory, R.C.Tausworthe
provides a simple formula for amazingly accurate results.

I. Introduction

7, Conclusions In 1953 Davenport (Ref. 1) published a now-classic

The efficiency of a coherent amplitude detector lies paper which showed that at very large values, the asymp-
somewhere between limits set by two extreme theories, totic output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a ]imiter is
depending on the value of 8 = 2,/wt.T. In the discussion twice its input SNR. Because of this, it was supposed
we have considered (by assumption of the form p (_) that the same improvement ultimately should be evident
only) the effects of wide-band input noise. However, if in the performance of a phase-locked loop tracking the
there were other processes causing phase error, such as limiter output. In fact, the author (Ref, 2) used this result
loop voltage-controlled oscillator noise, detection insta- (erroneously, but subtly so) to derive a limiter perform-
bilities, etc,, they can be considered as an equivalent ance factor p. Recently, however, G. D. Forney (Ref. 3)
phase-error term to be included in p (_). has presented a simple argument to show that the asymp-

totic factor of 2 is not realized in loop performance,

As long as the loop SNR, p, is greater than 10, p (_) is although it is indeed present in output SNR. In this
very nearly gaussian, and a normal density can be sub- article, the author extends the asymptotic result to rede-
stituted for p (_), with the other instabilities reflected in rive the equivalent limiter performance factor,
the value of ,2.

References 2. LoopTheoryand Noise Components

1. Lindsey, W. C., Performanceof Phase-CoherentReceivers Pre- We shall assume (Fig, 22) that a loop has incident a
ceded b_t Bandpass Limiters, Technical Report 32-1162. Jet sinusoid in wide-band noise, and we shall express this
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., Sept. 1967. process in the form (Ref. 4)

2. Golomb, S. W., et al., Digital Communtcatton_ With Sp_ce

Applications, pp. 120--131. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood ^ fCliffs, N.J., 1964. F (t) = a 2_/_sin (_oot+ O) + n 0 (t) 9._/_sin (o,0t+ 0)
3. Viterbi, A,J., Principleso[CoherentCommunications,pp.86-96. ^

McGraw-HillBook Co., Inc., New York, 1066. -1"nt (t)2 _hcos (_0t q- 0) (1)

INPUT BAND-PASS _L MITER OUTPUT _ _ ,.i
I.IhfdTER I

,i,,=A ,,o ,", (o0t-0)T

+°/,,v_,,_(_.o,+o ) +.OV_,'n(_0t+_') I I----0---]• n¢(t)_[2cos (_JOt • 19) +hi "V2"sln (_Ot+ _') VC-'O OU-"G'_ l_

Fig. 22. The bandpaa_ limiter phase-locked loop
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where nx(t) and no (t) are independent wide-band in- It follows directly that the fundamental-zone limiter out-
phase and quadrature components [with respect to the put is of the form
voltage-contlolled oscillator (VCO) output] of the input

noise process, , is the rms signal amplitude, and _'is the 2:'/"Ll([A+_)(t)].)2_sin(,.,ut+O)loop estimate of the input phase process 0. The VCO y(t)-- _ A
output we shall take to be of the form

(,,citl_ }+ \ a (t)/ e',_cos(_,,t+ 0)v(0= K2'_cos(_ot+?/ (2/
2a/2L

- {[, + nl (t)] 2_,_sin (o,ot + 0)
so that the phase detector output is _r

+ .2(t)2',_cos(o,_t+ 0)} (7)
z(t)= <y(t)v(t)> =K[asin_+n,(t)] (3)

where L is the limiter clipping level, and A (t) is the/x

with 6 = O - O, the loop phase error. The terms enclosed process

in "< >" refer to the "low-pass part of" the expression. A (t) = [(A + n., (t))-" + n_.(t_i'_ (8)

The important point in Eq. (3) is that the only noise For convenience, we shall normalize L = 7r '2'v2 to give

having any effect on loop performance is the noise in nnity output power in the fundamental harmonic zone.
phase with the VCO. The resulting linear theoretical Previous calculations (Ref. 1 and SPS 37-44, Vol. IV,
phase error is then pp. 303-307) have shown that the mean signal level is

'4 S.,,,,(0)w_. _r= ._ (4) ,.2= ¥ p,,oxp(--p,,)[Xo(0,,/2)+ r_(0,,/9.)]_

0.7834pu + 0.4768p]_ (9)where S,t, I (j_) is the spectral density of the process nj (t)
and wL is the loop bandwidth (Ref. 2). _ 1 + 1.02400, + 0.47680_

in terms of the input SNR, pe = A2/N,,w,, the input
In previous analyses, it has always been assumed that process bandwidth to, and the modified Bessel functions

the input noise process has components of equal spectral of the first kind, I,, (x).
density, each equal to that of the input process. However,
the noise components at the limiter output do not have

The second term of Eq. (7) is noise whose variance is
equal spectra; this is the point that was overlooked in

extending Eq. (4) to the limiter-loop case. Hence, to eor- _ (n_ (t))

rect thehasresulttobePUblishedreevaluatee.inRef. 2, the value of S,,,,(O) _ = E _-_-_ (10)

) merely This expectation involves the evaluation of a somewhat .....f'/_
3. tlmlter Output Noise tedious, but straightforward, double integral. The result

is the simple expression
Let the input to an ideal bandpass limiter be

1

x it) = A 2_ sin (_ot + 0) + n, (A) 2_ sin (_ot + 8) ¢_ = _ [1 - exp (- 0,,)] ill)

+ no(t)_'_cos(,oot+ 0) (5)
The noise component n_ (t) appearing in Eq. (7) is uneor-

where A is the rms signal amplitude, and n, (t) and n¢(t) related with n_ (0; so its variance is
are independent, zero mean, quadrature gaussian noise
processes with respect to the input signal, having identical _ = 1 - a2 - _._ (12)
variances and spectra

4. LimiterNoise in-Phase With the VCO

Noc = No, = No I (6) The reader will note that the expressions for the loopinput y (t) given in Eqs. (1) and (7) are slightly different.
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When multiplied by the VCO output in Eq, (2), the as predicted by the Forney result, and
relevant loop noise nl it) is

1,16
n_it) = nl it) sin q, -t- n2it) cos 'h (13) r _-. < 1,16, p. very small (20)

] + 0,335 w_.
whose variance is then w.

ay= cr_-_-(_r_- a_) E (sin"-@) (14) The conclusion reached is that the effect of a limite,' o11
loop performance is less than 16% (0,66 dB) in effective

5. Phase-Locked Loop Variance input SNRI Under the assumption that w. > 10 w_., the

The variance in Eq, (4) can now be evaluated by noting dependence of _"on w/,/w, disappears for practical pur-
that, according to the definition of the in-ph,_c noise poses (within 0,1 dB), A rational function approximation
bandwidth wz, emulating the cross-over behavior of Eq. (18) near p = I),5

(Fig. 23), is

i [ �„�dw_
-- S,,,,,, (iw) = -- (15) 1 + p,, (21)

S,,ru (0) = wl J__ 27r w_ I" = 0.862 -b on
and therefore

a_--a_wL With th;s approximation, the linear-theoretical limiter
iv; "= performance follows d_rectly.

= A---7-\wzo,/ w,(l_.2) ] (16) 6. Nonlinear LoopTheory

The ratio wtpt/pnw, is the Springett factor (SPS 37-36, The only alteration that must he made to make the
Vol, IV, pp. 241-244), previously defined as l/r, which derivation of r general enough for the linear-spectral loop
relates output and input spectral densities, The only theory (Rcf. 2, Chapt, 9) is the estimation of E (sin =@)in
unknown in Eq. (16) is the ratio wt/w_, Asymptotically, Eq. (14) by a more accurate value. But the only change
as p. _ 0% all the. output noise comes from na it), so which would result in r would be a factor
w_ = wt/2 (the limiter output bandwidth wt differs by

a factor of 2 fi'om that of the baseband process); and as E [sin"¢,] _ (1 - exp (-2_rg)) /" 1 (2°)
P. _ 0, both noises n_ it) and nz it) have the same spectra, E [,I,'_] .... 2_r_
so again wl = wt/2.

Insertion of the value for _r]and the linear-theoretical (under the a:;sumptions of Ref. 2, Chapt. 9) inserted into

assumption sin" _ _ @"yield the second denominator term of Eq. (18), which we have
agreed, for w. > 10wt., is negligible anyway. Hence,

NowL the nonlinear theory is also essentially unaltered from the
cr_=_ r • (17) previously published results, except for the new I" that

must be used.

in which r is the true limiter performance faetor
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XXI. Communications Elements Research
TELECOMMUNICATIONSDIVISION

A. System Studies for 90-GHz Space where T'_ is the antenna temperature with no intervening

Communications Systems: Atmospheric Effects atmosphere, ao is the zenith attenuation in decibels, _ is
the zenith angle, and T_ (_) is the sky temperature. Use of

on Millimeter Wave Propagation, T.Sato
the nodding subdish radiometer balances out the Ts (_)

The 60-in. radio telescope used for radio astronomy component. The expression for the received temperature
experiments (SPS 37-49, Vol. III, pp. 329--338) is being is then given by
converted into a radio sextant. An optical tracker auto-

Go

maticaUy tracks the sun in both hour angle and declina- log Ta (q_)= 10 see _ + logtion by generating -trot signals for the antenna servo. The

error-sensing elements attached to the telescope consist The absolute zenith attenuation can then be deter- _"
of two photoconducting cells per channel. When the sun //
is centered, both cells are illuminated equally and pro- mined from measurements of the received power and the /
duce equal resistances; no error signal is then produced, zenith angle without knowledge of the solar temperature

or antenna gain. Certain weather conditions may invali-If the sun's image shifts, the cells are illuminated un-
date the secant law giving an average value for the zenithequally, thereby producing an error signal. The error attenuation.

signal to the digital processor generates pulses that are
fed to the stepping motor in a direction to remove the

angular error in pointing. B. Spacecraft Antenna Research: RF Breakdown
Characteristics of S-Band Sterilizable

The 90-GHz nodding subdish radiometer mounted on
the a_in. radio telescope receives emissions from the sun. High-Impact Antennas, K. Woo

The slant path through the atmosphere changes with the The power-handling capabilities of the S-band steri-
position of the sun. The temperature of the antenna when lizable high-impact antennas (coaxial cavity, 1 cupped
pointed at the sun is given by

_SPS37.40, Vol. IV: discussion on pp. 201-206; photograph in
Ta (4') = _ 10"_n°'_°* ."-2', (if) Fig. 5, p. 202.
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ttt:n' die, 2 square cup,:' and circular cup _) have been in- i00..... _ .... _-- _- !
vestigated _i ver 7 low pressures. The antennas were each | i r

/
/ f=2298MHz I

down facility with dry _ir, 100_ carbon dioxide, and a _tR_q

mixture of 50_ carb,_.n dio'{ide and 50_;argon.
80

The ionization breakdown power level at 9,298 MHz of _ I [

each antenna was obtained as a function of pressure near _ z0----_l-- -
and at the point where the breakdown power is mini- o v

, mum, such as shown in Fig. 1 (obtained for the coaxial _+___ __.... __1°°°,°CAR8ONOIOXIOE

cavity radiator). The minimum ionization breakdown 60\|-- ] , j ---__ -_ _

power levels at 2298 MHz for all the antennas were found
within the pressure range of 1.5 to 2.5 torr. The multi- 50
pacting breakdown power levels at 9.298 MHz of all the 50o/oCAk_ON01OXIDE,50% ARGON

antennas were tested around 5 × 10-5 tort. The multi- 40 I I
pacting breakdown and minimum ionization breakdown 0 _ _ _ 4
power levels for all the antennas are summarized in .oRESSURE,to_

Table 1. Fig. 1. Ionization breakdown characteristicof
coaxial cavity radiator

Each value given in Table 1 represents the power that
each antenna actually received, i.e., the power fed into The power levels for _he square cup and circular cup ra-
the antenna minus the power reflected back due to rots- diators represent only momentary power; i.e., the power
match. The values to which "_" signs are attached repre- was shut off immediately after it was applied to those an-
sent the peak levels to whicb_ those antennas were tested tennas. When a steady power was applied, those antennas
due to power limitations imposed by either the output of experienced a thermal breakdown (hence, degradation of
the RF generator or the feeding hybrid _if used) or by electrical performance) at relatively low power levels.
other difficulties. The thermal breakdown was in the form of charring of the

foam in the vicinity of the feed probe due to the accumu-
lation of heat resulting from the poor thermal conduc-_sPs 37-42, Vol. IV: discussion on pp. 180, 181; photograph in

Fig. 1, p. 181• tivity of the foam. Figure 2 shows the charred area

_sPS 37-49 and -53, Vol. III: discussion on pp. 3,15--347(37-`19) around the feed of the square cup r_.diator after removal
and pp. 164-166 (37-53); photographs in Figs. 32, p. 3`16(37-49) of the foam. Test results at 2.0 torr showed that a square
and 5, p. 165 (37-53). cup radiator potted with Stafoam AA630 would sustain

'SPS 37-47, Vol. III: discussion on pp. 240-242; 1,hotograph in at least 3 h of continuous operation at the 50-W level, but
Fig. 4, p. 240 and Fig. 5, p. 241. would suffer thermal breakdown (voltage standlng-wave

Table 1. Ionization and multipacting breakdown power levels and locationsfor the
S-band sterilizable high-impact antennas_

Ionization breakdown Multipacting breakdown

Antenna Minimum hreokdown power, W, Breakdown powert W, for
for Indicated atmosphere Location of breakdown Indicated atmosphere Location of breakdown

A B ¢ A B C

Coaxial cavity 79 62 47 Around the probes _ 130 _ 130 _ 130 None observed

Cupped turnstile 31 23 17 At balun split _> 130 _ 130 _ 130 None observed

Square cupb _ 560 _ 560 _ 560 None observed _ 560 _> 560 _ 560 None observed

Circular cupt) _> 560 _> $60 _ 560 None observed _ 560 _ 560 _ 560 None observed

aAtmasphereA_d_ air.
AtmosphereBs 100% carbQndioxide.
Atmesl)hereC_ 50% carbondioxide, 500/, argon.

; bPottedwith StofoamAA630 or EccofoamPT.
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C. Radiation From a Horizontal Electric Dipole

Antenna Located in a Cylindrically

Stratified Plasma, R.Woo

1. Introduction

In SPS 37-47, Vol. III, pp. 247-257, the wake of a Mars
entry capsule was represented by a cylindrical plasma
column and the problem of a horizontal electric dipole
located in the wake was formulated. In SPS 37-50, Vol. III,

pp. 312-316, the representation of the wake was improved
by surrounding the plasma column with a plasma shell of

_.- different electron density than that of the column. Here
; the wake will be represented by a cylindrically strati-

fied plasma. The problem of a horizontal electric dipole

located in the wake will be formulated using a schemethat readily lends itself to computer calculation.

__.._" •i, ,, .....,,. " _'_"_:.. • 2. Integral Formulationof Fields for Horizontal Dipole

_ ": "'- The regions are numbered i, whcrei=l, 2,3,"" N+I,• " ' K •

.... ',_ ." '. "-' :., Region N + l is free space.

";i,':'2........:,_,s_" J....... Z.. ;.- =£.7- , The free-space region i = N + 1 is characterized by
._ _=,,, _ ,H_r _ ,, J, _. _ o permittivity e,, and permeability /z,,. According to the

magneto-ionic theory description for a homogeneous, iso-

! ! i ' _ tropic, and lossless plasma, the plasma region i is repre-
'' ! sented by a medium whose permittivity E_ is given by

(Ref. 1)

Fig. 2. Square cup radiator after thermal breakdown

e_= 1- _o (1)
ratio changed from 1,8 to 4,6) after 5 min of operation at

the 100-W level, The same antenna potted with Eccofoam where
PT would sustain at least 3 h of contirmous operation at

the 40-W level. _o_t n_ e_: -_ (2)
rllEo

On the basis of the test results, it can be seen that, for

high-power operation, the ionization breakdown is the with n_ representing the electron density, e the electron
problem area for the coaxial cavity and cupped turnstile charge, m the electron mass, and "_t,_the electron plasma //
antennas, and the thermal breakdown is the problem area frequency. The propagation constant of region i is then /
for the square cup and circular cup antennas. To improve given by
the power-handling capabilities of the existing antennas,
the following modifications are recommended: k'_= _2/J'°e_

Antenna Recommendation Assuming a time dependence of e jot, the respective
electric and magnetic field intensities, E and H, are related

Coaxial cavity Widen cavity and enclose feed to the electric 0t) and magnetic 0t*) Hertz potentials

probes with high-thermal- through the following equations:
conductivity dielectric 1

Cupped turnstile Redesign balun Ig = V × V X _ - ]o_t0V × _* (3)

Square cup _ Improve thermal conductivity
and reduce loss of potting H = V X V X _* + ],_eV X _t (4)

Circular cup f dielectric
where e is the intrinsie permittivity of the medium,
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The electric dipole of moment il is assumed to be

plasma region m (Fig. 3). The x component of 'n, _r will / / (p'_'z)
therefore represent the primary field and s"tisfy the fol- _ ._

lowing equation: _ .%-j-NI z
I

(V2+ k2,,,)_ = .Iz _(4- _o)_(z- Zo) _(p---po) Ii _,

where _ is the Dirae delta function and tile subscript m _.'_'_
refers to the region m. Since both E.- and H.- will be pres-
ent in the seeundary fields, the respective z components of

and _*, _._ and 7r_, will be used for region i and will _

satisfy the following wave equations: REGION No. 1 1< rn _<N i i + 1 . . _ /zI + 1
PERMITTIVITY ¢1 'Em ¢i ¢i + I CN eN + 1 = ¢0

(w+ =o (6) "0' "0 I'''1' 01"0I"
DIPOLE I I I J(w + _)_:: = 0 (7) , _OCA_EO_,, , ,

Integral representations for the Hertz potentials can be RADIUS ---P|(--TI-P._e0'*0' *0)pmP'-, '_ "+, 'N-, ,NEEtRsPACE
written using a Fourier integral in ti,e z direction and a

Fourier series in the $ direction (_ef. 2). For the primary Fig. 3. Geometry of the problem
field in region m,

wher8

I1 1 M = k_ - h2
_"_ i_e._8_1

The superscript i in the coefficients a,, b,,, c,,, and d, refersco

f_H(2) (_,,,,o)I, ()_,,,po)e-_''(_-_°)e -jh(z-'°) dh to the fields in region i. Since the fields are finite at×

,:-_ J-® " p = 0, c_,_) = d(," = 0. Also, since outgoing waves are in

(8) the free-space region i = N + -,1 -,,a(x+l')= bn(,v+_)= 0,

where The cylindrical components of E and H for region i can

3_,_= k_ _ h_ be obtained using Eqs. (3) and (4).

I, is the nth-order Bessel function of the first k_nd and E,_ = _ + k_ _r.._ (11)
H_,z) is the nth-order Hankel _unction of the second kind.

Equation (8) is for p > po; when o < oo, o and po must be ,
interchanged in the equation. For the secondary fields, the E¢, = 1 a2_r,_ 8rrz( (12)
following results apply for region i: _ 0_,8----_+ i,o_o8p

oo Ep, = O__r** 1(_/__._._2oa_r*j_£ (13)

_.,,=_-_foo[a_,,l,(x,p)+c_Olt_)(x,p) ] 0paz p _),/,zL.vL_

X e-_"¢ e -_'(*-*0)dh (9) H,_ = + k_ rr**_ (14) ._

l
He,, = I O_-*, /_e, 8_r,, (15)

,,, = E f:[b#, l.(x,o) + d_,,H_,,(,.,p)1 p o¢oz ao

X e-the e -th(*-'*)dh (10) Hp, = O_w*'-'-"_ti(_e,a_rzt_paz+ (lO)p O,l,
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The following are additional components in region m due , 37r..... 1 [_r.,,,'_
to the primary field: tI_,,, .... "I_,,_ 3p smq, I°,E,,,--/\34 / cos4

(20)

32_r_._cos _b 1 327r_.,
E:,,, - 3z _p p _z 3@ sin q, (17) 3gra';_,

H_,,_= ion,,,_ cos q_ (21)

(18) Ht,,_ = l'o_e,,,_ sin 6 (22)

(_ 3rr_,, 1 _r_,_ sin q_/_P_= 3q, p 3_o0/ The boundary conditions at p, require that the tangential

_(1 3rr.,,, 1 3arr.,,, + °" _*'_ cos, E and H fields be continuous. Imposing these boundary--_--- + p2 3@2 3z_ ] conditions at each boundalT p, yields the following results
(19) in matrix form:

oI P ;'l I D e"l [#-"l
0 =MI/"M_-''''MP, ' -M}a',M}_-*)...M}mm [B}.,']-'/,,_,,,/ M_y,[BO',-"l-*/"" /

o_.N+, " [_:"-'/
La,_,,'+,,J L_'."J L/_;;"-"J

2a)

where

M_ = _rB"_I-_Am._

M 1. (M O_) 0 X_.H (2_.(M Oi) 0

0 x; I. (x_P0 0 ,,._..r-r(_.(x_P0

Am = -n__._h1. (M p_) t_lZoM 1" (MoO -nh H_ (MoO i_/*0x_ H_._' (M o_)
pi pi

-i,_e_MI:,(MO0 -n----_hl.(X, oi) -I'_eiMH_'_'(MOO -nh s,,(Xioi)

pi Pt
B__ is similar to A_,_ except that M and e_ are replaced by M,_ and ei,_, respectively; and [B_°_]-_ = O.

7_.,) = II ihx,,,

_/,._ = I1 a.,

- X,,,e 1._-,(X,,,po)]H._, (X,,,_,,,)}
i I'(k_, + hge_"+'_ol..,(X,.oo) + ' ..m_o _,_

II h

#_"' = _-__oso4o,sot_ rw _"m_'°'.,,+. _tX.,co,_̂Hm,,,a(X,,,t,.) + W_""_'*I. -x(k.,#o)H2_(Z,,,p.,)]
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o,,_ _,,,_ o,,_and fl[,,a, respectively, by changing t'.The quantities 7,,°"-1_'"_,,_°"-n, %o,,-1}and ,-R°"-l_,,are obtained from -/,, , %, , %
to p.... and o,,, to p,,. Equality (23) consists of four equations and four unknown coefficients and can be readily solved.
The remaining coefficients are obtained through the following recursion relationship:

=M<i>l " I- . ,,

F:+./
Ld_2+./ Ld}/'J LflW_l Lfl2"-'_l

(9,4)

3. RadiationPatternsfor Horizontal Dipole

The radiation fields are obtained by using the method of saddle-point integration (Ref. 3) to evah, ate the integral
expressions of the fields in free space. The resulting spherical components of the rad,ation fields are

Eo = -2k =sin 0 elkz.... o__
R

x c,,p. (9,5)e-Jn¢+J (n+:t)7r/2
71=-_

(H'*
\1'o/

E_ = 2-_/x0ksin 0 eJkz°_°_°--R

X _ dt.'v+_>e-_"_+j°m_/_ (26)

,-,o=-
\fro/

where k is the free-space wave number, c_'v+_ and d__m References

are given in Eq. (23), and 1. Wait, J. R., Electromagnettcs and Plasmas. Holt, Rinehart and

Winston, New York, 1968.
_._ = k_ -- k 2 cos z0

h = k COS0 2. Wait, J. R., Electromagnetic Radiation from Cylindrical Struc-
tures. Pergamon Press, New York, 1959.

It should be noted that the corresponding modified Bessel a. Collin, R. E., Field Theory of Gutded Waves. McGraw-Hill
functions must be used when M < 0. Book Co., Inc., New York,1960.
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XXII. Spacecraft Telemetry and Command
TELECOMMUNICATIONS DIVISION

A. Approximate Analysis of Channel Imbalance Ref. 1, the central-limit theorem is invoked as an approxi-
Effects in Non-Coherent FSK Receivers mation for N : BT > 10; i.e., the statistics at the output

of the integrator approach gaussian for large values of N. 1With Large BT Products, C. Carl

1. Introduction The receiver model to be analyzed is showu in Fig. 2,
Binary non-coherent frequency-shift-keyed (FSK) sys- where B,, ai, and Ai are the channel 1,andwidthg, carrier

tems with large IF bandwidth-to-bit-rate ratios, or BT, attenuation, and channel attenuations, respectively; i.e.,
are being considered for applications where simplicity
and reliability of operation are worth the cost of decreased

efficiency compared with, for example, phase-shift-keyed /_ I Hi(_)J 2 df
(PSK) modulation techniques. Such an application is the Bi = _-_" _"
plan,_tary capsule-spacecraft relay link. The typical re- I H_,,ax 12 //
ceiver is shown in Fig. 1. Either frequency fl or ,f2is sent, /
corresponding to a data 1 or 0, square law detected, I ni(f_)[_

integrated over the bit interval T, and detected as a c(_ = I H i.... 12
data 1 or 0 (bit synchronization at the data detector is
assumed). For receiver design purposes, the effect on
performance must be determined when the two channels A "balancing amplifier" has been added to channel 2 to

(at fa and _) are unbalanced with respect to bandwidth, ascertain whether the imbalance may be minimized by
carrier attenuation, etc., so that the appropriate hard- adjustment of the gain. Let the integrator-detector be
ware tolerances may be specified. The effect of ac-coupling de-coupled for the present. The error probability will
the data detector must also be considered, be evaluated by calculating the conditional error prob-

abilities, given that a one (hypothesis Hx) or a zero (H_)

2. Analysis is sent, and averaging them with respect to H_.

The analysis involves a straightforward expansion of _Subsequentwork has shown this assumption to be pessimisUein
Glenn's (Ref. 1) work on the balanced receiver. As in performanceby a few tenths ofa decibel (to be published).
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Hs°uAREtBPFI LAW
fl DETECTOR

H=E1BPF2 LAW
f2 DETECTOR

Fig. 1. Typical non-coherent FSKrece;iver

.PF,H s°uAREaBI ATTENUATION+'1 LAWDETECTOR

S/N 0 ACCOUPLING J /'T J

- _--_-1Jo_°_=_

BPF2 ATTENUATION SQUARE _'_ G _"
• B2 A2 LAW

a2 DETECTOR ] L//"

(ST/N°)2
Fig.2. FSKreceiver model

Mareum (Re[. 2) has shown that the probability and the required moments are
density of a sum of N samples (i.e., integral) of the out-
put of a square 1_, detector, when the input is signal- t_+_ = N(1 + a)

plus-noise and noise only, is _7;+.= N(1 + 2a)

fuY-"_ } "+=_

m+,,(_)= _"g-ff)_-(,,+_",,I,_,[2(Nau)_], _= NO"11 •

g>0

where y is normalized to 2BNo and a = S/(NoB); S/No
1 PJV) = +r_-le-1)l'- is the signal-to-noise densityratio at the receiverinput.
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Removing the nennalization (since B is not the same for where
both channels) and assuming H = H. the moments at
the integrator output due to each channel separately,

2["
neglecting ._uesubtractor, are err (x) = _nT;jo e -t_dt

m = 2B_TN, A, 1 q N,,Bt.] After some algebra,

_ = 4B_TNXA'-', 1 + _,B,] P(elH1) =

- _ A N / _,Sr'q h"
,7_ = 4B_TA_NXG" 1 1-err 1 "

2 2 N_ A_N'_(_ twhere G is the amplifier gain, Combining the channels N _A_ + . A_ G= -F
through the subtractor, the probability of error, with the
gaussian assumption, is (la)

1{ [1 (m - _)2] ''} where N,=B,T. Similarly for H=H2, the probabilitye(e] Ha) = -_- 1 - err ,r_ -r _ of error may be evaluated to obtain

( I)1 1 [N_A,_G __-N_A, + N2A2G\ No /.] (lb)

P(e ]Hz)= -_- 1-err -_- N3,A_,+ N_A_ G'_ + G2A_Ng (._oT)

' ( l-22++ ._,,Since P(H_) = P(H2) = -_ the average probability of | N,R - N 2 RN. I-r:-. I I I
' _ ZL ...... ______o/,___A._

erroris P<e>=_ 2- err 2 2yWNr [ ST \ t
\Nolo,

1 e(elH,) + 1 1,(ellis) (2) _ ::

-°"=,,..,<_+>,:+=,,:(-Io),_1 ) /3. Choiceof Amplifier Gain 2

This amplification may be thought of as an operation (8)
that is compensating for some of the receiver imbalance
by improving the detector eflleiency (i.e., approaching a
maximum likelihood decision rule). One might speculate where (ST�No)2 is that ratio in channel 2 bandpass; i.e.,
on "optimum" values of G that minimize P(e), which in
general would be functions of ST�No and therefore be S['X_ a2 ST

difficult to mechanize in hardware. As a practical matter _k'-_'o]_ _ro
; then, G will be selected by some simple method to and

determine what improvements in performance (if any) that
_: may be achieved.

p= a..&
r Ct2

i First, for G = 1 (the unbalanced receiver), the prob- R = A..&

I ability of error from Eq. (2) becomes A_
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As the second ease, let G be chosen such that the from Eqs. (8-5) the balanced case
signal-only output from each channel are equal or

P" 1"1 = t_':1"2, N_."->0 P(e) = 1 - err \ N,,]_,

/0,Hence, 4 -_o ._,

( ( ct..'; '_ is obtained, which cheeks with Ref. 1.tqS _ _- 2B_TN,,A..G 1 -t- _._.NS]2B_,TN,,A1 1 + NoBI] .v....

As No--->0, 4. AC-Coupling

If the integrator is now ac-coupled, with tlm give.u
G = Bla_AI Nt gain settiligs established above, different performance is

B..,a..A, = _ RF- - - achieved. Ac-coupling removes tim mean (de) compo-

nent, which is (m,, + m,.,)/2, and the means become
Substituting this into Eq. (2),

I1.111 _- _£112 I,l,lll -- p, ll 2

+ l I
1 N_ ....... ,, .... /.-,aP(e) =-_-2-erf / \ p.,,,+/_,,_ _,,, _ _,,.

N1 + N_ P _ ,F 2F -_',, ... " 2 2).ST (m,_),,,.= m,° -

_I[N.,P-N,q-F{S_T_']2"}'_ The variances are unaffected. Making the necessary
- err "\N,, ]d_. 1_ changes in Eqs. (8-5), the probability of error, for C = 1

Jo , ( ST_ { (imbalance) becomes..aI 2

N1 + N,. F2 + \ N,, ]._,]

(4) 1{ f [ RN,F + N..,2 [ ST,_ .lV'Finally, let G be chosen such that the variance of the P(e) -= 2-err 2N_R..,+ .N]+ 2rR-'N_(_o)d
two conditional detection densities be equal; i.e.,

'q + ,'_1,,,= ,q + '41,,_. [ RN, n.. _ ST _ ,,,
1 ( P2"-FZ"_) _!'N'_-o):2 ] t

andS°Iving'G=(N'/N'_'RFV_'independent°fb°thST/N°' --eft L'2 N_R2 + N_ + 2N] (____To)j_ _

(7) /

= -- 1 ( ) _ST ForG=(N,/N,)RF(signalbalance),P(e) 2 err 2 N,+N_F+2P _oo

N, + N,r + \No/_ ]

[_ r'/Sry "I_I

(5) -e, ,/ L
Note that dependence on At in Eqs. (4) and (5) has been "-

removed. In addition, ff R = F = 1, and N_ = N2 = N, (8)
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For G -- (N,/N..)RI ''_ (wu'ianee balance), channel attenuations replaeed with

( 2 j N,.j, 1
1- err " "

N,-mN:I - oF _ ... where tilt' A' v'ere accounted for in a signal balance

(9) amplifier and the C, ad,ed lo ttsl performance after
1,ahmcing. For G - (I¢,,<A',)/(B:,t...A'.)and modifying

Some typical results are shown in Figs. :3 and 4. Be- Eq. (.1),
cause N - BT, N is expressed in decibels (10 log [ ]) to

be compatible with conventirmal noise bandwidth nota- P(e) --

tion; I" and I1 are also expressed in 10 log [] from. Given " V [ [ $7"_ _:-]w

P,,,,,,.,,(e)-:/,,,,,,.,,(ST/N,,) and l',,.,,(e) ----[,,,,,(ST�N,,) for _ L \ N,C, - N.C.I' } C,I'\

the unbalanced and 1)alanced (N --=N._.)receivers, respee- 1 / .9_- err -1 " -
N,, /.-,,I/

( - j
%

tively, degradation (in dB) is defined by 4 :5 N..C_I "_ f N,C[: 21'C_ _ :

ST __ ST [N:I C, - N,C, +Degradation _ N,, f,,', [P,,.,..,,(e)] _. .1

erf 2 N,C_ I-N,C'.',I "_ 2I':C._ _Decaying curves with ST/N. mean that P,,,,_,.,_(e)---) " " "

P,,.,(e) at high ST�N,,, etc. One may observe from these (10)
plots that a balance amplifier can measurably improve

performance in some cases, but not in others. Comparing is obtained for de-coupling; modifying Eq. (8),
Figs. :3a and 8b, it appears that if the ratio log (N,/N...)

is of opposite sign to log I:,, a "compensation" is cffected, P(e) =
improving the unbalanced receive/s performam.e.

Ac-eoupling appears to offer consistent improvement 1 2-err 1 !__-: _--)9_" _-_7,,)_ /
in performance. This is partieuhu'ly significant in a case T '_" N,C_ 4- N..C_P: :- .o.CW[ST'_ I
as shown in Fig. 5 where the usual P(e) is plotted (degra- - \ N,, ] =._]

substantially different). The reason for such catastrophic F .C, + C:. :p, [ST Y ',',
de performanc, is that the mean term implicit in P(e ] ti.,) - err .i :_ \ N,, ]_

in Eq. (8) has hecome positive and with a "decide-on- 2 N,C_ + N..C_P" + 2C_P a
zero" detector P(e ] H...)-o 0.5. However, it is less pos-
itive than the mean term in ere It/,) so that ac-coupling (11) /'7"-
provides usable performance. Balance amplifiers are not /,/
of much use in this case. Particularly alarming is that is obtained for ae-coupling. Figures 6 and 7 show the
this case could conceivably be built using crystal filters theoretical results compared with the experimental re-
with ___0.5-dB tolerance in insertion loss R, passband suits, ttere degradation is referenced to the case

ripple P, and noise bandwidth N_N..,. Clearly, care must C, = C.. = 1 (instead of the balanced receiver as above).

be taken when specifying filters for this application. The laboratory results correspond well with the theory, i
the differences are attributed to measurement tolerances.

i

5. ExperimentalWork_ References !
Using the FSK link described previously (SPS 37-51, 1. Glenn,A. B.,"Analysis of Non-CoherentFSK Systemswith Large

Vol. Ili, pp. 811--818), verification of the theory (signal Ratios of Frequency Unce,:taintiesto Information Rates," RCA
balance case) by varying the attenuation term R was at- Review, Vol. 27,pp. 279.-314,June 1966.

tempted. The link was as shown in Fig, 2 with the 9..Mareum, J. I., "A Statistical Theory of Target Detection by
Pulsed Radar," Rand ResearchMemo RM-754,reprinted in IRE

i *Experimentalresults used in this study were obtained by Transactionson Information Theorg, Vol. IT-0, pp. 161-164,
J. T. Sumida,JPL SpacecraftTelemetry and CommandSection. Apr. 1960.
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Fig. 3. Degradation of unbalanced recelver
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Fig.6. Comparisonof theory and experiment for channel 1 imbalance
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XXIII. Spacecraft Radio
TELECOMMUNICATIONSDIVISION

A. Low-Data-Rate Telemetry RF Systems were found to be necessary. These guidelines are as

Development, R. Postal follows:

1, Introduction (1) Use low noise transistors (2N918 or better).

A solid-state multiple frequency shift-keyed (MFSK) (2) Maximize isolation of transistor reactances from
2295-MHz transmitter has been developed as a subassem- frequency determining circuitry.

bly for a m-ary noncoherent telecommunication system (3) Use low leakage varactor in the control circuit.
capable of surviving a high impact on a planetary surface.
An overall description of the transmitter was given in (4) Minimize coupling to provide at least 20 dB isola-
SPS 37-52, Vol. III, pp. 249-250. Of prime importance is tion between the oscillator and the following stage.

the oscillator frequency stability necessary to achieve the (5) Use a low noise, third overtone crystal as a series /
desired communication system efficiency. Although deft- resonant element in the range of 20--32 MHz. J
nite stability requirements have not been established, it is
desired' to have a word separation of only 10 Hz at S-band (6) Set crystal drive level in the range of 50--300/_W.

with a word time of 5 s. In the future, a word time of (7) Minimize variations in crystal drive level.
greater than 20 s may be desired. Until definite require-
ments can be established, it is an objective of this task One oscillator configuration that reflects these guidelines

to determine the practical limitations of the stability of is a modified Colpitts circuit. A description of this circuit
crystal-controlled oscillators. The discussion in this article was included in SPS 37-40, Vol. III, pp, 198-201.
pertains to the MFSK oscillator portion of the S-band

transmitter. The additional requirement of high impact resistance

resulted in a contract with the Valpey-Fisher Corpora-
tion to develop a stable, ruggedized crystal assembly.

:: 2. Oscillator Development The necessary manufacturing processes, however, were
In attempting to provide a highly stable MFSK crystal- found to be very stringent and resulted in low yields at a

:i controlled oscillator, several oscillator design guidelines very high cost per unit. A recently available ruggedized
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TO-5 crystal assembly was also considered as a possible TO-5 units would meet the MFSK oscillator require-
candidate for the MFSK oscillator, Units manufactured ments, The development contract with Valpey-Fisher
by Monitor Products Company and McCoy Crystal Ineo_- has been terminated in view of the readily available,
porated are shown in Fig, 1, Both crystals used a third lower cost TO-5 units.
overtone 31.875 MHz AT cut resonator mounted on a

four-post TO-5 header, Preliminary tests indicate the
3. Test Results

Evaluation of the TO-5 erystal assemblies included

, _. _, ,,_ .... :, high impact tests and measurement of frequency versus

.... •-,,..'..al, . ' ,_;,:.'.,.".', .5 .'-_::_:, ' temperature, phase noise, and speetral purity. Samples
'"_'_":-;-'",-_J_";_:'lr • " .... ''"'"'; "-'-_'-'---,=_:'- of 12 units each from Monitor Products and McCoy Inc.,..:,._. .:_._* .. , ,..• , ......... - -_ -_;_.:'-,,,

__'_m_.-.-_. " "__'_: used for these tests, Shock tests were performed in
. .% weretb.ree planes at levels ranging from 2000-10,000 g. All

. _ "-" units survived 2000 g; however, five McCoy units failed
"- . f_. -- " " ._ at 5600 g and one Monitor unit failed during the last

l___:i I " -._ planeatXO,OOOg. Shoekeauseda&f/'frangingbetween'_ " 1 X 10-_ and 5 × 10-" per shock. It is believed the rugged-

ij._ .." .l[' * .'. , .i ; _ '_ ness of the Monitor unit is due tothe four-post direet"'.,. • resonator support as opposed to the McCoy ribbon
' ' *¢ , " " " support.

........ "<" , _" Phase noise and frequency versus temperature data of' L, _ , ._-_,;.r_, , .,, 2 "

Jl_, " " _ i . "£_ " _,e ,'_i_ :": : several TO-5 units are given in Table 1. Phase noise is
._ _o . _--'¢'",-_Z,'_t_': I , given as measured phase tracking error at S-band in a_ , _-'. - ._,/_1¢_ _ _ ,_. -
•, "., ",,,.,._ ,_-;'.'_.,",_.,:':',,,,'. *- a, phase-locked loop receiver with a noise bandwidth of
--_ -,. '- - _ ,.,-H_• _l _ -' 9.0Hz. Crystal temperature performance is listed as maxi-_ * - ... -_-- : ......... :.,-, ....

1_ti _'-_;:-_-.,__i _ mum slope of Af/f per °C as measured between 15 and40°C. Monitor sample 10 and McCoy sample 34 crystals
were then selected for spectral purity measurements.

":," The MFSK crystal-controlled oscillator module was
_' " :_ placed in an inoperative oven to minimize frequency drift

•_,v< due to temperature variations. To provide measurements
at S-band, the oscillator output frequency was multiplied
to 2295 MHz and then translated to 60 KHz for process-
ing in a computer-programmed speetrum analyzer. Spec-

tral analysis is accomplished by sampling the signal with
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an analog-to-digital converter. After N groups of 20T Since the McCoy sample 34 showed an improvement of
samples are collected (where T is equal to sample time 4 dB over the Monitor sample 10 for the T = 20-s ease,
and N is greater than 10013),each group is auto-correlated there was no interest in testing the McCoy unit at smaller
and Fourier transformed to find its spectral peak fre- sample times.
queney and value. The program then coP_putes the aver-

age value of the amplitude of each peak and computes a 4. Conclusions
loss factor in terms of spectral degradation from an ideal
oscillator. Spectral degradation data for the two crystals The MFSK oscillator will meet the sterilization and
are: high-impact requirements.

Average degradation, dB The stability performance indicates that crystal-
T,s controlled oscillators have the potential for achieving

Monitor 10 McCoy 84 good MFSK communication system efficiency for word
time to at least 9.0 s. The ultimate performance depends20 5.4 1.38
on how well the drift rate of such oscillators can be con-

10 2.3 -
trolled within the specific mission constraints. Informa-5 0,4 -
tion on this subject will be presented in future articles.
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X×lV. Mariner Telecommunications
TELECOMMUNICATIONS DIVISION

A. Photon-ActuatedSolid-StateSwitch

Development, D. Bergens __l l r3
1

1. Introduction . i __1.The development of a photon-actuated solid-state ,

switch for signal transmission with electrical isolation was . D10_ i _ i )02

introduced in SPS 37-44, Vol. IV, pp. 320--325. The _ 4t __._..___) ._

switch's electrical and environmental requirements and _o
general configuration were given. Results were discussed Q3

for phase I, which consisted of the design, fabrication,
and testing of galllum-arsenide diode--phototranslstor = = --
corobinations, and the electrical design of the gate and
driver circuit. The results of phase II, in which the gate- Fig. 1. Photon-switch schematic diagram
driver was fabricated as an integrated circuit, and com-
plete switches were assembled and tested, are summarized D2 and the silicon phototransistor is Q3. The remainder

of the circuit is the gate and driver. The circuit is straight-
in this article. The photon-swltch development was per- forward and needs no explanation, except for R5, whichformed by Texas Instruments, Inc. (TI), under a NASA-
JPL subcontract, was added to provide a greater off-margin when the

switeh input is at 1 V, by shunting current around D2.

2. Driver The shunting effect of R5 is not serious at high currents
' when the driver is on because of the logarithmic char-

a. Deslgn. Figure 1 is the schematic diagram of the aeteristic of the diode. The supply voltage requirement
_. complete photon switch. The gallium-arsenide diode is was 4 ±1_ V.
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The gate-driver design was worst-case-designed with critical resistor, It3, is actually two resistors of different
parameters of integrated-circuit transistors and resistors, dimensions in parallel to provide a finer resolution adjust-
This required the establishment of margins on the semi- ment. Additional taps were also included for experimental
conductor processing (resistivity ranges, diffusion depths, reasons.
etc.). A transistor eonfigl.ration with which TI had pre-
vious experience and ,Jata was used for all transistors, b. Processing, Routine triple diffusion processing for
Its emitter-base junction was used for the input diodes, integrated circuits was used for the gate-driver circuit.
The base diffusion was used for all the resistors because Seven photographic masks were requi_ed-3 for diffusions
it has the lowest temperature coemeicnt, The resistivity and 4 for contact windows and meta]izations. A numher
range-of-routine base diffusion was wider than needed of evaluations was made during the processing of the
for the worst-case design. This problem was resolved in prototype runs. Transistor gains were measured. The
the resistor layout by tapping the resistors and providing resistors were probed on the slice before the final inter-
a choice of interconnect metalizations to pick up the connect metalization to establish the resistivity range and
appropriate taps. the choice between the two metalizations. The base resis-

tivity was within the expected range for the prototype
The layout of the gate-driver integrated circuit is runs.

shown in Fig. 2. This is also a composite drawing of the
mask for the integrated circuit. Several features of the 3. Photon-SwitchAssembly

layout require an explanation. Four of the standard tran- The complete photon switch consists of 7 parts: the
sistors were used in parallel for Q2, because its emitter gate-driver chip, phototransistor, GaAs diode, 2 ceramic
current can be as high as 44 mA and the optimum emitter

insulators, the 14-lead to TO-84 package, and the package
current of the standard transistor is only 10 mA. For future lid. Other materials used in _ssembling the switch are
expansion and yield considerations, 14 input diodes were
designed in and around the perimeter of the chip. The the SeSAs-glass, epoxy, gold-wire, and gold-solder pre.
resistors were tapped to provide the different lengths forms. The major assembly steps are shown in Fig. 3. The
needed to account for the resistivity range. A choice of assembly procedure is:
two metalizations was sufficient to match the expected (l) Solder the phototransistor and gate-driver chips to
resistivity range to the required resistor ratios, The most the ceramic insulators.

! ....
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F DR,VER sealing,. The. relative size of an unsealed switch is shown
in Fig. 5,

_,_ 4. TestsCERAMICS

a. Environmental. Sample lots of plmton switches were
1.MOUNTSIWAFERSONCERAMICS subjected to variahle frequency vibration, physical shock,

centrifuge, and temperature cycling to determine if there
were any problems that would preclude their use ;n space-
craft equipment, There were no failures.

I boonetwiprototype drivers were delivered to JPL at the end of
phase II. The electrical characteristics of these switches
are summarized in Table 1, The parameter I,, is a more
sensitive measure of the output than V .... because I,. is
taken at V,. = 0.6, which is at the edge of transistor satu-
ration, An explanation of the noise transmissibility param-2.MOUNtCE#,MmSINUEAO_RANDraNDrEADS
cter was given in SPS 37-44, Vol. IV. Table 1 shows that
all the switches met design s_.ecifications.

The primary requirement, however, is that the switches
meet these specifications after 10,000 h of operation. For

_ mOOE this reason, TI established guard bands on I_ and I,._oof5 mA and 10/xA, respectively, to allow for aging. These

_ _-----_--_ __ twoparametersaretheonesmostlikelytochangewith

time. A gradual decrease in I, is expected due to a very
slow degradation of photon output from the diode. This

degradation, which is tlmught to occur only when the
photon-emitting diode is on, determines the ultimate life
of the switch. Some drift in transistor I,,o with time is not

3. MOUNTGaA$DIODEANDBONDLEADS unusual, but it should not change more than 2-1 in goo,l

Fig.3. Major assemblystepsfor photon switch transistors over 10,000 h of operation. The guard band on
initia! parameters allows for these ehanges.

(2) Solder the eeramie subassemblies into the fiat pack- c. Life. Twenty-nine of tim 30 photon switches were ,/

age. placed on life test in a daisy chain configuration, with //

(3) Bond leads between pads on the phototransistor the output of one connected to the input of the next, ere.
and gate-driver chips, and the header pads. When power is applied, the configuration oscillates be-

cause there is an odd number of stages. Eaeh switeh is

(4) Bond leads to the unmounted CaAs diode, turned on and off at a 1.75-kHz rate. The duty cycle
is about 50_. The primary parameter of interest in life

(5) Mount the diode to the photon-sensitive region of testing is I_ because it is the most sensitive indieator of :
the phototransistor with the SeSAs glass, change. In 3,500 h of operation, the degradation of I_ has _

been minor.
(6) Bond the diode leads to the header and gate-driver

pads. Twelve of the phase I diode-phototransistor pairs were

(7) Cover the periphery of the diode with epoxy for operated with a constant diode current of 30 mA for
added .",upport at high temperature. 14,000 h to determine the aging rate. During this time,

the average decrease in I_ was 3 mA, and the maximum

: (8) Clean and hermetically seal the package, decrease was 7_.¢mA. In 7 of the 12 switches, the decrease
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Fig.4. Completed photo-switch assembly before sealing

Fig. 5. Relative size of photon switch _"

!
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Table 1. Electricalcharacteristicsof 30 photon-actuated isolation switches

tMeasured value Specifiedvalue
Parameter Test conditions_b

Min Av Max Mtn Max

Outputon-vollageV.... V L _ 10 mA, Vr_ _ 3.5 V, V,_ -- 3.0 V

Temperature:_- --20°C -- -- 0.115 -- 0.6
+25oC - -- 0.150 -- 0.6

+ 100°C -- -- 0.240 -- 0.6

Oulput on-currenlL, mA V_ 0.6 V, Vr, --: 3.5 V, V_, :- 3.0 V

Temperalure_ --20°C 28 43 57 10 --
+25°C 26 33 43 ',0

+ 100°C 15 19 26 10

Outpu,_ breakdown I, --: 100 #A 60 68 -- 35
voltage BV_.,.,,V

Oulput leakage V_, 1.0 V, V_, = 20 V, Vc, _ 4.5 V

current h,,, /_A nperalure --: "t-25°C -- 0.0013 0.0043 _ 0.1
+ 100°C _ 2.7 9.9 _ 20

IsolationcapacitanceC_,., pF ency _-- 1 kHz -- 2.C_ 2.5 -- 10

Input breakdown h, :-: 10 #A 7.2 8.0 -- 6.5
voltc.geBVI_,V

Inputoff-current I_,, mA Vl_ 0, Vc__ 4.5 V -- 0.19 0.21 -- 1

Input on-current,nA V_,_ : 6.0 V, V_c_ 4.5 V _ _.1 2.2 _ ._ X 10'

Powerdissipation-onPen,mW V,,, : 6.0 V, Vee_ 4.5 V

nperature _ --20°C 155 164 180 _ 200
_25°C 148 158 172 _ 200

-f-100°C 136 142 153 _ t 200

Powerdissipation.offPoll0 mW Vi,t : 0, Vc=_ 4.5 V

nperature :-: --20°C _ _ 0.97 -- I
"t"25°C _ 0.89 0.96 _ I 3--

_ _ 0.89 _ 1 /

Switchingtlme-on h, #s I_ "" 10 mA,Ve= = 4.5 V, ,,,'J/
,{oft) = 20 V 2,8 4,0 5,8 _ !0

Switchingtime-off t_,/Is I_ = 10 mA, Vce -": 4.5 V, 43 71 98 _ 100
,(oil)---- 20 V

Noise transmissibility(emitter Io = 2 mA,Vj,, "-"0 _ 1.8 2.0 _ 2
to collector)V,, V

_FreeolrtemperatwezJi-2$C'Cunless_eclfledotherwlse.
bVce_ IUDI_Iyvoltggl,Vln "-"JflpUtvoltage,Vee=" collecter.to-emlllervollage.
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was 2, mA or" less. The lowest I,+of the 12 switches was TI for space flight qualification testing at JPL. When the
15 mA, t+fter 14,000 h. The rate of ehange of I, during qualification tests have been suecessfidly completed, the
the test was approximately linear with time. Eight other photon switch will be ready for use as interface circuits
diode-transistor pairs that were not operated during the in the comman:_., central computer and sequencer, and
14,000 h show no change in I,. The TI engineers believe other spacecraft subsystems. The), can also be used to
the aging "ate can be directly extrapolated upward in interface the ground support equipment with the space-
time for switch duty cycles less than 100g. For example, craft, thus eliminating many of the noise problems en-
if the duty cycle were 10%, it would take ten times as countered during checkout.
lonf* (or L. to decrease the same _.nount.

TI is marketing the phase I diode-transistor pair in a
t

The saturation voltage of the 19, switches inereased TO-5 can under the designation TIXL 103. It is called

an average of 11 inV. The vaaximum increase was _ inV. an optically coupled isolator.
Seven of the 19,inereazed less than 8 inV. These changes

are relatively minor. A patent application has been filed on the photon
switch by JPL. The innovation claimed is "a digital logic

One hundred photon switches have been ordered from gate whose output is electrically isolated trom the inputs."

//
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XXV. Future Projects Office
ADVANCED STUDIES

A. Lunar Mission Planning, R.G. Brereton tions, rovers, orbiters, manned, lunar base), the second
column gives the principal scientific experiments for the

The intent of lunar mission planning is to define an task, the third column gives those experiments or mis-
optimum plan for lunar studies. Generally, the rationale sions that relate to the one under consideration and can

for such planning proceeds from a set of _eientific goals be expected to provide correlative information, and the
or objectives that define the "what" and "why" of the fourth column gives the "where" and "when" of the mis-
plan through a set of scientific experiments, utilization sion.
techniques, and time-phased spacecraft missions that de-

fine the "how," "where," and "when" of the plan. Con- Tables 1 and 2 are vertically sequenced in terms of
sidered in this way, lunar mission planning should be a increasing miss__oncomplexity, thus investigations of the
relatively straightforward logic process, nature and dimensions of the lunar core are much

simpler than the manned missions to study and define
Table 1 discusses the "what" and "why" for lunar lunar structural geology or stratigraphy.

exploration in terms of major features or processes that )_"

have been studied in the earth--our terrestrial analog. The two tables clearly indicate what types of missions //
The first column describes the particular feature or and experiments are necessary to p_ovide meaningful /

process for the earth, the second column describes it for data towards the solution of specific scientific problems;
the Moon in terms of total knowledge.to date and our and further, these are related to a real model for which
terrestrial analog, and the third column presents some we have much knowledge--the earth. From the tables,
information to relate Table 1 to the actual mission plan- it seems that a few specific experiments can be expected
ning given in Table 2. to provide much r, "w data on lunar body properties and

solve major problems on the internal structure of the
Table 2 is an extension of Table 1, and it may be moon. These experiments are required to operate over a

thought of as presenting the '_ow" for lunar mission time span of months, if not years, so they are best auto-
planning and, insofar as is possible at this stage in the mated.
planning process, some information about the "where"
and "when." A particular scientific objective (1 through The real significance of the man in the lunar program
12) for lunar missions is defined in terms of the features is in surface exploration, where his knowledge, training,
or processes defined in Table 1. The first column gives and versatility make him a beffer data collector than

the types of missions that may be useful (i.e., fixed sta- even complex machines.
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Table 1, "What" and "why" 0¢ h, nar mission planning

Earth Moon Remarks

1. Core

Thediameter of the care is approximately Themassdiameterof the moondoesnot seem Seismictechniquesoffer the mostdirectattack
6946 km. Theseismicvelocitydiscontinuity, to allow enoughdensityfor anythingbut a on thisproblem.A gravlmeter at the center
markingthe mantle-coreinterface, is at o very small earth-type core, and most of the lunardiskor on the llmb, whichreads
depthof 2898 km.The core appears to have probably there is none.Thereis certainlyno variationin the tidal forcesbetween perigee
negligiblerigidity inthat it will not transmit data at the presenttimethat are conclusive and apogee, wouldbe useful.Magnetic data
the shear energy of transverse"S" w':"os, eitheroneway or the olher as to a core in as to the existenceof a secularlunar
and ;t is therefore probably fluid, c._._,_, the moon.Temperaturecurvesfor the lunar magneticfield wouldbe mostinteresting.The
data indicate there may he o solid.,P. - interior suggestthat meltingcouldoccurat minimumflight programmustallow theem-

core withinthe outer liquid core.Suggested +elativelyshallowdepth, say 300 km,to placementof geophysicalstationsat several
compositionis ironwith somenickel,hut phase producea large liquidcore. geographicpositions.SimultaJleousoperation
changeof mantlematerial to a more dense of stationsis required.Seismicsourcemay be
formmay be the causeof the observed required.
phenomenon.

2. Mantle

Themantleof the earth extendsdownward The bestguessappears to be that thewhole Seismictechniquesoffer themostdirect attack
fromthe Mohorovicicdiscontinuityto the core. moon,except for the churned-upsurface,is on thisproblem,with bothgravity and heat
It appears to be relativelyhomogeneous; mantle-likein structure.Butat the present flow observationsprovidingusefulinfor-
however,it doescontaintwosecond-order tlme,there is not enoughdata to constructa motion.Chemicalinformationsuggestingthe
discontinuities,at depthsof 413 km (the mallei of the lunarmantle,its composition, degree of differentiationwouldbe informa-
so-called20-deg discontinuily)and 984 km, radial sir,scture,state,or dimensions.Both rive.Theminimumflightprogram to studythe
as evidencedby inflectionsinthe velocity- meltingand differentiationseemto have lunarmantlewouldbe very similarto one
depthcurve.The bestguessfor the material occurred,but whetheror not thiswasuniversal designedto studythe core--fixed geo-
of themantleappears to be a magnesium- enoughto have separated the whole moon, physicalstationslocatedat several lunar
ironsilicatecomprisingthe rock typesof as with the earth, into core,mantle,and crust geographicpositionsand capable of simul-
perldotiteor dunlte,and with eclogite is notknown, taneousoperation.A rovermay be requlred
presentinthe upper mantle.Exceptfor local to provide gravity and chemicaldata.
pocketsof magma,the mantleappears to be
solid.

3. Crust /_.

Theterrestrialcrustls made up of twomajor Thelunar terra and maria seemto differ in Seismictechniquesto observethe dispersion, --/"
units:(1) a basal unit extendingupward from compositionand appearance,thusindicating or variationof phaseand group velocityof /
the Mohoroviclcdiscontinuitythat is approxi- somedifferentiationmay have occurredon surfacewaves as a functionof period,can
mately 5 kmthick,bowed downunderconti- the moonto generate a lunarcrust;however, provideimportantinformationhere. Perhaps
nentsand up underoceans,and is basaltic the thickness,horizontalextent,and compo- gravity surveysto determinea depth-of-
in composition;and (2) the continental sitlonof thiscrust,if it doesindeedexist as compensation,as well as heat flow and active
blocks.Thecontinentalblocksare approx- a discreetlunarbody structure,cannotbe seismicstudies,couldbe necessary.The
imately 28 km thickwith local thickening predictedfrom presentscientificdata. minimumflight programrequiresseveral
to perhaps40 km in mountainareas, fixed geophysicalstations.Activeseismicand ,
Thecontinentalblocksare generally in gravity studiescanbe accomplishedbest
isostaticadlustmentwith the mantle.Approxi- wlth a rover.
mately 95% of the surfaceareas of the
earth are coveredby a few kilometersof
sediment.

k
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Table 1 (contd)

Earth Moon Remarks

4. Gravity field

The gravitational field of the earth is a function The gravity field of the moon is about 157 gal. An absolute gravity instrument located at the

of its size, shape, and mass distribution. In The centrifugal effect is very small, but frozen center of the lunar disk or at the limb

general, it varies from about 982.3 gals at tidal effects may have affected the gross through at least one lunar period would

the poles to 978 gals at lhe equator due to field, A 1-km bulge would represent 190 mg. provide data on the yielding of the moon to

the oblate spheroid shape of the earth and The tidal effect for an unyielding moon as it tidal forces. Mobile gravity surveys are

centrifugal acceleration. Large young struc- goes from perigee to apogee is about 1 mg, necessary to define the anomalous compo-

rural features on the earths such as mountains but for a yielding fluid moon tides to 16 m nents of the lunar gravily field.

and island arcs and trenches, may have could produce gravity variations of about

Bouguer anomalies of several hundred 4 mg. The one-sixth gravity of the moon as

milllgals. Usually, the isostatic anomalies compared to the earth may allow for larger

associated with these features are quite masses of material to be piled on the lunar

| small, thus indicating some type of compen- crust, thus producing large Bouguer
sating mechanism. Isostatlc anomalies to anomalies. Thls effect will be a measure of

perhaps 50 mg are known, however, lunar isostasy.

5. Magnetic field

Botl"axial rotation and a liquid core seem to be It is unlikely that the secular component of the It is desirable to measure any effects of external

required for the generation of a planetary lunar magnetic field is greater than 100 fields from both the earth and the sun on the

magnetic field. The geomagnetic field is gammas; however, large magnetic anomalies moon. It is desirable to measure the magnetic

made up of three parts: (1) a large secular resultlng from susceptibility contrasts and properties of oriented lunar rock samples.

part approximating a dipole situated in the polarization by flowage, relic fields, or solar Seismic, gravity, and temperature-gradient

core but missingthe center of the earth by fields are possible, as are anomalies resulting data and chemical studies will air provide

1200 km (the magnitude of this field over from concentrations of ferromagnetic useful infarmatlon. Collection of these data

the surface of the earth varies from about material such as in nlckel-iron meteorites, will require a roving veNcle.

60,000 to 70,000 gammas near the poles to

30,000 gammas at lhe magnetic equator);

(2) an external field resulting from inter-

actions of solar particles and field with the

geomagnetic field; and (3) an anomalous

part produced in crustal rocks by virtue of

their magnetic properties.

6. Density

The density of the crust is 2.8 g/cm s, but the The average density of the moon as determined Seismlc techniques to determine the "P" wave

mean density of the whole terrestrial sphere from its mass and radius is 3.34 g/cm 3. veloclty-depth function are required. Infor- _"

is .5.5 g/cm 3, suggesting that denser material The pressure at the center of the moon is matlon on melting in the moon, as may be

mustbe concentrated towards the center, only 46+500 bars, or as occurs at a depth of determined from "S" wave studies and heat

Furthert the moment of inertia of the earth is 1.50 km in the earth, and thls doesn't seem flow studies may be required. The minimum

0.334, as determined from the precession of to be sufficient to have generated the same flight program here calls for several fixed

the equinoxes, but for a uniform sphere of type of internal structure as the earth, geophysical staffons as required for core and

the same dimensionsit should be 0.4, which Chemical discontinuities, where the density mantle studies. Density contrasts in crustal

again suggests that denser mater+al mustbe increases substantially with depth, seem to be material, i.e., mascons,can be studied in

concentrated towards the center. Numbers limited by the low average density and detail with a rover.

depicting the density distribution within the moment of Inertia for the moon. There seems

earth are bounded by the total mass of the to be evidence for density concentrations in

earth, its moment of inertia and seismic data. the lunar crust (mascons); also, the moment-

Calculations of this type suggest a density of of-inertia data suggests a density inversion

3.3 g/cm s at Moharovicic, and this Increases may occur (C/MR 2 = 0.60, i.e., hollow

more or less uniformly to a value of 5.7 g/cm s moon). Melting in the moon could have sepa.

at the base of the mantle. At the top of the rated the body Into a core mantle and crust

core, the value jumps to 9.S g/cm s, and without violating the mean density.

this increases to a value of about 17 at the

center of the earth, i
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Table 1 (contd)

Earth Moon Remarks

7. Tempemture

The temperature gradient as measured within The temperature gradient and thermal conduc- In sltu measurements in bore holes of the tern-

the crust averages about 30°C/km. 1his tlvlty for the moon have not been measured, perature gradient and thermal conductivity

figure, along with measured thermal conduc- Temperature curves for the lunar interior, are required. Because of the length of time

tivity, gives an average mean heat flow of considering a range of compositions and required to make measurements and the

1.2 X 1.0 cal/cm_--s for both con_inents ages for hlodels, have been calculc_ted. In depth of measurement, fixed geophysical

and oceans. It seems cer_aln that this tern- general, the hottest models allow for large- stations are required. These data from the

perature gradient does not continue to great scale melting at relatively shallow depth, fixed sites should be supplemented by heat

depth, and in fact most estimates place the Jay about 300 kin, while the coldest models flow data derived in roving vehicle traverses.

temperature at a depth of 200 km between allow for interior temperatures of only about

1400 and 1750°C, with the temperature 1000°C and perhaps localized surface

depth curve becoming almost flat below a melthlg. It seems likely that the heating of

depth of about 400 km. Calcu atlons of the the moon by radioactive elements is still

temperature at the center of the earth range continuing. The flux of radiogenic heat away

from a high of about 5000°C to 2000°C, from the moon is probably of the order of

depending on the thermal model assumed, only a few ergs/cm_-s, and a measurement

Calculations seem to indicate that only about of this will be difficult.

20% of the present-observed heat flow comes

from original heat, i.e., say a molten earth;

the rest appears to be due to radioactivi|y

of rocks.

8. Radioactivity

Radioactive elements wlthin the At the present time, there is no information A gamma-ray experiment in an orbiter would

earth possibly provide some of the fuel for about the amount or species of radioactive provide some useful dat,_ on the concentra-

endogenic processes, and they also provide material in the mass of the moon. Luna 10 tlon of radioactive e_ements in the surface of

the means for absolute age-dating of surface did not indicate a gamma-ray count any the moon. Geophysical studies at fixed sites

rock units. The distribution of the principal higher than for normal basaltic rocks, so the to determine the heat flow and veloclty-depth

radioactive elements U235, U2ss, Th2:_2,and lunar terra do not appear to be as radio- function of "P" waves and the transmlssibillty

K4°, as well as some o{ the shorter life active as the earth's $ialic continents, A of "S" waves will provid,, interesting data.

elements in the earth, cannot be directly chondrltlc moon would have a radioactive The degree of melting in the moon is of /measured; however, it is apparent that content of 1.1 X 10 -8 g/g uranlum, primary concern for understandin_ its past

through the process of differentiation these 4.4 X 10-8 g/g thorium, and 8.0 X 10 -4 and present content and distribution of

elements have been concentrated in crustal g/g of potasslum, and _tshould show far radioactive elements.

rocks, especially the Sial rocks of the more endogenlc activity than it does. If the

continents, moon is of chondritk- composition, then

heating has been gradual and is still con-
tlnuing, and will reach its maximum some

2 or 3 billion yr in the future.

i
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Table 1 (con,d)

Earth Moon i Remarks
R

9. Chemistry

The average composition of the accessible The composition of the material on the lunar The average composition and minera[ogy of the

portion of the earth's crust is approximately surface, from .Surveyor results, is basaltic, and, [unar surface mustbe determined. This will

50% oxygen, 26% silicon, 8% aluminum, in general, it is similar to the average cam- require sampling at a variety of lunar surface

5% iron, 3% each for calcium, _odlum, position of the terrestrial surface. The average features and outcrops in the various geo-

potassium, and magnesium, and 0.63% density of the moon suggests that it does morphic provinces of the moon. Obviously,

titanium. It should be observed that the not have the iron content of the earth, or the th_s task will require a roving vehicle. These

atmosphere, the hydrosphere, the biosphere, lunar mass mustcontain an anomalously high data in conjunction with fixed ,ire geophysical

and the crust contribute only about 1% of percentage of low-density materials that data will permit calculations of the bulk

the total mass of the earth. Thus, the bulk have not as yet been degassed. "[he possi- composition of the moon.

composition of the earlh is essentially that of bi[ity also exists that the apparent high

the mantle and core. Meteorite data and density of the ea,'th's core re._uttsfrom a

certain geophysical observations suggest the phase change of magneslum-iron silicates

earth has a periodtite mantle ana a nickel- and not a concentration of ",;.._Hron.

iron core, with a bulk composition of approxi-

mately 28% oxygen, 13% silicon, 35% iron,

17% magnesium, 2.7% sulfur, and 2.7%

nickel. Any phase-change hypothesis would

of course alter these percentages closer to

the composition of mantle material or even

solar composition.

10. Geomorphlc processes

Endogenetlc processes, sometimes collectively Endogenetic processes do not appear to have The techniques of field geology offer the most

referred to as diastrophism, operate within been as active on the moon as they have practical approach for studying geomorph]c

the earth to produce "constructional land been on the earth. Very possibly the energy processes. Field investigations w,., require

forms," while exogenetic processes through for the major constructional processes on the an "on site" study of the various geomorphlc

weathering and erosion operate to sculpture moon has come from large meteorite impact, province_ of the moon. The minimum flight

and ultimately destroy the original construc- and is therefore exogenetic in origin and in program calls for both roving-vehiclc and

tional form. In the tprrestrial environment of sharp contrast to the earth. Certainly there orbiter photographic data. Remote sensor

on atmosphere and abundant water, surface has been volcanism, and Surveyor results data may be useful for mapping terrain

rocks are changed by chemical and med_anl- suggest considerable differentiation so units. Because of the number of sites that

cal processes called weathering. Weathered endogenetic processes must have operated, must be visited on the lunar surface, rovirg

material may form a residual deposit, but but "constructional land forms" on the moon vehicles will play a very important part in

usually agents of erosion--streams, glaciers, do not have a high correlation with the study of geomorphic processes. /,
waves, wind, and gravity--accomplish terrestrial features. The key to exogenetlc

Iooser.ing and transport of the accumulating processes on the earth is the atmosphere and

material to an area of deposition. The abundant water. These ore absent on the

erosional, reslduals and deposltional features moon, so the processes of weathering and

produced on the surface of the earth by the agents of erosion there are not the same as

forces of weathering and erosion are very for the earth. It would appear that the major

diverse, processes operating to shape the surface of

the moon are meteorite bombardment, solar

radiation, gravity, seismic shockeand thermal

shock. Considerable progress has been made _'

in classifying lunar physiographic provinces.
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Table 1 (contd)

Earth _ Moon Remarks

11. Structures

Diastrophism has compressed and folded great The linear and arcuate structures that charoc- The major structural units, faults, contacts, and

wedges of sedimentary rock, formed linear terize the earth are generally replaced on the lineaments on the moon will have to be

igneous mountain belts, uplifted and lowered moon by circular structures. No chains of mapped and studied by field geology tech.

great tracts of the crust thousands of feet, folded or botholithlc mountains are evidenced, niques. Orbiters, rovers, and a variety of

_nd has apparently moved contlnental blocks nor is there evidence of large horizontal and manned missionswill be required. The investl-

thousands of miles. The processes of ocean- vertical faulting. Linear scars that radiate gation of lunar struclures will involve a

basin spreading and continental migration are from some of the circular basins have been rather thorough program of surface explora-

being seriously studied. The crust of the earth mapped, also rift zones marked by vol- tlon with roving vehicles.

has apparently been very mobile throughout canlsm, such as the area from the Marius

geological time, and it Is now broken into H;lls on the south to Rumker on the north,

structural units that portray its origin and which appears as an incipient "Mid-Atlantlc

evolution. The sludy of terrestrial structural Ridge." Although diastrophism has not been

units and features has always represented as dynamic on the moon as it has been on

the best effort from earth scientistsi_ the the earth, the lunar "crust" is very complex and

sense that several different geological dis- formed of discrete structural units, and the

dplines may be used to understand a par- study of the origin and evolution of these may

tlcular problem; also, the field observations prove important towards understanding

can only be made by a highly trained and geological processes on the earth.

experienced speclallst.

12. Stratigraphy

The sedimentary layers of the crust of the earth The time and rock stratigraphic units presently Field mopping will have to include vertical

were deposited by the geological agents of defined for the lunar surface were derived sampling by drilling as required. The invesli-

running water, wind, glaciers, marine ac'lon, from telescopic observatlons of surface gation of lunar stratigraphy will interrelate

and gravity. Stratificatlon of this materla * morphology and albedo. At the present time, and be carried on contemporaneously with

has usually resulted from changes in the rate, the major stratigraphlc units are, from oldest studies of lunar structures, geomorphlc

type or nature of the depositing agent, to youngest, the Imbrian System, which has processes,rocks, minerals, etc. The flight

changes in source material, or changes at _he now been broadened to include the program will need to include orbiters, rovers,

site of accumulation. Consoildation of Proceltarum Group, the Eratosthenlan System, and a variety of manned missions.Certainly J_

deposited material is occompm_ied by and the Copernican System. Several rock surface exploration with roving vehicles is //

cementation, metasomatlsm, and other forms stratlgraphlc unitshave been defined within required. /
of diogenesis and metamorphism. The law of this broad time stratigraphic framework.

"faunal succession" based on biological Stratification is not as pronounced as on the

change is used for determining the chronology earth, and no color-banded formations and

of the earth's sedimentary record, and this obvious albedo differences signifying layering

has been selectively related to absolute age are observed in vertical exposures. Witness

dating by radiological methods, the thousands of feet of vertical exposure in

the rim of the crater Copernicus and other _*

craters. '_
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Table 2. "How," "where," and "when" of lunar missionplanning

Mission type Principal Secondary Remarks
scientific experiments scientific experiments

I. Nature and dimensions of lunar core

Fixed geophysical Three.axls seismometer. Heat flow studies at fixed A minimum of four selsmometers on the fron._ face of the

stations. Tidal gravlmeter geophysical stations, moon should be adequate. One of these should be on

(absolute). terra in the southern region, one on Ihe western limb in

Oceanus Procellarum, one in Mare Serenltatis, and one in

Sinus Medii. These locations are adequate for the gravity

experiment. If the moon is aseismic, an artificial source in

the norlhern hemisphere will be reqLlired. Simultaneous

operation is required.

2. Nature and dimensions of lunar mantle

Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. Same as above.

3, Nature and dimensions of lunar crust

Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. Same as above with emphasis on the observation of surface

A rover carrying several seismic seismic waves.

sources to work out from fixed

geophysical station.

Rover gravity studies.

4. Shape and magnitude of lunar gravity field (shape of the moon)

Rover. Gravimeter. These data will be useful for Will investigate gravity anomalies in the crust and p;ovide

Ranging. defining the lunar ephemeris data for isostafic computations and :ocating frozen tides.

Orbiter. Radar altimeter, and motions, and may be
Will define the shape of the moon and locate large gravityRanging and orbit related to objectives 1, 2,

parameters, and 3. anomalies

Fixed geophysical Tidal gravimeter Will provide a base for absolute gravity and its variation.

stations. (absolute).

5. Shape and magnitude of lunar magnetic field

Rover. Magnetometer Observation of electric fields. Will define anomalies in the lunar magnetic field and locate

(vector). their source. J_

Fixed geophysical Magnetometer. /4
stations. Various fields and Will define the magnitude and fluctuation of any lunar field. /

partlcles detectors.

6. Vertical and horizontal density distribution

Fixed geophysical Same as for objectives Relates to objective 4. Same as for objectives I, 2, and 3.

stations. 1, 2, and 3.

Rover. Gravlmeter. Will locate horizontal density contrasts.

7. Vertical and horizontal temperature distribution

Fixed geophysical Drill. kn orbiter infrared radiometer The drill hole should be at least 3 m deep. A greater depth,

stations. Thermal probe, experiment may provide soy 10 m, is desirable. Observations should continue

interesting data. through at least o funation. The previously-mentioned

A thermal probe on a rover seismic sites would be suitable for this measurement.

may be useful.
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Table 2 (contd)

Mission type Principal Secondary Remarks
scientific experiments scientific experiments

8. Distribution of radioactive el_.ments and age dating of lunar rocks

Sample return. Sample acqu]sition and The technlques of lunar field This probably implies manned missionsince the sample needs

storage, geology will be important to to be rationally selected.

Orbiter. Gamma-ray spectrometer, this objective since they will This will give the distribution of radioactive material over the

define the stratigraphic lunar surface to a depth of perhaps a few cenffmeters.

Rover. Gamma-ray spectrometer, relationship of layered rocks. To investigate the radioactivity of specific sites.

Drill or surface samples. A rover may be used to

Manned, Age dating and strali- acquire samples for sample The sample will probably have to be returned to earth for

graphy by field return mission, analysis. Sample selection and ascertaining its stratigraphic

geology techniques, relationship requires _ trained geologist.
Manned rover.

9, Composition and distribution of lunar rnaterlal

Sample return. Sample acqulsltion and The techniques of lunar field This probably implies manned mission since the sample needs

storage, geology will define the inter- to be rationally selected.

Rover. Drill and sample relationship of rock units. The Provides the capability to sample large areas of the moon.

preparation, composition of the interior of Acquired samples can be delivered to a plck-up point

X-roy spectrometer, the moon will have to be ex- for earth return.

X-ray dlffractometer, trapolated from geophysical

Manned. Sample acquisition, data and surface chemistry. Prey,des the capability for detailed sampling of limited

Field geology. A rover may be used to areas of the moon.

Manned rover, acquire samples for sample

return mission.

10, Endogenetlc and exogenetlc processes and features of the moon

Orbiter. High-resofullon stereo The techniques of lunar field It is deslrabfe to cover as much area as possible at 1-m

and color photography, geology are important to this resolution.

Manned. Field geology, objective. This objective is Manned exploration of the various physiographic provinces

Manned rover, tied in with objectives 9, 1I, is required.

Rover. High-reso_ution camera, and 12. A lunar base from Supplement manned observation in rough or difficult-to-reach

Fixed geophysical Camera. which detailed studies could areas.

statlon. Micrometeoroid detector, be carried out will eventually Observe those phenomena on the lunar surface that operate

Fields and particles be required, slowly and so may not be apparent to short stay-time

detectors, missions.

! 1. Structural unite of the lunar crust

- _
Orbiter. High-resolution stereo The techniques of field geology It is desirable to cover as much area as possible at 1.m

and color photography, are paramount for this oh. resolution.

Manned. Field geology, jecttve. Thisobjective is a Manned Investigation of the various structural units and

Manned rover, rather fundamental one to field mapping.

Rover. High-resolution camera, earth sciencesand so it is Supplement manned observations in rough or difficult-to-

Drill and sample related to many of the other reach areas.

preparation, objectives

X-ray spectrometer.

X-ray diffractometer.

Petrographic microscope.

Rover (geophysics). High-resolution camera. Provide profile data over extended areas or geophys/cal

Magnetometer. data in conjunction with manned missions.
Gravimeter.

Active selsmometer.

Lunar base. Field geology. The very detailed study of an interesting lunar slte.

Manned rover. Considerable maturity In lunar geology h required for

Deep drllh site selection.
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Table 2 (contd)

Mi,_sion type I Principal i Secondary Remarks
scientific experiments scientific experiments

12. Stratlgraphle sequence for lunar rocks

Orbiter. High-resolution stereo The techniques of field geology It is desirable to cover as much area as possible at 1-m

_nd color pholography, are paramount for this ob- resolution.

Htgh*resolutlon oblique jective. This objectlw, relates

photography, strongly to objective 8.

Manned, Field geology. Investigation and mapping of lunar outcrops.

Manned rover.

Rover. Same as above Supplement manned observations in rough or difficult-to-

reach areas. Provide geophysical support.

Lunar base. Field geology. The very detailed study of a significant lunar site.

Manned rover.

Deep drill,
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XXVI. Technical Facilities
FACILITIESOFFICE

A. Variable Optical TechniquesAppliedto 2. Design ar._lCharucteristics
Solar Simulators, M. N. Wilsonand R.R.Beal j-- The 87 20-kW xenon compact arc lamp energy sources

1. Introduction (Fig. 1) are arranged in a hexagonal pattern in the lamp
basement -.-.r..iproj_ oc, via 27-in. hyperbolic -'efleetors, the

The extensive modifications t_, the 25-ft space chamber resultant radiant energy onto the front face of the optical )_
at JPL, performed Jurin_, 196o and 1967, resulted in the mixer elements in a typical gaussian distribution. The ,/
creation of a solar simulation scheme that was capable front face of the mixer consists of 19 circular lerses and /

" ofprodueinga uniform (+_5%), w_.ll-collimated (___1deg) is followed by a second plane of 19 hexagonal lenses.
beam of radiant energy on a 15-ft-diam circle within the Both are elosely packed and together provide 19 parallel
2,5-ft test volume of the space simulator. This system
3rew up6p the experience gained fiom the earlier JPL but separate light paths through the optical mixer.
10-ft simulator optical system and used as a source the
brightest xenon compact arc lamps (20 kW) that were Each path is at a slightly different skew angle with
then available, respect ta the optical axis of the system so a slight amount

of power is required at the penetration w _,dow to cause

In view of past optimism and general experimental the 19 systems to superimpose in the test volume, thus
unknowns regarding bulb performance, a very conserva- minimizing skirt effects and contributing to the system
tire design approach was adopted that resulted in the efficiency. The optical mixer, or integrator, is the essential
system actually being capable of producing 290 W/ft _ compc,nent that causes the images to superimpose, thereby
(with "aoreserve) or an operational level of about 175-190 averaging the various energy contributions of each of the
W/ft _"over a 15.5-ft-diam by 25-ft-high test volume. 19 paths so as to produce a shag!e uniform beam. A
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23-ft-dlam OFF-AXIS
COLLIMATING MIRROR

S DIFFUSION PUMPS

I
I

84 ft

VACUUM TANK
(ACCESSDOOR
15 ff WIDE x25 ft
HIGH, WEST

VACUUM

TANK LENS 42 ft

MIXER TANK
LENS UNIT _ LINER LIQUID NITROGEN

TEMPERATURECONTROLLED

SOLARHOOD I _ (+250 TO -320°F)

_

SOLARBEAM
IN TESTAREA

BASEMENT

31jft

L BASEMENT
20.-kWSOLARSIMULATOR LIGHTS

(XENON COMPACTARC.LAMPS)

CROSSSECTION (LOOKING EAST)
NOT TO SCALE

Fig. 1. Existing 15-ft-diam earth-intensity sun of 25-ft space simulator
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detailed explanation of the optical mixer principle is available but teclmiques to produce the desired results
given in Ref. 1. had not been developed.

The 23-ft temperature-col,trolled mirror in the top of The operational usefulness of the simulator could be
the vessel serves to reverse the direction of the projected increased many fold if exteusive modifications were not
light beam and produces parallel (± 1 deg) rays since the required for each different test requirement but, instead, a
mixer, or source of the incident light, is located approxi- simple remote optical adjustment could be accomplished.
mately at the focal point of the mirror. The 28-ft size
was selected to handle a future 20-ft beam if it were ever

installed in the simulator. Room was also provided in the 3. Studies

' basement for 24 additional lights should the increased A study 1 was made to investigate the limitations and
energy for a larger beam be required, possible changes to the mixer-projection system to see if

a favorable solution was feasible.
The present 87 20-kW xenon compact arc lamps, when

in a "new" condition, will produce 290 W/ft _-maximum
over a ].5.5-ft-diam circle. Since the images of all 87 lamps It was determined early in the work that systems of
are superimposed at the mixer face, it is clearly possible 3- or 4-lens mixers offered no advantage over a 2-lens
to reduce beam intensity by either turning off individual system, that all were essentially fixed geometry systems,

and that within reasonable bounds of performance the
bulbs or reducing power levels until the desired intensity mixer could not be increased in physical size. The con-
is reached. It should be noted, however, that these actions clusion, as related to the present optical system, is that
do not change the uniformity, collimation, size, or any
other geometric characteristic of the beam. Only the it cannot be made to reduce the diameter of the projected
intensity is affected. Thus, the existing system could, beam of lightwhile increasing its intensity proportionally.
potentially, simulate solar radiation rather accurately from
near Venus intensity to essentially zero intensity. Later work incorporated additional lenses in the optical

path just behind a relocated mixer-integrator so as to take

The system is rather sensitive to the spacing between advantage of the 40-in.-diam penetration of the simulator
vessel. The ratio of 2:1 (between the 40-in. penetrationthe mixer lens elements. The image of the lamp bank is

(nominally) contained within the second lens. If these lens and the 20-in. mixer output) produced the change
lenses are separated further, this image overfills the in the angular subtense of the lens necessary to achieve
second lens and energy is lost; i.e., a portion of the energy the increased intensity over the smaller diameter that

was anticipated and desired (Fig. 2).of the source is projected as a smaller beam of the same
intensity. If these lenses are brought nearer to each other,
the image-forming rays of the lamps remain within the Detailed investigation and analysis of the new system,
second lens but the projected beam size is rapidly using computer-plotted ray-tracing techniques, has finally
increased with resulting loss in maximum intensity, evolved a two-part system: a mixer assembly as the optical
Second order effects, resulting from lens adjustment, are integrator and a variable section composed of four sepa- ]
also important as regard changes in uniformity and skirt rate lenses. Each element of this second section is shaped ..,t
losses. Thus, for all practical purposes, the system is to optimize uniformity of the projected, variable diameter
essentially one of fixed geometrical characteristics. Only beam. The center two elements are movable (remotely
major physical changes to the simulator can produce or manually) to vary the beam diameter by a factor of 2
beam sizes other than that of the basic design size. with the resultant intensity increase desired (Fig. 8).

The capacity of the JPL 25-ft space simulator is such Any reasonable 2:1 diameter ratio (i.e., 20/10, 16/8,
that it can physically and thermally accommodate a 20-ft 12/6, etc.) can be produced by simple changes of the
spacecraft, should it be required. Also, several potenti_,l mixer elements only, utilizing the same variable optical

missions have been considered in which the Titan is used elements for the 2:1 diameter ratio control. The system
as a launch vehicle, utilizing its 10-ft-diam shroud. The further provides a real secondary image where aperture .:
optimum optical system, then, was one that could cover, controls may be installed should it be desirable to shape
without change, this 10- to 20-ft range, with up to Mercury the beam for any special test requirement. -_
intensity (900 W/ft 2) on the smaller size. Simple area-

intensity calculations suggest that sufficient power is _Undercontract with Optical ResearchAssociates, Pasadena, Calif.
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Fig. 3. Variable optics for solar simulator

4. Performance

The optical systems described are capable of the following performance:

Mercury intensity Venus intensity

Number of 900 W/ft'-' 270 W/ft'-' Uniformity, %
Lamps

Diameter, ft Collimation, deg Diameter, ft Collimation, deg

61 10.0 ±1.9 20.0 ±1 ±3 or less
87 7.8 ±1.9 15.6 _1 ±3 or less
19 5.6 ±1.9 11.2 ±1 ___3or less

The 19- and 37-1amp systems are within the present project about a 20% loss of energy in the beam over /
lamp/electrical power limit for the facility, and would that originally transmitted due to the additional lenses. 2/
not entail any mechanical changes to the basic facility. This represents about 10% of the input energy to the

/

The 61-1amp system requires the addition of 24 new system and can be more than offset by operation of new
80-kW lamps and reflectors as well as the optical modi- style bulbs at 25 kW. The selective infrared absorptance
fications. It is clear, from the design of the system, that of the several lenses reduces the operating temperature
any intensity level from maximum to zero, is available of the penetration lens over the present system, thus
at any diameter by simply turning off bulbs or reducing permitting more optimum sealing. The lens shape (piano-
their power level. Any intermediate diameter is also convex) also contributes to the strength of the penetration
available if desired, lens over the current essentially plane window, even

though the diameter is doubled.

The efficiency of the present system very closely ap-
proaches 50% (ratio of beam energy to energy projected Reference

onto mixer face). Spectral calculations of absorptance, 1. Bartera, R. E., and Barnett, R. M., Development of the let
utilization of single layer lens coatings, and considerations PropulsionLaboratorllSolarSimulator, Type A, Teebnical Report
of the spectral output of the xenon lamps all combine to 82-688. Jet PropulsionLaboratory, Pasadena, Calif.,July15,1964.2
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